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The historical development and current stafus of human resources development

for academic lib'ra¡ians in seven post-secondary educational institutions in Manitoba

were investigated. The data were gathered through documentary analysis of the staff

development background of each institution, personal interviews of the senior

administrators of each library, and through a comprehensive questionnaire mailed to

the professional librarians of each institution.

The librarians who were surveyed found that the major changes presently

occurring in academic libraries, particularly library automation and budgetary

constraints, require investment in human resources development. Library

administrators were generally in favour of an. organized, strategic approach to a staff

development progranìme in order to increase productivity and employee satisfaction.

The limitations posed on such a programme by financial consü'aints and pressure of

time necessitate careful tailoring of all human resources development activities to fit

the long-terrn goals of the library and its parent institution.

,4. model of human resources development for professional librarians, designed

for integration into the strategic plans of academic libraries, is proposed. As

automation is the greatest challenge currently facing these libraries, training in

computer skills should be of primary importance. Participatory management su'ategies

can be helpful in providing job satisfaction for professional librarians, as the onset of

computerized information technology has caused, on the one hand, a levelling of tasks

performed by librarians and library support staff and, on the other hand, an increased

demand by users for innovative services. In light of the current climate of fiscal

restraint, motivational support and incentives for librarians must be derived from

various non-monetary forms of employee recognition and reward. Frofessional

,dbstnact



involvement through conferences or associations is encouraged for all librarians.

Research is considered to be a requisite for academic libnarians in order for them to be

recognized as equivalent to teaching faculty. Flowever, support for research projects

needs to be organized in the form of guidance and funding. These practices could be

integrated into institutional human resources development objectives wherever such

objectives existed, but also would need to be coordinated by the library director, in

accordance with the libnary's stated goals, and as part of a staægic plan.

111
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Within its short lifespan of about twenty years, the field of organizational

development has evolved to include a diversity of theories, methods, techniques, and

views about the purposeful improvement of the mÍuragement of an organization. It is

concerned with organizational excellence in meeting an organization's objectives, as

well as with "the human treatment of human beings" (Patten 1988, 199). Minter

predicted that:

P{,JR,PO SE ANÐ T'HEO R,ETXC,EÍ. OE&IENT'^ETXON

CF{APT'ER, ONE

Human resource planning (and development) concepts will become a viable
management approach through the turn of the century and beyond. During the
next twenty to thirty years managers will be relying heavily on human resource
management tools to better plan, organize, direct and control the human assets
of the firm. (Minter 1980, 52)

Human resources development is a vehicle to bring about organizational development

by calling for a series of activities designed to further the revitalization or productivity

of an organization, and in which the job, the individual and the organization interact as

each one develops and changes. As noted by Nadler (1970: 1988), these activities

incorporate improving performance on the present job (training); preparing individuals

for future, identifiable jobs within the organization (education); and helping individuals

grorñ/ to meet future, as yet unspecified, directions of organizational growth

(development).

Funpose of 6t¡e Staldy

The construction of a comprehensive model of human resources

development for academic librarians is investigated in this research. The purpose of

1
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the model is to be responsive to the developmental needs of the colleges and

universities as well as the individuals concerned, and to provide the structure for

comparison and evaluation of ongoing professional development. The general

questions guiding this research are:

1. What specific changes a¡e academic libraries undergoing that call for

development of their human resou¡ces?

What are the specific human resources development needs in academic

libra¡ies?

What kind of human resources development activities are already

available to academic librarians?

How effective are these activities in meeting the needs of:

(a) the individual librarians concerned; (b) the academic library; and

(c) the university or the college?

Which of the human resources development needs perceived by academic

librarians are not being met at present?

What are the barriers that prevent the implementation of human

resources development activities in academic libraries to correspond to

these needs?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. V/hat are the possible solutions

proper implementation of human

librarians?

o0. What role should management play in order to meet the human

resources needs of academic libra¡ies, and of academic librarians?

What model of human resources development will incorporate the

appropriate activities to fit successfully an individual librarian's needs

with those of the organization?

9.

to help eliminate the barriers to the

resources development for academic
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A growing body of resea¡ch has identified the importance of human resources

for the development of both private and public enterprises. The need to consider the

development of human resources is particularly acute in academic libraries, which a¡e

buffeted by severe budget restraints as well as escalating acquisition and labour costs

and automation expenditures. V/hile automation absorbs more and more financial

resources, it also creates changes in academic libraries. Library personnel need

continuous professional development to accept and manage these changes. Academic

librarians with faculty ranking are expected to undertake relevant research and show

evidence of continuous professional development to gain career advancement. This

research is an attempt to address needs such as these through an empirically-based

model, focusing on specific concerns about human resources development and

marìagement in academic libraries.

Before human resources development in libraries can be studied, organi-

zational literature should be reviewed in order to understand the conceptual

development of human resources development. This review will be the basis for a

critical examination of the emerging status of human resources development in

libraries within the broader context of human resources development in organizations.

A descriptive and, where applicable, historical review of literature related to human

resources development is undertaken in Chapter One. An overview and summary of

each subtopic highlights the issues that are particularly relevant to the present sfudy.

In Chapter Two, library literature is o-iticatly examined to review the status of human

resources development in libra¡ies within the context of the broader frame presented

in Chapter One.

Conceptua! Ðevelopnrent of FIuman Resources Developmem$
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A review of selected literature, dealing with human capital theory, work force

planning, training, and finally human resources development, is presented

chronologically to show that the human capital theory is the basis for human resources

developrnent. The products of the human capital theory - the concepts of work force

planning, vocational education, and on-the-job training - are absorbed into the

functions of a well-run human resources development progrrimme. Supportive

managerial theories within the context of organizational development identify the

appropriate organizational climate and administrative leadership needed for the

application sf þrrmfln resources development. Relevant human resources management

models a¡e examined for their applicability to libraries.

Finally, the nature of educational organizations is reviewed, including the

controversy described in educational administration literature about what constitutes

an educational organization, and how theoretical applications of organizational theory

differ in educational institutions compared to other types of organizations. An

academic library exists within the environment of an educational institution.

Narrowing the focus from organizations to educational organizations as a field of study

before examining the review of library literature will help in identifying the critical

issues connected to human resources development in academic libraries.

Svewiew. The ideas embedded in human capital theory have provided the

theoretical underpinnings for human resources management and vocational u'aining.

Human capital theory reached its zenith in the 1960's; in the 1980's, it had to be

modified to suit new economic realities. By underlining the complex relationship

between education and earnings, it influenced work force planning and vocational

education in the 1960's, on-the-job training in the 1970's, and human resources

Human Capital Theory
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development in the 1980's. The human capital theory, popularly associated with

economists of the late 1950's and 1960's, such as Schultz, Drucker and Becker,

considers human beings to be capital resources or assets, and advocates invesEnent.

in human capital for increased productivity (Jones 1981, 61; Mace 1984, 39).

Wûstorícøl development. As early as 1968, Kiker was able to outline human

resources development as one possible application of the human capital analytical

framework (Kiker 1968, ix-x). His edited work in 1971 was a summary of the

research conducted in the 1960's on the human capital concept. The resea¡chers

asserted that expenditures on people, which lead to increases in future productivity,

are investrnents in capital and should be u'eated in theory and practice as capital

forrnation.

Theodore Schultz is credited with the "rebirth" of the concept of human

capital (Blaug 1968, 11; Kiker 1971,1; Mace 1984,39; Odiorne 1984,4). Schultz's

presentation in 1971, a tour de force on human capital theory, classified the investment

in human capital into seven different invesûnent activities. These include education,

u'aining, work force planning studies, motivation, and perforrnance of workers - in

effect, all the facets that are currently held to be the core of human resources

development. The growing literature of the early 1970's on human capital dealt far

more intensely with education as an investment than with any other component of

human capital. Thurow considered the concept of human capital and the analytical

framework behind it to be major advances in economic analysis because they provided

an alternative measure of labour's contribution to productivity. Ftre predicted that

"the problem of how to invest wisely and efficiently in human beings is destined to be

our major social and economic problem of the future" (Thurow 7970,135).

The early studies on human capital theory were rather utopian in their ready

acceptance of a simple equation between education and productive employment, with

many other important factors still in the "unknown" category. F{owever, these
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studies were instrumental in focusing on the problem of how to invest wisely and

efficiently in human beings. By the middle 1970's, this simple equation of education

and employment was being questioned. For the equation to b true, education should

always lead to increased productivity. Adams reflected the skepticism and dis-

illusionment that set in when it was realized that "more and more schooling did not

necessarily result in equalization of opportunity for the available gods and services of

the society" (Adams 1973, @), and stated that there was little evidence to suggest a

tight relationship bet'ween education and economic growth. Welch, in his appraisal of

the human capital approach, concluded:

We do not have clear statements of the endogenicity of schooling vis-a-vis
ability. We have not been able to generalize with regards to the role of family
background as it contributes to motivation, to the quality of the learning
environment, and to access to funds for investments in human capital.

(Welch 1975,69)

Bowles and Gintis, while believing that "the evidence strongly supports the

view that schooling enhances worker productivity" (Bowles and Gintis 1975,74),

found the human capital theory to be "substantially misleading both as a framework

for empirical resea¡ch and as guide to policy" (p.74-75), and that the "human capital

theorists have put forth a one-dimensional nonnative framework" (p. 82) when a more

complex equation was demanded. Ginzberg, while acknowledging the connection

between education, work and work force planning, also saw the need for a more

complex equation, calling attention to recent developments "that warn against a

simplistic reliance on the human capital theory as an explicating mechanism"

(Ginzberg 1975,2). Without naming specific activities, he heralded the bginnings of

human resources development when he called for such improvements as:

. . . alteration of the existing patterns of interaction between workers and
management, and between workers and their machines, with the aim of providing
workers with more scope for self-discrimination and more responsibiliry for the
production of goods and services. (Ginzberg 1975,3)
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Stensland critically examined the justification of education as investr¡ent in human

capital, and concluded that since a vast variety of institutions contribute to the

education of human beings, human capital fomration cannot be regarded as a simple

input-output transaction. He suggested using an integrated approach and continuous

interaction between development and education rather than a cause-effect connection,

stating that "with the bold new concept of total, life-long education, integrated

planning is within reach" (Stensland 1976,77).

Thus, in the 1970's, there was speculation about the other va¡iables in the

productivity equation, though the importance of education to productive employment

was still emphasized. The simple equation of education and production had become

more complex, with additional factors influencing the outcome.

Several research studies in the 1980's continued to prove that the

productivity equation is more complex than a simple and direct correlation between

education and employment. According to these case studies, factors other than

education, such as age differences (Cohn 1980), gender differences (V/ong and

Sandars 1982), family characteristics or extra-curricula¡ activities (Levine 1983), also

determine human productivity.

Ricker's review (1980) showed, with particula¡ emphasis on Canadian

experiences, that economic thought concerning education had been different in each of

three distinct periods. Until the 1950's, economists demonstrated little concern about

the relationship between education and society's economic perfonnance. In the

1960's, during the so-called human-investment revolution, the neo-classical school

became preoccupied with education's investment potential, resulting in greatly

increased expenditures. At the heart of this analysis was the theory of human

capital. As Ricker stated, "it was the strong correlation between educational

attainments and economic growth that n'ansformed the theory of human capital into an

irresistibly persuasive dætrine" (Ricker 7980, 172). trn the 1970's, the judgement

was revised and the human capital or e.ducation-as-investment schæl of thought felt
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into disarray. Canadian economists believed that both a policy of restraint and a

closer meshing of school programmes with labour force requirements would be

necessary. According to Ricker, Canada's educational system, viewed in historical

perspective, reflects the changing moods of the country's economic policy advisors,

from armchair observance of educational policy-making until the 1950's, to the

preoccupation with education as an investment in the 1960's, and finally the swing

through the 1970's and in the 1980's to vocationalism on the one hand, and to "eco-

logical economics" \ryith is plea for traditional forms of education, on the other. Ricker

concluded that the benefits had not baen as expected:

Canada now leads the industrialized world in educational enrollments in
relation to its population and it also devotes a higher percentage of its Gross
National Product to education than any other major industrial power. But
Canada's economy has not benefitted from this greatly accelerated commiunent to
education to the extent that was expected.

Mace's work (1984) provides a fitting conclusion to this literature review of

human capital theory. He raced the development of human capital theory through

the "veritable avalanche of lvork" that followed Schultz's publication, noting that

disillusionment set in only when human capital theory failed to deliver on two counts:

equalization of incomes in proportion to money spent on education, and expected

economic growth in Third V/orld countries (Mace 1984, 40). Mace was convinced

that:

. what is needed now is further conceptual and empirical work to unravel
the complex relationship between education and earnings; work that must take
account of the politico.social context within which this relationship is determined

. The early optimism of economists has been replaced by a much clearer
understanding of the limits of education as an investment for equalizing income and
prompting economic growth . We may indeed be witnessing the birth of a
political economy of education rather than an economics of education based on the
rather narrow human capital paradigm.

Mace's analysis of its "pros" and "cons," as presented in a wide range of

publications, pointed out the complexity of the productivity equation.

(Ricker 1980, 178)

(Mace 1984, 4245)
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Swvnwdøry øwd ønalysís. The literature review shows that human capital

theory is viewed differently now than it was in the 1960's. Until that time, economic

analysis dealt with the process of economic growth in temrs of changes in the stock of

physical capital (structures and equipment) and the number of workers. Gradually,

the inadequacy of these variables in explaining economic growth was recognized and a

search for fuller identification of variables was launched. In the 19@'s, a significant

amount of empirical work was undertaken to estimate the contribution of education

and on-the-job training to economic growth, and to ascertain the rate of return on

expenditures for education and training. Since then, Schultz's view has been adjusted

to include a more realistic assessment of the labour market to reflect the economic

realities of the 1980's and 1990's. The human capital theory has helped to highlight

the complex relationship between education and earnings, and has given impetus to

work force planning and on-the-job training, concepts which, in the context of changing

managerial theories and practices, blend into principles of human resources

development and management.

A comparison of the history of economic development in western countries

with that in Third \ü/orld countries suggests that human capital theory would

inevitably have had its origin in the West. It is generally less obvious that, in western

countries, the rate of growth of human capital has hen faster than the rate of growth

of conventional (non-human) capital. In fact, the distinctive feature of the western

economic system has ken the high skill level of its work force, which, when combined

with other investments, accounts for the productive superiority of the technically

advanced countries. Industrially less developed nations are unable to absorb physical

capital beyond a certain point due to inadequacy of the complementary human capital

needed to operate the machines. F{erein lies the importance of work force planning

and on-the-job training, which are developments from human capital theory. A

theoretical understanding of the origin of human resources development underscores

the economic realities surrounding this issue in the context of budget-driven librraries.



Ovewiew. A review of the work force planning literature reveals that ttre

ebb and flow of work force development has followed the pattern set by the historical

development of the human capital theory. There was the same optimism in the 1960's,

with the assumption of a direct correlation between levels of educational attainment

and levels of income. In the late 1960's and early 1970's, attention shifted from

education of individuals to help for disadvantaged groups. There was also a change

from the n¿urow concept of work force planning to the larger conceptual view of the

overall development of human resources. The 1970's emerged as a period of work

force planning in order to tackle mushrooming employment problems, but in the middle

of the decade, diminishing returns on education expenditure resulted in skepticism

about work force planning. Human development strategies were mentioned more

often than work force planning strategies, with increased attention given to problems

faced by the disadvantaged. By the early 1980's there were doubts about the cost-

effectiveness of vocational training. On-the-job training as well as job creation

resurfaced as viable alternatives. A call for a closer link between educational

institutions and businesses was advocated, in which the business world would

participate more fully in uaining programmes. The productivity equation had more

known va¡iables, though education was still regarded as the core.

Elístoricøl developrnent" According to Jakubauskas and palomba:

During the 1940's and early 1950's the major concern of labor economists
was union-management relations . Beginning with the late 1950's, the focus
of anention kgan to shift. Policymakers hgan to Þ greatly concerned with the
development and utilization of workers as a manpower [sicl resource. Govern-
ment intervened more actively in the labr market by promoting employment and
training opportunities for a wide range of groups previously ignored. 

-

(Jakubauskas and Palomba Ig73,v)

Work Force Planning

10
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The work force was viewed as the human form of capital, with unemployment

termed "idle capital", and the training or educating of workers termed "improving

capital". The optimism of the 1960's, with the assumption of a direct correlation.

between levels of educational attainment and levels of income, was evidenced by

LeVasseur's 1967 study of the interrelationship between education, work force, and

the economy. The author considered a model to quantify certain structural

relationships within and among three separate systems: the educational system, the

work force system, and the inter-industry system. In the late 19@'s and early 1970's,

the attention of policy makers shifted from the education of individuals to helping

disadvantaged groups. This marked a change from the relatively restricted concept of

work force planning to the larger concept of the overall development of human

resources, thus broadening the productivity equation. Schooling was found to be

insufficient as it did not provide enough'"hedging" in facing the advancing

technological conditions (Kiker l97l). 'With accelerated changes, ongoing training

became increasingly important. A strong connection was made between vocational

training in the educational setting and work force planning. The changing employment

market was signalled by an UNESCO publication noting that:

Only a comprehensive approach to human resource development and
utilization embracing all categories of manpower [sic] in both the modern and
traditional sectors of the economy can provide a firm foundation for a rational
manpower [sic] policy and an adequate basis for educational planning.

GTNESAO 1968, 18)

In the western countries, given the economic goals of full employment and

equal employment opportunities, the 1970's emerged as a period of work force

planning, largely because of increasing unemployment problems, particularly among

the disadvantaged (Bauer 1970; Ruthenberg 1970). The emphasis on vocarional

education prompted Knowles (1972) to suggest that education must be a lifelong

process in order to avoid the catastrophe of human obsolescence.
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Jakubauskas and Palomba cited Schultz, Becker and many others to describe

the capital nature of the work force, concluding that "human capital can b improved by

formal education and on-the-job training, fuller information about job oppornrnities, and

better health care" (Jakubauskas and Palomba 7973, l5). In his analysis of the close

connection between social changes and changes in income distribution, Tinbergen

(1975) suggested that the educational system could be used to reduce inequality in

income distribution. He þlieved that in the "race" between educational development

as an inequality depressing agent, and technological development as an inequality

boosting agent, "both in the U. S. A. and in the Netherlands, education appears as the

victor and inequality has fallen considerably" (Tinbergen 1975, 155). However, in the

mid-1970's, there was increased skepticism about work force planning, mainly due to

diminishing returns for educational expenditures (Leiter 1975). V/ith more attention

being given to the problems faced by the disadvantaged, and with the growing need for

an individual career education continuum, work force planning strategy was soon

supplanted by the people-oriented, situation-specific terminology of human

development su'ategy (Worthington 1974).

Regarding work force development in Canada in the same period, it is

sobering to find the present echoing the past. Ginzberg found the deep-seated

regionalism of Canada hampering economic growth and the development of "sensible

manpower [sic] policies" (Ginzberg 1971,285). By 1975, the rate of unemployment

was again climbing; however, patterns of chronic regional disparity remained

unchanged. The fundamental reason, according to Baetz and Collins, was "the

reluctance of employers and social planners to treat labour as a resource to be

developed and planned for over a long-tenn horizon, rather than as if it flowed from a

tap to be turned on and off instantaneously in response to imme{iate economic

conditions" (Baetz and Collins 1975, 6). trn view of rising expectations and work

aspirations, particularly arnong youth and women, "it is incumbent on government to
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create conditions which lead not only to increasing job quantity but to increasing job

quality" (p. 6). The authors reconmended a human development strategy as more

appropriate than work force strategres (p. 17-18).

Holland and Skolnick (1975), examining the same issues in the context of the

activities and purposes of the governments of Canada and Ontario, reported a

considerable shift in the direction of work force policy after a period of increased

unemployment in 1972. There was discernible inærest in the equiøble distribution of

work force programmes, which were established to ameliorate problems faced by the

disadvantaged. During the same time period, the Manitoba Economic Development

Advisory Board (1975) reported a problem of underemployment rather than un-

employment. The report recommended on-the-job training, short-term and long-temr

economic forecasting, and career development for \ilomen and minority groups. The

report is widely held to be the forerunner of the Affirmative Action Programme, which

is presently known as the Employment Equity Programme. In the United States too,

costly work force programmes bred doubts and objections. Demands for

accountability surfaced in 1971 and l972,just as Canada started seriously to examine

its work force programmes.

In four separate publications (1966, 1971, 1975, 1976), Ginzberg described

the work force planning connection to economic development. He maintained that

work force planning actually represented the key constraint on growth, as it required

time and effort to expand the quantity and quality of skills of the population (Ginzkrg

1971, 300). The focus of Ginzberg's work in 1975 stressed the exænt to which

effective work force utilization depends on: effective organizational structures,

incentive structures that conu-ibute to, or detract from, the economical use of work

force, and the commitment of top leadership to a policy of effective work force

utilization. This model is now considered the effective managerial application of
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human resources development. Ginzberg (1976) also emphasized the need to match

individuals' career objectives and the goals of the organization, thus echoing the

objective of human resources management. Higgs and Mbithi (1977) described

human resources to be a most precious and underused resource, and that change

agents must work with, rather than for, people. Kuper (1979) suggested that a

nation's productivity came from three groups of factors: human resources, technology

and capital investrnent, and the external environment. He maintained education to k
the critical element because it improved the individual's ability to contribuæ to the

economic system. As shown by these writers, attention increasingly was shifting to

the needs of the individual, as vocational education became prohibitively expensive.

One of the alternatives, then, was on-the-job ü'aining (I-evine 1979).

In the 1980's, there were continuing doubts about the cost-effectiveness of

vocational training. On-the-job training and job creation resurfaced as viable

alternatives (Nelson and Peverly 1980). Better cooperation was proposed between

educational institutions and businesses, with the business world called upon to

participate more fully in training programmes (Fyfe 1980). The productivity equation

thus had more known va¡iables, though education continued to be regarded as the

core.

Writing from a Canadian perspective, Love (1980) predicted that over the

next flve years concern about unemployment would k increasingly coupled with a

concern about shortages of skilled work force in certain areas:

Obviously, if we are to improve our capacity to u'ain highly skilled n'ades-
workers and ensure that development æcurs primarily within the private sector,
we must find ways to encourage employers to participate nrore fully in apprentice-
ship programs. Qæve 1980,26)
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While he agreed that the government should offer vocational training as a way of

improving the general performance of the economy, he warned that "serious

imbalances in the market will continue unless the private sector trains more workers

to meet its specific needs" (Love 1980,27).

Inz:rrry indicted poor work force planning for the "problematic phenomena of

unemployment and overeducation," concluding that:

The costly invesment of limited fiscal resources in education to prepare the
strategic human resources required for development has resulted, instead, in the
accumulation of redundant educated labour and has not made commensurate
advances in economic and sæial development.

Fulton et al., noting that expansion in higher education was slowing in most

industrialized countries, stated that "there has been growing evidence of imbalances

between the supply of and demand for various categories of qualified personnel"

(Fulton et al. 1980, 84). The authors believed that a greater commiftnent to lifelong

education could alleviate many of the difficulties associated with work force planning.

Craig and Evers (1981) suggested that future di¡ections of employee training and

education would depend on the responsiveness of the traditional education system in

recognizing employer needs and collaborating with business in meeting those needs, a

direction taken by the Canada Jobs Strategy Programme.

A report from the Task Force on Labour Market Development (Canada

Employment and Immigration 1981) offered a Canadian perspective on work force

planning. The Task Force advocated spending on training directed to those skills

most in demand, and for which the return on investrnent in human capital would be the

highest. Its recommendations to seek private sector funding and reduce the

commitment of resources to post-secondary institutions led to the establishment of

the Canada Jobs Strategy Frogramme, whereby the federal government matches

corporate conn-ibutions for û'aining programmes. The Task Force was helped in its

(kizarry 1980,342)
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analysis by a survey of work force planning practices in Canadian companies by

Clifford et al. (1981), who reported the positive response of Canadian companies to an

increased role in work force planning. Related to this were the research findings from

the Manitoba Department of Labour and Manpower (1981) which showed that, in

order to derive maximum benefits and minimize the adverse effects of technological

development and its adaptation to industry, concomitant changes in the areas of labour

relations and work force planning would be required.

Since the establishment of what was originally known as the Canada Jobs

Strategy Frogramme, several government initiatives, at both the federal and provincial

levels, for the development and training of the Canadian work force have been

implemented. Such government initiatives and programmes are beyond the scope of

this study for a detailed review. However, the reports issued in the beginning of the

1980's by the Task Force on Canadian V/ork Force Planning were instrumental in

directing the various levels of government to the importance of a collaboration

between public and private sectors in naining the work force.

Caron's survey (1983), prepared as a background paper for Employment and

Immigration Canada, found that education had a cumulative effect for individuals. To

varying degrees, previous schooling, income level and type of professional occupation

influenced one's participation in adult education. In general, people in the public

sector had higher rates of participation in work-related training activities than those in

the private sector; men were more likely to be in work-related training, while women

were more likely to be in training programmes unrelated to work. Institutional

supports such as educational leave were found to encourage an increased participation

in adult education. However, unlike universities, few companies in Canada had

educationai leave policies. Caron concluded that there vvas a need for some basic job-

related ü'aining and retraining to adapt the Canadian work force to new technologies

(Caron 1983, 33).
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Skolnick (1983) re-examined the role of work force planning in the Canadian

university sector in light of new economic imperatives and prduction initiatives from

Employment and Immigration Canada. He recommended that all institutions - univer-

sities, industry, and the government - should seek increased flexibility of educational

programmes, on-the-job training, and paid educational leave, thus becoming more

responsive to changing demands.

Samrnary and analysís. The historical and analytical work of Coombs

(1985) provides a fitting conclusion as well as a summary for the liærature review on

work force planning. In "the task of tracing the genealogy of today's troubled and

troublesome incongruities between the world of education and the world of work"

(1985, 171), Coombs confirmed his 1968 report on the troubled partnership between

education and employment. In his view, technical education had become a lifelong

process and a necessity for an increasing proportion of each nation's labour force.

Tracing the history of the great postwar educational expansion of the 1950's and the

1960's caused by "the time-honored symbiotic relationship between education and

work" (p. 172), Coombs pointed out that indiscriminately expanding the existing

educational system led to gross imbalances and waste, particularly in developing

countries. This called for a new kind of educational and work force planning that would

ensure the balanced internal growth of education systems to keep them in harmony

with the needs of the economy. To do this with reasonable accuracy and sufficient

specificity, including the qualitative as well as quantitative dimensions of the needed

work force, proved, however, to be virtually impossible because of a lack of reliable

basic data, unpredictable changes in the economy, differing priorities and, abve all,

the absence of a reliable, comprehensive and well-integrated overall national

development plan. Cost-benefit approaches used in calculating separate rates of
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return on past educational investments in any given country invariably showed that

the overall yield from education was higher than from most of the other investments in

the economy. There was also a substantially higher "social" rate of return on public

invesünents in primary education than in higher education, where returns were higher

for individuals than for society. Cæmbs acknowledged that:

. Both approaches at least had the merit of encouraging planners and
decision makers to think in clearer, more rigorous, and comprehensive terms about
how best to allocate limited resources among different parts of the educational
system and how to maûch the system's performance and products with realistic
national developments needs. (Coombs 19g5, 176)

However, Coombs found fundamental shortcomings in both the work force approach

and the cost-benefit approach, as "each was essentially a 'numbers game' that

ignored vitally important qualitative deficiencies and maladjustments in existing

educational systems and specifîc programmes" (p. 176). Coombs found the social

demand approach to be the most pragmatic, reflecting as it did the view of the people,

while also being "a highly complex amalgam of technocratic statistical calculations

and projections, strongly leavened by diverse and competing professional biases,

philosophical convictions and political interests and pressures" (p. 176). V/ith the

social demand approach, the fact that some people received more than others showed

that "whatever its ideology, educational decision making in any country is, in the final

analysis and inescapably, a political process of give and ta,ke" (p. 177). Coombs'

thought-provoking analysis concluded on a disturbing note:

In the absence of sweeping readjustments and innovations in both
educational and economic systems, the world of education and the world of work
will become increasingly unbalanced and maladjusted in most if not all countries
over the next 20 years . The major cause for concern lies in the developingworld [The more developed countries] can undoubtedly make 

^ 
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necessary adjustments more readily, though noi without wise aná determined
economic and educational policies, and even then, not without considerable pain
and difficulty. (Coombs 1995, â04)
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The review on work force planning underscores the importance of ongoing

planning as a part of human resources development and management in libnaries to

allow for the ever increasing changes in libraries of today. While work force planning

considers the needs of groups of people, on-the-job raining attends to the needs of the

individuals within groups.

Overvíew. A review of the literature shows that training, referring to on-

the-job training and work-experience learning, is well recognized. Ideally, the

continuum of education from educational institutions to raining in workplaces should

be maintained. Skolnick stated that "to be fully producti',e in industry, employees

require much on-the-job learning and those with the best general education likely are

the best on-the-job learners" (Skolnick 1983, 86).

Tnaining

Wistoricøl development. Human capital theory was used to measure and

quantify the process of on-the-job training. Even in the 1960's, Mincer found that

training, particularly of white males, for¡ned a very large part of the total educational

invesftnent in the U. S. (Kiker I971,279-323). Wood and Campbll's bibliography

(1970) includes lM publications from the 1960's relating to raining, Effiy of which

reported empirical findings that are pertinent even today. The cost-benefit ratio for the

government was found to be many times that for the individual, and the average ratio

for the economy many times that for the government, thereby justifying the sharing of

training costs ktween government, the business community, and the ffainee. \ltrhile

the economic cost of ren'aining the hard-core unemployed was fairly high, training the

unemployed and reu'aining employees proved to be a sound policy for both individuals
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and society, âs the individual then would not require welfare payments. Refusal of

retraining on the part of employees was often due to a lack of interest in the skill being

taught, or a belief that training would not increase \rages. This perception dis-

couraged any change in job behaviour even when training was provided.

At the sta::t of the 1970's, Odiorne predicted a high future demand for training,

noting that Schultz's "provocative idea" of human capital theory (1960) "has had a

sizeable impact on the thinking of others since it was stated" (Odiorne 1970, 6).

Odiorne klieved that "tax allowances to corporations for depreciation of the vast

investments they make in human capital would have an immediate effect on

accelerating the rate at which they make such investments" (p. l1).

Saint (1974) maintained that productive results occurred when the two

sepa.rate aspects of training and learning were integrated into a teaching-learning

process with action to solve organizational problems and accomplish work goals:

The central task of management today is creating an organizational climate
that evokes human growth and training-learning processes that integrate learning
with work. (Saint 1974,x-xi)

Tracing the role of the Canadian federal government in training development in

Canada, Peterson noted that in the 1960's, the focus of federal attention to supporting

naining had been on existing or proposed formal education centres. In the 1970's, the

focus appeared to be shifting to the training and development activities ca¡ried out

within companies (Peterson 1976,21). Describing what he tenned as "a programme

becoming an administrative nightrnare of the fi¡st order," Peterson blamed "the whole

mess on federal-provincial relations in Canada in general . an e,choing syrnptom

of deepening problems which existed in all spheres of government activity" (p. 21).

McCormack and Albrtus (1978) outlined specific principles to k followed in

order for a u'aining programme to k successful. The successful u'aining deparnnent

has, somewhere along the way, and usually from the start, gained top-management
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support for its function (McCormack and Alkrtus 1978, 18). The authors stressed

that programmes should be set up on a voluntary basis, specifically aimed to meet the

needs of trainees. Scherer found it very important for the trainer in an organization to

repoft to top management to ensure flust-hand exposure to the problems confronting

the organization, and for the training programmes to be active rather than reactive

(Scherer 1978, 4). Pointing out that "training is not a typical personnel activity"

(p. 3), the author also emphasized that the trainer's function was to help managers

with their responsibility to develop human ¡esources.

In the late 1970's, the terms "human resources development" and "training"

were generally used as synonyms. Even where it was distinguished from human

resources development, training was considered the most important aspect of human

resources development (Donaldson and Scannell, 1978). The importance of training

for job security was shown in the publication by the National Center for Productivity

and Quality of Working Life (1971). Through case studies, the resea¡chers showed

that efforts to achieve high productivity through technology were generally accepted by

unions, provided the companies pursued a job security policy with retraining, job

assurances and advance notice of technological change.

By the beginning of the 1980's, on-the-job training had become an accepted

practice in many organizations and \pas seen as a function of human resources deve-

lopment. The empirical studies by Napier et al. (1980; 1980a) emphasized the need

for economic infrastructure development so that job training can follow job creation.

The researchers found that, without the necessary economic infrastructure, the

traditional human resource development model, with its pervasive value commitment

to education as the primary mode of solving socio-economic problems, lvas a poor

predictor of employment status. Therefore Napier et al. suggested the need for a

combined hunnan resources/structural perspective, in which the structural component

is established prior to the introduction of human resources development programmes.

This supports the concept of a human resources development model in alignment with

or ganizaA.onal sU'ate gy.
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Bidwell et al. (1981) predicted the innovation of "team job training" as a fact

of organizational strategy. trn the team approach, workers and their immediate

supervisors identify their own needs and form part of the programme development,

execution and evaluation process, similar to a "Quality Circle." The authors found

team job Eaining to be cost-effective, often assuring communication, real learning, and

management by integration, and pointed out that a "constructive intent or attitude on

management's pa¡t is the primary requisite" (p. 82) for the successful implementation

of this new approach.

Bendick and Egan (1982) believed that much of the potential "payoff' to

worker education was found not in formal education prior to entering the work force but

in midcareer retraining to cope with technological changes, prevent skill deterioration,

learn new skills for job promotion, and facilitate forced job changes. Dodge and

Wilkinson (1982) reiterated the importance of worker training in Canada and the need

for a comprehensive human resources strategy to ensure economic health and

international competitiveness. A study prepared for the Economic Council of Canada

(Betcherman 1982) reported survey results revealing that sixty percent of

participating establishments had initiated short-term training during that year, with

only twenty percent offering programmes of longer duration. Reasons cited by non-

training organizations were a perceived lack of need and a lack of human resource

planning.

Surnrnøry ønd ønøXysís" Based on selected literature of the 1980's, certain

conclusions can be made about training within the context of human resources

development. Training does not function in isolation; it is subordinate to the

functioning of the overall organization. It should be consistent with the goals of rhe

organization - not what is available, but what is needed (Daly 1980; Seltzer et al.

1985). Training should respond to real needs, not felt needs (Boylen 1980; Daly 1980;
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Lazer et al. 1980; Myers 1980). A participative process in planning and implementing

training programmes, consulting the needs of all parties concerned, and involving both

staff and m¿uragement, helps to focus the training on the needs of the organization and

its people. The importance of evaluation to the effectiveness of the training

progrÍütme is stressed. If training does not contribute to the total organization, it will

cease to function (Coffman 1980; Smith, M. 1980). Increasingly, training programmes

are expected to recognize the need for employees' personal g¡owth in addition to

work-related technical training, as it is found that raining directed towards the

attitudes, interests, and abilities of an individual will produce greater creativity and a

genuine desire to perform at the highest level. Greater importance is placed on the

need for training to be futu¡e-oriented, integrating work with life, and linked to

economic developments by satisfying job requirements.

lVhile human capital theory itself has lost some of its initial impact, training

is still considered an invesünent in human capital. Retraining pro$ammes also are

gaining momentum due to rapidly changing technologies and crurent economic swings.

Raitt pointed out how "massive stn¡ctural unemployment has led to the creation of a

new phenomenon, the displaced worker, the permanently laid-off employee who has a

positive work history but is out of work because of company downsizing" (Raitr 1982,

48). The author claimed that retraining, as a form of continuing education, has hcome

necess¿ìry because it reduces the cost associated with recn¡itment and placement.

R.etraining provides a positive atmosphere by promoting career continuity and mobi-

lity, and by conveying a statement of organizational commitrnent to employees. It also

promotes maximum use of human resources by b'ringing to the fore those who might

otherwise be "dead ended" by changes, allowing an optimum use of management

skills as a manager becomes an active partner in the retraining præess.
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As Hayne et al. (1983) noted, there is an interesting paradigm shift con-

comitant with the crurent economic stress:

The formal education system is becoming increasingly aware of, and.
responsive to, the demands of the broader society, particularly in relation to the
"bottom line" of cost effectiveness; while the workplace, as the plethora of human
resource organizations suggests, is increasingly concerned with the needs of the
individual.

Corporate training is reported as "characteristically short-term, functional, and task-

oriented" (Faturi 1982, 5), with accountability as an integral part of the training

prograrnme. Literature on work force planning and on-the-job training shows that

while vocational education as a formal study began to lose its place of prominence, on-

the-job training and short-term staff developmental courses emerged as part of

continuing education. The literature also confirms that on-the-job training, while not

new to organizations, now has greater scope.and better support from management,

which regards training as an investment rather than a necessary evil, thereby teading

to the concept of a return on investment.

In conclusion, this review of literature on training in organizations shows

clearly the importance of ongoing training to a well-run programme of human resources

development in any organization. This includes lib'raries, where on-the-job training is

fundamental to a human resources development programme.

(Hayne et al. 1983, 5)

Svewíew. As the literature review shows, the field of human resources

development has increased rapidly since its inception. The field, which was once

solely "training," then expanded to include "training and development," has now

emerged as something much broader and more important to organizations and society.

F{uman resources development now encompasses work force planning, education,

Human Resources Development Over the Decades
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training, performance appraisal, motivation and incentives, staffÆaculty development,

career development, and career pathing. Perhaps because it has become such a far-

reaching umbrella term, the concept of human resources development is sometimes

not clear. Almost all writers maintain that an effective human resources development

programme is one that is active rather than reactive, and matches employee needs

with organizational needs. The literature review also shows that a much more

comprehensive human resources development programme is carried on in private

businesses than in educational institutions.

The primary overall purpose of human resources management is to improve

organizational and individual performance in achieving institutional goals. According

to Grover, "the goal of human resources management is to facilitate the

accomplishment of organizational goals through people" (Grover 1986, 8). Luce noted

that "inherent in most philosophies lof human resources development] is an

understanding of the worth of employees as a resource" (Luce 1983, 26).

Accordingly, successful human resources management requires "a reward system

based on sound performance appraisal mechanisms and active reinforcement of

employee performances that promote the service values and goals of the firm"

(Grover 1986, l2). It calls for job enrichment to help increase worker motivation, and

the development of competency criteria that can be used in selection, performance

assessment, and career and work force planning. Nadler (1980) made a distinction

between human resources development based on learning, and organizational

development based on organizational behaviour, regarding the one as technical and

the other as structural. The overlapping area ktween the two f,relds deals with

interpersonal relationships, but each approaches this subject from a different

perspective. Nadler said that the process of def,rning the field of human resources

development must be ongoing, with a general consensus on exactly what constitutes

human resources development still to come.
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The concept of human resources development is the natural outcome of the

lecent emphasis on t¡aining and the realization that the total development of

employees strengthens the organization. Human resources developrnent provides

organized learning experiences and activities in a specified period of time to improve

performance. Human resources mÍmagement thus refers to managing these activities,

being concerned with the totality of organizational coordination and integration of

strategic human resources (Roback 1989). Walker is quoted as defining human

resources management as "a process of analysing an organization's HR {human

resources) needs under changing conditions and developing the activities necessary

to satisfy those needs" (Sparrow and Pettigrew 1988, 25).

On the historical background of human resources development, Nadler began

thus:

It is difficult to write a history in the absence of a clea¡ly defined field, and
human resources development is still emerging . Looking backwards, a field
of human resources development can not easily be found, but activities can be
identified which did contribute to the development of human resources.

(Nadler 1970,19)

A selected number of works are reviewed here chronologically to analyze the

theoretical and empirical relationship between organizational climate and human

resources development, particularly in the context of administrative roles and

responsibilities. Within each decade, wherever applicable, specific works are

examined thematically to determine the development of certain aspects of human

resources development in organizations. The literature on human resources

development in educational institutions, including libraries, and the materials on

human resource development models, are reviewed separately.

E{urnam resowrces deve&oprnevat iEa flfue sevewtíes. Minter observed that, up

until 1940, human resource planning still concentrated on the hourly worker. In the

1960's, the beginning of the space age and a greater demand for scientists and

engineers created a need for human resource planning at professional and managerial
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levels as well (Minter 1980, 52). By the middle of the decade, human resources

development, typically including the establishment of nutrition, sanitation, and medical

care programmes, was perceived as having a wider domain than educational planning

alone. Davis stated that "education as a prime agency of human resource

development, which in its turn is a basic necessity for economic growth, has come

under more searching scrutiny" (Davis 1966, 12).

Calling the 1970's the "era of human resource legislation," Minter said:

"Human resource concepts gained popularity and emphasized the view that

employers should think of employees as a corporate resource rather than just as

employees who had to meet performance standards" (Minter 1980, 52). Nadler

considered human resources development, which is designed to result in behavioural

change, as encompassing three distinct areas: training focusing on the job, education

focussing on the individual, and development focusing on the organization. Although

there were doubts in many organizations whether the informal methods of on-the-job

training would be adequate for the jobs of the future, Nadler concluded that:

Employee training is necessary to get jobs done. Employee education is
necessary to move people ahead in the organization and to have employees ready
to assume higher level positions. Employee development is necessary if the
potential of those currently working is to be released.

Lippitt et al. (1971) dealt with some of the crucial issues of human resources

development, particularly the changing attitudes of workers. Sorensen, one of the

authors, described human resources development in a changing world. He hlieved

that society was facing four revolutions: a revolution of æchnology that not only had

delivered more affluence than ever before, but had also caused a demand for more and

better trained people than ever before; a revolution in communication that "has the

means to say so much, but at times seems to say so little;" a revolution in

expectations in which everyone expected what he had and wanted more; and a

(Nadler 1970,95)
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revolutirn against authority, which was being challenged as never before. These

revolutions would require "peaceful solutions" in the human resources development

field in order to cope effectively with the rapid changes in contemporary institutions.

He urged managers to be receptive to demands that came from rank and file workers,

educators to welcome participation by students and faculty alike in the decision-

making process, and adminisft'ators to move with the times and change their systems

accordingly (Lippitt et al. 1977, 1-9). Bennis, examining the limitations of

bureaucracy, stressed the changing need for collegiality in organizational functioning

(Lippitt el al. 1971, 10-32). Lippitt related Sorenson's resolutions, âDd the new

patterns of society and organizations, to training and development, listing u'ends that

provided a blueprint for successful human resources development programmes in an

organization (Lippin el aI. 197 l, 32-39).

Writing from a Canadian perspective, Westley and Westley (1971) also

noted the changes in workers' attitudes. As technological changes led to a demand

for more highly educated workers capable of assuming more responsibility, the new

affluence and changing consumption norms led to a new social pattern and raised the

aspirations and expectations of workers. The authors suggested that certain well-

established trends and changes might ultimately produce intense labour umest, unless

union, management, and society offered realistic participation in decision-making,

consistent with the newly emerging status and education of the worker. Singleton and

Spurgeon (1975) also contended that "nations which are regarded as developed are

simultaneously pursuing contradictory policies of, on the one hand, providing every

person with the right to work and play as he pleases, yet on the other hand, steadily

increasing output and expectations per person" (p. 1). They warned of problems at

the national, regional or community level with the rate of technological advancement

rising beyond the rate at which individuals could or would change their skills and

customs, and with the occurrence of redundancy alongside a labour shortage within
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any one community. One of the measurement techniques discussed was human

resources accounting as a managerial tool in monitoring employee utilization in a

business environment (Singleton and Spurgeon 1975,307-321). Bennis (1972) called

for an egalitarian approach to confront changes, emphasizing the maxim that change is

most successful when those affected a¡e involved in the planning. MacRae suggested

another approach built on the contention that "you cannot enjoy continued growth as a

professional unless you are, at the same time, enjoying growth as a person" (MacRae

1977, l0). The author described the adjustments to perception and self-concept that

help to bring about the positive changes needed in order to grow and develop both as

professionals and as people. This is the essence of the human resources development

programme.

Storey (1978) described the change in human resources development from

the generalized concept of training to specific career pathing: "A manager-directed

approach in career-pathing typically highlights picking the right people for the work of

the organization; whereas in a person-centered approach, the objective is to balance

the needs of both the individual and the organization" (Storey 1978, ll). Schukrt

(1979) noted, however, that the main problem was the slow pace of implementation

often inherent in human resource methds which was likely to be a problem whenever

human resource rather than capital-intensive models were used.

The importance of human resources development in organizations is seen by

the increased application of computer technology. Niehaus (1979) explained how the

computer could be used to assist human resource planning, ernphasizing computer

assistance to match employee skills with effective and fair compliance to the

regulations and objectives of the organization.

By the 1970's, training, education and development activities formed part of

many private and public organizations. Carkhuff (1972) suggested rhat the

effectiveness of these human resources development activities was prinoarily a
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function of two factors: the skills with which helpers related to other people

(interpersonal skills); and the skills which they had in their a¡eas of speciality

(programme skills). Nixon (1973) described the function and importance of evaluation'

as part of the developmental effort in any organization, pointing out that since human

resources development is problem-oriented, evaluation must k in terrrs of problems

solved. Both management and trainees should b involved in this evaluation process.

In his training and development handbook, Craig (1976) stated that the

human resources development profession, no longer confined by the original narrow

definition of "training," had evolved to encompass a multitude of disciplines and

approaches, all focused on the central goal of developing human potential in every

aspect of lifelong learning. "Employers are increasingly recognizing the pragmatic

need for the continual development of the knowledge and skills of the work force as

essential to organizational success and individual employee achievement." This

results in greater expectations of the training and development function. Craig

predicted that "human resources development in the work force faces a demanding

and exciting future which will require the highest level of professional competence"

(CTaig 1976, xii).

However, the "stop and go" economy of the 1970's, with its cycles of

prosperity and recession, affected the human resources development budget, and

thereby its predicted future. Fram (1978) suggested that human resources

development staff develop marketing approaches that would transcend economic highs

and lows. This would require "the consm¡ction of a product which meets realistic

line-management problems in an objective manner and has some type of evaluation

component involved" (Fram 1978, 42). The author predicted that programmes and

courses would become more customizú in future years.
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E{wmøn resowrces developwewt it¿ tke eigftrties. Minter predicted that

organizations in the 1980's would be required to comply with and implement human

resource legislation which emerged in the 1960's and 1970's and that "the aging work

force, retirement laws and younger workers will pressure organizations to move into

sophisticated human resource planning, career planning, and training and development

programmes" (Minter 1980, 52-53). Boylen (1980) also stated that "the economic

reality of the eighties will be that each organization's future growth and success will

be in direct proportion to the g¡owth and development of its people" (Boylen 1980,

26). Business literature of the 1980's attested to this by suggesting strategic

planning to develop human resources.

Noting that improvement of productivity in any organization required a

structured productivity programme, Sullivan (1981) recornmended a prograrnme with

ten elements, all of them a part of human resources development. These included

employer involvement, incentives, training, measurement and leadership. This was

supported by a series of articles on human resources published in 1984 in the journal

Personnel Management. The articles emphasized the need for human resources

development to be tailored to organizational strategy, with multiple strategies in an

organization calling for multiple supportive and collaborative human resources

development approaches, and with an active rather than a reactive approach to the

social, political, and economic changes.

Gulteridge (1983) contended that more could be done to integrate career

development and human resource planning activities into a comprehensive whole. He

believed that one reason for the frequent dichotomy between the two was the failure

to recognize that they are complementary parts of a broader human resources

management system. Human resources planning aims to fulfill the employment needs

of the organization; career development focuses on the development of individual

employees and on matching their needs to career oppoffunities. According to Clark
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(1983), this could also solve the problem of worker displacement, a priority human

resource issue that must be resolved to improve economic productivity. Changes in

work force and workplace, such as technological changes, a change from a goods-

producing economy to a service economy, geographical shifts of business, mismatches

of graduates to job openings, population changes, and increasing numbers of women in

the labour force, are among the many factors that can result in increased rates of

joblessness. National economic policies such as the minimum wage, full employment,

and investment credit had, in Clark's view, only contributed to the imbalance btween

worker supply and demand. As bringing education into better alignment with the

workplace is a priority for reducing worker displacement, Cla¡k called for a human

resources development prograÍrme that emphasized comprehensive career education,

vocational training programmes, and especially improved cooperation between

industry and schools to meet both employer and employee needs.

Odiorne (1984), supporting both human resources development and the

human capital theory, considered employees as assets whose values were determined

according to productivity and growth potential, rather than as short-term expenses to

be minimized. Thus, human resources could be managed much as a pordolio of stocks

was managed. Odiorne's strategic plan used human resources development

approaches to show that invesunent in people with different abilities could "payoff."

In his book on supervisors' effectiveness, Fhillips (1985) described how

human resources development could be used by supervisors, explaining that human

resources development for supervisors, particularly training, wâs more popular with

the target population than human resources development for employees: o'train

supervisors and they will n'ain the employees" (Fhillips 7985,76). Using examFles to
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support the strategy of gaining a competitive edge through the shrewd development of

human resources, MacMillan and Schuler (1985) identified three main points in their

plan: cost-eff,rciency, in which a superior work force is used to increase production

efficiency, thereby lowering costs and raising the profit; differentiation, in which a

superior skill base differentiates the company from its competitors in the eyes of the

target suppliers, distributors, or customers; and innovation, in which human resource

skills are used for new products or services.

In his policy discussion paper, Meier (1983) predicted that:

Employer-sponsored learning, often termed 'the shadow system of
education,' its extent and equity of access, will be subjected to greater pressures
as the public sector role diminishes. Reduced federal expenditures for training,
the new federalism, and government overture for an expanded private sector role
will strain employer-sponsored schemes already in place. And although their long
range implications cannot yet be fully analyzed, the cuts in government aid to
education will limit the development of the human capital required for industry
and business needs in the not-too-distant future.

In Meier's view, instruction designed to enhance work, rather than job-related skills

alone, might encourage further learning (p. vii). Because of changes affecting work-

places and worker needs, such as declining productivity, changes in management

sfyles to meet changing worker values, demographic changes, and the feminization of

the labour market, "attention to both worker education and training, and to flexible

time schedules will be heightened during the coming decade" (Meier 1983, 5). A
review of the literature of the 1980's has proved these predictions to be true.

The increasing complexity of society in the latter half of the 1980's, with

changing technology, high levels of competition, and the need for flexibility, has made

people in an organization a vitally important resource (Walker 1986; I¡'leshoulam and

Baird l9B7). Citing various resources, Guest (1987) identifîed the following reasons

for such a development: the search for competitive advantages through improved

(Meier 1983, vi)
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utilization of human resources; studies of models of excellence based on human

resources management; the failure of personnel management to promote the potential

benefits of effective management of people; the decline in u'ade union pressure;

changes in the work fo¡ce and the nature of work; and the availability of new models

that combine the hitherto separate fields of organizational behaviour and management

strategy, thus providing the basis of an intellectual advocacy of human resources

management. Hendry et al. (1988) stated that the clear message of the research is

that those fîrms that have made developments in their human resources management

have done so under competitive pressure. The authors described the often

interdependent strategic stimuli from the external environment that have driven and

directed developments in human resources management. These forces include

internationalization, decentralization, mergers and acquisitions, total quality

improvement, competitive restructuring, technological change, and new concepts of

service management. Hendry et al. also listed changes in top leadership, ouflow of

personnel, and performance-oriented cultural change leading to nelv performance

standards as internal stimuli for the development of human resources management.

Roback's (1989) comprehensive review and analysis of the major research

perspectives regarding human ¡esources management and human resources

development in the public sector raced the evolution of personnel management into

human resources development and human resources management - an evolution that

began in the 1950's when Drucker (1974) and McGregor (1960) advocated goal-

directed leadership and management by human integration. In the 19@'s, organi-

zational behaviour research, exemplified by the work of Maslow, Argyris and

Herzberg (1967), provided the cultural goal of improving the quality of worklife and

increasing motivation and productiviry. This in turn provided the impetus for the

organizationai development movement of the 1960's and 1970's when Eennis and

Schein "refined the concept of organizational cultu¡e and values as a precond.ition for

understanding and managing an organization with an F{R.M approach" (Roback 7989,
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140). Roback examined various aspects of human resources development, such as

needs assessment, developmental and educational activities, monitoring of worker

productivity to meet basic organizational goals, and evaluation of worker performance

in light of the direction established by organizational goals, and concluded that "much

of the management development research of the last several decades assumed that

management has a considerable impact on organizational effectiveness, eff,rciency and

productivity" (Roback 1989, 1,42). He highlighted two main recommendations from

recent human resources management literature. All forms of employee management

should be integrated with and reinforce the prevailing organizational culture. As well,

an emphasis on convergence between individual and agency needs can release high

levels of energy, productivity, and commiünent within the work force.

Roback was convinced that increased cooperation between human resources

development and organizational development, through integrated planning and

cooperative training programmes, could solve organizational problems. However, he

was concerned about the "transfer crisis" in organizational training which prevented

effective learned behaviour from being applied to the job context, as research studies

showed that only ten percent of the expenditure of training actually transferred to an

application to the job (Roback 1989, 147). He called for more rigorous quantitative

and qualitative research tools and quality case study approaches:

There have been few attempts to systematically build empirical theories to
guide research. The literature to date falls into one of two categories: it tends to
be highly prescriptive and universalistic, or it derives from a survey approach and
tends to be bnoadly descriptive.

While Roback's call for more rigorous quantitative and qualitative research

tools along with case studies is validated by the paucity of research reports from the

public sector, acknowledgement should be made of the emergence of certain u'ends of

thoughts about human resources development and management, based on empirical

evidence from the private sector and specific models used for development in any type

of organization. Current literature emphasizes the rwo issues elaborated tælow.

(Roback 1989, 150)
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First, organizations are changing, and require human resources development

and management practices uniquely tuned to their present and emerging needs. This

position is supported by many empirical studies from the private sector. Skill mixes

and staff configurations are being adjusted to fit changing business needs (Walker

1986). Based on a case study, Armstrong (1987) pointed out that personnel policies

and procedures should be closely linked to and should contribute to corporate

objectives and strategic plans: "In defining and getting what is required, an important

aim is to ensure that there is a good fit between the individual and the organizational

culture" (Armstrong 1987,34). Finney (1988) found considerable support for the

new power and prestige of human resources management in the corporate structure,

as it changed from an administrative sideline to a strategy cenral to the direction of

the business. Guest further proposed that "all employees should be as fully

integrated as possible in the business . The aim is to obtain an identity of

interest, so that what is good for the company is perceived by employees as also

being good for them" (Guest 1987, 512). This "attitudinal commitment" is

characterized by "strong acceptance of and belief in an organization's goals and

values; willingness to exert effort on behalf of the organization; (and) a sü'ong desire

to maintain membership of the organization" (p. 513). These attitudes result in

employee flexibility and high quality performance levels. Miller (1987) pointed out,

through case studies, that "the excellent companies" are highly active in the

management of employees and have created a powerful focus of corporate

identification. Reporting on a 1985 survey of seventy-one chief executive offîcers of

major corporations, Walker (i986) noted that, in order to have credibiliry, the Fluman

Resources department is no longer expected by top management to champion strictly

social causes, but to help to increase productivity and to establish a strong

competitive edge. Initiatives are expected to be directed strictly tolvard changes in
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support of business strategies and operational needs. Even activities in areas such

as affirmative action, employee rights, etc. are expected to be pertinent to business

needs (Walker 1986, 117). The corporations surveyed expected their human resource

managers to understand the changing needs, issues and concerns of business, and to

act as strong leaders in business issues - in short, "to have a business point of view"

rather than focusing blindly on employee concerns.

Second, human development activities should complement and reinforce an

organization's sü'ategic objectives and planning. Strategy involves defrning an overall

objective and working towards it by utilizing the organization's resources in the best

possible way. Becoming strategic in human resources management involves

identifying the goals of the organization and using these goals as the basis for human

resource programme practices and procedures (Baird and Meshoulam 1984, 77).

Strategic human resources management attempts to understand and predict an

organization's future human resource needs, and then develop and implement plans to

meet those needs. Bai¡d et al. maintained that "the challenge of managing human

resources strategically is to match the employee and the product life-cycle" (Baird,

Meshoulam and DeGive 1983, 15-16). The aspect of human resources management

that is needed in an organization is determined by the strategy used to gain

competitive advantage. This includes innovation strategies that involve encouraging

employees to experiment and work creatively, cost reduction sü'ategies which attempt

to increase workers' productivity, or quality improvement strategies which require

workers to be more committed and involved in quality of work produced (Schuler and

Jackson 1987). Finney (1988) cited many managers who stated that hunnan re-

sources management had moved from an adminisn'ative, short-term, technically-

oriented, operational f@us, to one that is more sEategically centered, long-range, and

universally-oriented. The human resource function is thus becoming leaner and
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stronger in many organizations. Many organizations are decennalizing the human

resources departrnent in order to bring human resources staff into closer contact with

line business units. In other companies, activities connected to human resource

functions are consolidated to improve cost efficiency and specialization (Walker 1986).

Nadler (1988) stressed the necessary alliance between productivity and

human resources development:

FIRD and productivity are allies. They are synergistic. They need each other
and can help each other. The challenge that faces us is to identify those target
areas where they can work together to improve productivity for the benefit of all.

(Nadler 1988,29)

To increase productivity, Nadler recommended focusing heavily on fi'aining, providing

education as needed to prepare for new jobs, and avoiding development. This

contradicts the recommendations found in the literature of the 1960's and 1970's, and

with the emphasis on organizational productivity, is indicative of the reality of

economic restraint. Of the three components of human resources development

mentioned by Nadler, training activities represent a very low risk to the organization,

because they can have an immediate payoff. Education carries a medium risk, as the

return may not be immediately forthcoming. Development activities for future

unidentified jobs are high risk ventu¡es, as it is impossible to predict a programme's

retum to the organization.

Elwwan resowrces developweent today. Human resources development and

human resources management have a broader mandate than the original concepts of

staff development and personnel management. The older term, "staff development,"

concentrated on the training and education of individuals, but seldom concerned itself

with the development of employees, and did not specifically address the question of

"fit" between the development of the individual and that of the organization - a

concept that is increasingly recognized as crucial for a successful hunnan resources
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development effort. Similarly, personnel management typically has ken associated

with the more traditional aspects of employee relations, while human resources

management implies a deeper involvement with corporate culture and goals

(Armstrong 1987), and with the wider organizational decisions and market conditions

that determine a firm's strategy. While cautioning that "a norrnative view of

personnel management may not differ so much from a nornative view of human

resource management," Guest added that "it is nevertheless possible to discern in

the major literature certain assumptions, perhaps better described as stereotypes,

which can be used to highlight the differences" (Guest 1987, 507).

One such difference was noted by Finney:

Where yesterday's 'personnel administrators' used to k mainly for keeping
employees and management from each other's throats, today's 'human resource
managers' bring together employees and employers as a partnership in profitable
operation and global competitiveness.

The new mandate of human resources development is to bring about the development

of the entire organization. Similarly, the goal of human resources management is to

integrate the objectives of management and the needs of labour (,{rmstrong 1987).

Patten called the activities connected with human resources development and

management "organization development interventions," referring to 'nthe range of

planned, programmatic activities in which people participate during the course of a

formal organization development effort" @atten 1988, 191).

In the traditional training and educational aspect also, human resources

development has a broader mandate than staff development. The educational aspect

of human resources development leads organizations to career development and

training. Career development f@uses on the development of individual employees and

the match between individual career interests and specific institutional career

opportunities. Barkhaus (1983), outlining the pu{poses, benefits and basic

approaches of career development, reported that "many companies are discovering

@nney 1988, 43-44)
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that encouraging employees' career development has benefits not only for employees,

but also for the corporation" (Barkhaus 1983, 29). Techniques for promoting

development include the establishment of career resource centres, career workshops

and individual career counselling. While career development stresses career planning

and career management from the viewpoint of the employee, training is from the

viewpoint of the organization. Hayne et al. differentiated between education and

training in the same way: "Education is n'aditionally concerned with the development

of the individual, whereas 'h'aining' relates primarily to the development of the

organization" (Hayne et al. 1983, 4).

Increasingly, the availabiliry of lifelong educational oppornrnities has become

an economic necessity as important to the employer as to the employee. In a

background paper for the [Canadian] Task Force on Skill Development Leave,

Feather (1983) stated that "as much as 407o of Canada's work force already needs

training or upgrading or will need it in the next few years of this decade. By 1990, this

group, plus perhaps another 207o of the work force, will need to be trained all over

again" (Feather 1983, 30). He warned that "the basic neglect of education and

training will short-change Canada's economic future" (p.47). While maintaining the

importance of career development, Moses (1986) was careful to point out that "a

well-designed career development programme will not unnecessarily raise employees'

expectations. It will simply provide employees with tæls to assist them in managing

their own career development" (Moses 1986, 21). Bolles (1982) suggested that

"career development at its worst lends itself all too readily to an individual's concern

only for himself or herself, contributes towards an attitude of 'I will get ahead,

regardless of what happens to others"' (Bolles 1982, 27). Z-enger cautioned that

"there is a serious price paid when the approach is extremely theoretical" (Zænger

1980, 36). He described hve specific benefits of a successful u'aining programme: a
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dimension of reward, symbolic expression of acknowledgement of the employee's

worth, psychological transformation, self-fulfillment of expectations of success, and, of

course, improved behaviour on the job.

Surveying job training practices in companies in Quebec with twenry or more

employees, Pacquet (1983) found that the employees of small independent finns had

limited access to training, while the executive, professional and managerial staff

enjoyed easy access to the training system. Training r#as the employer's prerogative,

and employees had relatively little influence over the process. The training mdel was

predominantly for a short duration relative to the job or position. These findings

supported the study prepared for the Economic Council of Canada by Betcherman

(1982). In his survey, Pacquet also concluded that "establishment training tends to

increase rather than reduce inequality in the work force . and discriminatory effects

due to the characteristics of the establishments and their employees are cumulative"

(Pacquet 1983,75). However, according to Meier, quoted by Facquet, "a partial

solution may lie in the applicability of flexible work patterns: flextime, the compressed

workweek, pefinanent part-time and job sharing" (Pacquet 1983, v). As well,

competency-based career development can b offered to integrate training with overall

organizational growth. Mirabile (1985) offered a complete definition of this emerging

feature of human resource development:

Competency-based career development blends human resources deve-
lopment with such management functions as identification of critical competencies
in any particular job, employee and supervisory assessment of requirements,
evaluation of employees for promotional opportunities or lateral moves,
identification of departmenØUorganizational training needs, and dissemination of
inforrnation on career development

In conclusion, the literature review of human resources development in

organizations shows that human resources development and human resources

management are considered to be broader concepts than either staff development or

personnel management. Human resources development sh'esses both individual

career development, and the "fito' between the development of the individuat and that

(Mirabile 1985,30)
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of the organization. Before considering the status of human resources development in

academic libraries, it is relevant to consider first the status of human resources

development in educational organizations.

Wumøn resoarces deveÍoptnent ín e&¿cøtional organírøtío¡rs.' .,4 ltístorícsl

overvíew. V/riters often use the older and narrower tenn "staff development" to

describe the scenario in educational institutions, as shown by a recent publication:

"Putting the 'staff' back into staff development" (1988) published by the Community

College Leadership progrÍLmme. It stated that of the three parts of human resources

development, the training and education aspects of staff development have received

more attention than "career development." Palmer detailed the nature of staff

development in educational institutions by stæing that "successful staff development,

like any change effort, is a process that unfolds over time" (Palmer 1989, 16). He

reiterated that "staff development is a critical issue that must be addressed, in all

professions, in a society characterized by change. In the education profession, it is

even more crucial as society is tending to rely more and more on schools as the agent

of change " (Palmer 1989,32).

By the 1970's, the need for human resources development in educational

institutions had been recognized, as shown by V/illiams' description of human

resources development at the university level as a means to improve the quality of life

for those at the university, in the community, and in the region served (Williams

t972). Using the term "staff development" for human resources development, Kozoll

(1974) demonsû'ated that the three steps of staff development - namely, orientation,

initial training and ongoing training - could k achieved with economy and relevance in

all types of organizations, including educational institutions. He also showed that

personnel, already employed, could share in responsive internal systems for staff
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growth and development. To Lesh et al. (1974), human resources development was

more than education and training. For paraprofessionals, as an example, relevant

issues would be specific developmental activities such as making credentials more

relevant to job duties, giving greater credit for work and life experience, fostering

mobility among related occupations, and making it possible for employees to receive

education and training while still remaining fully employed. Sergiovanni et al. (1975),

dealing with the professional growth of teachers, advocated staff development

activities, and proposed a professional growth model involving three components:

attitudes, pedagogical skills and substantive knowledge. As well, by the mid-1970's,

computer systems had been set up to aid the establishment of human resources

development prograrnmes, even in educational institutions. Wesley et al. (L977)

presented the result of a pilot study designed to test the feasibility and desirability of

establishing a statewide human services inventory and information system for

colleges and universities. The results showed that 81 percent of respondents

supported the establishment of a centralized information system, and nearly 67

percent were willing to take on requests for their skills as noted by the system.

Ruch (1984) stated that, in a university setting, ways needed to be found to

organize faculty development programmes to increase their responsiveness to both

individual faculty and institutional needs. He described a college-wide faculty deve-

lopment programme organized around human resources development concepts.

Pointing out that human resources development has been used in rnany businesses,

industries and government agencies to provide continuous training opportunities for

employees, Ruch said that "the essence of the human resources development

approach is that it encourages the development of the individual within a context of his

or her present or future institutional responsibilities" (Ruch 1984, 18). In this

context, faculty development kcomes a critical institutional investnnent. The mdel

presented by Ruch involved central planning but a decenralized delivery system, and
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made extensive use of groups instead of individuals. Such faculty development

parallels programme development. Ruch reiterated that when faculty needs matched

institutional goals, a series of faculty development activities should be planned,

enabling faculty to have a major role in detennining the degree of congruence between

their developmental needs and the goals of the institution.

McMeen and Bowman (1984) stated that "faculty development is ernerging

as a bargaining issue with potential far-reaching implications for professional renewal

and institutional governance" (p. l4). However, faculty development should not þ
viewed as a privilege dependent upon administrative benevolence. As in their case

study, the authors noted that "what had seemed like an administrative prerogative

and might not have succeeded without administrative initiative, noril became a shared

responsibility" (p. 15). Thus, wherever collective bargaining is regarded as a legal

process, faculty development may well be a negotiated item.

Individual studies of specific features of staff development programmes have

been prepared in community colleges as well. Heelan (1980) described a study of

staff development in a community college, including orientation, evaluation, in-service

activities, recognition systems, and the creation of a staff development committee.

Halisky (1980) based his study of staff development in colleges on literature reviews

and case studies, noting that there was an increased demand for educational

accountability and a change in emphasis of staff development programmes from

sabbatical leave and publication requirements to teaching improvement. The author

contended that, in addition to adequate funding and administrative evaluation and

follow-up, a successful staff developrnent programme needed support from all

members of the college community to minimize faculry memkrs' feelings of bing

threatened. Doty and Cappelle's report (1982) on the technical upgrading of post-

secondary technical-vocational faculty stated that "with the increasing rate of

technological change and a decrease in the number of new instructors in community
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colleges due to tenure and reduced job mobility, full commitment to implementing and

continuing technical upgrading must be an institutional priority" @oty and Cappelle

t982,370).

Examining staff development from a community college perspective,

Hammons (1983) contended that there \pas a need to look kyond staff development,

as the current staff development programmes produced few positive results.

Invariably, evaluation consisted of on-the-spot assessments of participants' reactions

with no evaluation of learning or behavioural changes. Most staff development

prografirmes focused on only one of the major determinants of performance - ability -

and not on individual motivation or the worþlace environment. By ignoring the

internal climate of the workplace and the external environment in which the

organization operated, these programmes targeted solely the individual and neglected

the effects of technological structures and processes on the organization as a whole.

Hammons stated:

The fundamental reason why staff development alone is not enough and why
staff development will fail is that we expect too much from it. Staff development
clearly is not sufficient in dealing with most of the common organizational
problems . To solve these kinds of problems rile need to develop or improve
more than staff . we need to develop our organizations as well as the people
who work in them.

Hammons believed that if staff development could be related to institutional goals as

well as staff needs, then instead of mere individual development, there would be "an

opportunity to achieve a synergistic effect, making the whole larger than, and perhaps

better than, the sum of its parts" (Hammons 1983, 7) - thereby changing staff

development into a human resources development programme.

According to Bender and Lukenbill:

More than ever bfore, community and æchnical colleges are recognized as
a primary force in the nation's human resource and development. Yet these same
institutions have not responded to their own human resource development needs.

(Bender and Lukenbill 1984, 16)

(Ilammons 1983, G7)



They warned that a piecemeal approach to human resources development would not

b sufficient for the future of community colleges which are expected to be dynamic,

flexible, responsive, and committed to the middle work force spectrum. Bender and

Lukenbill recommended that a specific numkr of days and a specific portion of the

operating budget be set aside for human resources development, and that the human

resources development programme be tied to and directly support the college's short-

term and long-term goals. Hence, it is critical that human resources development be

"integrated into the fabric of the institution . not an 'add-on' if time and money

permit" @ender and Lukenbill 1984, 18).

Sammary and ønalysís. Ever since the 1960's, when the field of human

resources development emerged as a natural progression from existing training

programmes, human resources development has been viewed as one of the most

important functions of an organization. The concept of human resources development

is an "umbrella" term with multiple facets, and is active rather than reactive, focusing

on the central goal of developing human potential and matching employee needs with

organizational needs. Over the years, workers' attitudes have changed, calling for

more collegiality in organizational functioning. As well, technological change has led

to increased aspirations and expectations. In order to accommodate these changes,

human resources development in many private and public sector organizations has

moved from the generalized concept of training to more specific carcer pathing, and has

evolved to encompass a multitude of disciplines and approaches.

The literature review reveals that, in general, private businesses conduct

more comprehensive human resources development programmes than do educational

institutions. Staff development is prevalent in educational institutions, but now

changes are occurring to broaden this concept to human resources development. The

increased demand for educational accountability has made activities such as uaining a

46
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sound part of institutional investment. However, some of the n'ends in human

resources development in educational institutions a¡e ma¡kedly different from those in

business firrns. The public sector is relatively isolated from market forces. Unions

hold more sway in the public sector, including quasi-public organizations such as

educational institutions, than in the profit-making private sector. Educational

institutions do not stress career development, partially because of the necessity of

adhering to union rules for promotion and job placement. Meritorious work cannot k
as readily singled out, and neither can indifferent service b ærminated quickly. As

well, budget restraints have caused educational institutions to be wary of the

uncertain outcomes of career development and to opt for the surer results of training

and education. Post-secondary educational institutions must struggle to offset

increased costs as they compete with professional associations eager to control their

own continuing education.

Ultimately, all organizations deal with human needs. A major point of

similarity between educational institutions and other organizations is that the

importance of human resources development is well recognized. Educational

organizations also find that employee programmes must match organizational needs.

As can be expected, the training aspect of human resources development is

emphasized in educational organizations. In-service activities, planned and organized

by staff development committees, are regular features in educational institutions. For

many faculty unions, faculty development is emerging as a major issue at the

bargaining table.

Before reviewing the applicability and status of human resources

development in libraries, it is relevant to consider human resources development and

management in the context of organizational development. Any development is

initiated by change, and in tum causes change. This leads to many questions, such as,

what organizational changes create a need for human resources development? How

can the right "fit" between organizational development and human resources

development b€ enswed? How do the culture and climate of an organization affect this
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fit? What is the role of management in implementing an effective human resources

development progrÍLmme in an organization? These issues are considered in the next

section, in order to understand the context in which human resources development can

be utilized best.

Ovewiew. To be truly effective, an organization should aim for both a high

quality of worklife, and high productivity. Current organizational literature shows that

many researchers have explored the optimum context in which productive changes can

occu¡ in an organization. In human resources management literature, human resources

development practitioners are often called "change agents," as they are expected to

advise management about appropriate changes, and where applicable, initiate

changes. Sayles and Wright (1985) believed that change-oriented organizations had a

distinctive, deliberate, fast-paced tempo, in contrast to the slower pace of stability-

oriented organizations. Sparrow and Pettigrew (1988) argued that any type of

transformation dealing with human resources must take into account the broader

context within which these human resources operate. This includes both the outer

context of changes, with a number of extra-organizational features such as the social

and economic climate, technological development, and business and political

formulations; and the inner context, which includes the structure of the firm, its culture,

politics, süategy, and performance (Sparrow and Pettigrew 1988; Hendry, Fettigrew

and Sparrow 1988). Based on case studies of selected firms, Sparrow and Pettigrew

outlined the following four activities that must be considered when organizations

attempt to match their strategy with a human resources management programme:

Human Resources Development and Management in the

Context of Organizational Development
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Management of organizational environment to create and maintain a
congruent set of goals, beliefs, and attitudes.
The development of people to bth increase their corporate value and bnoaden

their individual worth.
Improvements in productivity and competitiveness by either integrating or
differentiating roles, tasks or skills, and adjusting the employment conditions
of job incumbents in relation to their strategic importance.
Improvements in the quality of managerial process and customer relation-

All corporations have their own distinctive cultures, ranging from older,

mature firms dealing with new competitive threats and new technologies to highly

independent entrepreneurial firms, born in the early years of unconstrained growth,

that a¡e now facing tighter, more sophisticated ma¡kets. Beckha¡d (1989) listed ten

prerequisites for the management of change in organizations. The most important

prerequisite \ryas the visible commitment of top-level management. Any change

achieved without top-level commitment was expected to be, at best, ephemeral

(Beckhard 1989,256).

A context for organizational change and development is presented through a

general review of pertinent organizational literature and is followed by a discussion of

educational organizations as a fìeld of study. The literature on libraries in academic

institutions is reviewed separately.

ships. (Spa:row and Pettigrew 1988, 33-34)

Arganízationøl chønge. The shrinking economy and the impact of new

technologies have made change a constant in modern society. As the rate of

technological and social change accelerates, demands for services, and costs of these

services both rise. At the same time, by linking the corners of the world, technology

has brought about instantaneous access to information (V/elch 1989). Many

organizations now face heavy demands for services based on information. The focus

of the economy is shifting from industry to service, technology, and inforrnation

(Meshoulam and Baird 1987). Many researchers have pointed out that the

environmental changes in demographics, values and technoiogy have had remendous
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impact on the individuals in an organization, as well as on the composition and

cha¡acteristics of the work force as a whoie (Baird and Meshoulam 1984; Guest 1987;

Larson 1987; Finney 1988; Conference Board 1989). Workers' values have changed,

with increased attention to individual recognition and self-fulfillment, as well as a

desire for more leisure time (Baird and Meshoulam 1984).

Any societal changes, such as the shrinking dollar, rising environmental

consciousness, or changes in the composition and attitude of the work force, are a

legitimate concern of human resources planners. Human resources development and

management imply a continuous awareness of the need for changes in organizations

which can lead to increased productivity: "At the heart of human resources planning

processes is the anticipation and management of change" (Walker 1980, 65).

Anderson (1987) also noted that the idea of conscious change had always been an

inherent part of organizational development. Conscious organizational change

involves not only making changes in a delibrate manner, but also altering people's

conscious perceptions of organizational functioning (Anderson 1987, 136). Those

organizations, or groups within an organization, that know how to manage their

resources effectively are those that know how to take charge of their future needs by

adapting to change Fox, Ellison and Keith 1988, 300). Adapting to change is a

fundamental requirement for organizational development.

trganizøtíonal development. Summarizing organizational development as

"an evolving mixture of science and art," Fatten (1988) outlined its characteristics.

Primarily, organizational development applies to an entire system. Based on the

theory and practice of the behaviou¡al sciences, it relies on action research where

planning is more important than the plan and involves the reinforcement of

implemented changes. Intended to improve organizational efficiency, organizational

development can be designed to meet a particular organization's perceived needs.
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"The goal in organizational development is frequently to change a way of life or

organizational culture, to supplant the old way of coping with a new way that is ktter

in terms of the goals of human resource management and top management" (Fatten

1988, 190). Partly influenced by Japanese management ideologies and values, the

new organizational development is concerned with "making organizations 'excellent'

across-the-board, and with articulating the components of corporate cultures that spell

out how not only managers but all employees should conduct themselves at work"

(Patten 1988, 189). In recent years, literature on organizational development has

emphasized change of organizational culture as having the highest potential impact of

all possible organizational changes (Guest 1987). Many argue that organizational

culture is the key to organizaúonal excellence (Schein 1984, 3; Sparrow and Pettigrew

1988, 34).

Organízøtional culture. Organizational culture refers to the overt and

covert rules and values that determine what is good for the organization, as well as

the goals, principles or dominant ideology of an organization, as derived from history,

custom and practice (Baird, Meshoulam and DeGive 1983; Schein 1984; Annstrong

1987; University Associates 1989). It describes the enduring set of values and norms

that underline the social system, the "meaning system" that allows members to

attribute meaning and value to external and internal events that they experience

(University Associates 1989). Cultural elements are defined as learned solutions to

problems (Schein 1984, 8). The major features of a corporate culture are shared

values about organizational priorities, shared beliefs about how the organization

functions, and the structures and controls that prduce khavioural nonns deærmining

office practices and procedures (Schein 1986; Armstrong 1987; Patten 1988). Sayles

and V/right (1985) pointed out that "behavioural scientists have kno'wn for decades

that what employees actually do, in conh-ast to what they are told, depends on their
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nonns, values, and unstated beliefs as well as the infrastructure of procedures,

incentives and the division of labour." Just as each organization has its own

distinctive culture, each subunit in that organization can develop its own subculture

(Baird, Meshoulam and DeGive 1983, l8). Sayles and Wright (1985) pointed out that

traditional, more rural cultures have tended to favour enorrnous conformity, while the

modern industrial culture allows for, and actually encourages, gf,eater diversity within

a common framework. Similarly, conformity favours hierarchy, with minimum risk-

taking. Organizational cultures, oriented toward innovation and risk, usually

encourage rniddle-level initiatives.

trganízatíonal clírnste. Organizational culture is different from organi-

zational çlimate, which is defined as the collective current impressions, expectations,

and feelings about the system$ and relationship within the organization (University

Associates 1989). The climate is thus a collective psychological state, or "a working

atmosphere," which is strongly influenced by the evolving group nonns and values

that constitute the culture. G.rganizational culture can be managed only through

changes involving leadership, mission and strategy. Compared to changing the

organizational culture, changiug the climate of an organization is easier, as these

issues usually involve day-today interactions and problems, such as a lack of

di¡ection, unclear rules and responsibilities, failing standards, perceived unfairness in

the reward system, etc. Left anattended, these short-terrn issues lead to long-term

problems that are best resolved by systematic changes that alter the relationship and

strucfure of the organization (lkriversity Associates 1989). Many believe that such a

change is best undertaken throxgh strategic managennent (Larson 1987; Sparrow and

Pettigrew 1988; Beckhard 198%
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Strategíc rnanegement of change. Sayles and V/right (1985) stated em-

phatically that culture must change if an organization is to change. Beckha¡d (1989)

believed that this type of transformation needs to be orchesu'ated by the

organization's executive managers with access to a model that enables them to

diagnose and manage the process of change. This may include: a change in the

driving force behind the organization, for example, a change from bing production-

driven to technology-driven or market-driven; a change in the relationship between

organizational parts, such as changing from centralized to decentralized management;

a change in office procedures from, for example, low æchnology to high technology; or a

change in norms, values, or reward systems, such as a change from standardized to

individualized incentive rewards. Any of these changes may require human resources

development and management for an effective transition. As the needs of the

organization change, the people in it must change appropriately. Though many

executives advocate a sftategic approach to human resources management, Bafud,

Meshoulam and DeGive (1983) pointed out that this is not easily done. Unlike the

other resources in the firm, people have skills, expectations and values to be taken

into account. The quality of human resources is determined by employees' attitudes,

ability and motivation. Strategies that make sense from a financial, product, or

marketing point of view may not h feasible in managing human resources. Resis-

tance to change, a common phenomenon, may sometimes b caused by expectations of

low efficacy and a fear of failure (Gist 1987, 482; Sayles and Wright 1985, 7). Ideally,

a porfolio mix of human resources should complement the portfolio mix of products

(Baird, Meshoulam and DeGive 1983).

The research team of Hendry, Pettigrew and Sparrow (1988) reported that

both public and private sector employers characteristically attempted organizational

change toward a perfonnance-oriented model, with its su'ingent systems of planning,

targeting and review. As improvements in the quality of products and customer
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relationships are often a key objective, cultural change is associated with top-down

management education programmes on new perforrnance standards. Many techno-

logically-oriented firms also attempt to balance and complement essentially technical

cultures with a wide application of human resources management and more strategic

management skills at their top levels. For Sparrow and Pettigrew, "the issue is how

to change some aspects of culture (the ones that are creating a conflict and limiting the

ability to make strategic change) while maintaining those aspects that a¡e seen as a

key part of the identity and philosophy of the frrr" (Sparrow and Pettigrew 1988, 35).

Historically, organizational success is determined by how well the structure,

technology and human resources complement and support each other (Baird and

Meshoulam 1988). Many studies empirically support the hypothesis that organi-

zational performance improves with a tighter fit between structures, tasks, people and

the administrative process. A Conference Boa¡d of Canada report stated that:

Corporate Canada is beginning to devote more and more attention to other
methods of increasing productivity. These approaches, such as advanced system,
and employee involvement and motivation, can be grouped under what has been
called productivity through people, which focuses on making the structure of an
organization and the motivation of its employees congn¡ent with its strategic plan.

(I-arson 1987,25)

Armstrong (1987) also stressed the need for a connection between the individual and

the organizational culture. Patten pointed out that until recently, a great deal of effort

in organizational development was directed to working with individuals in the hope

that institutional change would follow flom changes in the behaviour of organizational

members, but "nolv the power of corporate culture in shaping employee beliefs, and

guiding employee behaviour in the job, is well recognized" (Patten 1988, 195).

The Conference Board (1989) in another report predicted that the 1990's will

be a period for using and further developing the new insights gained during the 1980's.

A review of recent literature on organizational cuiture and behaviour points to four

n'ends that can k seen as direct outgrowths of the existing societal climate.
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First, the important components of work and production are service and

information, while, in the past, technology and capital were the most important

aspects (Baird and Meshoulam 1986). Sparrow and Pettigrew (1988) have shown

that even in fast-growing industries such as data processing, a high quality of service

has become the key to survival. There is a growing realization that it is the quality of

service offered, and not the product, that will lead to competitive success. V/ith

technological, economic and social changes causing organizations to depend more

heavily on human resources to accomplish their objectives (Baird and Meshoulam

1988), companies must make radical changes in both their strategy and human

resources management (Sparrow and Pettigrew 1988). Those companies and work

groups that manage their human resoruces poorly will be left unable to adapt to vitally

needed changes (Fox, Ellison and Keith 1988). Chalofoky and Reinhart (1988)

isolated human incompetence and inefficiency.as perhaps the most critical problems to

solve if we ¿ìre to overcome productivity problems. Welch noted that within a decade,

"competitive toughness has increased by a factor of five or ten" (Welch 1989, 114).

Intensified competition and increased demands for services require flexibility and

adaptability and more effective use of people on the part of organizations (Conference

Board, 1989). "In the effort to be competitive, many corporations are striving to move

away from institutional routines toward greater flexibility and complexity" (V/alker

1986, 56).

Second, the organization that is able to adapt to changing conditions from

lowe¡ to top echelons will be victorious in the business world (Royal Bank of Canada

1988). Changing times call for organizations to develop heterogeneous policies and

adopt programmes of u-aining and resources development. Baird and Meshoulam

stated that "technological changes - the increasing use of computers at work and at

home, office automation, the use of robts and an increased focus on information - will

also have a profound effect on the work place" (Baird and Meshoulam 1984, 77).
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Third, as jobs become increasingly multifaceted, continuous naining and

development become more important in order to remain competitive. The scale and

scope of jobs have increased markedly along with the qualifîcations expected for them.

Fourth, the move towards more highly skilled workers, with its concomitant

insistence on job autonomy and meeting individual concerns, has a dampening effect

on unions and collective bargaining (Conference Board 1989). In both the United

States and Great Britain, the changing economic and political climate has led to a

reduction in trade union pressure on management and a "switch in emphasis away

from collective and adversarial issues associated with traditional industrial relations

towards individual, cooperative issues of the sort associated with human resource

management" (Guest 1987, 504). Hendry, Pettigrew and Sparrow (1988) noted the

trend towards changing work patterns through increased time flexibility and reduced

lifetime commiünent to employment, and the increase in formal training activities.

New practices are emerging that tend to support these trends and the dampening of

union influence. Outsourcing, for example, allows specific areas, such as maintenance

and food service, to be contracted out. Subcontracting non-perrìanent "personnel

resourcing" allows experts or workers to be used systematically on the basis of part-

time or limited period employment, suggesting:

. . . a decade where a person's competitiveness can be moved from project or
company to another project or company, where loyalty would be to one's own
skills rather than to an individual firm. Expertise is developed this way as also
work force flexibility. But the downside is that consultants don't usualiy have a
feel for one's culture. (conference Board rggg, z)

While these four uends are seen as the direct outgrowth of the existing

societal climate, particular changes arising from these trends and desired for an

organization inva¡iably need to be initiated and supported by the management. The

views of several authors on this issue are elaborated in the next se¡tion.
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Manøgeríal swpport ín fosteríng ckange. The review of organizational

literature, from the "heyday" of the human capital theory, through the period of work

force planning and training, to the time of human resources development and human

resources management as paft of organizational development, has shown that support

from senior administration is critical for the establishment of a well-run programme of

human resources development. An effective m¿rnager's objectives involve contrib-

uting to the productivity of the organization, and maintaining morale among

subordinates. Research studies are unanimous in their insistence on a firm

commitment from senior administrators for organizational development, including

human resources development and human resources management (McCormack and

..{lbertus 1978; Scherer 1978: Bidwell 1981; Grover 1986). The authors emphasize

that the manager is the linchpin in all efforts of human resources development and that

managerial support is the most important factor in fostering change in an organization.

A perusal of management literature shows that the techniques of applied behavioural

anaiysis are used effectively in many business situations.

By the mid-1970's, human resources development had become part of

management study. Schein (1977), in the Sloan Managcment Rcview. discussed the

increasing importance of human resource planning and development for organizational

effectiveness, examining the procedures and components of a maximally effective

planning and development system. In their collection of articles dealing with human

resources management in the 1980's, Devanna et al. (1983) noted that human

resources development is now part of strategic policy planning in most major

corporations. The authors discussed human resources management auditing and the

challenges that these organizations face in terms of managing the growing technicaV

professional work force.
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The following six points are some of the specific issues raised in recent

literature with regard to the role of managerial support in fostering change in an

organization. The observations are supported by case studies of present-day

companies.

First, the most important determinant of the culture of an organization is the

bhaviour of the chief executive of the organization. Through his or her interactions

and preferences, the chief executive is responsible for shaping the motivation, commit-

ments, and predisposition of all the members from senior managers to operators.

Many researchers suggest that, as top management is the architect of the climate

and, eventually, the culture of the organization, corporate culture should be seen as an

instrument of leadership, not as an impediment to leadership (Sayles and V/right

1985; Luce 1985). This further emphasizes the need for the manager to be fully

cognizant of how organizational culture can be modifred gfadually. Human resources

management can be difficult to introduce and difficult to practise, especially when it

requires line management commitment (Guest 1987' 519).

Second, leadership is the ability to manage culture. No longer a passive

arbiter or judge, the chief executive can expect to spend much time and energy

infducing changes in culture. This is a major investment on a manager's part and

commitment and support from the chief executive officer are fundamental to the

process (Sayles and V/right 1985; Luce 1985; Larson 1987; Fox, Ellison and Keith

1988).

Third, top management and the Human Resources deparfnent should have a

mutual, clear sense of the strategic direction of the deparünent's function (ÇValker

1986). Research shows that often top rnanagement excludes human resources

development managers from strategic planning because F{uman Resources depart-

ments are seen as an administrative or service sideline, concenb-ating on record-

keeping and day-to-day problem solving. In many instances, personnel managers
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have failed to promote the potential benefits of effective human resource management.

A new approach is needed which validates management of human resources as a

mainstream management activity, and not merely the concern of "marginally located

personnel manageÍs" (Guest 1987, 504).

" Fourth, while introducing change for productivity improvement, the top

management must ensure that individuals and jobs are well matched by working with

all of the elements that shape the perceptions and beliefs of the staff members

(Sayles and Wright 1985; Baird and Meshulam 1986; Larson 1987). Participative

management techniques that encourage teamwork and participation by all levels and

rypes of employees will lead to quality improvement (Luce 1985; Nadler 1988).

Programmes and procedures should be reviewed periodically to assess their cost,

effectiveness and competitiveness, as activities tend to be continued without

necessary changes unless challenged by management (Walker 1986).

Fifth, top management should clearly define and communicate its

expectations. Managers will find that staff performance is high when expectations are

in line with the capability to meet them. This is influenced by the interaction between

the leader's expectations and the subordinate's self-efficacy (Walker 1986; Guest

1987; Gist 1987; Chalofoky and Reinhart 1988; Field and Van Seters 1988). The

positive effects of goal setting and providing feedback on performance can be seen in

organizational settings (Gist 1987; Armstrong 1987).

Sixth, successful leaders share certain qualities, especially clear vision, a

commitment to certain deeply held values, and the ability to improve the confidence

and motivation of colleagues and subrdinates. Productivity strategies without the

support of the chief executives degenerate into a series of experiments or pilot pro-

jects (Larson 1987; Fox, Ellison and Keith 1988).

Management literature shows that employee confîdence in management has

erded stead.ily over the past five years. In his newspaper column, Tom Feters cited
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surveys showing that leaders are expected to be honest, competent, forward-looking

and inspiring. He cautioned that it $/ill take daily vigilant attenrion to rebuild lost

leadership credibility: "leadership, after all, is in the eyes of the followers." A leader's

role among the followers was defined further in a report from the Conference Board:

As job autonomy proliferates, managers and executives must develop and
manage more collegial relationships as opposed to traditional hiera¡chical relation-
ships. . . . Because of the lower frequency of direct contact with the subrdinates,
supervisors need to be especially good communicators and problem solvers in
dealing with people issues.

Therefore, in addition to the Chief Executive of an organization being sensitive to

development issues, "the middle managers who must implement the Chief Executive

Officer's strategic programmes need to understand that the work place has changed,

requiring different ways of managing" (Conference Board 1989,26). To improve

productivity, today's managers need a flexible management style that fits both

individual needs and the organizational culture. ftruman resources management

anticipates and prepares for the future needs of the employees and the organization.

The philosophy behind the human resources development function is:

. based on a belief that people can and must cope with change, that
employees are central to the corporate strategic vision, and that management and
labor, as part of participative structure, will meet the challenge of the future .
The most common management techniques used to implement this philosophy
include team building, cost savings, goal setting, performance improvement,
decision making, strategic planning, employee participation, and management by

(Conference Boa¡d 1989, 1l)

objectives.

The literature on organizational development, human resources development

and human resources management appears to be unanimous in calling for top-level

support for the successful implementation of a programme of human resources

development. Any aspect of human resources development involves change, and no

change can take place without a change in people's attitudes. "Change comes only

when people can see that some benefit will result from a rnodification in the way they

act" (Guerner 1979, 9). Managers are in a position to influence strongly how

(Stephen et al. 1988,27)
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individuals perceive their changing jobs. In addition to the work environment and the

nature of the job itself, management symbols - the use of language, the patterns of

daily activities, the settings for interaction, etc. - have a corresponding effect and.

influence on employees. Given the proper managerial climate, an organization with a

genuine betief in its people can implement changes effectively and productively. A

manager may be helped in implementing desired changes efficiently by following an

appropriate human resources development model, as illustrated in the following

section.

E{umøn resources develapment ønd ,naîL&gernent models. Several re-

searchers have formulated human resources development models that can be

effectively implemented. A study of these models reaffirms the need for a balance

between human needs and organizational needs. Development models help to ensure

that "the organizational effort is designed to be vit¿l and useful, and to meet perceived

organizational needs . . . (to) reflect excellence in standards, and if possible be

designed to display some early, visible success" (Patten l9B8).

Muller asserted that "what seems to be needed is a concise, coherent

presentation of what is meant by human resource development and what it consists

ofl' (Muller 1976,238). In his model, Muller attempted to answer the questions of

why an organization should invest in the development of human resources, and how it

can b accomplished. The model delineated a step-by-step approach that breaks down

the costly and time-consuming human resources development process into six primary

elements. Muller believed that recommendations based on a model would be noore

readily accepted by line management, as the model would bring "a wholeness, an

identity, a cohesiveness" to the original diverse activities of human resources

development. A study of human resources development literature offers several

models, which are briefly reviewed klow.
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Harris (1984) suggested a partnership between and among education,

industry, labour, government, and community-based organizations as a management

mdel for economic development. As well, he called for economic forecasting data on a

regular basis, coordinated educational programmes to suit human resource needs, and

administratively effective structures that make allowances for economic and human

resources development programmes. For the concept of human resources

management to have any social scientific value, Guest (1987) argued that it must k
defined so that testable hypotheses about its impact can be developed. With the

strong theoretical and empirical base of development theory in mind, Guest set out the

following goals of human resource management: integration with management con-

cerns, operational concerns and employee concerns; employee commiünent, calling for

organizational and job commitment as well as attitudinal commitment; flexibility and

adaptability to a process of effective change; and a goal of quality to ensure the re-

cmiunent and retention of high quality staff.

Walker (1986) recommended that a course of action for human resources

development should be cha¡ted by examining several factors. The strategic direction

of human resources development should fit the strategic direction of the organization,

as should any ongoing development services. Initiatives for change must be

appropriate, in keeping with organizational strategies and needs. Also necessary are

staffing configurations that fit changing operational needs and staff effîciency in terms

of staff time and associated costs. Depending on organizational needs, the strategic

direction of the organization can vary widely; whichever strategy is selected, however,

must be understood and accepted by staff and management. VValker recommended

the practice of updating human resources su'ategy annualiy by linking it to the

organization's strategy and ensuring that it reflected top management priorities.

Many studies of human resources development in business organizations are

applicable to other organizations as well, including libraries. Adopting a strategic
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perspective to human resources management is not merely a theoretical exercise, as

"the driving forces for human resource programmes are the present and future

business needs of the corporation" (Baird and Meshoulam 1984,77). According to

Meshoulam and Baird:

The human resources movement seems to be running faster and faster and
losing ground. The great strides of the early 80's do not appear to k enough . . .

It is time to step back and develop a nelv perspective on human resource
management, a new perspective explaining how organizations are changing and
how HRM can proactively anticipate and respond to their needs.

(Meshoulam and Baird 1987,484)

The authors were careful to point out that the reason "FtrR lost the chance it had to

become a full partner" with top management was because "they devoted themselves

to creating ever more sophisticated programs and forgot the whole purpose of the

business" so that "the gulf between management and HR widened" (Baird and

Meshoulam 1986, 45-46). The successes of the human resources development

programme, the development of good perfonnance appraisal methods, excellent

training programmes, successful compensation systems, were all successes of

individuals. Baird and Meshoulam (1986) were optimistic that economic conditions

were ripe once again for the human resources function to move into the ranks of upper

management. As the economy shifts from an industrial base to a service and

information base, it is human skills and ability that determine what organizations can

accomplish (Baird and Meshoulam 1986, 47).

Human resources development as an integral part of an organization can help

managers increase productivity through better managernent of people. It should res-

pond to both external pressures and organizational needs, and develop a business

orientation:
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. . . by getting out of the staff specialist corner that IIR has painted itself
[into] . . . [and] will have to learn to speak the same language as the rest of the
business - a languages of costs, benefits, return on investment, competitive
advantage, market share, and so fonh.

In these budget-restricted times, becoming cost-conscious has become essential in

any organization, particularly in non-profit organizations such as libraries. '4. su'ategic

perspective to human Íesources management concerns itself with:

Developing and implementing personnel practices and procedures to select,
reward, and develop the human resources that best contribute to the
business objective.
Using business strategies to identify what human resources are needed
and how they should be allocated.
Identifying and using the organization's unique resources and/or opportunit-
ies to help employees who need to reach the strategic objective to com-
pete effectively.
Developing mechanisms for assessing employees' unique competencies at
various career stages, and designing job opporrunities that will allow them to
make the greatest possible contributions toward the achievement of
corporate goals.
Matching employees' competencies to the organization's needs as
determined by the market and the nature of the product.
Understanding the portfolio mix of people that is currently available and the
mix that is needed to accomplish strategic objectives. Developing mecha-
nisms for transfedng, promoting, and developing employees to fit the needs
of business. Organizing work assignments so that employees complement

(Baird and Meshoulam 1986, 48)

one another as they move through their career stages.
(Baird, Meshoulam and DeGive 1983, 17)

The authors recommended that all these human resources development

activities be undertaken within the context of the environment (the competitive qualiry

of available resources and the administration), the organization's culture (open and

supportive versus constricted and autocratic), the corporate mission statement, and

the overall corporate strategy. 4,ll segments of the organization should scan their

envi¡onment, assess their particular culture, and develop an integrated sn'ategy that

best uses the human resources within the total organization to respond to market

opportunities. Eaird, Meshoulam and DeGive's model (1983), based on research
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performed in thirty organizations of various sizes and types, and built on the concepts

of both internal and external fit, offers an opportunity for human resources

management to anticipate, prepare for and respond to the future needs of

organizations as the economy changes from an industrial base to a services,

technology and information base.

In conclusion, a human resources development mdel helps to identify and

focus on the components of a well-run human resources management programme in an

organization, whether in the private or the public sector. As part of the public sector,

educational institutions, such as libraries, also are included. One of the major debates

in educational organizations has been the issue of what constitutes an organization.

The controversy surrounding this issue, based on educational administration as a field

of study, is worth investigating for its related theoretical background of educational

organization, as well as for resea¡ch methodology. The different viewpoints about the

nature of educational organizations are presented in the following section as part of

the review of organizational literature. The implications of these viewpoints abut the

nature of educational organizations as a field of study, as well as on the proposed

research on human resources development in academic libraries, are presented in

Chapter Three. An academic library exists within the environment of a post-

secondary institution. The administrative concerns of a library, such as its human

resources development, are part of the administrative considerations of the larger

educational institution. Hence the nature of educational organizations is examined

first.

Nøtwre af edwcøtíoørøl ørgøreiwtioras. Riffel (1978) presented a historical

overview of the background of educational organizations, stafting from the so-called

"theory movement" of the 1950's and the early 1960's:
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The movement represented a negation of excessive formalism and an emphasis
on managerial techniques in thinking about educational administration . Earlier
views of administration were challenged because they were merely proverbs that
had never been subjected to scientific scrutiny, and because they reflected a

dehumanized perspective on life in organizations. @iffel t978,141)

Other aspects of the theory movement were summa¡ized by Griffiths:

The theories held many assumptions in common. They assumed that organi-
zations have goals that the members strive to attain, that there are roles, sets of
expectations for the members that are agreed upon (the nomothetic dimension),
that behavior is more or less governed by a set of rules (bureaucratic structure),
that decision-making is a systematic process, that only legitimate power is
employed, and that merit is superior to politics. Administration, organization, and
organizational behavior were viewed as essentially orderly and rational.
Organizations functioned regardless of the individuals within them.

(Griffrths 1977,2)

This structure, based on the social sciences, would eventually lead to

controversy because of the failure to develop theories based on actual practices in

educational organizations. The assumptions about the nature of organizations, as

defined by theories of social sciences, were not further analyzed, and were uncritically

accepted for the study of educational administration. trn the early 1970's, researchers

such as Filmer et al. (1972) and Perrow (1972) spoke out against the prevalent

organizational theory. Georgiou (1973) stated that "organizational theory" was less

a reflection of reality than an expression of aspirations. He argued that commitment to

a goal-based paradigm had reørded analysis by disassociating organizational theory

from incompatible empirical f,rndings. Though organizations are universally understod

as goal-attaining instruments, "the inadequacy of this classical version of the goal

paradigm in understanding organizations has been made clear in empirical analyses"

(Georgiou 7973,292). In Barnard's incentive system analysis, organizations are not

viewed as analytically distinctive social units given meaning by their goals, but as

"outcomes of the complex exchanges between individuals pursuing a diversity of

goals." This focus on the individual rather than the organization explained Barnard's

statement that "the individual is the basic sn'ategic factor in organization" (Georgiou

1973,308).
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In a presentation to the Third International Intervisitation Programme on

Educational Administration in 1974, Greenfield depicted organizations not as

structures subject to universal laws but as cultural artifacts dependent upon the

specific meaning and intention of people within them. He blieved that, while all the

prevalent views of organization imply "a single, goal-oriented entity that is the

organization" (Greenfield 1973, 553), in reality, "individuals not only create the

organization, they ere the organization" (Greenfietd 1973, 556). Accordingly, his

concept of organization was not a single abstraction, but a multifaceted notion

reflecting what the individual sees as his or her social world, and the meanings and

purposes the individual brings to or takes from that reality. Thus, organizations are

limited and defined by human action. To Greenfield, the reality of an organization is

simply the manifestation of human mind and will (Greenfield 1980, 26). As a social

invention, the organization is "the perceived social reality within which individuals

make decisions" (Greenfield 1973, 557). Greenfield was convinced that "our

concepts of organizations must therefore rest upon the views of people in particular

times and places, and any effort to understand them in terms of a single set of ideas,

values and laws must b doomed to failure" (Greenfield 1974,2).

This phenomenological view of organizations is supported by Weber, who

classified organizations according to the "validity" and "legitimate order" that people

accorded them. Similarly, Simon stated that authority rested in relationships built

upon people's feelings abut how they should behave toward one another. According

to resea¡chers such as Weber, Simon and Greenfield, sysæms theory and bureaucratic

theory reinforced the assumption that organizations existed apart from people, making

it possible to mdify organizations or to design new ones without changing people

(Greenfield 1986). trn Greenfield's view, organization theory should deal with human

activity in creating, rather than in responding to, organizations.
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The phenomenologist sees organizational strucrure as essentially a reflection

of human belief. Hence, problems in organization cannot k solved by changing the

structure of the organization. A,s the problem lies in the conflicting beliefs held by

individuals, the solution also lies in the ability to act upon these beliefs (Greenfield

1974, ll). Following this line of thinking, Greenfieid klieved that organizational

structure had no uniforrn effect upon people, but depended upon the person perceiving

it and on his or her definition of social reality. The kind of organization in which a

person works is determined not by its own structure, but by the attitudes and

experiences brought to the organization from the wider society in which he or she lives

(Greenfield 1973, 558). To Greenfield, empirical research proved merely that

organizational structure bore "only a tenuous and inconsistent relationship to human

experience," and that no single "right" structure would make an organization more

effective. The problems of organizational structuÍe "are inherent in the human

meanings and purposes which support the structure" (Greenfield 1973, 565).

Greenfield categorically rejected both the notion that the goals of an organi-

zation were independent of those held by individuals within it, and the notion that

these goals were predetermined. He also rejected the systems theory viewpoint that

organizations discover goals through their capacity to respond and adapt to their

environment. These theories all identify the organization as a single, goal-oriented

entity. From the phenomenological viewpoint, there is "a continuous process of

bargaining and coalition among individuals . [and] the goals of the organiation

are the culrent preoccupations and intentions of the dominant organizational coalition"

(Greenfield 1973, 557). This viewpoint irnplies that goals are not uniform and stable,

but are "as fleeting as the membership of dominant coalition, as changeable as

memkrs' views of what is practical, desirable or essential . [and] are as varied

and no more stable or rational than the individual" (Greenfield 1973, 558). Greenfieid

described two types of goals that are often interwoven. One set of goals, which

reflects our kliefs about the quality of experience we want in an organization, can be

expressed in behavioural changeo and cannot be accomplished through technology.
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Another set of goals, which describes skills to be acquired or knowledge to be

attained, can be accomplished through technology. Greenfield cautioned that neither

set of goals guaranteed job satisfaction.

In accordance with his definition of organization as comprising individuals

within the group, Greenfield believed that "the task of changing organizations

depends, first, upon the varieties of reality which individuals see in existing

organizations, and second, upon their acceptance of new ideas of what can or should

be achieved through social action" (Greenfield 1973,551); in other words, the

transforming mechanism lies within individuals. If individuals and organizations are

"inextricably intertwine.d," then it is not as easy to alter an organization as it would

have been if an organization \ryas a thing separate from the individual. Organizational

change would require changes in the meanings and purposes that individuals learn

within their society.

Greenfield also believed that much of the effort to understand, analyze oÍ

improve educational institutions as organizations is shaped by ideas and models

borrowed from other areas of organizational study, though there was no recognition

that organizations may vary depending on their location and personnel composition.

According to Greenfield, this argument suggested that organizational theorists up till

then had been so busy defîning the "forest" that they had failed to notice differences

among the "trees," and worse, "have ignored relevant data that are not trees at all"

(Greenfield 1973;1,974). He believed that organizations are shaped by the præess of

placing meaning upon experiences.

The internal debate prompted by Greenfield's study of educational

adminisu'ation was exemplified by Schein, who reviewed Greenfield's position that

"organizations are not independent realities or biological organisms but the social

inventions of people and the resultants of complex negotiations of coalitions of

people" (Schein 1973, 780). Ilowever, Schein found Greenfield "guilty of

oversimplification" in his analysis and stated that two important points were left out:
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consideration of standa¡d change and value change. However, Schein agreed that the

ultimate goal was to change the values of key members of the organization,

essentially changing the culture of the organization:

Once the participants in an organized effort have accepted the long-run
validiry of the goals which initially brought them together, they have created a
joint perspective which does give reality to the organization, particularly in a
"normative" organization such as school, because of the voluntary commiünent by
members to the organizational mission.

In Schein's view, goals refer not to motives or needs, which only individual persons

can have, but to a sense of organizational function or mission to be fulfrlled. V/hile

agreeing that individuals must be influenced, Schein reiterated that "there is ample

evidence that perceptions and values can be changed, though, by changing the people

one interacts with, and by changing the organization's structure and,/or process in

other ways" (Schein 1973,784). In the final analysis, Schein found that a total theory

of organizational change could be derived by combining Greenfield's position with that

of the standard sociologists and organizational psychologists.

Swrnmøry and ønølysís. Organizational literature emphasizes the need to

have a proper fit between organizational goals and development, and individual

employees' goals and development. Organizational research is also consistent in

emphasizing the importance of managerial support for fostering changes, such as

human resources development, in an organization. Several researchers have

formulated human resources development and management mo.dels, all of which reflect

in various ways the degrees of fit required between employee needs and

organizational needs.

A study of educational literature reveals the inænse conh'oversy in the fîeld

of educational organization. Greenfield's contention was that individuals not only

create the organization, they are the organization. F{owever, his concepts of

(Schein 1973, 781)
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organization and its structure seem idealistic. Structure may not determine the kind

of organization one works in, but it does influence perceptions of the distribution of

polver and the ease of communication. Studies show that people react in different

ways to different levels of hierarchy, often finding one srructu¡e that is uniquely

effective for their particular organization. Similarly, Greenfield's theory of

organizational goals being the same as many individual goals, with some more

prominent and influential than others, must be balanced with the reality that the sum

total of individual goals is much more compelling than any one of the individual goals.

Greenfield's emphasis on the role of individuals in organizational change has

much relevance to this research topic. Human resources development implies change,

and this could require changes in the meanings and purposes that individuals learn

within their society. Therefore, how we bring about these changes in individuals'

perceptions and attitudes determines whether the organization as a whole makes the

necessary shift.

Conceprual Applications of Human Resources Development in a Library Context

In considering the conceptual applicability of human resources development in

libraries, with special reference to academic libraries in Manitoba as the field of study,

two specific issues emerge from the preceding literature review: (i) the scope of

human resources development required in libraries and (ii) the applicability of relared

organizational theories to academic libraries. Before reviewing recent library

literature to evaluate the need for and the status of human resources development in

academic libraries, it is perrinent to consider the applicable research issues emerging

from the preceding review of organizational and educational literature.

A library is an organization. ,{n academic library is part of a larger

educational institution, and in itself is a self-contained organizational unit. As an
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organization dedicated to providing service and information through its employees, a

library's productivity and effectiveness increase by developing the potential and

capabilities of its human resources. Hence, the question of how to invest wisely and

efficiently in human beings should be of vital concern to the adminisu'ators of any

library. In an ideal setting, a library, as an organization, can be expected to have the

following characteristics and needs.

First, libraries are undergoing fundamental changes in the composition of

both work and work force, due to technological advances and societal changes

respectively. Although economic resources are continually diminishing, infonnation-

providing agencies such as libraries are simultaneously experiencing a greater demand

for services. As a service institution, a library bars the effects of technology. Its

external and internal communication methods change. The nature of work and the

work force in the library are changed by the impact of technology. In addition, library

employees may have raised expectations, and may resist authority. Individual

recognition and self-fulf,rllment are expected.

Second, because of the impact of technological and societal changes, lifelong

educational opportunities become an economic necessity, as important for the welfare

of the library as for the welfa¡e of the employee. Any fundamental change in an

organization requires human resources development and management to facilitate an

effective uansition. A well-run human resources development progranorne in a library

would be totally integrated into the fabric of the institution, and not seen as an

additional feature. As the needs of the library change, library employees also must

change to ensuxe the best fit between the library structure, its technological

development, and human resources.

Third, senior adminisn'ators, as well as middle managers, of the library have

a sü'ong comminnent to the development of human resources in the library. Those
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responsible for implementing a programme of human resources development are a part

of the strategic planning administrative group. A high rate of participation in work-

related training activities can be expected from library employees.

Based on the research findings in the organizational literatu¡e, an effective

human resources development programme in a library can be expected to stress bth

interpersonal and technical skills, and be linked to the library's goals by matching

employee needs with those of the organization. Such a programme anticipates organi-

zational change by taking into account the internal climate of the worþlace, such as

the structure of the library, its culture and politics, as well as the external environment

in which the library operates, including social, political, economic conditions and

technological development. Ongoing planning and on-the-job training are included,

making the programme active and future-oriented. A panicipative process in planning

and implementing the training programme can k expected. V/hile personal growth is

also welcomed, the intention of the training programme is to increase the library's

productivity and effectiveness, thereby developing the individual employee within the

context of his or her present and future library responsibilities. The human resources

development practices complement and reinforce the library's strategic objectives and

planning, whether the library has chosen a strategy of innovation, cost reduction,

quality improvement, or any other strategy.

A review of organizational literature leads to a series of survey questions to

be considered for their applicability to libra¡ies. Issues include how the library is

affected by technological and social changes, and whether there is an increased

demand for accountability from user groups. Have the scale and scope of jobs in

libraries increased markedly within a short time, and have the qualifications expected

of employees also risen proportionally? Is there a programme of human resources

development in the library that helps to handle these changes? Does such a
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programme match the library's stated strategic planning? How strong is the

commiunent of the chief librarian to the development and management of human

resources employed in the library? Does the library have career counselling and

career development programmes? Is there a reward or recognition system based on

performance evaluated through systematic performance appraisal? What types of

üaining and retraining activities are included in the programme? Does ü'aining tend to

increase rather than reduce inequality in the work force? Is the determination of the

training prograrnnnes the prerogative of library administrators, or do employees

influence the process? Is there more training for executive or managerial staff? Do

librarians have options such as flextime, a compressed work week, pennanent part

time and job sharing, that allow for training time? Is there a lessening of union

influence on library employees due to the implementation of a programme of human

resources development, or is there a strengthening of the union with staff development

a negotiated item in the collective bargaining præess? How acute is the concern in

libra¡ies about the need to treat professional and technical labour as a resource to b
developed and planned for over a long term?

The application of hurnan resources development in a library context thus

raises many resea¡ch questions. In order to better understand and verify the scope of

human resources development in libra¡ies, as well as to prepare ans\ilers for some of

the questions, a review of recent library literature was undertaken prior to studying

the seven academic libraries in Manitoba.
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A library's resources, especially its staff, are vital to the advancement of its

mission to achieve organizational goals "through human resource development by

ensuring that employees have the skills necessary to carry out present operations,

and to adapt to anticipated changes, by allowing employees to diversify their

experience and broaden their skills" (National Library News 1989, 1). Fundamental

changes are occurring in the way libraries are used, funded, and managed; as

Dougherty has said, "we are in a condition where the past will not be a prologue"

(Veaner 1984, 623). From the viewpoint of traditional librarianship in these uncerrain

economic times, technology is seen as sometimes supportive, sometimes threatening.

The delivery of library services has changed dramatically, to a point where information

is treated as a commodity @stabrook 19S1). While libraries conrinue to deliver this

fundamentally important service, there are others who are equally or more interested

in providing that same service at a profit (Lenzini and Shaw 1991,40).

To ensure that the delivery of services matches gowing user needs, libraries

need a motivated work force that can plan for users' changing expectations. As

Martell stated, this calls for personai and technical standards of excellence, creating

an organizational climate "where the striving for and achievement of excellence are

basic norms. In academic libra¡ianship we haven't developed standards of personal

excellence, but we need them" (Martell 1,987,475).

Despite this need, according to Nauratil (1987), burnout is a growing

phenomenon among librarians and other human service professionals, inevitably

leading to a decline in the quality of service. Nauratil believed that common library
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situations, such as the high degree of task specialization, lack of control over one's

own time, lack of procedural autonomy, and limited jurisdiction over organizational

goals, can lead to an alienating burnout syndrome. However, he stated that some of

the root causes of burnout could be eliminated through an organizational approach.

Suggested strategies include:

. . . improving the physical work environment, increasing the variety of an
employee's tasks, emphasizing positive feedback, and providing counselling
services . . . . More effective at preventing and eliminating burnout, however, are
changes in the structure of organizations themselves, best oriented toward
restoring professional autonomy to practicing librarians. (Nauratil 1987, 385)

Some of these approaches include reducing workload, flexible scheduling, job sharing,

time off for vacations, sabbaticals, conferences, continuing education, workshops, as

well as increasing the opportunity for people to participate in the decisions that affect

their work, whete goals as well as procedures are decided upon collectively. Nauratil

recommended that "in all areas of study, including technical services and computer

applications, critical awareness and innovations should be emphasized over

conformity to traditional paradigms" (Nauratil 1987, 387). This approach stresses the

need for a systematic, all-inclusive programme of human resources development to

pursue personal and organizanonal excellence. Libnary administrators generally agree

that continuing education and staff development are the key activities in this

endeavou¡.

trn order to study the chronological development of this concept, parricularly in

academic libraries, selected library literature of the past twenty years was reviewed,

mainly publications concerning changes in human resources development or staff

development in general, and in academic libraries in particular. While such

developments in school and special libraries are no less important, they are not of

direct concern to this study, and hence literature covering school and special libraries

is not reviewed here.
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To understand fully the pressing need for human resources development in

libraries, one must realize that automation has single-handedly changed the way

library services are provided. Its effects on the library system must be considered

before reviewing the history of human resources development in libraries.

A survey of current library literature reveals a wealth of materials dealing

with automation and the changes it has brought about. The transition from an

industrial to a global informational and so-called "environrnental" economy has been

driven by technology. Management literature suggests that as technology unfolds, it

influences every aspect of the organization, transforms the way work is performed,

and ultimately requires a rethinking of the most basic principles of organization and

management. The speed of change created by technology demands new management

techniques at all levels of an organization. The challenges presented involve not only

the use of technology to develop new products and services, but also the development

of new modes of work design, new styles of decision-making, new concepts of

organization, and new attitudes toward change. On-line technology helps to create

networks ¿rmong organizations and can lead to radically new styles of organization.

However, many of the required competencies depend more on the human factor than

on technological advances. By empowering lower-level employees with information,

technology flattens the organizational structure and decreases the importance of

middle management (Morgan 1988). The full benefits of on-line technology are

realized when all the employees in an organization have access to a single database

containing the same information, and are encouraged to exercise initiative in their jobs.

Thus technology drives initiative to the operational level. It creates the opportuniry to

Effeck of Á,¡¡ton¡ation in Libraníes
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transform tasks and work processes; it does not merely automate jobs. In essence,

successful use of technology is often a matter of attitude. In some organizations,

employees view change as a challenge and relish the opportunities it can create. In

other organizations, change is unwelcome and even feared. As well, the

improvements and efficiencies that result from new technology are incompatible with

harsh bureaucratic restrictions. It is important for the manager to create an

environment that encourages employees to find new rü/ays to make their own

contributions to the organization, by changing the nature of their work as a result of

more efficient ways of performing tasks. For this to occur, employees must share a

sense of the overall mission and values of the organization, and must be allowed new

approaches to making decisions. Many managers, faced with new technologies,

maintain old styles of decision-making and information channeling instead of

refocusing their decision-making processes. Morgan (1988) pointed out that new

technology has the capacity to transform organizations into "electronic villages,"

where people have a strong sense of interconnection and feel that they are full, active

contributors to the community. However, to achieve this, those responsible for

intrducing new technology must facilitate the necessary attitudinal changes through

appropriate ü'aining.

^Automation of library functions and activities is an undeniable reality of

library development. From the outset, the advantages of automating routine and

repetitive processes were recognized. The vast improvement in equipment and

concomitant reduction in hardware cost have contributed significantly to the

development of library automation. The economics of cooperative collection

development and cataloguing, resource sharing, shared access and networking have

encouraged the development of technology-based solutions to the n'aditional problem

of information delivery to the user. Library auto¡nation is no longer an event but a
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process; it represents and functions as a significant agent of change by bringing about

the next phase of improvements in procedures (Oisgaard 1989). Automation is now

seen as the preferred order of business, and is also seen as highly successful from the

users' point of view. Some of the trends causing - or calling for - profound changes in

the structure and composition of functions and personnel in a lib,rary include: a high

degree of task specialization and decision-making at a lower level of staff hierarchy

due to ready access to information; a lack of procedural autonomy and control over

one's own time, as the sequence and speed of operations are often deærmined by the

automated system, thus requiring a different pattern of work; the disappearance of

certain tasks that are either automated or no longer considered necessary or cost

effective; and the inclusion of certain other tasks that are changed or newly added,

often under new or different settings. Increasingly, the distinction between technical

and public services in libraries has been blurred, even as the demand for enhanced

bibliographic control of the libraries' local collections, as well as of those in electronic

format, is rising.

A review of the effects of the changes brought about by library automation on

the library and its personnel shows the need for a systematic and continuous

programme of human resources development that will empower professional and non-

professional staff to manage these changes effectively and efficiently. The structure of

the automate.d library must be recognized as reflecting the changed needs of database

management in an on-line environment. As well, attitudes must be changed to

concentrate on the best way to biend technology and personnel needs and to

encourage personnel to develop new skills. It is essential that both the professional

and the support staff acquire new skills and responsibilities so that they can

implernent and utilize the changing technology at their own pace and take an active,

assertive position in providing user-oriented services in the elecu'onic environment of

a modern library. As academic libraries are in the forefront of library automation,
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human resources development is paÍticularly significant in the academic library

setting. A historical overview of human resources development in libraries in general,

and in academic libraries in particular, in presented in the following section.

F{¡¡rnan R.esor¡rces Ðeveåoprnent i¡r the SeventÍes

tYervíew. Human resource concepts gained popularity in organizational

lite¡ature during the 1970's. It was accepted that employers should think of

employees as a corporate resource (Minter 1980). As can be seen in library literature

in the 1970's, libraries were not fa¡ behind in considering this a major issue for library

managers. As early as 1971, the importance of matching organizational needs with

those of the employees in libraries was recognized:

A major dilemma, one we can no longer afford to ignore, faces all librarians.
The dilemma is: How can we optimally integrate the technical and human
resources that we manage toward achieving the library's service mission and, at
the same time, manage working arrangements and role relationships so that
people's needs for self-worth, glowth, and development are significantly met in our
libraries? (Stone l97l July)

This viewpoint iterated what research in behavioural sciences has shown, that when

emphasis is placed on developing the potential represented by the human resources in

organizations, an inevitable by-product is an increase in productivity.

Library literature makes a distinction between the teÍns "continuing

education" and "staff development." Conroy defined continuing education as "those

learning opportunities utilized by individuals in fulfilling their need to learn and grow

following their prepaxatory education and work experiences," whereas staff

development is used "to strengthen the library's capability to fulfitl its mission

effectively and efficiently by encouraging and providing for the growrh of its human

resources" (Conroy 1978,290). For a comprehensive understanding of the historical
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development of this issue, it is useful to review in detail the findings and

recommendations in the special issue of Ubrary Trends (Stone 1971 July) entitled

"Personnel development and continuing education in libnaries." In this issue, selected

publications from recent library literature were used to assess human resources

development in libraries, particularly in acadernic libraries, over the last rwo decades.

ÊIístorícøl development. The July 1971 issue of Li-brary Trands was the

prduct of the Staff Development Committee in the Fersonnel Section of the Library

Administration Division of the American Library Association, which held its first

workshop on this topic at an annual conference in June 1970. Naturally, the a¡ticles in

this issue primarily reflected staff development in American libraries in the 1970's.

Flowever, they do include some insight into the trends in Canadian libraries,

particularly in the universities, during that decade. In 1971, Stone stated that:

Current changing conditions - the knowledge, technology and communication
explosions; affluent societies, and values held by youth; ethnic and other minorities
- have produced a completely new set of expectations of the contract between
employer and employee from those which existed a few years ago.

(Stone 1971 July,4)

As discussed in Chapter One, the microworld of the library reflected conditions in the

larger world of society. The editor of the July 1971 issue of Library Trends posed nvo

questions that remain valid to this day:

How willing are we to consciously work to\ilard a state of human
relationships in libraries that will catch up with the state of the development of our
hardwa¡e? How can we have efficient knowledge systems that will not have the
effect of depersonalizing and dehumanizing personnel relationships?

(Stone 1971 July, 5)

In this issue of Library Trends, the term "personnel development" was

equated with "staff development," and referred to meeting effectively the need for

self-worth, growth, satisfaction, and self-realization of the people in the library

system, while at the same time optimally realizing the library's objectives. Many
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authors reported that the conditions and practices recommended by research in the

behavioural sciences had a direct relationship to releasing human energies to

accomplish both individual and organizational objectives.

[æe and Lee, the sole Canadian contributof,s, discussed library personnel

planning systems, noting that success in developing human resources must be

considered in terms of the organization's ability to satisfy the personal goals of those

persons in the organization (Stone 1971 July, 19-38). Corrobrating Maslow's theory,

Goodman listed the factors and conditions that lead to increased employee motivation:

involvement through participation, job en¡ichment, target-setting conferences, and high

performance goals set by the supervisor and the employees (p. 39-47). Marchant

related participative management to personnel development. h'ior to his research, no

study of library staff participation had been reported in library literature. Based on

research in behavioural sciences, as well as his own research in lib'raries, Marchant

found that participative management and group decision-nnaking have important

implications for staff development. In practice, however, most libraries were found to

be bureaucratically-oriented. As a group, university library personnel were more

satisfied with the opportunities for professional growth under a participative

management system (p. a8-59).

Kaser's 1970 survey of 145 large American libraries concluded that, although

the American library community was increasingly a\paÍe of the need for training

programmes and continuing education of personnel, and although substantial

resources were being devoted to that effect, there was no systematic approach king

applied to the problem. Essentially, managers were playing a passive role in the a¡ea

of personnel development (Stone 7971, July, 60-77). All contributors agreed that

n'aining must be oriented toward organizational objectives, with immediate goals of

improving individual job effectiveness and improving the climate of interpersonal
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relations in organizations. This was confirmed by Allen and Conroy, who found that

the achievement of both organizational and personal goals is facilitated by the smooth

and cooperative working of all staff members (p. 79-91). This reiterates the need for

team building and social interaction skills in effective organizational growth.

The last two chapters in the July 1971 issue of Library Trends were by the

Staff Development Commiuee of the American Library Association. The Committee

presented a model for librarians to be used in analyzing and defining basic needs and

problems and in developing the framework for a programme of personnel development

or continuing education that would facilitate the application of managerial techniques

(Stone 1971 July, 92-96). The model was presented as a flowchart, flexible enough to

be implemented in any size or type of library or library system. As early as in 1971,

such a model was recognized as helpful for any library planning a systematic

development of its human resources.

In the final chapter in the Librarv Trends issue, the authors suggested that an

individual library system could strengthen its role in the development of human

resources by considering policies and programmes in the area of human resources

development from a systems point of view and by ensuring that these policies were

known and practised throughout the system. Much of the discussion was based on

principles derived from behavioural science research, as the authors believed that the

theoretical assumptions held by management about human resources development

determined the whole character of the library. As in any organization, there must be

full support and involvement on the part of management for a programme of human

resources development to ba successfully implemented. The editor summarized thus:

The human resources approach in action emphasizes the motivation and
development of people, high perfomrance goals, participation in problem-solving or
decision-making, and the encouragement of innovation. It also emFhasizes that
the extent to which human resources will be developed in any given library
system will largely be dependent on the management perspective and leadership
style of the chief administrator, for he, more than anyone else, sets the tone and
philosophy of a library. (Stone 1971 July, 10)
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In addition, the issue of Library Trends dealt with continuing education in

lib¡aries as a lifelong process through which individuals grow to meet the challenges of

change. This process would include both formal course work in credit or non-credit

courses, and informal learning activities such as attending conferences, workshops,

and professional meetings; reading, writing, and editing; consultation, teaching and

speaking to groups; membership in informal study groups; and participation in in-

services and on-the-job training programmes (Stone 1971 July, 10). The objective was

to build a strategy for planned change into the programme of continuing education.

Gaver's report in Library Trends surveyed "librarian achievers" on

continuing education activities and strategies that they would recommend. Their

responses suggested that training efforts by library associations were often

considered fragmented, and seemed to result in little sequential training. Gaver

recommended a more structured approach to a prograrrìme of continuing education.

Likewise, Hiatt, in Lib'rary Trends (Stone 1971 July), called for the development of a

practical, well organized national plan of continuing education that would efficiently

utilize all available methods and techniques, and meet the ongoing learning needs of

all library personnel. The author blieved that professional library associations and

library schools must share responsibility for providing continuing education.

In focusing on research and needs in the areas of personnel development and

continuing education, this unique issue of Library Trends could k summa¡ized by the

results of Kaser's survey of 145 libraries. He stated that although there was more

interest in u'aining and continuing education than ever before, there was little

organized action - "objectives are not clear, there is a lack of planning (short range as

well as long range), and there is little evidence of a systems approach to personnel

development, training and continuing education" (Stone 197L July, 13). In all studies,

researchers found that libnary managers were taking a passive, almost indifferent role

toward continuing education. The editor summarized thus:
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The issue on which authors were generally in agreement was that the degree
to which personnel development and continuing education can be used effectively
in any library organization is, to a large extent, dependent on the management
perspective of the chief administrator. However, as a group, the authors reported
that they had found little evidence in the literature, from the surveys, or from
experience up to this point in time to indicate that many chief administrators or
managers had: 1) reexamined work and moved it towa¡d being concerned with
meeting individual needs for achievement and recognition (as through job
enrichment) while at the same time meeting the library objectives, 2) reexamined
the organizational structures with a willingness to change them as needed . . ., 3)
consciously worked toward building a climate of confidence and trust throughout
the library, or 4) experimented with the use of participative decision-making as a
means of personnel development or with a goals-oriented approach to personnel
evaluation.

A number of encouraging signs were noted, however. A substantial amount

of funding was available for training and continuing education, and there was a growing

recognition of the advantages of using technology for training and continuing education.

. . . Most important of all, it would appear that throughout the profession
there is a great awakening to the fact that personnel development and continuing
education constitute one of the most urgent problems facing libnarianship today.

(Stone 1971 July, 13)

Research has shown the necessity of building into a personnel development plan a

strategy for planned change and a willingness to look beyond librarianship to other

professions and disciplines for new ideas and innovation. In the early 1970's, though,

concepts of automation, technological change in libraries, and inter-professional

cooperation, all topics of prime importance today, were new and unfarniliar. Summar-

izing the theme of the issue, the editor of Library Trends stated:

A rapidly changing age is forcing libnaries and all the individuals who work
in them to attach a new importance to personnel development and continuing
education. Its thesis is that to meet effectively the technological change which
h'esthus states is demanded of conventional libraries, it is necessary at the same
time to pay attention to individual needs. If this challenge is not given high and
immediate priority and hopes for a productive response to individual as well as
institutional needs are not met concrurently, the words of Presthus are apt to have,

(Stone 1971 July, 13)

in future years, a strongly prophetic ring to them. (Stone 1971 Juty, 16)
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Stone's reference was to Presthus' warning in 1970 that "librarianship may by default

allow the emerging 'information specialist' $oups to determine the conditions of

participation in the changing library occupation . . . . it would [then] probably mean the

end of librarianship's aspirations for the independence and prestige that come with

professionalization" (Stone 1971 July, 15-16). By reviewing the library literature of

the 1980's, one may determine how prophetic this warning from the 1970's has been,

and where the field of libnary science now stands on this issue.

V/eber (1974) identified the following activities commonly associated with

staff development and continuing education: temporary job reassignment; job rotation

within the library system; participation in professional associations; committee work

on campus; professional visits to other libra¡ies; consultancies; writing and publishing

activity; research via sabbaticals and other leaves; formal course work on another

degree in an area of interest; and workshops, seminars, and institutes. From this list,

it is apparent that developmental activities needed in the 1970's were very similar to

those that are required in the 1990's. In fact, during the 1970's, particularly in the

United States, numerous national and regional projects, progr¿rmmes, activities and

studies were organized to deal with continuing education in academic libraries.

Particularly useful in this regard was the establishment of CLENE (Continuing Library

Education Network Exchange). These projects, programmes and activities were also

instrunnental in influencing Canadian and British academic libnaries within a few years'

time.

Published as a research and development report by the British Library in

7977, Sergean's 1976 study dealt with job characteristics and staffing needs in

libraries in Britain in the seventies. In its concern with "the qualitative aspects of

manporver [sic] planning," and matching people and jobs, it serves as a companion

volume to the July 1971 issue of Library Trcnds. Sergean believed that work force
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planning was of particular importance in the lib'rary and information field because

"libraries are labour intensive . . . the major scope for improvement in efficiency and

effectiveness must come through more effective use of human resources.

Consideration of change, whether technical, organizational or præedural, also places a

premium upon the careful and productive use of manpower [sic]" (Sergean 1977, l).

Many of the characteristics of librarianship describd in Sergean's study are highly

relevant even now, and provide data for comparison with recent studies on the nature

of academic libraries and academic librarianship.

Sergean's research showed that a large proportion of individual units in

libraries was small in size, though a slow movement towards greater unit size had

already begun. Women working in the field outnumbered men by roughly 3:1. In public

library units, there was a larger proportion of personnel in the younger (under 25) age

range, while in special units the age range was higher (25-44), and in academic units

higher still (45 and over). Many of those working in academic units had both a degree

and a qualification in libra¡ianship or information work. As a group, staff members in

academic units were found to be more highly qualified educationally and professionally

than in other units, and to have more varied previous experience in library and

information work. While more people sought work in academic and public libra¡ies

than in special libraries, job transfers were more often from public libraries to acadernic

or special libraries than from other types of libra¡ies to public libraries. There was a

relatively higher proportion of academic jobs in the highest-paid group, with more of

the special library jobs in the middle salary range, and public library jobs nrore

prominently represented among the lower salary range. Less than two percent of

library posts were of a solely planning and,/or supervisory nature. There was wider

participation in the planning process in academic units than in other units. An

increased demand was apparent for functional specialists and people with

managennent expertise. trn public libraries, more than half of the time-consuming work
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fell into the category of user services activities. In academic units, this amount fell to

a third, with correspondingly greater emphasis upon technical services activities. In

all types of libraries, user services activities were more popular among staff than

technical services activities. Sergean noted that:

. . . this is of particular interest in the case of academic units where there is
thus more dislike of, and less liking for, activities in precisely that work area in
which most time is spent and which is regarded as most important.

(Sergean 1977,13)

Sergean's work also showed that, especially in the technical services areas of

academic library units, activities were most often described as "time-consuming,"

with variety rated the most desired job characteristic. Technical services activities

tended to be neglected in favour of user services activities. The lack of opporruniry for

development work, including personal development through reading, personal contact,

further training, etc., \ryas often noted.

A majority of library staff, particularly in academic and special libraries,

believed that their work offered freedom of choice and freedom from close supervision,

with many oppornrnities for information and teamwork. Contact with people was most

marked in public libraries. There lvas greater opportuniry for informal, non-work

contact during working hours available to those in senior-graded jobs and to those in

jobs with a planning and supervisory emphasis. Where the main emphasis was in

user services activities, work was seen as more physically demanding than the work

involved in technical services. In all libraries, people rated their work as highly varied,

fast in pace or tempo and subject to change in pace or tempo. Library work was seen

as highly subject to intemrption, calling for short rather than long periods of attention

on particular tasks. Jobs and employees appeared to be relatively well maæhed.

Those who were mismatched in their jobs would have preferred less irregularity, a

slower work pace, fewer intemrptions, and the oppornrnity to devoæ longer spans of
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attention to particular tasks. Communication of information within the system was

generally considered to be more satisfactory in matters relating to work than in

matters of more general information. The majority of the employees rated thet pay to

be adequate or more than adequate.

As a summary of the intellectual, social and physical aspects of librarianship,

Sergean stated that "the general picture which emerges [in this survey] is of work

and working conditions that are fairly stimulating and demanding . . . the work force is

seen to be relatively well-matched and well-adapted to these demands" (Sergean

1977, 2l). He also believed that the reported adverse conditions, such as

interruptions during work, physical demands and communication inadequacies, could

be made mo¡e tolerable through a systematic approach to redesigning the job and the

layout of work space whenever possible.

In discussing change, Sergean's survey showed that the majority of

respondents had experienced some form of change in their work during the previous

twelve months. While change was viewed most favourably in special libraries and

least favourably in public libraries and, in general, more favourably by younger staff

than by older staff, the desire to serve the user effectively remained high in all groups.

The principal kind of work where change was experienced and anticipated involved

undertaking additional duties and responsibilities, the main reason being

organizational growth or rationalization. According to Sergean, how change is

introduced in the organization is more important than the change itself: "The

unlikeliest change can be made acceptable by careful presentation; the most innocuous

measure can produce resistance if those who introduce it take its acceptance for

granted" (Sergean 1977,25). He recommended further resea¡ch to examine this issue

in libnaries concurrently rather than retrospectively.
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Another issue, of particular interest in the 1990's, is the comparatively

modest extent to which technical change was viewed as a reason for past, and

possibly future, changes in all type of libra¡ies (Sergean t977, 24). Compuærization

had only a limited impact on initiating change during the 1970's. Only one percent of

all employees described their work as having its main emphasis on involvement with

computers; and less than four percent described their duties as including some

element of computer work. An analysis of advertisements for library positions

showed that only slightly more than six percent of positions involved computerization.

This stands in contrast to the situation in the 1990's, previously described.

In considering the overall attitude to work and the profession, Sergean found

the work force in all types of libraries to be satisfied and well-adjusted. He believed it

necessary to foster and build into jobs the features which lvere considered to

contribute positively to job satisfaction, and to ry to eliminate those which had a

negative effect. He suggested that job redesign, retraining and consultation would

lead to a more effective use of staff, and by implication a better service to the user.

The overall attitude towards the profession was favourable. Factors associated with

good working conditions were variety, involvement v/ith people, a sense of service and

social worth, intellectual satisfaction and the opportunity for personal development.

Negative factors included work routine, physical demands of work, difficulties with and

lack of involvement with the users, lack of status, and the length and arrangement of

working hours.

The survey conf,rrmed the disparities that existed ktween male and female

staff members. Educationally and professionally, men were more highly qualified than

women. The difference was most marked in academic libraries. While there was no

significant difference between the job grading of professionally qualified men and

women, only f,rfty-six percent of female applicants were hired as opposed to seventy-

three percent of their male counterparts, with men rnore likely to hold senior-graded
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posts. Only in the case of those without a degree or qualifications was there no

difference between the sexes. Women were paid more poorly than men at all

educational and professional levels in all types of libna¡ies, with the salary gap being

widest in academic libraries and smallest in public libra¡ies. The survey showed that

women were rnore likely to be in junior and practitioner-only posts. However, in spite

of the under-utilization of women in senior positions, women did not seem to resent

the discrimination. Their level of satisfaction with their work and profession was on

par with that of men. Sergean was also careful to point out that the survey showed

that graduates were less well adapted than non-graduates. The overall attitude of the

graduates to their jobs was found to b less favourable and less committed than that

of non-graduates. The author speculated that the level of expectation of graduates

was perhaps "pitched too high," that much of the work available did not call for a

gmduate qualification, and the graduates often saw themselves as overqualified for

the work they did.

Sergean's t976 survey summarized the existing state of library and

information work, the demands placed on it, and the "fit" between the job and the

jobholder in British libraries of the 1970's. His intention was to develop "manpower

[sic] planning," a term which refers to the matching of people with available jobs.

While accepting the limitations imposed on this understanding by the imperfections of

people and jobs, the information from Sergean's report lends itself to a comparative

analysis with current literature to see how the library environment has evolved since.

Another publication from the seventies that provides suitable data for

comparison is by Martell and Dougherty (1978), on the role of continuing education

and uaining in human resources development from the viewpoint of the administrator.

The authors noted that "human resource development (FIRD) as a concept has come

into vogue within recent years" (Martell and Dougherty 1.978, 151), pointing out that

while administrators had used "HRD-related techniques" to rnaximize the
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effectiveness of their employees, employees had viewed it as potential means for

achieving personal growth, which may or may not be job-related. Outlining the bnoad

principles of human resources development, the authors lvere convinced that staff

development was one component of a comprehensive progranrme for hrrman resources

development. Because "perceptions of staff development in libraries are varied" -

sometimes the definition tends to be stated in terms of the individual, and sometimes

in terrns of the organization - the authors believed that "each manager should be

aware of the constant tug between these two demands" (p. 153). They included

orientation programmes, on-the-job training, the oppornrnity to attend workshops and

institutes, the opportunity to prepare for advancement, active encouragement for

individual enrichment (e.g. attending courses or pursuing a degree programme), brief

assignments to other jobs (e.g. job rotation), assignment to library committees, and

membership in professional associations as parts of staff development in librarianship.

To Martell and Dougherty, training was at the core of most staff development

programmes: "training has been and remains a key organizational mechanism for

reuniting the abilities of the individual with the needs of the organization" (p. 153).

Training also can be an important method for prducing organizational change. In spite

of its recognizd importance, the authors found that:

. . . few libraries have effectively utilized the potential for training. Ì.{either
have they received the benefits that accrue from an effective training program.
Training tends to b brief, superficial and, by and large, something to get over with
as soon as possible in order to get on with more important matters.

(Manell and Dougherty 1978, 153)

The authors stated that library administrators were increasingly aware of the need to

develop their human resources more fully, which had led to a grcater use of in-house

workshops and formal group training sessions on specialized topics. The authors

believed that because this type of u'aining is relatively sophisticated and makes

important time demands on the organizers, formal staff development committees and a

coordinator position may have to be created.
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Martell and Dougherty critically examined the benefits of training, on several

levels, for both the individual and the organization. Effective training can make an

individual feel secure in his or her abilities and lead to higher self-esteem. Noting that

"research indicates that effective training can lead to a lessening of many

dysfunctional incidents such as absenteeism, turnover, tardiness, and general dis-

satisfaction and bo¡edom," the authors nonetheless cautioned that "one must keep in

mind, however, that training is only one of a series of human resources development

activities necessary to achieve a comprehensive package" (Martell and Dougherty

1978, 153). The authors specifically distinguished between raining and continuing

education. They urged that training be job-oriented, to ensure optimum effectiveness.

Continuing education had only recently gained widespread acceptance, as direct

organizational benefits were still obscure. The authors viewed continuing education

from two perspectives: first, as a fringe benefit to the employee to improve or develop

career opportunities; and second, as a consultative process to further organizational

roles and job-centred career aspirations. They believed that a consultative process

would help decrease staff turnover, further job advancement potential and, generally,

would help the individual to advance his or her own interest within an organizational

context. The library system at the University of California in Berkeley was presented

as an example. In the early 1970's, formal recognition was given to the staff

development programme when a coordinator position was created and a nine-memkr

staff development committee, consisting of both professional and non-professional

librarians, was set up to advise on prog¡Íunmes and approve staff requests for funding.

The coordinator was expected to be awa¡e of campus programmes, and to identify the

needs of employees who would benefit from such programmes. Also, as the authors

pointed out:
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Employee concerns expressed at counselling sessions can often be resolved
or ameliorated when the employee has the opportunity to learn new skills and
thereby improve chances for promotion and for more favorable performance
servrces.

Since the formal programme \ilas installed at the University of California - Berkeley,

both the variety of development sessions and the number of staff members attending

the sessions increased considerably - for example, there was an eighfold increase in

attendance from 1971-72 to 1975-76. Training for supervisors, with progrâmmes on

performance evaluation, interview techniques, etc., had also become necessary. tilhile

enrollment in academic programmes had remained relatively constant compared to the

previous four years, more employees were enrolling in community college

programmes. The number of non-professional employees engaged in all areas of staff

development had remained high, and this trend was expected to continue.

Though continuing education was used often for strictly personal objectives,

the authors were convinced that this should not obscure its inherent benefits, such as

the "inner satisfaction employees hold toward the library as a result of a responsive

programme." Martell and Dougherty urged any manager wishing to promote a

creative, dynamic library environment to look towards continuing education

programmes, for "once employees have sensed an explicit managerial concern for their

personal gowth and well-being, they may begin to seek a more direct correlation

between coursework and library work" (Martell and Dougherty 1978, 154). The less

than two percent of the annual staff budget spent by the University of California -

Berkeley on development programmes was considered small, compared to the size of

the university's investment in staff. Martell and Dougherty pointed out that the

alternatives to training - no training, poor training, less emphasis on people as

important resources, more emphasis on people as instruments of production - may not

have consequences in the short term, but would k disasrous in the long term as they

would lead to increased turnover. In conclusion, they suggested that staff

development should be seen as an integral part of human resources development.

(Martell and Dougherty 1978,1,54)
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Snyder and Sanders (1978) surveyed continuing education and staff deve-

lopment in large academic libraries. They believed that a sound theoretical base for

these programmes had been established in the management and behavioural sciences

by the work of Likert, McGregor, Herzberg, and others. Each of these authors had

described factors that contribute to optimum productivity. The applications of these

studies in libraries have confirmed the importance of continuous individual growth in

maintaining a successful organization. However, in a tight economy, funding one

endeavour means curtailing or cancelling another, and continuing education

programmes ¿ìre often among the first to be cut. Snyder and Sanders described two

reasons for this. First, staff development programmes \ilere often presented with

minimal cost justification. As well, the continuing education/staff development

progrÍrmme rilas "perceived by both the staff and administration as a self-contained

unit or separate entity rather than as an integral part of library activities and the

development of every individual in the organization" (Snyder and Sanders 1978, 1M).

The authors also pointed out that the cost of lg¡ training library employees had not

been well-documented, mainly because of the difficulty of ascertaining the cost-

benefits of most of the activities within the staff development definition. Both

explanations could, however, be countered by conducting "a staff-wide needs-

assessment survey, comprehensive programme planning, including the development of

action-based objectives, and an evaluation system predicated on previously-developed

programme objectives" (Snyder and Sanders 1978, 144).

The authors stated that a survey of needs must include within its scope the

individual, the organization, and the user community. The survey instrument, usually

a questionnaire/interview combination, must elicit staff development needs from the

entire library staff - librarians, support staff, and administrators. Eased on this

assessment, the objectives of a programme should be determined and a co¡npre-

hensive programme developed. According to the authors, the objective derived should
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be action-oriented and achievable in concrete terms; "the programme should touch on

every aspect of educational maintenance activities of the staff and should k aimed at

building a climate for constant awareness of the potential for learning and growth in

even the most mundane daily activity" (p.lß-laÐ. Snyder and Sanders emphasized

that both short-term evaluation of each activity and long-term overall reviews of the

entire programme should be planned from the outset, noting that it was in this area

that the typical approach differed from the ideal:

Whereas the ideal program is based on a comprehensive look at the needs of
the entire library system over time, the profession's usual approach has been to
respond only to the short-term needs by applying a "Band-Aid" workshop or
lecture as a palliative.

The authors were convinced that with comprehensive planning, followed by evaluation

of the programme in terms of the stated long-term and short-term objectives, the

continuous need to maintain and expand the competency of the library staff could be

effectively met. They described the steps leading to the development of a

comprehensive continuing education/staff developing progranìme in an American

university, emphasizing both formal and informal means of needs assessment.

Burlingame and V/oods (1980) conducted their survey in 1979 to determine

the trends and directions for staff development in the 1980's, and stated that "the next

decade [the eighties] must be one in which we will see the kind of library staff

development that will determine the success of academic libra¡ies in coping with future

constraints and demands" (Burlingame and Woods 1980, 41). As an example, they

expected automation to gradually relieve the staff of routine tasks. The authors

identified many of the benefits of staff development, such as job satisfaction,

professional advancement, increased work efficiency and productivity, improved

quality of decision-making, increased staff motivation and morale, and personal growth

and development. The reasons for continuing education are similar, but the emphasis

is on personal growth development and professional advancement.

(Snyder and Sanders 1978, 145)
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While outlining the præess of implementing a programme of staff education

or continuing education, Burlingame and Woods stressed the importance of defrning

the needs to be addressed by such a programme, if the programme is expecæd to meet

the library goals:

Needs assessment will provide the library staff with an opportunity to reflect
upon the requirement to balance the organization's costs for the various
components of the staff development program against the anticipated benefits
to be received by the employee and the library. (Burlingame and Woods 1980, 42)

After the needs assessment has been undertaken and the objectives of the

programme are identified, priorities must be set and the administrative process

considered. To prepare a written staff development policy and a programme

evaluation requires either a person with the necessary training and background, or a

committee with representation from all levels of the library and with a chaþerson

responsible for the operation of the programme. The establishment of an

administrative agent and the support of the library administrator are bth important for

the success of any staff development project.

In the early 1970's, three significant surveys on staff development in libraries

were conducted. In 1970, Kaser surveyed many large libraries to determine which of

them had organized staff programmes. He found that the majority of the libraries

helped pay for travel expenses to professional meetings, but that reimbursement \¡sas

resricted based upon the nature of the meeting and whether the staff member \Ã/as an

active participant (Stone 1971 July; Burlingame and S/ods 1980). In 1974, Breiting

and others found that the majority of the academic libraries in their survey made both

time and money available for staff to attend professional meetings. trn 1979,

Burlingame and V/oods found that support for travel remained a high priority need in

university libnaries. All three surveys found that any courses taken had to relate to

library effectiveness if work time was not to be made up. Though library
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administrators overwhelmingly characterized themselves as encouraging librrarians to

study, granting librarians time off for classes without making up the time was still not

a common practice in many university libraries (Burlingame and lVæds 1980, 44). As

well, the desirability of staff development benefits did not necessarily translate into

their economic viability. Burlingame and Woods found that very few academic

libra¡ies had a separate budget line established for staff development programmes.

Following a traditional budget allocation, the travel budget line was separate but all

other expenses fell under the operation budget.

The 1979 study showed that from 1970 to 1979,little progress had been

made in increasing the number of library staff development programmes actually in

place. Martell and Dougherty (1978) noted that librrary administrators had recognized

the need to develop their staff, leading to greater use of in-house workshops and

forrnal group training sessions on specialized topics. Burlingame and V/oods' 1979

survey confirmed that university library administrators did encourage in-house

training, with a definite emphasis on management-related topics, work-related topics,

particularly in cataloguing, and interpersonal relationships. Many university library

administrators made use of the valuable resources of thei¡ parent institution. All the

surveys found that there was a need for ongoing staff time devoted to handling

development programmes.

Burlingame and Woods' 1979 survey found that academic libra¡ies had not

yet developed systematic staff development prog&rmmes. The researchers strongly

believed tÏiat the 1980's would see an urgent need to spend more time in planning staff

development programmes, providing continuing education oppoffunities, setting goals,

and rearticulating the process and ways in which objectives were being met. The

potential impact of the tightening economy, inflation, and the overall lowering of

confidence in higher education on existing staff development progfttrnmes in libraries

was found to be a particular concern. The authors argued that "the very environment
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which threatens this programme is a compelling reason for additional staff

development activities, especially in-house," and urged library adminisu'ators to give

considerable thought in their fiscal management before cutting budgets that supported

travel, workshops and other important staff development activities (Burlingame and

V/oods 1980, 45-46).

In conclusion, the many studies of staff development in academic libraries in

the 1970's reiterated the need for a systematic programme for staff development. As

part of professional development, a related issue in university libraries has always

been the question of academic status for librarians. As this issue gained momentum

in the 1970's, pertinent literature is reviewed in the following sections as part of

human resources development in the seventies.

,A,cademíc støtws of líbraríøns. When librarianship is associated with

educational institutions, the academic aspect of the profession, perhaps as a direct

outcome of proximity to teaching colleagues, becomes quite prominent. Academic

status is an important part of academic librarianhip. In fact, a significant portion of the

available documents for the case studies in this research pertained to the academic

status of librarians in the institutions studied. Impoftance is given to the academic

status of librarians in the literature relating to academic libra¡ies as well. Since most

of what has been written on this topic appeared in publications up to the 1980's,

selected works from the 1970's are reviewed here to understand the historical

developntent of this aspect of academic librarianship. By the 1980's, academic status

for librarians was established in many universities.

The subject of academic status for librarians in universities and colleges has

had extensive treatrnent in the literature, dating back more than one hundred years

(Watson 1969). The topic has been vigorously pursued in the United Srates, where in

1958, the Committee on Academic Status was established as the first agency under

the American Library Association to formally endorse faculty status for acadernic
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librarians as a policy. Since then, this policy had been adopted by the Canadian

Association of College and University Libraries (CACLIL), which published in June

1969 its position classification and principles of academic status in Canadian

university libraries. This document proposed three categories of professional

Iibra¡ians' positions, i.e. general libna¡ian, senior libnarian and principal libnarian. The

basic principles of the recommended classification were that "the rank of an academic

libra¡ian should be based upon his or her qualification, experience, professional

development and ability, and not confirmed or delimited by administrative structure of

a library" (CACUL 1969, 1). Yet, in their description of each of the ranks, it is clear

that administrative experience was a significant feature in this classification system.

Not all the writers on this topic supported faculty status for academic

librarians, particularly in the early seventies. As early as 1969, Watson emphatically

stated that "academic librarians would do well to pay less attention to status and its

prerequisites, and more to professional responsibilities" (V/atson 1969, 417). He

pointed out that conditions were quite attractive for libra¡ians in terms of salary and

status, and that many of those benefits sought by the librarians as part of academic

status were already available to them, such as job security, study leave, membership

in university bodies, etc. V/atson reviewed the CACUL document (1969) and

questioned the validity of libra¡ians asking for faculty rank, arguing that "it would h
against the best interests of the academic lib'rarian to masquçrade as something he is

not" (Watson 1969, 420). According to Watson, librarians did not have equivalent

education or years of academic experience at various levels, as compared to

professors, and neither did the profession equal doctors or lawyers in the nature and

years of formal training required in order to become a professional. 'Watson

emphatically reiterated his view that "librarians' energies should be spent in doing

the work that is waiting to be done," rather than in their quest for an identity (Watson

1969,427).
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In order to counteract some of these criticisms, CACUL conducted a survey

in 1971 to determine the status of Canadian academic librarians. CACUL's survey

provided statistical data that explained the rationale for some of the concerns

expressed by CACIIL. According to this survey, as of 1971, very few academic

librarians had tenure or rvere entitled to sabbatical leave. Salary was well blow that

of the teaching faculty, and very few librarians had faculty title, although, as CACtru

(1971) pointed out, this might have reflected the general rejection of the quest for such

útles on the part of Canadian librarians. Fewer than half of the librarians sunreyed

were sure of their eligibility to apply for research gants; this was particularly true in

smaller institutions. Often only the chief librarian was appointed to the institution's

senate as an ex officio member, with no representation for other library employees.

Full participation in faculty subject councils was rare, and one-third of librarians were

not part of a faculty association and therefore not represented in unions. On the

positive side, however, almost all librarians had one month vacation and many of them

received the same fringe benefits as the faculty, albeit with some discrepancies.

Many believed that they had access to study leave, although in some cases, this had

not been attempted. Many librarians had representation on the Board of Governors,

with a majority serving on university comminees.

In ßßn4, CACTIL updated this information by conducting another survey.

It was found that more colleges than universities reported eligibility for tenure. Only

twenty-five percent of the institutions surveyed reported appointing librarians as

members of faculty. Salaries continued to be lower than those paid to the faculty.

While all institutions offered similar fringe benefits as those enjoyed by faculty,

sabbatical leave continued to be the most problematic for university lib,ra¡ians, and

vacation entitlement was a problem for college and technical school libnarians. Xn only

half of the universities surveyed did librarians have access to research grants, and in
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colleges, even fewer. University librarians had significant difficulties participating in

local academic government. The survey also confirmed thal while in most universities

teaching faculty were required to publish in order to advance, no university librarian

was required to do so. In most colleges, and in all the technical schools, neither the

teaching faculty nor librarians were required to conduct research or to publish.

CACUL concluded its report by stating that "this is a significant counter to the

concern librarians frequently voice if arguing against faculty status for librarians;

namely, that librarians would necessarily face the 'publish or perish' syndrome if they

achieved faculty status" (CACUL 79ßn4,213).

Certain aspects of this survey were updated by another survey conducted in

1976 by the Joint Committee on Promotion from University of Manitoba, which found

no published a¡ticles relating to promotion schemes for Canadian librarians. In the

1976 survey, twenty-five academic libraries in'Canada were asked whether they had a

formal promotion scheme, and to forward a rationale of the scheme, if one existed.

They were also asked to comment on the interrelationship of the promotion scheme

with their classification system. None of the libraries indicated any direct correlation

between the promotion scheme and a classification scheme. A,mong the libraries

surveyed, five had formal promotion schemes while four others were in the process of

negotiating for one. Some others indicated that promotions were by application for a

vacancy in administrative positions.

The committee found that the system of promotion in the United States was

heavily influenced by two factors: the desire for full faculty status for all professional

libra¡ians employed in academic libraries, and the concept of "comparable reward." In

Canada, the committee felt that the concept of comparable reward had been

consistently applied, while the drive for faculty status was virtually nonexistent.

There also were differences in the recommended terminology between the two

countries. The American scherne, with its emphasis on faculty status, nnost frequently
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used lvhatever classification nomenclature existed in the parent institution. In

Canada, CACUL guidelines recoÍrmended rank titles corresponding to faculty ranks.

The report concluded by comparing the criteria used for promotion in various

universities in the survey, as well as the degree to which each criterion was

emphasized for promotion to a particular rank. AII the Canadian systems studied

were in accordance with CACUL guidelines that designated work performance the

most important criterion. Other criteria for promotion were given increasing weight at

higher levels. The criteria employed by American libna¡ies were found to be va¡ied, as

was the degree of weight given to each. As in the Canadian system, the most

common and heavily weighted criterion for promotion was work performance (Sllg¡ug

1976).

The application of all these considerations to a specific employment context,

and to their impact on career development, is seen in the review by Miller et al. (1976)

of faculty status in one university. The initial strategy in securing faculty status

stressed the academic qualifications of the staff. The authors noted that "faculty

status for lib¡arians caried with it responsibilities, including teaching, research and

publication, professional association activities, participation in university committees

and education, which are compÍìrable to other teaching faculty members" (Miller et al.

1976, 20). Faculty status eventually led to a greater emphasis on research and

publishing as requisites for tenure and promotion. In response to this, an Advisory

Committee on Research was formed, in order to promote, fund and establish a

communication network for research. A policy was developed for Assigned Resea¡ch

Duty, which eventually led to the provision of non-assigned time which could b used

for research. The primary role of the Advisory Committee on Research was to

promote a climate within the libraries which would be conducive to research (Miller et

al. 1976).
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Sumruary ønd analysis. In the 1970's, against a backdrop of rapid changes

in society as well as in academic libraries, library personnel developed a broader and

deeper knowledge of their environment. As Snyder and Sanders stated, "particularly

important in this changing scene has been the development of consultativeþarticipat-

ory styles of management, where more staff members participate in library concerns

outside their particular units" (Snyder and Sanders 1978, 145). Proficiency in

communication skills and human relations became important. The importance of

matching organizational needs with those of employees in libraries was recognized by

many. Other major changes in libraries in the 1970's included the implementation of

ne\ry technologies such as computer-based cataloguing, automated circulation

systems, and on-line access to machine-readable bibliographic databases, as well as

the development and formalization of personnel policies and procedures. The new

library envi¡onment called for new or expanded skills and abilities. In-house training

was much encouraged, with emphasis on cataloguing and management-related topics.

However, there was little evidence of systematic application of staff development

progranìmes in academic libraries.

The review of library literature from the 1970's also shows that the academic

status of librarians in Canadian universities was established through a long process of

negotiations, with guidelines set by CACUL at the national level, and by local faculty

unions at the university level. From a position of hardly any recognition as faculty

members, Canadian academic librarians, by the end of the decade, had gained several

faculty privileges, such as tenure, sabbatical leave, travel allowances to attend

conferences and reimbursement for courses completed. However, when compared

with their teaching colleagues, the librarians' academic status was not yet equivalent

in many respects. Their saiaries were lower and they did not have representation in

the academic senate. While there was no specific requirement for undertaking

research, time off to complete research projects or to attend courses was not

encouraged either.
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The review of the library literature of the 1970's shows that many of the

needs identified now were present even then. There was a clearly identified need for

ongoing staff time for developmental activities. As well, the goals for systematic and

strategic applications of human resources development were not realized.

McClure stated that "in recent years academic library administrators have

hcome increasingly a\ilare of innovative management techniques used in the business

world such as management by objectives, program planning and evaluation, and

shared decision making" (McClure 1980, 9). He believed that a good human

resources development programme requires a participatory style of management,

which assumes "that all members in the organization will have equal access to and

utilization of various information sources that may relate to library decisions" (p. 9).

McClure investigated academic librarians' contact with information sources and

involvement in library decision-making. He found that librarians who were known to

be in touch with many sources of organizational infon'nation tended to be involved in

decision-making. A hierarchical process could be seen in which adminisu'ators

contacted substantially more information sources than did public service librarians

who, in turn, contacted more sources of information than did technical service

librarians. This suggested that administators dealt with more uncertainry in the

performance of their position than did public service librarians, who in turn, dealt with

more uncertainty than technical service librarians. McClure concluded that

researchers as well as library adminisrators must recognize the imponance of va¡ious

information-related variables regarding the effectiveness of shared decision-making

and management style. His study showed that while individuals who were identified

as involved in decision-making were also categorized as having many sources of

F{un¡an Resor¡nce Ðevelopmrent ire the Eighties
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information, the reverse was not necessarily true - individuals with many information

sources $/ere not always involved in decision-making. McClure found little cross-

deparunental information seeking, and all inquiries followed fonnal lines of authority.

The implication lvas one of decreased organizational creativity and innovation, with

less likelihood for ready change. Position and job responsibilities largely determined

the number of contacts a librarian might have with factual information sources.

McClure also suggested that the academic librarian tended to be a generalist in terms

of the diverse, though limited, number of information sources contacted. Sources that

were interpersonal and informal were contacted more frequently than written and

formal information sources. The analysis of the data revealed the types of information

used by library managers. On the whole, academic libnarians were concerned with

administrative matters relating to the organization as a whole, as opposed to research

or special areas of topical interest. This also reflected the formal bureaucratic nature

of the work of academic librarians. The author concluded that:

. . . notions of participatory management appear to be more of a hope on the
part of the libra¡ians and a facade on the part of adminisn'ators. Although many of
the librarians interviewed do believe that they have provided information to
adminisn'ators for specific decisions, administrators tend to rely on trvo or three
selected individuals in the organization for all information regardless of the nature
of the decision or the individual's competence vis a vis that decision.

(McClure 1980, 13)

The author suggested that administrators who wished to move their organizations

into a more participatory style of management should encourage the flow of

information within the organization, and increase the opportunities for the organi-

zational members to contact information services.

The Office Management Studies (OMS) programme of the Association of

Research Libraries (,{RL) described the status quo of staff development in 1981.

Noting that efforts to stengthen staff development activities at ARL member libraries

had continued despite cuftailed financial resources and, in sonûe cases, reductions in
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staff, the OMS report stated that "changes in technology, staffing and work flow

patterns, administrative structures, library systems and procedures, and academic

programs have called for skills training in new a¡eas and have posed the challenges of

finding lvays to provide this training with limited resources" (Association of Research

Libnaries 1981). The report focused on prograürmes and activities designed to provide

many levels of general skills training related to the work performed in a research

library, such as on-line computer work, cataloguing rules, conducting a reference

interview, answering the telephone, etc. The report also pointed out that all resea¡ch

libraries continued to provide a general orientation programme for new staff members.

Training in basic job skills was usually conducted on a one-to-one basis by the

employee's supervisors at the work station. Additional u'aining opportunities were

available to improve skills in broader areas such as human relations, ûumagement and

supervision, planning and decision-making, performance appraisal, and coping with

organizational chan ge.

In most libraries, the responsibility for coordination and administration of

development activities rested with the personnel librarian. Only a few research

libraries had established positions with specifîc responsibility for directing a staff

development programme. Usually, committees composed of staff representatives from

several departments and levels within the library worked independently or with the

personnel librarian to plan staff development activities, assess training needs, and

serye as a clearinghouse for information on staff development opporfunities available.

The OMS report showed that some of the major changes in the past few years in staff

development activities included greater emphasis on skills training for supervisors and

managers, more emphasis on human relations skills, and more h'aining in technical

skills associated with on-line computer systems. Increasingly, more staff at all levels

were being included in planning and conducting needs assessment and E'aining

activities.
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The frustration of not having appropriate developmental opportunities was

discussed in many publications. Townley and Ftrollinger (1981) conducted an analysis

that indicated that librarians in all types of libraries considered continuing library

education to be important, but believed that their needs were not being met by crurent

programmes. The continuing education courses deemed most useful by this group

were those dealing with executive, personnel and management skills. Questions

about scheduling, format, and location of continuing education programmes confirrred

that all of these factors have an effect on attendance rates, with distance and meeting

times being the principal deterrents to participation.

Garten (1981) maintained that staff needs that were both implicit and explicit

within the automation-laden technical services setting of the library often did not

receive adequate attention from the library's supervisory staff. Ga¡ten listed Blake

and Mouton's four categories of issues that hinder development and production:

power/authority issues, morale/cohesion issues, standards/norms issues, and

goals/objectives issues. Though Garten's main focus was the impact of these issues

on support staff in the technical services area of a library, the issues also affect

professional librarians, pafiicularly cataloguers. Often, questions of who has - or who

thinks she or he has - authority in a particula¡ decision-making context, and disputes

with regard to standards or "agreed upon" goals and objectives can have a direct

impact on library productivity. Garten stated that power and authority questions

continue to be the most significant problem areas in most organizations and work

units (Garten 1981, 5).

Garten outlined five sets of "felt needs and conditions," considered to k the

minimal elements inherent in an automated work environment. These a¡e the need for

variety, with its element of task uncertainty, the need for social interaction, the need

to identify with the entire operation, the need for task significance that assures the

value of the work being completed, and finally the need for a high degree of autonomy.

All of these are true for suppofi staff as Garten pointed out, but are equally valid for

professional staff.
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Eaton (1981) described the staff development progr¿mrme in operation at the

medical library at the University of Texas. The programme's purpose was to provide

continuing education for the library's employees, consisting of librarians, clerical and

technical staff. Concurrently, the programme aimed to provide information concerning

specific library services and programmes, to illustrate the inærrelationships of the

departments and the divisions within the library, to develop a sense of teamwork and

loyalty, and to develop job pride. All courses were taught by volunteer staff members.

An integral part of the programme \ras an evaluation of the efficacy of the

programme's various components using a form developed for this purpose.

Participants gave the majority of courses an effectiveness rating of ninety percent or

more.

Staff development and training programmes ranging from initial orientation to

on-the-job training are recognized management tools for directing job behaviour and

performance. Eaton's review of existing library literature found very little material

concerning evaluation of the programmes. Nevertheless, the method and the form

recommended at the University of Texas medical library have the benefit of providing

immediate feedback to the instructors. The library first conducted a needs assess-

ment to determine the potential topics and courses, and then volunteer instructors

were solicited. Eaton believed that the success of the progftimme was partly due to

the voluntary nature of the programme, which provided innovation and variety each

teûn. Other observed advantages were the continued interest of the pafiicipants, as

well as the instructors' pride in their course presentations. A limit of two courses p€r

person was established to limit class size and to prevent staff members from taking

too much time away from their jobs. In his analysis, Eaton was satisfied that the

goals of the staff development progranme were met, as specific library information

was provided, and staff from separate divisions were brought together to teach and to

share information. The evaluation process provided the administration with a
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guideline to measure progress and allow constructive comments to be forwarded from

participants to instructors in an anonymous process. The staff exhibited greater job

pride and responsibility than before, in addition to learning abut various specific

topics.

Jenkins et al. (1981) discussed efforts to encourage greater involvement by

librarians in resea¡ch. In light of increasing emphasis on the publication of research by

academic librarians who are being considered for tenure or promotion, research

becomes crucial to librarians in many universities. As the authors stated, "the daily

work load of most academic librarians usually limits, sometimes severely, the

possibility of systematically developing and pursuing individual research interests"

(Jenkins, Cook and Fox 1981, 84). The lack of released time, clerical assistance, and

adequate funding all indicate a lack of administrative support. Administration in turn

is faced with the real possibility of reduced service to users, which is considered the

institution's primary mission. The authors' experience shows how teamwork can be

used to solve these problems creatively. Jenkins et al. recommended a structured

group that can "naûow its focus from the philosophical and attitudinal issues

addressed in previous years in order to serve these expressed needs" (Jenkins, Cook

and Fox 1981, 86).

Rawles (1982) contended that, as libraries were organizations, library

managers needed to recognize the changing economic, technological, and social

conditions that required new management skills. He believed that the political and

social movements of the past decades had changed the perceptions and behaviours of

entire segments of the population:

Feople are striving for acceptance, dignity, and fuller participation in the
decisions that control their lives. They want more from their jobs than titles and
paychecks. Managers also expect more satisfaction from their work and want jobs
that offer challenge. They too wish to h prductive, to make a contribution, and
to receive recognition for their efforts. These mutual needs of the managers and
the managed can only be met if there is communication, trust, and cooperation on
both sides. (Rawles 1982, xi)
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Thus the need for the application of human resources development in libraries

becomes more immediate. As Conroy (1982) pointed out, staff development was a

key to effective operations even in automated library environments. She stated that

few libraries had systematic staff development prograüìmes with comprehensive

learning activities or long-range planning for such programmes, and mainøined that

staff development had a vital role to play as electronic libraries came to thç fore.

Trask's (1983) extensive report focusing on staff development in large

libraries in Austalia, with an overview of selected libraries in the United States and

England, revealed that, though staff development activities are offered in Australian

libraries, these activities a¡e sporadic, and have limited planning or coordination.

There are few written library policies on staff development. Operating pressures place

great restrictions on staff involvement. Not all libraries file documents concerning

staff participation in the personnel frle and most do not have a designated annual bud-

get for staff development. For those who do, the budget item is limited to conference/

seminar attendance and travel.

In its 1982 report on professional development in research libraries, the

Office of Management Studies (OMS) stated that although participation in

professional development activities continued to depend heavily on individual

initiative, curent evidence indicated that lib'raries and their parent institutions were

assuming greater responsibility for planning, encouraging and facilitating prograrnmes.

The report suggested that organizational and operational changes, as well as the

growing pressure to improve productivity, were primarily responsible for libraries'

increased interest in extending staff knowledge and skills. In the report, continuing

education is defined as "supplementary work that may or may not contribute to an

individual's responsibilities and advancement." Training programmes are generally

part of development efforts designed to enhance job performance or introduce new

skills and a¡e applicable to all staff members. Frofessional developrnent ennphasizes
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the personal and professional growth of a libnarian in ways designed to benefit the

individual, the library, and the profession. The report conceded that a lib,rary's ability

to establish a comprehensive professional development programme depended greatly

on available resources. It was found that most institutions took advantage of

university programmes, training events offered by outside agencies, internships,

library association prograrnmes and other external programmes. The OMS report

recommended that more energy and imagination be directed towards constructing

more diversified professional development activities. A comprehensive professional

development programme should begin with individual planning, goal setting, and

performance review. It must take into consideration both the individual lib,rarian's

expectations for futu¡e responsibilities, and the library's requirements for furthering

departnnental and divisional goals. The report stated that personnel and management

specialists believed that such piofessional development programmes provided an

outlet for talented staff by gr',,ing them a means to enhance their professional interests

and abilities while maintaining a commitment to the library and to a particular position.

If this theory proves to be true, library administrators would want to interest more

staff members in pursuing their own development activities. Libraries need to apply

professional development gains to\ryards library improvement, using limited funds to

encourage development, and identifying and developing useful programmes.

The 1982 OMS report also found that, in the resea¡ch libraries surveyed,

consultancy and outside employment had become more common among academic

librarians, with a corresponding increase in administrative concern about time spent

away from the library, the frequency and extent of communication to the library

administration about outside projects, and the use of institutional facilities and

resources for outside projects.
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Because travel requests usually exceed funds available, nearly all libraries

have established criteria for allocating support. In some institutions, advisory

committees have established criteria and make reconìmendations on disbursing funds.

Some libra¡ies provide fuller funding for participation in national organization meetings

than for local events. Individuals who are presenting papers, serving on committees

or assuming programme direction are most lfüely to have expenses partially or fully

paid. By the early 1980's, financial constraints had limited the level and type of

support that libra¡ies were able to offer staff for individual development. With staff

attrition, the inability to fill position vacancies limited the time available for outside

activities. Nevertheless, the OMS report pointed to a growing recognition by senior

executives that such staff development is vital to improve library performance. The

report emphasized that the requirements of new technology and more complex

functions called for more, not less, investment in the development of personnel,

especially the professional staff. To offset this, libra¡ies needed to find affordable

ways to provide developmental opportunities. Examples include in-house

programmes and local and regional cooperation supplemented by events sponsored by

local, state and national library associations. The report concluded by pointing out

that:

. . . as opportunities for outside activities proliferate and as librarians become
moreprofessionally active, it is probable that more vigorous evaluations of
professional development programs will take place Regardless of focus,
however, the key to a successful program will continue to be the selection of
development priorities within the context of a library's specific needs and
strategies.

Veaner (1984) noted that "the movement of task oriented work from the

professional staff has been under way for at least a generation and has been well

documented" (Veaner 1984, 623). Convinced that work is driven downwards in the

work hierarchy and away from professionals once technology is applied to carry out

(Association of R.esearch Libraries 1982,2)
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complex routines, he believed that "only a massive program of retraining,

reorientation, and redirection can help to maintain the value of this most vital resource,

the human resoluce, for the benefit of librarianship and its clients" (Veaner 1984,624-

625). This would require change in the fæus of training programmes. Resea¡chers in

library science support their counterparts in organizational resea¡ch in calling for an

appropriate cultural environment to accommodate change in organizational focus.

Malinconico (1984) stated that organizational cultures determined "how

their members interp¡et and act upon the reality that surrounds them." ,4,s

organizational culture is strongly influenced by formal structures and techniques, any

successful strategy for change must be tailored to fit the prevailing culture, or else the

culture must be changed to accommodate the suategy. Therefore, "to ensure the

success of an effort to change, training geared to support new cultural values is

particularly important, even though a substantial amount of time and effort is required

to bring cultural change" (Malinconico 1984, 792-793).

Looking ahead into the new century, Horney (1987) speculated that along

with the greatly increased pace of change due to the acceleration of the availability of

new technological applications, "\ile will also have to deal with the less tangible factor

of our altering methods of conceptualizing" (Horney 1987, Ll). Itemizing the various

changes that will have profound impact on the corresponding services offered in the

library, he concluded that:

Computerization is the determining technology of our era. This certainly
makes it imperative that we understand the essential nature of computers
Vy'e must not let technology become a limitation to our perspective. The human
factor will remain the most important element in the information services of the
future, regardless of the form lthe services] may eventually take.

(Ilorney 1987, 11)
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Sumrnary and analysis. The review of selected representative publications

from library literature shows almost unanimous agreement on certain concepts. An

academic library is a dynamic organization, and its most critical component for

development consists of its staff members. The growth of the organization and the

realization of its objectives depend primarily on the development, motivation, and job

satisfaction of its staff members. Based on theoretical principles and practical

considerations, a fonnally structured model of human resources development is

necessary to ensure that a systematic development of human resources takes place.

A key component influencing the effective implementation of such a model is the

managerial support given to both the concept and the process. Deliberate

administrative action is required to promote the necessary development.

Many researchers have acknowledged the influence of the understanding

gained through research in the behavioural sciences. They call for a systematic

application of a programme of human resources development in libraries, ideally with a

designated person, or a committee, to be in charge of such a programme to ensure

consistency, fairness and immediacy.

The impact of technology is reiterated by practically every researcher,

particularly in the 1980's and 1990's. Lyman (1991) most recently summarized the

impact of technology thus:

The system of scholarly communication is in crisis. It cannot be revived by
returning to E'aditional models, for the origins of the crisis are to be found in radical
changes in the economics of the traditional print library, in addition to fundamental
changes in the nature of scholarly communication brought about by technology. The
system must be recreated by a national dialogue in which the place of the library in
the life of the schola¡ can be rethought, and the library's relationship to disciplinary
societies, publishen, and technology can be redefined. (Lymm 1991,34)
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In this scenario, many writers are concerned that the tightened economy will

force library administrators to give less attention to developmental activities. This

will be counterproductive in the long run. Surveys show that the more extensively a

library is automated, the more an ongoing programme of human resources

development is needed in order to handle the continuous changes the libnary faces.

An analysis of library literature from the 1970's to the 199O's shows ttrat a

systematic programme of staff development has been called for consistently.

However, surveys have found that such programmes are not available. Academic

librarianship is at a crossroads, requiring a systematic application of human resources

development of academic librarians to manage the changes faced by libraries.

Organizational literature in general, and library literature in particular, deal

with internal and external changes occurring in institutions such as libraries. Societal

changes lead to changes in student and faculty populations in educational institutions,

as well as in the library work force. These groups are changing in age, gender and

educational qualifications, and have rising expectations for both personal and

professional fulfillment. Technological advances continue to bring abut long lasting

changes in the way libraries function and provide services within an institution, and

interact with other libraries and user groups without. At the same time, the f,rnancial

situation has changed the environment from affluence and abundance to austerity and

resu'aint.

In addition to these changes springing from external forces, academic

iibraries, as part of educational institutions, may be buffeted by changes that the

parent institution is experiencing in leadership and organizational structure. Library

literature notes that a leadership change in a library might be reflecæd in changes in

Conclusion of Literat¿ene Review
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its organizational and internal reporting structures, as well as in services provided,

and interaction between library units and with other departments in the educational

institution. In effect, practically all aspects of library work would be affected.

The literature review showed that any development in an organization is

caused by change, and in turn causes change. A programme of human resources

development thus will be effective only to the extent that it matches the changes

which cause it, and which it causes in turn. Research in humàn resources

development in academic libraries will have to determine first what changes are

experienced in academic libraries, and which of these require human resources

development. Since the programme has to fit the requirements of a particular library,

the study has to narrow the consideration further by determining the changes that are

most significant to the library, and to the group under study, and what level of human

resources development these changes require. For the pu{pose of this resea¡ch, the

focus will be on academic libra¡ies in seven institutions in Manitoba.

V/hat constitutes an effective human resources development is determined

by how well the targeted group is able to cope with change(s). In the context of the

present study, the more equipped an individual librarian or a group of academic

librarians find themselves to be in their ability to be effective, given the changes

curently identified as occurring in their library, the more it is possible to determine

that the development programme in their library is enabling them to meet the

challenges of change. If the assessment shows that the librarian does not believe

himself or herself to be equipped in order to be effective, then the libra¡ian's

development programme needs to be strengthened.

As defined in the related literature, a human resources development

programme may include a programme that entails the acquisition of a particular skill,

knowledge or a change in attitude. All developmental incentives, activities and

oppornrnities are part of the human resources development programme. This would

include activities such as on-the-job E'aining, participation in workshops, conferences,

etc., to handle the changes occurring now; education through workshops, courses and
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degree programmes to cope with anticipated changes; and development in preparation

for what may be occurring or changing. The programme also refers to incentives and

oppornrnities that will encourage individuals to participate in developmental activities,

such as researct/study leave to provide time for these activities; reimbursement of

costs incurred for these activities; job enhancement such as coaching, job exchange,

job rotation, etc.; and caree¡ development that enables individuals to match their goals

with anticipated changes. In addition, an important component of human resources

development is a positive managerial attitude which includes encouragement of

potential and recognition of achievement in individual employees and helps to develop

more motivation and commitment. All staff recognition activities such as merit pay,

letters of commendation, performance appraisal and anitudinal support, come under

this category.

The human resources development literature emphasizes that it is important

to determine first what incentives, activities and opportunities are already available,

and then evaluate the level of employee satisfaction attained. Such a needs

assessment will help to determine which of the incentives, activities or opportunities

needs strengthening, as well as what new, additional or different skills, knowledge or

attitudes are still needed to manage the changes identified as most significant in the

library in question. It is also necessary to determine whether there are barriers that

may prevent implementation of the needed activities, and if so, what solutions are

possible for overcoming these barriers. Removal of barriers should go hand in hand

with the implementation of needed activities.

The literature review shows that any progtamme, in order to be effective,

should have ongoing evaluation. A programme of human resources development, in

order to be effective, should satisfy both the personal needs of employees and the

organization's needs. The extent that a librarian is able to deterrnine the need for a

developmental activity, and also to initiate such an activity, is the extent to which he
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or she will achieve personal satisfacúon. As well, to the extent that the librarian sees

this as a joint partnership with the supervisors and senior administrators, she or he

will also perceive this development as satisfying the needs of the library and the

parent institution.

The human resources development literature emphasizes that the

organization's needs are satisfied when there is a good "fit" between the library's

human resources development programme and its administrative strategy. The better

the fit, the greater is the effectiveness of individual librarians in meeting job

requirements, the effectiveness of the library in meeting its objectives, and the

effectiveness of the parent institution in meeting its overall objectives. In order to

evaluate the "fit," the perception of the librarian is critical. There should k a clear

understanding of the library's prevailing administrative strategy. Significant human

resources development in the library is achieved where the senior administration of

the library treats human resources development as part of strategic planning, with

employees to be developed as assets in keeping with the goals and objectives of the

library.

In the context of a good "fit" betrileen an academic library's hunnan resources

development programme and its administrative strategy, the role of the faculty union

for the academic libra¡ians becomes par:ticularly significant. The traditional adversarial

position of management and labour can no longer be maintained without hurting the

organization and all its members. As stated in Chapter One, human resources

development calls for a partnership between the management and the staff, both

groups working together in furthering the goals of the organization as well as those of

the individuals.

In another way also, the u'aditional position of the relationship between

these two groups has to change. In these times of budget restraint, maximizing

individual potential becomes a key factor in maintaining the welfare of borh the
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organization and the individuals connected with it. The principles of seniority and

equal treatment become secondary to the consideration of individual motivation,

capabilities, work efficiency and effectiveness.

Human resources development is a process, not a product. In an academic

library, it should be viewed as a process that allows motivated employees to function

optimally, but also should be effective in instilling motivation in non-motivated

employees.



Overvíew. In the conceptual framework fo¡ this research, the human

resources development needs of academic librarians in an institution must be

determined before relating these needs to an appropriate human resources

development model. Therefore, the first stage of the empirical study included

collecting data from academic librarians in Manitoba, and a preliminary analysis for

each academic library, to determine the human resources development needs caused

by changing conditions. The data were used to evaluate the developmental activiries

currently undertaken to meet these needs, as well as the additional activities that are

required to satisfy expressed needs, the ba:riers that prevent the implementation of

required activities, and the potential solutions to these problems. In the second stage

of the study, the collected data were compiled and analyzed in terms of the theoretical

and empirical background of human resources development and management. The

third stage involved the development of a model of human resources development for

academic librarians in post-secondary institutions in Manitoba.

The research design for the first stage of preliminary data gathering and

analysis included both qualitative and quantitative analyses of needs assessment

data gathered through pertinent documents, interviews of administrators, and surveys

of academic librarians. The seven academic libraries studied included three university

libra¡ies, one college library, and three community college libraries, with a total of

seventy-eight librarians, including seven adminisü'ators. These seven academic

libraries in Manitoba were broadly grouped as follows: research iibraries that serve
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undergraduates, graduate students and faculty; undergraduate libraries serving

primarily undergraduate students and faculty; and communiry college libra¡ies, catering

to post-secondary non-university students and instructors. Of the academic libraries

suweyed, only one was regarded as a resea¡ch library. It employed one chief librarian

and fifty-three libnarians (excluding the researcher). There were three undergraduate

libra¡ies, each employrng a chief librarian and three to seven libna¡ians, with a total of

fourteen librarians. The three comm¡¡1i¡y college libraries had one chief librarian and

between one and three lib,rarians in each library, amounting to a total of five lib,rarians.

The "administrators" of two of the community college libraries were counted as

librarians rather than as chief librarians, because they did not have equivalent

administrative power or responsibility. As well, in one of these two community

colleges, the administrative response came from a college administrator whose

jurisdiction included the library. The libraries were grouped in a manner to ensure

anonymity for the individual librarians in the small libraries, who otherwise might have

ben identified in any separate listing by institution.

Ðocurnents. All the libraries had dæuments concerning staff development

facilities currently available to the librarians. However, only one library had archival

materials dealing with past staff development practices accessible for research use.

None of the institutions had a separate staff development rnanual for librarians.

Invariably, the staff development programmes and facilities were listed as available to

librarians as part of their rights as members of a particular union or a working goup.

In each case, available dæuments were obtained from individual libraries, describing

the structure and ûurnagement of their progmmmes of human resources development

or staff development. Tables of data identifying simiiar progrummes and facilities of

staff development were drawn, and the unique features of each libnary were noted.
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These documents were useful in providing factual information on current

practices in human resources development, and helped verify information obtained

from libra¡ians through interviews and questionnaires. Where documents on past staff

development practices were available, a historical overview of human resources

development for that particular librrary \üas constructed.

Íntervíew futø. Data were obtained by interviewing the administrators of

the academic lib'ra¡ies, including taping the interviews when permined. In addition to

voicing cturent financial concerns pertaining to human resources development, the

administrators provided their views on the present status and future prospects for

human resources development in their libraries. This information, including transcripts

of taped interviews, was analyzeÅ., and the simila¡ities and differences in their views

were noted.

For this study, it was crucial to ascertain how much support the

administrators gave to human resources development programmes. As stated earlier,

literature on organizational development, human resources development and human

resources management, reiterates that top-level administrative support is an

important ingredient for the successful implementation of a programme of human

resources development. As well, major differences between the administrators'

perceptions of which facilities were provided and the perceptions of the librarians

regarding the provision of these were noted.

Suwey døtø" Copies of the questionnaire, which had been pilot æsted to

ensure clarity and specificity, were sent, along with a covering letter assuring

confidentiality, to seventy-two academic librarians in h{anitoba. The questionnaire

was designed to identify individual librarians' perceptions and concerns about human
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resources development. A total of frfty-three responses was received for a response

rate of seventy-four percent. Wherever relevant, numerical values were assigned to

the data, and the values were tabulated and compared. Sornetimes, however, the

main issue was not the number of respondents who stated a particular viewpoint, but

the viewpoint itself. These data analyses were used to ans\r/er the research

questions, and identify the features needed for a human resources development

programme in an academic library. Based on the identified features, a human

resources development mdel was proposed.

The use of the survey method ensured confidentiality for the librarians.

Individual respondents were never identified. For the purpose of grouping, institutions

were only identified through the self-addressed renrrn envelopes provided. Copies of

the instruments used for the interviews and for the survey are appended. Before

reviewing the resea¡ch procedures undertaken for this study, the rationale for the

research design is discussed.

tvervíew. The call for vigorous quantitative and qualitative research, along

with the case study approach (Roback 1989), is applicable also to libraries. As stated

by investigators in educational research (e.9., Guba and Lincoln 1982; Cohen and

Manion 1980), the nature of the problem under investigation detennines the research

design used. Specifically, one must identify the relevant questions, determine the

most suitable methods of investigation, and examine how the response to these

issues may influence the nature of the study, the questions raised, and the methods

used to answer them. Though library literature is mostly limited to the narrower

concept of staff development, there is a growing recognition of the importance of

human resources as a primary asset for organizational development. As of yet,

however, few specific theoretical frameworks and systematic analyses of human

Research Design Rationale
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resources development exist in academic libnaries. The purpose of this study is to

consider the concept of systematic human resources development, and the increasing

importance of human resources management in academic libraries as part of the

administrative concern of educational institution s.

An analysis of the recurent theoretical debate encountered within the field of

educational adminisration is pertinent here. In Chapter One, the different viewpoints

about the nature of educational organization were presented as part of the review of

organizational literature. The controversy surrounding the issue of the nature of

educational organization is elaborated furthe¡ to include the debate based on

educational administration as a field of study. The direction for research in ttris area is

determined by the following questions: V/hat are some of the issues surrounding

research in educational administration? V/hat implications do these issues have on the

proposed research on human resources development in academic libraries? Because

of the importance of evaluating the rationale of the research design, as part of this

chapter on research methodology, the two basic paradigms of inquiry in educational

literature are considered in the context of the theoretical debate and the responses the

debate has generated.

Educationøl ødministrøtíon as ø fielã of stwdy. Researchers in the freld of

educational administration have been engaged in an intense internal debate about the

nature of the field, the most important research questions to study within it, and the

most suitable methods of inquiry. This recurrent debate is indicative of the difficulties

inherent in theory construction in social sciences, for "unless a theory fits the data it

is constructed to explain, it is of little scientific value" (Farsons 1950, 16). R.iffel

stated that, in educational administration, theory has at least two uses:

"Contemplative, serving to focus our inquiries and organize information r#e gather in
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such a way as to heighten our understanding . [and] executive, providing a basis

for thoughtful, deliberate and directed action" that leads to the improvement of

organizational practice (Riffel 1978, 140). In this study, the theoretical analysis will

provide a basis for the construction of a human resources development model for use

in academic lib'ra¡ies.

The two basic paradigms of inquiry in research theory are the rationalistic or

normative, and the naturalistic or interpretive (Smith, L. M. 1979; Cohen and Manion

1980; Guba and Lincoln 1982). The rationalistic pamdigm is exemplified by the

statement that there are definite universal laws determining social behaviour. Data

gathered according to this model can be used to develop generalities abut objective

reality with the aim of prediction and control. On the other hand, according to the

naturalistic paradigm, the knowledge needed to understand human behaviou¡ can only

be acquired through inquiry into the dynamic nature of social interaction and that

reality can only be studied in a holistic manner. The aim is to provide an explanation

based on data generated by the study of the situation itself.

During the 1950's and 1960's, researchers generally agreed on the

desirability of modelling the study of educational administration on the methods and

concepts of the established social sciences. Their main conceptual orientation was

structural functionalism (Riffel 1978, 142). Burrell and Morgan discussed "the

fundamental commonality of perspective in tenns of basic, 'taken for granted'

assumptions" within this paradigm (Burrell and Morgan 1979, 106-108). They also

noted that "ontologically, epistemologically and methodologically, sü'uctural

functionalism has been based upon models derived from the natural sciences" (Burrell

and &{organ 1979,57). This model was epitomized by the scientific method, a goal-

oriented approach useful in precisely controlled inquiry. In the scientific naethod, the

research hypothesis is formulated in terms of the expected change in the system in

response to a deliberate alteration of the environment. A null hypothesis, suggesting
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that the expected change will not occur, is also stated. The researcher then collects

and uses data to either confirrr or refute the null hypothesis, and validate or invalidate

the original thesis.

The unresÍ'ained faith in the power and value of scientific inquiry in

educational administration set the scene for the debate initiated by Greenfield in 1974.

Describing the "naturalistic" and "phenomenological" perspectives, Greenfield

pointed out that "each of these views has implications for the theory of organizations

and for research undertaken in line with such theory . . . These contrasts have

implications for a number of practical questions in the conduct of affairs in

organizations" (Greenfreld 1974, 3).

Greenfield recommended that "research into organizational problems should

consider and begin to use the phenomenological perspective" (Griffiths L977,4). The

phenomenological perspective deals with individuals, and seeks to understand their

interpretations of the world around thern (Greenfield 1974,6). From this viewpoint,

the aim of theory should be explanation and clarification (Greenfield 1974,7). The

descriptive approach does not seek to control the va¡iables of the human condition but

treats them as an underlying assumption. Greenfield's notion, that an organization

is dependent upon meanings and purposes which individuals bring to it from the wider

society, led him to suggest that the study of educational adminisu'ation in

organizations should place more emphasis upon open-ended inquiry, and less upon

proposing new su'ategies for improving organizations. He encouraged researchers to

"l@k more carefully for differences in objectives between different kinds of people in

organizations and begin to relate these to differences in power or access to

resources" (Greenfield 7973, 559). Greenfîeld urged a deeper and more thorough

understanding of "the varieties of experience people have within the organization,"

and su'essed the importance of deterrrining which of the varied and often conflicting
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viewpoints commanded decision-making powers (Greenfield 1973). Grganization

theory thus encompassed the set of meanings which yield insight and understanding of

people's behaviour (Greenfield 197 4, 6). Greenfield reiterated that:

the study of organizations provides a rich source of ideas and
experience for those who explore human action and would ask how we might bst
understand it and learn from it. The basic problem in the study of organizations is
that of understanding human intention and meaning. Hence the root problem of
organization dissolves into questions about what people do, why they do it, and
whether what they do is right. (Greenfield 1980, 26-27)

Greenfield considered philosophical and value questions to be the heart of

administrative action. He defined the nature of organizational reality, as well as

theory, validation, and research methodology (Greenfield 1978). Given that, to some

extent, individuals themselves can determine to which organization they belong,

Greenfield wanted to know how the goals of individuals were transformed into the

goals of the organization. He argued that there should be rnore effort made to

understand the specific meanings, purposes, and problems of specific individuals in

specific organizations (Greenflreld 1973). Considering schæls to k organizations in

their own right, he stated that "we need to know more about the objectives of people

in schools . . . how they change, and whose goals hold the day when conflict and

disagreement a.rise about what should be done, how, when, where, and to whom"

(Greenfield L973, 567). Rather then determining which organizational designs were

capable of achieving specific educational goals, Greenfreld attempted to ascertain who

believed in these goals, and believed they knew how to act so as to achieve these

goals. Similarly, his greatest concern was not how order should ba maintained, but

rather who did maintain it, how, and with what consequences (Greenfield 1974).

Greenfield believed that the answers to these questions would not only clarify what

happens in educational institutions, but also would make people more cautious in

assessing educational institutions, and less willing to prescribe a single simplified

solution for their improvement (Greenfield 1973, 567). He was convinced that the
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focus of investigation should not be "what should be done to improve this

organization," but rather, "among the people here involved with one another, whose

meanings def,rne what is right to do" - the difference between these questions being

the difference batween ought and is.

In keeping with his emphasis on recognition of individuals in an organization,

Greenfield called for a human perspective in understanding arid assessing

organizations in terms of individual experiences (Greenfield L973, 561). The case

study and comparative and historical methods became the preferred means of

analysis, rather than quantification as in mathematical models. "In methodology,

research should turn to these methods which attempt to represent perceived reality

more faithfully and fully than do the present highly quantified and abstruse

techniques" (Greenfield 1974, 13). Greenfield acknowledged comparative and

historical analyses to be "the most difficult and least practised of the methods of

organizational study" (Greenfield 1978, 7) and decried the scientific method of

controlled experimentation as "mindless, logical positivism." He affirmed that theory

should be built from data, rather than data selected to confirm theories developed

apaft from the data. This required researchers to build data from observations in

specific organizations. He also recommended a method of inquiry that would allow us

to "first seek to understand . . . the subjective rationality of those involved with

(organizations) before \ile try to transform them" (Greenfield 1973,567). He argued

that "the logic of the researchers' analysis can have no force in the everyday world

unless it conforrns to the logic that people use in everyday situations" (Greenfield

1978, 13). Greenfield dismissed the fear that this method of inquiry would doom

researchers to an unending study of specific people in specific situations: "the loss of

sweeping generalization about organizations is no great loss . The smaller

explanations at least have the virtue of connecting with something we recognize as

reality" (Greenfield 1978, 15).
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Griffiths (1,977) accepted that the u'aditional paradigm could be critiqued

through nvo major approaches: by consideration of the changing posture of individuals

in an organization, and from the viewpoint of phenomenology. FIe admitted that the

phenomenologist is correct in abandoning abstraction in describing the behaviour of

people in organizations. Similarly, the concept of a single bureaucratic structure type

is no longer useful, since bureaucracy takes different forms in different settings.

Griffiths concluded that theories should not þ built unless they are validated through

resea¡ch. He believed that modern theories were not suited to describe or predict the

behaviour of people in organizations, as these theories were proving to be inadequate

when rested in field study, and that it was time for a new paradigm for the study of

educational administration. His position fell between the two extremes of the

traditional scientific view and the phenomenological perspective. Griffiths concluded

that "rather than attempting to build theories in which individuals are central, we must

try to construct theories that reflect the actual balance among people, organization,

and environment so ¿ts to be of value in specific situations" (Griffiths 1977, l5).

Griffiths' work in 1979 illustrated the turmoil that he found in the field of

educational administration. He called for the resolution of epistemological issues to

answer such fundamental questions as: is an organization a closed concept in which

the methods of natural science are applicable, or an open concept in which a different

approach is necessary? Griffiths supported Greenfield in calling for theorization abut

particular types of educational organizations, but cautioned that careful sifting of

research and theoretical findings was needed to determine the most useful approach in

different educational organizations (Griffth s 197 9, 60).

The debate was still evident in 1980 when Willower admitted that theories

were frequently not put into practice. "The limits of science and especially social

science, the diffîculties of application, and the indifference of many in the field, have

undoubtedly contributed to a certain disenchantment with theory in educational
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administration, a disenchantment in harmony with the character of the time"

(Willower 1980, 2). However, V/illower found that the phenomenological approach

lacked a clear epistemological position and stated:

The obvious strengths of qualitative methods lie in the production of new
concepts, ideas, and hypotheses, and in the immediate and holistic cha¡acær of the
information presented. But such methods have their own problem. Words like
selectivity, classification, unit of analysis, and representativeness suggest some of
them. Plainly, qualitative methods often require and knefit from the incorporation
of quantitative elements . Methods are fundamentally tools that should be
freely chosen to fit intended purposes.

Holmes (1986) also described the current applications of organizational

theory to the study of educational administration. The positivist mainstream assumes

that human behaviour in educational organizations can be discovered, understood and

predicted by discerning underlying administrative principles, and holds personal values

to be peripheral and problematic. Holmes supported Greenfield by advæating case

studies and histories, but disagreed with parts of Greenfield's argument:

The subjectivists are on the horns of dilemma. If they truly believe in
ultimate subjectivism, they must conduct case studies, with each one being a
kginning and an end in itself. If they conduct case studies as implicit samples of
a larger picture, their generalizations should be subject to the same laws of
science as those of mainstream. (flolmes 1986,43)

Hodgkinson (1986) conceded that the debate, although more philosophical

than scientific, "may have wrought a paradigm shift in our thinking about

organizational reality, research methodology, and administrative theory" (Hodgkinson

1986, 5). Ì.{onetheless, he disagreed with Greenfield's position and believed that

organizations, invested with beliefs, attitudes, values, and ideology, often persist

beyond the tenwe of participants in the organization. This persistence, he theorized,

was manifested in organizational mores, customs, symbols and radition, leading to

the institutionalization of values.

(Willower 1980, 11)
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According to Riffel (1986), "quite predictably, the reaction against Greenfield

was immediate, intense and acrimonious." More than a decade after Greenfield's

original presentation, Riffel found that:

While the debate has subsided somewhat, the dualisms and issues which
can divide theorists are now widely familia¡: objective versus subjective views of
social reality; hypothesis derived from theory versus propositions obtained through
reflection on experience; quantitative versus qualitative approaches to
methodology.

However, Riffel considered the debate and the resulting pluralism to be confined

largely to technique, and not concerned with the underlying theories of administrative

action. Many critics found this exclusive concern with technique to be dangerous

because it relegated other concerns to the background. Riffel argued that "we should

move away from a posture which is largely theoretical, and restricted in scope, to

another which is more broadly reflective and more encompassing of human thought and

experience" (Riffel 1986, 159).

In summary, a consensus has evolved in educational literature that

educational adminisu'ation as a field of study must b concerned with value issues and

encompass human thoughts and experiences. As well, a theory should be built from,

and vatidated through, data. The consensus is also evident that both qualitative and

quantitative data gathering methods are valid in conducting open-ended inquiry or

research.

In the context of the present research, many related research questions

emerge from the debate initiated by Greenfield. V/here does the study on human

lesources development in academic libraries f,rt into this discussion? Academic

libra¡ies are part of educational institutions and, as such, a study of human resources

development among academic librarians is increasingly imponant to the administration

of the institution. Does the theoretical debate initiated by Greenfield abut the nature

of an educational organization and the most suitable methods of inquiry, have a

@iffel 1986, 158)
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bearing on the design of this study of human resources development? Before

reviewing data from the case studies, the research design is analyzed for its

appropriateness and thoroughness within the context of the theoretical implications of

educational administration as a field of study.

Ðesign ønalysís. The phenomenological view, which deals with the

individual's interpretation of his or her surroundings, seems best suited for this study

regarding human resources development of academic lib'rarians, in which the basic goal

is to understand the intention and meaning of human behaviour. The differences in

objectives between different levels of personnel within a library and in various

libraries would be meaningful, particularly when associated with differences in power

or access to resources. The case study, through interviews and questionnaires, and

comparative and historical methods through a documentary review, are the preferred

means of analysis for this study, as they enable one to consider first the individual,

and then his or her interpretation of the environment. The naturalistic paradigm is also

appropriate for this study, since the purpose is to investigate the behaviour and

interaction, as well as opinions and concerns, of academic librarians, so that the

importance of human resources management can be evaluated and a suitable human

resources development model constructed.

The data, once tabulated and analyz-ed bth quantitatively and qualitatively,

were used to analyze human behaviour, and construct a human resources development

model for academic libnarians. The method of inquþ should enable one to "f,ust seek

to understand in terms of the subjective rationality of those involved with

(organizations) before we t'y to transform them'n (Greenfield 1973, 567). Ey

obtaining data from academic librarians and adrninisrators of individual libraries

before constructing a model of human resources development, theory was built from

data, instead of data being used to confirm a preconceived theory.
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Organizational literature has shown that, in order to know how the goals of

the individuals in an organization become the goals of the organization, it is necessary

to know whose goals prevail, and whose viewpoints command decision-making power.

Accordingly, the case study method was able to provide the kind of specific data

needed to analyze the dynamics of an evolving human resources development model.

This method also provided insight into the library administrator's role in implementing

an effective human resources development programme, while alternate concepts and

strategies were examined in light of the data collected. The case studies from

Manitoba may not fully porray the conditions existing in other academic libna¡ies in

Canada. However, the topic has sufficient universality that the general conclusions

derived from the case studies can be extended to other academic libraries.

The data from the case sfudies were collected through documents, personal

interviews and surveys. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Taken

individually, each method presents a subjective view of events, as it records an

individual impression of the issues in question. As well, these methods limit the

study to an examination of the existing information, even if there are significant gaps

in crucial areas of the study. However, these disadvantages were minimized in this

study by corroborating data collected by one method with data collected by other

methods.

Each method of data collection added a unique feature to the analysis.

Relevant documents provided factual historical data, as well as the current status of

policies and procedures dealing with human resources development in a particular

institution. The strengths of the interview as a data collection method are well

recorded in research literature (Guba and Lincoln 1987, 153-188; Marshall and

Rossman 1989, 82-83; Yin 1984, 84-85). This method is flexible, both in rerms of time

constraints and the ability it gives the interviewer to adapt to each subject. It

provides a high response rate, and the possibility of eliciting in-depth dara from the
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interviewee. The interview data provide information abut past events, nnny of which

may not be documented and, by establishing rapport, the interviewer can often obtain

data that subjects may not volunteer on a questionnaire, particularly when subjects

are expressing their thoughts, attitudes or reasons for particular actions. As the

administrators of academic libraries are involved in setting policies and directions,

includ.ing those for human resources development in their libraries, the individual

interviews of the administrators helped to keep the needs assessment focused on the

short-term and long-term objectives of the institutions, as well as on the realities of

the constraints the administrators faced.

By reaching a wider number of respondents through the survey of academic

libnarians, and by allowing content analysis as well as numerical synthesis of key

issues, the data generated by the questionnaire added validity to the conclusions

drawn from individual interviews. The questionnaire gathered both quantitative and

qualitative data. As stressed by Mackinnon et al., "there is no inherent parallelism

between qualitative and interpretive, or between quantitative and positivistic"

(Mackinnon, Young and Hansen 1990, 45). In the final analysis, the technique used is

"a \ilay of thinking about educational administration that is more useful to practical,

ethical pu¡poses" (Riffel 1986, 159), satisfying Greenfield's maxim that the aim of

theory should be explanation and description, not dictation. Ca¡e was taken to provide

an open-ended inquiry into the libraries studied. Thus, the data generated were

important not only to understand organizational khaviour but also to provide a basis

for the organization's futu¡e plan of action. As suggested by F{olmes (1986, 43), the

generalization drawn from the inquiry can also be extended to understand similar

circumstances in other organizations.

Surveying the libnarians through questionnaires rather than through personal

interviews or focus group interviews also ensured that the librarians ìHere able to
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respond in a non-threatening environment. This was particularly crucial as the

researcher herself is a librarian in one of the libra¡ies being surveyed. ,{llowing the

librarians of this library to respond through the questionnaire enabled them to remain

anonymous. Extending the same method to other libraries studied assured uniformity

in response.

As Willower (1980) noted, the qualitative method benefits from the

incorporation of quantitative elements, and vice versa, as was the case with the

questionnaire used in this research. Reasons for low or high response rates for

particular questions were determined through a qualitative analysis of the

respondents' comments. While the data obtained through the survey served as

verification and as a quantifying tool, the interview data provided qualitative data from

the administrative perspective. In this manner a deeper understanding was gained of

the varieties of experiences people have within specific libraries.

The decision to use the naturalistic paradigm and the case study approach in

this research raises important methodological issues. One basic issue is that of

observer bias. The researcher must guard against his or her own perceptual biases.

A variety of data sources and data gathering methods, such as interviews, surveys

and documentary analysis, were used concurrently to permit cross-checking of

overlapping data and interpretation. Such methods, as well as participant reaction at

the time of pilot testing of the survey instrument, were utilized to guard against

researcher-induced di stortions.

Another critical issue is that of validity, or what Guba and Lincoln (1982)

term "transferability" or "generalizability." This exists if enough "thick description"

is available about the cases being studied in order to make a reasoned judgement

about the degree of transferability. In this study, "thick description" was provided

through the analysis of documentary data sources for each of the cases to be studied,

in addition to results obtained through interviews and the survey. This procedure
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gave the frndings some degree of transferability. The synthesis of both qualitative and

quantitative analyses, against the background of literature review and documentary

analysis, helped to emphasize specifîc developmental features and to construct a

human resources development model that would be responsive to the needs of the

academic libraries as well as the libnarians.

Tke design ønd ønalysis of the questíonnaire. ,A.s is evident from the

review of library literature, human resources development is a comparatively new terrn

often used interchangeably with certain older terms that have nalrower meanings,

such as "staff development" or "personnel development." This was also the case in

the documents from the individual libra¡ies being surveyed in this study. It was

necessary for the survey respondents as a whole to have a uniformly correct

understanding of many of the components of human resources development. To

ensure this, the first question in the survey dealt with developmental incentives,

activities or oppoffr¡nities being offered in the library under study. This enabled all the

respondents to start from a familiar topic, and allowed a greaær understanding of the

succeeding questions on human resources development. The incentives, activities and

opportunities were subgrouped under broad categories that would enable the

respondents to conceptualize and clarify their answers. The question also was

formatted to allow a grcater facility of response.

As part of this question, respondents lvere asked to indicate their level of

satisfaction with the human resources development activities offered in their

institution. Each respondent stated whether or not a particular incentive, activity or

developmental opportunity was offered; and if not offered, whether it was desired by

the respondent. .,{lso, in cases where an incentive was offered, the respondents

stated whether or not it was considered to be satisfactory in achieving its purpose.

For this question, the positive response was considered to k choice #1 ("offered and
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satisfactory"). A negative response was obtained by adding the number of "offered

but unsatisfactory" responses (choice #2) and the number of "not offered but desired"

responses (choice #3). To evaluate the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with

each activity, incentive or opportunity, only those instances in which the activity in

question was desired were taken into account. Responses of "not offered not

desired" (choice #4) or "no answer/not applicable" (choice #5) were excluded from

the calculation.

The review of organizational and library literature showed that any

development is initiated by change, either internal or external to the institution.

Internal changes in a library would include library automation, leadership change,

changes in library organization structure, etc. External changes in a library would

include changes originating outside the library, either within p¿ìrent institution or in

society. Outside changes within the parent institution for an academic library would

include changing faculty, changing student population, leadership change in the

university/college, changes in the organizational structure of the university/college,

etc. Societal changes could influence the nature of work force, as well the library's

interaction with other libraries. In Question 2, a systematic list of potential internal

and external changes mentioned in the literature review was compiled. As far as

possible, a logical progression of ideas from internal to external changes was

maintained by listing related or sequential changes together. Respondents checked off

the various changes in their libraries that would require human resources

development.

In Question 3, respondents identified the five most significant changes

occurring in their library, listed in order of importance. This helped to narrow the focus

from generalities to specifics, and also allowed for comparison of the specifrc changes

identified by individuals with those checked in Question 2 as needing human resources

development.
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The respondents were then asked in Question 4 to rate their ability to serve

their library users, given the changes currently occurring in libraries. As desø'ikd in

the literature review, the ability to manage any change requires development, and the

better equipped the employee believes himself or herself to be in order to manage

changes, the more developed he or she becomes in acquiring skill or knowledge. If the

changes specified in Question 3 as "most significant" matched those identifred earlier

in Question 2 as needing human resources development, then a high satisfaction level

with the ability to serve the lib,rary clientele would imply that the library in question

had an effective human resources development programme. The respondents were

also asked to give reasons for their choices. This helped to clarify their positions.

A change in an organization often calls for a particular knowledge, skill,

and/or a change in attitude. In Question 5, the respondents were asked to list up to

five new, additional and/or different skills, knowledge and/or attitudes that were

required for the librarians to manage the changes identified in Question 3. This type of

priorized list could be used to construct a development programme to satisfy the

needs of librarians in an institution, especially if a majority of them express similar

needs and concerns.

Having determined the skills, knowledge and anitudes required for librarians

to manage changes in academic libraries, the natural progression is to consider who

initiates staff development activities in libraries and how the need for these activities

is determined. The extent to which an employee is able to þ part of the decision-

making in the shaping of his or her working environment determines the extent to

which he or she is likely to take ownership and responsibility for the outcome.

Respondents rwere asked in Question 6 to specify who initiated staff development

activities in their libnaries. The choices given ranged from libnarians and higher levels

of adminisu'ative hierarchy, to a bnoader and more formalty strucru¡ed working group of

people, such as a staff development committee. Each level of decision-making offers
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both advantages and disadvantages, as noted in the literature review. The closer the

librarian is to the decision-making process, the more responsible he or she feels for

the outcome. On the other hand, in more formal sü-uctures such as a work group, or a

library administrator at a higher administrative level, equality of access to staff

development opportunities can be assured to all employees. Similarly, in Question 7,

respondents ranked in order of frequency the ways in which the need for

developmental activities was determined. As previously noted, each method has its

own advantages and disadvantages, and the data from Question 7 helped in

formulating a human resources development model for the library.

As noted in the reviews of both organizational and library literature,

developmental activities ideally should satisfy three different levels - the employees'

personal needs, the library's needs and the university or college's needs. A link is

created when activities satisfy all three levels, and both organizational and individual

needs are met simultaneously. In Question 8, the respondents were asked how

effective existing human resources development activities lvere in satisfying these

three levels. The respondents were also asked to give reasons for their choices. This

was helpful in the subsequent qualitative analysis.

Question 9 dealt with developmental activities or incentives which were still

lacking in individual libraries. Respondents also listed the barriers, bth actual and

potential, which they believed were preventing the implementation of needed

developmental activities. In addition, the respondents were asked to suggest

possible solutions to overcome the ba¡riers to human resources development that they

saw in place in their libraries.

Both organizational and library literature emphasize that, for a human

resources development progranune to be effective, it should k well noatched with the

adminisuative strategy of the organization. The next four questions tested this
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statement in the context of the academic libra¡ies. The respondents were asked in

Question 10 to indicate what their individual library's prevailing administrative

strategy was. Various strategies were listed from which the respondent could

choose, including a "don't know" column. In the context of human resources

development, not knowing the lib'rary's administrative strategy indicates either that

the library did not have a strategic plan, or that communication within that libnary was

lacking, a situation which suggests a need to improve the human resources

development programme.

In Question 1 1, the respondents were asked to state what overall

administrative approach they believed would be most productive in achieving

significant human resources development in their library. By comparing the answer to

this question with the answer to Question 10, one could determine the congruence

between the ideal situation from the librarian's point of view and the situation that he

or she believed existed in their library.

The respondents were asked in Question 12 to match their library's present

human resources development programme with their library's prevailing

administrative strategy. This determined the extent of the "fit" between the

development programme and the administrative strategy. Both for this question and

for the following question, the respondents were asked to give reasons for their

choices. This helped to clarify the choices made and also provided data for qualitative

analysis.

In Question 13, the respondents evaluated the impact of the existing fit

between their library's human resources development programme and its

adminisu'ative strategy on three specific outcomes: the effectiveness of individual

librarians in meeting job requirements; the effectiveness of the library in meeting its

objectives; and the effectiveness of the university or college in meeting its objectives.
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According to the literature review, the tighter the fit between the human resources

development programme in a library and the library's administrative strategy, the

more effective the librarian, the library and the educational institution itself.

Participation in a human resources development programme is invariably

associated with individuals who have a positive approach and a¡e highly motivated.

Question 14 addressed the problem of non-motivated librarians. The respondents

were asked to state the most effective method, in their libnaries, of motivating non-

motivated librarians.

Finally, in Question 15, the respondents were asked to comment on any

other aspects of human resources development in thefu library that were of importance

to them. The questionnaire was concluded by requesting the respondents to state the

number of professional staff they work with on a daily basis; the subject discipline

they were mostly associated with; and the type of supervisory responsibilities they

had. This information was sought for statistical purposes in order to correlate with the

responses.

The research design involved surveying all the academic librarians in

Vianitoba through the questionnaire described. The data thus compiled were analyzed

both qualitatively and quantitatively. The analysis consisted of quantitative

computation where numerical values were assigned to the answers, and qualitative

content analysis where the content of the statements was evaluated. A systematic

method for quantifying responses from the questionnaires was devised. For instance,

where more than one answer was given, â numerical ranking was requested. If no

ranking was given in the answer, although more than one choice had been selected,

where applicable, the values for all the choices selected were counted as rank #1, on

the rationale that all the choices had been considered equally imprtant. In addition,

where no answer was given for a particular question, or answers such as "don't

know" or "not sure" were stated, a separate numerical value was assigned. The
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number of such answers for a given question provided valuable insight into the

librarians' a\trareness of, or interest in, a particular issue. Fersonal feelings or

experiences often sü'ongly influenced the answers provided, whether it was in

choosing a particular value, providing a ranking, or volunteering a statement. Hence

quantitative and qualitative analyses were used interchangeably, enabling one type of

data to lead to either analysis. Computing averages for any numerical result was

avoided because of the small number of responses involved for each answer.

Wherever applicable, percentages were calculated to provide a context for the varied

responses.

[,i¡niúations of tR¡e Sú¿¡dy

This study is limited to human resources development in academic libraries of

post-secondary institutions in Manitoba. It is recognized that the development of all

staff members is necessary for organizational well-being. However, this study

focuses exclusively on professional librarians. Library automation has brought abut

many changes in the professional lives of academic tibrarians, calling for accelerated

changes in their training, attitudes and motivation. 'W'here faculty rank is given,

professional librarians in universities are expected to undertake and/or participate in

research activities that contribute to their own professional development. The need

for a formally structured model of human resources development that enables

academic librarians to meet these requirements was ca¡efully examined.

One of the incentives for academic librarians to undertake professional

development is the provision of faculty status, which recognizes the academic nature

of the librarians' function, and also provides a link to the faculty. Lib'rary literature, as

well as data collected from archival materials for the case studies in this study, point

to a close relationship btween the unionization of librarians as part of the faculty and
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the recognition of the academic status of the librarians. While recognizing the

importance of faculty unions and librarians' associations or councils for the

professional development of academic librarians, in this study, only the union aspect

was considered to be part of the historical development. This development included

achievement of faculty status and representation on the academic senate. It is beyond

the scope of this study to exarnine further the involvement of librarians' unions.

As stated earlier, the methods chosen to gather data for the research had

certain limitations. Not all the documents related to staff development \ryere readily

available in the libraries surveyed. Some libraries provided freer access to the avail-

able documents than did others. Only the resea¡ch library retained the retrospective

documents as research tools, while documents in other libraries were often scattered,

inaccessible, or had not been kept. Individual respondents brought their own

experience and interpretations when they responded to personal interviews or the

questionnaire. While the survey method through questionnaire assured the

respondents' anonymity, not all of them answered the non-formatted questions where

comments were invited, or where reasons were requested for choices made.

Nevertheless, by using all three methods to obtain data, enough cross-checking was

possible to enable validation of the data.

A 1988-89 study conducted on human resources development for facutty in a

community college @akshinamurti 1990) was used as the pilot project for this

research. The pilot project included interviews of individual managers as well as focus

gtroup interviews of support staff and faculty. It highlighted the need for human

resources development in post-secondary institutions, and also the importance of

managerial support for such development. The pilot study was helpful in confirming

Research Pnocedunes
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the efficacy of certain techniques used in conducting the research. For example, the

pilot study showed that interviews a¡e most effective when first set up by telephone

and followed by an informational letter listing the general questions or topics to be

discussed, with a glossary of terrns used. This approach served to focus on the issues

involved. The pilot project also helped to clarify the questions and tenns to k used

for both survey and interviews.

Based on the feedback gained from the pilot project, similar methodology was

used for this research wherever appropriate. The administrators of academic libraries

in Manitoba were contacted first by phone, and later by letter, enclosing supportive

documents summarizing the objectives and scope of the proposed study, with a list of

research questions to be addressed. Permission was requested from the

administrators to conduct personal interview(s) of the administrator(s) and/or their

designate(s). In addition, permission also was sought to conduct a survey of the

librarians through a questionnaire. Supportive documents on each library's current

human resources development or staff development policies and præedures also were

requested, as far as possible, to be made available to the resea¡cher bofore or at the

time of the individual interviews of the administrators. Once perrnission was obtained

from each of the administrators, a date for a personal interview was agreed upon, fîrst

by telephone, and followed by a letter of confrrmation. Documents on existing human

resources development or staff development policies were gathered for preview kfore

the interview(s). Whenever permitted, interviews were taped; in all cases, the

interviews were ca¡efully recorded and transcriþd.

The questionnaire was prepared based on research questions that emerged

from the preceding review and analysis of literature on human resources development

and management in organizations, specifically in academic libraries. Copies of the first

draft of the questionnaire were sent to selected librarians and educators in

universities and cornmunity colleges for critical review. Eased on the feedback
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obtained, a second draft was prepared, and a smaller number of reviewers was

requested to examine the questionnaire again for clarity and comprehensiveness. The

final version of the questionnaire was then prepared. A poster session arranged by

the Research Committee of the Librarians' Council of University of Manitoba was

utilized to present details connected with the research study, and to display three

different printing formats of the questionnaire. Feedback was invited from the

attending librarians on the preferred format and size of the questionnaire, chosen on

the basis of ease in answering. Based on the input and reasons given, the final size

and format of the questionnaire were determined, and the questionnaire was printed at

the end of June 1991. A covering letter lvas prepared, stating the objectives of the

study and requesting a response with confidentiality assured. Only the institution

was identified through the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided for the purpose

of returning the completed questionnahe. A date of return was specified and it was

pointed out that a glossary of selected tenns used in the questionnaire was included.

In July 1991, copies of the printed survey questionnaire and the covering

letter were mailed to all the academic libra¡ians in Manitoba, a total of seventy-two

librarians. Questionnaires were unmarked, to ensure anonymity. Only the library was

identifred through the return envelopes, and the number of questionnaires allocated to

each institution was noted.

By the end of August 1991, a letter was sent to all the academic librarians

being surveyed. This method of reminder was chosen because the questionnaires

lvere returned anonymously, and only the number of responses received from each

library could be stated, not from whom. The letter of reminder sent at the bginning of

the academic yea.r reached many librarians as they returned from their vacation, and

generated further responses. Whenever requested, additional copies of the

questionnaire were sent to the respondents. In October 1997, a personal call was

made to each of the librarians being surveyed, to thank them if they had responded,
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and to request a response if they had not. Again, when requested, additional copies of

the questionnaire were sent out. At the start of the tabulation and analysis, fifty-three

questionnaires had been returned, for a seventy-four percent response rate.

After all the data were collected, appropriate numerical values were

assigned, where relevant, to answers given, and the data were tabulated. Where

value statements were made, they were analyzed according to the content. Analyses

were undertaken to determine the critical dimensions needed for a well-run human

resources development programme for libra¡ies in post-secondary institutions in

Manitoba. Based on the daø obtained, a model of human resources development for

academic librarians was constructed.



The empirical part of this research called for studying human resources

development for librarians in each of the seven academic libraries in Manitoba. The

data were collected from three different sources for each library: from documents

available in each of the libraries; through questionnaires completed by the academic

librarians of these libraries; and from individual interviews with the senior

administrators of these libra¡ies.

For a number of reasons, the data for the Research Library are considerably

more extensive than those for the undergraduate libraries, which, in turn are more

extensive than those for the community college libraries. Only the Research Library

has its archival materials on librarians' staff development organized and available for

research purposes. The number of librarians in the Research Library is much greater

than the number in the undergladuate libraries, whose number in turn is nearly three

times the number of librarians in the community college libraries. Finally, only one of

the administrators of the community college libraries was interviewed on the basis of

bing an academic librarian, with adminisn-ative responsibility equivalent to that of the

administrators of undergraduate libraries.

CFN^&FT'ER. F''T{JR.
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The data presented in this lengthy chapter show that there is a significant

need for human resources development for academic librarians in Manitoba. While

some important differences exist among the libraries, all of them, in varying degrees

ûverview
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and for various reasons, have expressed a pressing need for human resources

development. The senior adminisrator of each of the libnaries is strongly in favour of

it. Historical evidence shows that there has been a long-standing concern in these

libraries for human resources development. This concern has been prompted by

technology, which has drastically changed the role and work of individual staff

members in libra¡ies, âf,d has been amplified by other changes such as budget cuts

and changes in leadership.

The data also show that many of the needs and concerns of individuals have

been addressed. Except for those in the community colleges, the librarians have

expressed overwhelming satisfaction with the opportunities available to them

individually. Notwithstanding their favourable individual treatment, a majority of the

librarians seem to be frustrated with thei¡ roles, primarily due to an apparent lack of

congruence between what they do and what they perceive to be changing

organizational goals. The data support the creation of a human resources

development package that emphasizes the need for a clear understanding of the

librarians' role, good leadership, and adequate resources, all in the context of planning

that pays attention to the fit between the needs of the individual and those of the

organization.

As the province's only research-intensive university library, the Research

Library occupies a significant place in the parent institution. The university

¿rlministration has expressed its concern regarding the effects on the library's

resources of prolonged universiry underfunding. The University B-ulletin reported in

T'he R.esearc[a X,íhnany

Historical Ferspective
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August 1991 (25:7) acute concerns over the cuts in the library budget and the

subsequent cancellation of much-needed serials, in the context of "the central

importance of the library system to our research and teaching." At the same ti-e, the

university's publication, Plan'91. pointed out that technological advances in the

storage, manipulation, transfer and retrieval of information a¡e radically changing the

ways in which major libraries provide services to their users. According to both Plan

90 and Plan '91. the cost of books and journals was increasing at an annual rate of

about twelve percent, forcing the Research Library to discontinue many journal

subscriptions as well as to decrease the number of books purchased. Both these

steps had a serious impact on the university's teaching and ¡esearch capability. The

same message \ilas conveyed by the Director of the Research l-ibrary in the first issue

of Librarv Directions (Fall 1991).

The university has placed the library in a category for which relatively

favourable treatment in resource allocation would be warranted, even if the

university's financial position deteriorated. In spite of such priority treatment, the

purchasing power of the libnary's acquisition budget is acknowledged to be only at the

1986-87 level due to steep increases in the prices of serials and boks, resulting in

major cancellations of serial subscriptions. A substantial addition to the operating

budget would be required to improve the situation. Staffing reductions effected over

the past several years in an effort to bolster the availability of funds for acquisitions

are believed to have reached a point where an inc¡ease in acquisitions would require

additional staff as well.

According to the Institutional Statistics (IS), published annually by the

universiry, there were 55.25libra¡ian positions in April 1989 in the Research Libn'ary,

56.25 in both 1990 and 1991, and 54 librarians n 1992. The Collective Agreement

between the university and its Faculty Association states that the academic librarians
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of the university are members of an academic comrnuniry, and as such, "have the right

and responsibility to continue to improve themselves in their profession by keeping

abreast of developments in library and information science; the responsibility to

pursue research in library and information science and/or other relevant academic

disciplines and to make scholarly contributions." Expenses for academic u'avel as

well as research study leave are determined by the university through collective

bargaining with the Faculty Association. The benefits that ¿ue at present extended to

the academic libra¡ians in the institutions in Manitoba are listed in Appendix A.

tvervíew of ørchival rnøterials. Archival materials deal largely with

incentives such as academic status, rank and promotion through classification levels,

salary equivalency and merit pay. Many of these incentives were negotiated through

the faculty union. The documents covered staff development activities as well. Since

the topics are interrelated, and inva¡iably were handled within the same documents,

they were reviewed chronologically from the earliest available document.

Almost all of the rights and privileges enjoyed at present by the academic

librarians in the Resea¡ch Library were secured through negotiations which began in

the 1970's. Similarly, most of the developmental incentives and activities that the

librarians presently have access to were planned and implemented in the 1980's.

However, by 1990, staff development efforts had shifted to the support staff, indicating

that library management expected librarians to pursue developmental activities on

their own.

tsøckgrourad for tke severetíes. In 1964, the University Fresident was

approached on the question of librarians' status and a Librarians' Committee was

struck to investigate the status of Canadian academic librarians. A memorandum in

1966 from the Director of the Research Library described the difficulties in hiring
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librarians without being able to offer academic status. A subcommittee of the Deans'

Council on librarians' academic status was forrned in March 1967 to study academic

rank for libra¡ians. The report from the committee was fust submitted to the Deans'

Council in April 1968; after many revisions, the final report was submitted two years

later, in March 1970. The report recommended four levels for librarians, such as

General Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Associate Librarian and Librarian, thereby

anticipating current practice, but emphasized administrative experience as the main

criterion for promotion. A memorandum from the Director of the Research Library in

April 1970 strongly recommended basing these ranks on experience, extent of

contribution made and level of expertise, in recognition of the fact that very few

academic librarians had supervisory or managerial experience. Another

recommendation by the Director of the Resea¡ch Librrary, that the salary floors of the

professorial rank be accepted as the salary floors for professional groups, did not find

favour with other members of the Staff Development Committee.

Ðeveloprnents ín tke seventíes. A number of developments at the university

caused librarians some concern regarding their academic status. There was no

indication that libra¡ians would be consulted in the selection of the new Director of the

Resea¡ch Library. Librarians rwere not certain if travel funds would be available for

them to attend conferences. Librarians were included in a support staff mailing list.

The Association of Academic Staff of the university, in which librarians were eligible

for full membership, was voting on a new constitution that would change the

organization's name to Faculty Association, which left the membership status of

libna¡ians open to question. In order to have a strong collective voice for expressing

concerns such as these, a Librarians' Association was formed in June 1,97I. The

Association negotiated with the Faculty Association to ensure full membership

privileges for librarians in that organization.
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In 1972, twenty-five librarians \ilere listed as members of the Faculty

Association and a Committee on Librarians' Academic Status was established. The

Committee recommended in March 1972 that the librarians should be guaranteed

rights and privileges similar to those of the teaching faculty, including sabbatical and

other research leaves, job titles with the word "academic," promotion through the

ranks that could be equivalent to that in a teaching faculty, fringe benefits, access to

research grants, and other procedures such as grievance, membership in the Faculty

Association and a voice in the university's governance. The Committee disbanded in

April 1972 after finding that the Faculty Association did not want to involve itself with

the Committee's recommendations at that time. By then, the Committee had

suggested that the libra¡ians should work with the new Director to solve matrers

internal to the Research Library, including a grievance over lack of representation from

librarians.

A brief submitted by the Librarians' Association in July 1972 to the

Committee on University Government pursued the matter of the grievance further. It
pointed out that the library workers had an uncertain status in the university because

there was no distinction made between professional librarians and library support

staff. As well, the role of professional librarians in the government of the university,

and of the library itself, was ill-defined. Hence the Library Association strongly

recommended that the proposed University Act recognize a distinctive role for

professional librarians within the structure of the university.

A librarians' workshop held in November 1972 to discuss the status of
librarians within the university community termed their status "nebulous." The

workshop participants found that students and faculty often did not distinguish

between the professional librarians and support staft and did not understand the role

of librarians. The consensus of the participants was that it was important to work

toward achieving full faculty rank and status. The parncipants also recognized that
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the libra¡ians needed to be made aware of the implications of faculty status. They

recommended that the university be persuaded to accept librarians as part of the

faculty, with the understanding that the librarians would upgrade their academic,

research and teaching qualifications.

As part of its pursuit of full academic rank and status, the Librarians'

Association also submitted in November 1972 a report on a position classification

system for librarians. The objective was to enable a librarian to advance in salary and

rank without necessarily pursuing an administrative position. The Association

recoûlmended four levels, from Libra¡ian I to fV, which would be equivalent to the four

faculty levels from lecturer to professor. Specific factors were to be used for

evaluation, including education and experience; responsibilities for supervision and

management, and autonomy in job performance. The criteria for promotion or

performance evaluation did not mention research. Only at the highest academic level

was there an expectation of an additional graduate degree.

In February 1973, a position paper from the Committee on Academic Status

of the Librarians' Association again stated that the university should declare

iibra¡ians to be part of the academic staff. Membership in the university's Faculty

Association had been extended to full-time librarians, thereby giving them

membership in the Canadian Association of University Teachers. The report stated

that librarians on campus had been denied many of the rights and privileges that

teaching staff regarded as fundamental. The report also included proposals about

uniform contracts, salary scales, probationary periods, performance reviews,

governance procedures, and research"/study leave. According to the Association,

librarians often felt themselves to be second-class participants in the university

community. In April 1973, the Association expressed dismay to the Board/Senate

Committee on University Government that, in a recent publication of the Committee's

Report, the librarians had not reeeived the Comrnittee's support for direct
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representation on the senate, even after the libra¡ians' academic status had been

recognized. The Association strongly reiterated its case for direct representation for

librarians in the senate, along with automatic, rather than elected, appointment to the

senate for the Director of the Research Library.

In 7973-74, the dominant issue in the university was the Faculty Association

becoming the collective bargaining unit for academic staff. A survey of the librarians

taken at this time indicated that the majority of librarians favoured ranks and

corresponding rights equivalent to those of the faculty. However, they did not want

the same position titles. Nor did they want the tenure system that sû'essed research

and publication components for promotion, rather than professional performance. For

the same reason, the librarians initially did not support the "union" concept, although

for collective strength, they wanted to be part of the faculty for negotiations with the

university. They stated that librarians could and should play a greater role in

academic affain of the university.

Once the issue of unionization had been settled and the Faculty Association,

which included librarians, had become a collective bargaining unit, the librarians turned

their attention to other matters. In August 1975, the Librarians'Association drafted a

proposal for researctr/study leave that was incorporated along with their four-level

position classification in April 1976 by the Faculty Association. According to the

procedures outlined in this proposal, the initial ranking of all professional libnarians in

the Resea¡ch Library \vas to be performed by a Promotion and Classification

Evaluation Committee, using the categories of Assistant Librarian, Senior ,A,ssistant

Librarian, Associate Librarian and Libnarian. The proposal also outlined employment

procedures for hiring, probationary perid, lay-off, termination, promotion and study

leave, thus providiog all the employment rights that librarians had ben seeking.

The next issue on the agenda for libnarians app€a¡s to have been salaries. A

comparative table of salaries, as of March 1977, showed that the highest salary of a
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librarian was equivalent to a lecturer's salary and that, in general, librarians were

considered equivalent to lecturers, the lowest level of faculty. Merit pay also came

under scrutiny. In May 1978, a group of librarians pointed out to the Faculty

Association Library Constituency Liaison Committee that professional librarians of

the Research Library desired an increased role in the distribution of merit pay. The

librarians suggested that individual Merit Pay Evaluation Forms and peer evaluation

should be submitted by the end of each fiscal year rather than waiting until the

availability of funds for merit pay wÍts made known.

In May 1978, a group called Librarians' Meeting was established, with

membrship extended to all librarians in the Research Library. The intention vvas to

provide a forum for exchanging ideas and for general discussion about library matters.

The meetings were to be advisory to the Director of the Research Library, and through

an elected organizing committee, \ryere scheduled to meet every other month.

In August 1978, the Professional Librarians' Rank and Promotion Committee

conducted a survey of those universities which had previously been surveyed in 1976

by the university's Joint Committee on Promotion. ldo major differences were

observed in the practices of the universities within those two years, except for one

university which had eliminated position classifications from its promotion scheme. In

studying and analyzing the promotion practices in use or bing developed at other

institutions, the Committee decided to develop a promotion scheme based on

individual rank, independent of any hierarchical position classification system. All

other schemes involving combinations of rank and position classification were found to

be overly complex and therefore unworkable.

Accordingly, a detailed report of the Frofessional Librarians' R.ank and

Promotion Committee in September 1978 concluded that a proposed scheme for

classification of librarians' positions should not be related to the proposed scheme for
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promotion in rank, except in deterrrining salaries. The classification committee,

recognizing the differences in the functions perforrred by professional librarians, had

classified all librarians' positions using a scheme of four basic positions. The

Professional Lib'rarians' Rank and Promotion Committee had developed a scheme of

personal rank, which created individual levels of achievement based on professional

perfomrance, research, and service. The report pointed out that, in universities across

Canadq there had been a growing recognition, supported by the Canadian Association

of University Teachers (CAUT) and the Canadian Association of College and

University Libraries (CACLL), of the rights and responsibilities of lib,rarians within

the academic community. It was expected that librarians would continue to educate

and improve rhemselves in their profession and in appropriate subject disciplines by

continuous study or research in library, information science or relevant subject fields,

by scholarly contributions in the form of publications or presentations, and by

participation in library and university policy-making and planning bodies. Accordingly,

the members of the Committee believed that the librarians should have the

opportunity to achieve c¿rreer growth and recognition not only by changing positions in

an administrative hierarchy, but also through a ranking system which recognized

individual levels of professional achievement, as demonstrated by improved

professional performance, research, and service. Using these criteria, four ranks for

professional librarians vvere defined as General Librarian, Assistant Librarian,

Associate Librarian and Lib'rarian.

Ðevelopwaewts ire t&oe eígfuties. The 1980's started with a series of task

forces appointed to consider the interests and welfare of academic librarians. One

such body was the Academic Librarians Forum Flanning Committee, organized in

February 1980 to serve as the planning group for the Academic tr-ibrarians Forum.
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This forum was a meeting of all librarians in the Research Library, chaired by the

Director. The purpose of the Forum 'was to provide an opportunity for libra¡ians to

discuss broad topics that concerned the Research Library and the librarians'

profession.

In February 1980, a Task Force on Staff Development was appointed and

was charged with conducting an inventory of existing developmental opportunities

available for the staff within the Resea¡ch Library and in the university. The Task

Force also had to develop recommendations and procedures for staff development and

orientation programmes. The minutes of the meetings held in 1980 by the Task Force

show that the report submitted in 1975 by the Professional Staff Orientation

Committee was never implemented, so the orientation programme was not yet

established. An orientation programme for the library system was planned in detail by

the Task Force, to include librarians and support staff. With regard to staff

development, many concerns emerged, such as the defînition and scope of staff

development and whether dissatisfaction would result from a development programme

which did not necessarily lead to different jobs or higher salaries. The question was

whether people would accept that certain situations, such as job market and salaries,

could not be changed through any development programme. People \tere expected to

gain job satisfaction merely from the fact that the university was showing some

concern for their development as individuals. The Task Force stated that staff

development and motivation were closely related and, by improving the former, the

latter also would improve.

The Task Force recommended that the library's newsletter provide a regular

listing of all staff development events both in the library and in the university that

might otherwise go unreported. The Task Force decided to conduct a needs

assessment of both support staff and librarians to determine what type of staff
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development activities and opportunities were needed. The Task Force also strongly

recoûrmended opportunities for job exchange, and more development activities aimed

at the library staff rather than library administration.

In its detailed report in June 1980, the Task Force adopted a definition of staff

development by Conroy, who stated:

Staff development is a purposive effort intended to strengthen the library's
capability to fulfill its mission effectively and efficiently by encouraging and
providing for the growth of its own human resources. Its general purpose is to
assure that library personnel are motivated, productive, and skilled in their jobs,
and that they understand and can implement library purposes and policies. Staff
development affirms the ability of both the individual and the libnary to grow.

(Conroy 1978, xv)

To achieve these goals, the Task Force report included an inventory of programmes in

existence during the past three years, the results of a staff development survey, and

an analysis of general staff development needs in the library system. It also included

recommendations for the implementation of an orientation programme and a job

exchange prograÍìme, with suggestions for other programmes in the future.

Some of the concerns expressed in the report included that most of the

existing programmes were open only to supervisory and managerial levels, that

publicity was inadequate, and that timing often was not convenient. As fifty percent of

the respondents had expressed willingness to help, the Task Force believed that a

potential human resource pool existed in the library system for staff development

purposes. The survey also showed that many supervisors u/ere anxious to encourage

and upgrade their staff in their development, as they became aware of their

employees' needs through performance reviews. tsased on survey results, the Task

Force recommended that more programmes be developed for the support staff and

junior librarians; that those employees who took advantage of what was offered to

upgrade or improve themselves be recogniznd in annual reviews; that publicity for the

staff development programme be improved through listing events in rhe newsletter
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well in advance; that staff members k utilized in helping to plan, organize and instruct

in the programme, as participation in administering staff development activities was in

itself a form of development; and that staff members be encouraged to participate in

university-wide programmes, as the library and its staff members as a group should

not h seen as a separate entity on campus.

In addition to the general recommendations listed above, the Task Force

recommended that the orientation programme and job exchange programme be

implemented as outlined and that workshops and lectures on various suggested

topics, as well as classes or seminars on job-related skills such as computer

expertise, typing and communication skills, be held regularly. The Task Force further

recommended that the library should continue showing relevant film series with

discussions; continue offering time off and financial support for those wishing to take

courses or attend conferences; and develop a "University Awareness" programme

along the lines of the library orientation prograÍrme. The Task Force made two long-

tenn recommendations about on-the-job training and the establishment of the position

of Library Personnel Officer who would be responsible for all personnel matters,

including staff development. The Task Force recognized training for new employees to

be time-consuming and difficult to implement, but believed that the survey indicated a

need for well-planned on-the-job training. Having completed its mandate to

investigate and establish a staff development programme in the Research Library, the

Task Force passed on the ongoing considerations of staff development to the newly

established Staff Development Committee.

Støff ÐeveloprnenÊ Cømrníttee" The Staff Development Committee, which

was established to implement the recommendations of the Task Force, made its

interim reporr in F'ebruary 1981. By then, the Committee had inu'oduced both an

orientation programme and, on a trial basis, a job exchange programme, and had also
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surveyed support staff on the possibility of having a Libnary Technician course offered

on campus in the fall. According to its f,ust report for the year 1981, the Staff

Development Committee had carried out successfully all of the established

programmes, and had introduced a job awareness programme for librarians and

supervisors. The Committee found organizing job exchanges complex and time-

consuming, but well worth the effort, given the participants' positive response to the

programme. Libnarians also participated in the job awareness programme, which in

general elicited a positive response. This programme was designed to give lib'rarians

and supervisors the oppornrnity to spend some time with each other to learn more

about other positions and functions in the system. The Committee recommended the

continuation of all of these programmes, and suggested adding workshops on

conducting effective meetings for staff members who were appointed to chair library

committees. Finally, the Committee recommended that, as the Staff Development

Committee had become an established part of the committee structure of the Research

Library, the terms of reference for the committee be redefined to include concerns

regarding all aspects of staff development within the library.

While the staff development activities for support staff were increasing, the

Staff Development Committee was concerned that some mechanism should b created

to assist librarians in their research activities. The Committee stated that the

librarians needed help in locating funding sources, identifying resource persons and

services such as computer services or assistance with statistical analysis and

research design, and with identifying problems within the system requiring

investigation and which might lead to a publication. To meet these needs, the Staff

Development Committee recommended that a Research Officer be appoinæd to act as

liaison with the university's Research Office to provide librarians with material on

funding sources. The Committee also recommended that a Resea¡ch Committee be

established, u/ith two or three libra¡ians who had experience in research and writing.
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researchers in the library, and to prepare a list of research problems within the library

that could be investigated. The Staff Development Committee believed that this

support tvas essential because librarians, unlike faculty, had not developed informal

methods of consulting with colleagues and exchanging information.

The Committee also identified a need to make information available to

librarians regarding forthcoming conferences and seminars. To satisfy this need, the

Committee recommended that all announcements of forthcoming conferences and

seminars be centralized through the Library Administration office and published

regularly in the library newsletter. The committee also suggested that a Resource

Coordinator be named among the ranks of librarians, who would maintain regular

contact with all library-related associations for the purpose of compiling information

about forthcoming conferences, seminars, etc.

In 1982, the Staff Development Committee continued to offer Library

Technicians' courses for support staff. The Committee found that the courses were

effective for the support staff when librarians from the Research Library were the

instructors, and hence the Committee decided to solicit librarians who would be willing

to teach. Job awa¡eness and job exchange programmes were amalgamated into one,

and were expanded to include all library personnel, i.e. librarians, supervisors and

library assistants. The Committee also designed a career documentation form for

support staff, to update courses completed, conferences attended, committee work,

etc., to parallel libra¡ians' personnel files.

In 1983, the Committee found that the orientation tour was well established,

requiring less organizational effort. Demand for job awareness/exchange had

increased dramatically among support staff, which often led to long waiting periods for

a proper "match." The Library Technicians' courses continued to be offered by

librarians from the Research Library, and the career documentation for support staff

162
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had become part of administ'ative procedure. Information regarding conferences and

workshops was being coord.inated and published in the library newsletter with the

help of a librarian acting as Resource Coordinator.

The Committee also updated its terms of reference. V/hile it remained

committed to the development of all levels and categories of staff, its activities were

increasingly seen as helping the support staff. This was evident from the fact that

while certain staff development activities, such as job orientation and job awareness,

were well organized and were in great demand among support staff members, the

activities scheduled to support librarians in their research activities were not

systemarically implemented. This shift in activity was clearly identified in the 1983

reporr fi'om the Committee. The Í"end continued in 1984 and 1985 with no new

programme being initiated to include professional employees. By this time, the Staff

Development Committee was also reporting to the Executive Assistant (Fersonnel),

a support staff member, and not, as originally planned, to the Assistant Director for

Administrative Services, a professional librarian.

A survey was administered in 1985 to all staff members, soliciting their

opinions and interests, and a seminar on performance appraisal was held for librarians.

Scant feedback was given by the librarians who attended the semina¡. Those who did

provide feedback appeared to have trvo objections: first, that the seminar should have

been given much earlier to provide necessary help to libra¡ians with the revised

performance appraisal form; and second, that performance appraisal matters were

more appropriately the concern of the Faculty Association, rather than of the Staff

Development Committee.

The importance of training was stressed by the Staff Development

Committee in 1985. The Committee emphasized that, due to the frequency with which

concerns regarding tr'aining were being raised informally by staff members through the

Staff Development survey, and considering that important aspects of training were

being handled differently within each unit, a review of training procedures used
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throughout the Research Library was in order. The Committee acknowledged that

there might be no need to standa¡dize the training process throughout all units or to

establish more vigorous entry-level requirements, but argued that all staff members

would benefit from learning about the most successful training methods used in the

library system and from the heighæned sensitivity to naining resulting from a system-

wide review.

The 1986 Staff Development Committee noted with concern that a con-

siderable portion of the allotted budget had been spent on a seminar arranged for

library supervisors and administrative assistants. The Committee decided to allocate

available funding for support staff to attend conferences by the same procedures used

by the Faculty Association to distribute ravel funds for its academic members. The

Committee found that the Library Technicians' course \ilas no longer successful, as it

had become increasingly difficult to find librarians who had the time to teach these

courses and to find enough support staff to take the courses offered. Hence, the

Library Technicians' courses were discontinued and in-house workshops were offered

instead. These were weli attended, particularly the courses about the various

computer systems used in the library.

A perusal of the Staff Development Committee's annual reports from 1987 to

1991 shows that many seminars and workshops were offered. Some were intended

for all staff, some for support staff. Orientation tours for all new staff members, as

well as workshops on the library computer systems, continued. Film series and tours

of other libraries also were offered. The latest annual report of the Committee for the

year 1991 recommended that, in view of the growing numkr of new committees being

formed in the Research Library, the Staff Development Committee of 1992 should

review its mandate and its terms of reference, with the Director of the Libn'ary to

ensure that the Staff Development Commimee is not in conflict with any other Library

Committee(s) in the activities it offers, and that it is rneeting the needs of the libn'ary

and its staff.



A series of research questions was proposed in the beginning of Chapter One

to formulate Ímswers to help construct a model of human resources development for

academic librarians. The answers to these questions were sought from the empirical

data collected from the academic librarians in Manitoba. These data are analyzed

within the context of a review of related organizational literat¡¡re as presented in

Chapter One, and the review of library literature presented in Chapter Two. The data

from the Research Library are presented and analyzed below for each research

question, in the same sequence in which these questions were originally stated in

Chapter One.

I-ibrarians' Viewpoints

Profíle of the respondents" Of the fifty-three librarians in the Research

Library who were surveyed through the questionnaire, thirty-four (sixty-four percent)

responded. Nine of them worked with the subject discipline of science, six with arts

and humanities, ten with social sciences, and nine from a combination of different

disciplines. In the area of managerial responsibility, nine of the thirty-four

respondents had no supervisory responsibilities, thirteen supervised support staff,

and twelve supervised both support staff and professional librarians.
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Ípaterwøl øved externøl c&aønges æeedíng Ssuwøve Fesø.wrees develnprnewt" The

respondents were asked to select those intemal and external changes presently faced

by their library, and to determine the level of human resources development they

believed was needed in order to manage such changes more easily.

Table 1 shows the summary of answers from the Research Library. 
^A

majority of the respondents singled out library automation as the one change requiring



TABLE N.

II{TERI.{AL AND EXTERNAL CHANGES NEEDING HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN TTM RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

[l=needmostHRD;2=nædsomeHRD;3=needlit¡leHRD;4=neednoHRD;5=nosuchchangdnotryplicable;6=noanswer]

Change(s) in libnary buildings
Changing work force in library @.g. change inage, gender, etc.)

Leadership change in library
Changes in library organization structure
Change in reporting structure
Changes in librrary user profile
Changes in library sewices provided
Changes in interaction between lib'rary units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Libnary automation
Significant budget cuts

Significant budget increase/libnary expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty (e.g. age, gendcr, programmes, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age, gendcr, progra¡nmcs, etc.)

Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other libraries (e.g. resource sharing,inter-library loan, etc.)

Societal changes

Changes in subject fields

Internal and External Changes

3147541
6157321

10144321
11t45202
7158211
5139421
14135200
7t49202
41210215

2930101
20111011
1591351
4136731
311 9641
1159432
3913531
2136841
7186201
1000033
1000033

Choices Made

l65a
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the most staff development. Budget cut was selected next as needing the most

development. Budget increase also was found to require human resources

development, closely followed by changes in library services and in library

organization structure. Changes cited frequently as requiring some staff development,

were changes in interaction with other libraries, in the student population, and in the

work force in the library, changes in reporting structure, and in the interaction btween

library units. Slightly more than one-third of the respondents believed that changes in

leadership and the organizational structure of the Research library both required

significant development. No change was listed as requiring little or no development of

staff. Changes in interaction with other departments in the university had the highest

"no response" listing. Only one respondent added to the list, specifying societal

changes and changes in subject fields.

Signíficønt chønges in the Reseørc*a l,íbrøry. Table 2 covers the response

from the librarians in the Research Library when asked to identify up to five of the

most significant changes occurring in their library. Fifty percent of the respondents

identified library automation as the most significant change facing them, and fifty

percent of the remaining respondents placed it as their second choice. This was by far

the most popular choice. The next highest number of first choice responses was for

leadership change in the library, while budget restraint was often identified as a

second choice. Changes in library organizational structure and in one's own reporting

structure were fourth and fifth choices as significant changes.

The respondents did not select as significant for their library changes in

interaction between library units, or with other departments in the university, changes

in union influence, changing faculty, and changes in university/college organizational

structure.



TABLE 2

SIGNIFICANT CIIANGES IN TTIE RESEARCH LIBRARY
(34 responses)

[Rmking of 5 most significmt changes, starting with l as most significant; 6 = no answer]

Change(s) in library buildings
Changing work force in library þ.g. change in age, gender, etc.)
Leadership change in library
Changes in librrary organization structure
Change in reporting structure
Changes in library user profile
Changes in lib'rary services provided
Changes in interaction between libnary units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cuts
Signifi cant budget increase/lib,rary expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty þ.g. øge, gender, programmcs, etc.)
Changing student population (e.g. age, gender, programmes, etc.)

Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other librari es (e.g. resowce sharing, inter-library loan, etc.)
Societal changes
Changing role of librarians

Significant Changes Choices Made

00r2229
0220129
6381016
2244319
t210t29
0002131
0163222
000033t
0000034
t772107
5163316
0010033
0000t33
0000034
0011032
0001132
0000034
0001132
0001033
1000033

766a
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Satísføctíon witÍt øvøíløbílíty ønd ødeqwøcy af kumøw resoarces

development incentívesløctívitieslopportunítíes. Table 3 illustrates the responses

from the Resea¡ch Library on the availability and level of satisfaction for each of the

incentives, activities and opportunities among human resources development for

librarians. The table also includes summa¡ies of the broad categories of incentives,

abilities and oppornrnities, with the corresponding levels of satisfaction expressed by

librarians.

Considering Table 3 in the broad category of staff recognition, a few aspects

of human resources development, in particular, merit pay and merit award, were not

highly rated as desired. In the other four components of this category - performance

appraisal, letter of commendation, anitudinal support from immediate supervisor and

from library senior management - twenty or more respondents expressed satisfaction

with each. However, for performance appraisal, all but one of the remaining

respondents stated that, while it was offered, the activity was unsatisfactory in its

execution. For a few respondents, attitudinal support from library senior management

was not sufficient.

The next category reviewed reimbursement for incentives, activities and

opporrunities offered. Table 3 shows that this category holds the highest level of

satisfaction among librarians surveyed. The majority of respondents considered many

of the incentives in the category, such as travel to conferences, tuition fees and

purchasing materials, as available and adequate. Similarly, for certain procedures,

such as computer searches, photocopying for research pu{poses, and audiovisual

preparation, a majority of librarians were satisfied with the level of reimbursement

offered. However, a small but significant number of librarians believed that the

reimbursement for these expenses was not available, although desired.



SATSFACTION WTIT{ AVAILABILITY AND ADEQUACY OF HUMAN RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT INCENTTVES/ACTTVTITES/OPPORTUNTTTES

IN TFIE RESEARCH LIBRARY
(34 responses)

[l = offered mdsatisfactory;2 = offeredbutrmsæisfactory;3 =not offered butdesired; 4 =notofferednot desi¡ed;5 = no answer/not
aplicablel

IncentiveVActivities/Opportunities

Staff recogni&io¡¡:
Performance appraisal
Merit pay
Merit award
Letter of commendation
Attitudinal support from irnmediate supervisor
Attitudinal support from library senior management

Reimbursement for:
Travel to conferences, etc.
Tuition fees
Association membership(s)
Purchasin g profes sional development material s

Computer searches
Photocopying for study/research purposes
Audiovisual preparation

Research/Study leave:
Short-term (3 months)
Medium-term (3-6 month s)
Long-term (l year)
Time allonnent for resea¡ch projects
Time allotment for conferences, etc.

Job enhancer¡rent:
Job exchange
Job sharing
Internal job rotation
Roøtion of supervisory/managerial position
Traditional coaching (supervisor to employee)
Peer coaching

"ãob &raiarinag:

Orientation
Inirial u'aining
Ongoing training
In-service activities

ÞeveåoprnerÀ$.en opport¡¡r¿üÉåes:
Short-term workshops
Long-term courses (e.g. degree prograrnnæs)
Ca¡eer development

T.AB[,8 3

Choices Made
23

111. 45 2û n6 12
2013100
r010671
11 12 2 6 3

242134
235402
233602

1,66 27 29 4 12
277000
3t3000
283201
295000
185722
19 19t4
t4 3 11 1 5

A2Et9X913
283300
303100
304000
8715 13

322000
53. 24 56 69 4
1413340
6213t21
4 I 11 18 0
3214150

1256101
1219102
60472|t-54
t911301
198511
1015720
1213522
50 åE A9 É3. 4
227230
185551
1061233

167a
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V/ith regard to research/study leave, all but one of the incentives received a

high satisfaction rating. A full thirty-two out of the thirty-four respondents expressed

satisfaction with time allotment for conferences. In contrast, a total of twenty-two

expressed dissatisfaction with time allotment for research projects. A majority of

them were not able to allocate shon periods of time for resea¡ch projects.

The level of satisfaction decreased considerably for the job enhancement

category, and there was divided opinion among libnarians about the desirability of

some of the incentives listed in this category. This was evident with regard to job

sharing, job rotation of managerial position, traditional coaching and peer coaching. As

the responses show, equally divided feelings existed with regard to each one. There

also was some discrepancy noted in terms of librarians' understanding of the

availability of some of the incentives in this category. A majority of the respondents

thought ttrat job sharing and job rotations were not offered, while only a few libra¡ians

knew they were available.

The category of job training includes four incentives. Table 3 shows that

librarians expressed slightly greater dissatisfaction than satisfaction with the raining

they received. Ongoing training was identified as the most critically needed activify,

and fifteen librarians thought that what was offered was unsatisfactory. In-service

activities also were marked as needing improvement.

With only three activities listed under the category of developmental

opportunities, a majority of the librarians were satisfied with the short-term

workshops that were offered. Their approval was slightly lower for long-tenn couÍses,

although the respondents were also more indifferent toward these courses. More

librarians were interested in the concept of career development, with half of the

librarians desiring it, and fewer than a third being satisfied with what they were

offered.
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Røtíng af tíbrøríanst øbílítíes to serve r¿sers. Two factors were considered

in this study to determine the effectiveness of a prografiìme of human resources

development for academic librarians: how effective the individual lib'rarians rated

themselves in serving their library users and how readily the individual libra¡ians were

able to initiate and detennine needed developmental programmes. Table 4 shows that

a majority of the respondents from the Research Library considered themselves to be

adequately effective in serving their users. Only one respondent considered himself or

herself most effective, and eight respondents opted for the next highest rank. Only

one respondent admitted to being less than effective. No one blieved themselves to

b ineffective.

While a majority of the respondents considered themselves to be adequate in

serving the library users, many of them expressed concerns about lack of funding and

its effects on library service. One respondent pointed out that "lack of adequate

funding seriously affects the quality and efficiency of new automated systems and

procedures." Additional comments concerned reduction of hours and services, and

inadequate resources, making it "difficult to cope," and preventing the staff "from

processing the collection fast enough," or from acquiring books and journals. One

respondent pointed out that budget shortfall made it difficult to accommodate changes.

A few of the comments were on problems related to library automation,

particularly the "lack of micros." One respondent said that "much more emphasis and

support must be given to technology, such as computers, CD-ROM, and library

orientation." With regard to the library's on-line system, two of the respondents

found the system to have "too many commands, too many exceptions," and said it

was "not user friendly," with "no preparation, incomplete data, rigid rules, lack of

terminals," and suggested that each librarian should have a computer at his or her

desk. Concerns were expressed about lack of leadership and short-term and long-

term planning, with one respondent holding "lack of adminis&'ative supporc and

understanding of primary function" to k responsible for lack of satisfaction.



T.&EX.E 4

RATING OF LIBRARIANS' ABILruIES TO SERVE USERS IN TIIE RESEARCI{ LIBRARY

[1 = most effective to 5 = least effective; 6 = no ¿urswer]

Number of Respondents Choices Made

123456

1823 101

169a
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In some cases, respondents expressed only partial satisfaction. One

respondent pointed out: "Many more of our holdings are now available in BRIDGE,

maximizing use. Insufficient funds prevent us from processing collections fast

enough." One respondent noted that: "Some librarians are at the [1] level, but some

others fa¡e at [5], with the result that the library is presently at [3]". Some asked for

time to manage all the changes.

There were a total of five positive comments about job performance from

respondents from the Research Library, all resulting in ratings of most or very

effective. Three of the comments were on the respondents' own professional abilities

and pointed out that it was due to the "result of considerable and varied professional

experiences." One person stated: "f am a good librarian and take initiatives for

learning what I need to perform the job." Another respondent gave credit to the

"support of university administration, faculty ¿tnd majority of users."

Ínítíøtors and determiwators of developmewtøl øctívítíes. Table 5 lists the

initiators of developmental activities, ranking them according to the choices made by

the respondents. In the Research Library, "Staff Development Committee" received

one more response than "librarian" for initiating developmental activities. Library

administraúon was cited as the third most frequent initiator. In contrast, the section

supervisor received very few responses as the initiator, even as the third choice.

Table 6 ranks answers regarding who detennines developmental activities in

the Research Library. Determination by individual librarians was considered most

likely, followed by determination by the staff development committee. Determination

by supervisor or manager was chosen as the third most frequent by the respondents.

Ðffectivereess af leurîaøm res@urces developrraewt ire søtisfyírag weeds" The

respondents were asked to state how effective the developmental activities or



TABT,E 5

INTTTATORS OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIWTIES IN TT{E RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

[1 = most frequent to 5 = least freguent]

Initiator

Librarian
Section supervisor

Library admini stration

Work group/committee

Combination of the above

Choices Made

r2345

107652
r3686
612737

11 6 5 2 2

51543

llOa



TABT.E 6

DETERMINATORS OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVITMS I¡.{ TIIE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

[l = most frequent to ó = least frequenq 7 = no answer]

Through regular performance appraisal
Staff development committee
Libnarians' council or group
Perceived need by individual libra¡ians through day-to-day experiences
Perceived need by supervisor/manager through obéervations of day-to-day work
Perceived need by senior management through observations of day-to-day work

Activities Determined

10652
11 5523
24255

164312
281034
05274

Choices Made

345

170b
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t7
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17
07
412
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opporrunities available to them were in satisfying three different kinds of needs: their

own personal needs for development, needs of their library and, finally, the needs of

their university. Table 7 shows the responses from the librarians in the Research

Library about the effectiveness of the human resources development progûrmme in

their library. More than half the respondents found the programme to b€ adequate or

more than adequate in satisfying their personal needs as well as their libnary's needs.

They expressed only adequate satisfaction with regard to fulfilling the university's

needs. A small but significant number of respondents found the programme less than

adequate, and a few expressed lack of awareness with regard to satisfying the

university's needs.

While the numerical count of their responses indicated more satisfaction than

dissatisfaction about the effectiveness of the human resources development

programme, the respondents' explanations of their choices mostly expressed

concerns. With regard to the effectiveness of human resources development in

satisfying personal needs, the concern was invariably the lack of relevancy for the

librarians in what was offered. One respondent found the programme "too support-

staff oriented," and another said that "personal and institutional needs seldom

coordinated," while one respondent commented that there was "little opportunity to

participate." One respondent had "independent freedom of action," and another said,

"I request time for workshops and am supported in it." However, all other supportive

statements suggested a need for improvement both in quality and quantity of

progmmmes offered. One respondent found opportunities for conference attendance,

research and study leave to be "excellent, but training on the job about the new

system is lacking." Another pointed out that the programme is "very satisfactory for

lib,rarians with initiative and those who a¡e current; little effect on those without." ,4

suggestion was made that "infontration should come more easily from administration

without request."



T,ÀE[,E 7

EFFECTTVENESS OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN SATISFYING NEEDS
IN THE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

[1 = most satisfætory to 5 = least sadsfactory; 6 = no answer]

Satisfying

Libra¡ians'needs 3 ll 9 9 I 1

Library's needs 1 10 16 6 1 0

University/College'sneeds I 4 20 4 0 5

r23456
Choices Made

ITla
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With regard to effectiveness of human resources development programmes in

tenns of satisfying the needs of the Research Libnary, only a few of the respondents

found the programme adequate for day-to-day functioning of the library system. All

other coÍrments expressed serious reservations. Many respondents pointed out that

"the programmes are not library-oriented" and "do not take into account the

differences in libraries." A couple of respondents held Library Administration

responsible for "lack of planning" and for "not appreciating any of our work or

efforts." Another suggested better communication between the libnary and the user in

order to "have more impact fTom users as to what they need."

Concerns were expressed also with regard to effectiveness of human

resources development programmes in satisfying the needs of the university. One

respondent found that "it is difficult to develop human resources in an institution

where basics such as computers, equipment, pencilsþens/paper, database searching

etc. are inadequate due to financial constraints." Another respondent thought that the

"basic needs are met but we could be more proactive in anticipating needs and offering

services." A few pointed out that they had no information as to how effective the

Research Library was in satisfying the needs of the university.

E{urnøn resources developrnent ønd ødrninistrative strøtegy. In order to

evaluate the appropriateness of the strategic "fit" between the human resources

development programme and the administrative strategy of the library, as well as the

libra¡ians' awareness of such a fit, the librarians were asked to indicate what they

considered to k their library's administrative strategy; in their opinion, how well their

library's current human resources development programme matched the library's

prevailing strategy; and the impact of such a "fit" on the effectiveness of the individual

librarians in meeting job requirements, the effectiveness of the library in reaching its

goals, and the effectiveness of the university in meeting its overall objectives.
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As shown in Table 8, more than half the respondents from the Research

Library thought their library's prevailing administrative strategy to be one of cost

reduction with an attempt to increase employee productivity. ûpinion was divided

among the others. A small but significant numbr of respondents did not know what

the library's strategy was.

Table 9 shows the ranking given by the respondents from the Resea¡ch

Lib'rary about the matching of human resources development with the administrative

strategy in their library. Close to seventy percent of the respondents found the match

to be just adequate or below par. Only one respondent believed that the programme

was well matched with the prevailing strategy, and four others indicated that the

match was better than average. The comments that accompanied some of the

responses expressed frustration. TWhile accepting that good programmes were in

place, suggestions were made to improve both quantity and quality, and to be "linked

back efficiently to make a difference." One respondent suggested that "present

programmes should give more empowennent to unit heads, i.e. train them to be

leaders." There were many more comments to explain why several librarians had not

made a choice or had expressed dissatisfaction. All of these respondents said that

there was no human resources development programme in the Research Library or

that they were not a\ilare of one. A total of nine respondents commented abut "no

long-range ove¡all planning," goals not being articulated or "not communicated down

to lower levels of staff," and the lack of strategy to achieve goals.

The librarians' responses about matching the human resources development

with the administrative strategy generally corresponded with their ranking of the

impact of the "fit" or their effectiveness. Table 10 records the responses from the

librarians in the Research Library with regard to the impact of the "fit" befween the

human resources development programme and the administrative sü'ategy on the



HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRATECY
IN THE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Cost reduction strategy
Innovation strategy

Quality improvement strategy
Cost and quality strategies
Cost and innovation strategies
Innovation and quality strategies
Cost, quality and innovation strategies combined
"Serendipity"
"Dictatorship"

"Dontt know"
No answer

Administrative S trategy

T,&Bn Ð S

Choices Made

18

4
2
I
1

1

0
1

I

7
I

173a



T,{ET,Ð 9

MATCHING OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT WTn{ ADMINISTRATTVE
STRATEGY IN TT{E RESEA,RCTI LIBRARY

[ = matches most to 5 = matches least; 6 = no answer]

Number of Respondents Choices Made
123456

1414807

173b



EFFECTIVENESS OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN TTIE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

[1 = most effective to 5 = least effective; 6 = no answer]

Libra¡ians'Effectiveness I 6 10 5 I 11

Library'sEffectiveness I 5 14 3 0 11

University/College'sEffectiveness I 3 15 3 0 12

TAELE TO

Choices Made
r23456

L73c
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librarians' effectiveness, on the library's effectiveness, and on the university's

effectiveness in meeting each one of their respective objectives. Fifty percent of the

respondents characterized themselves as either adequately effective or more, with

one respondent indicating most effective. The few who found themselves to k more

than adequately effective said that "individual enhancement is offered generously"

and that they have always received support to learn. One respondent suggested that

"effectiveness is caused due to the negative factor of accepting lower standards of

service." Those who thought themselves only moderately effective stated that

individual human resources development programmes should be more relevant and

linked effectively to goals. One respondent pointed out that the programme may be

"effective for good professionals, but not for bad, which discourages even the god

ones." Those who did not anslver the question of individual effectiveness or rated it

as low believed that the programme was "too general to meet individual's

effectiveness," or "there is no HRD programme, or an overall administrative

strategy." One respondent believed that lack of recognition by Library Administration

for the librarians' professional work has affected productivity.

'When asked to rate the effectiveness of the library, given the impact of the

human resources development programme and its fit with the administrative sû'ategy,

the responses showed slightly less satisfaction about the library's effectiveness, with

more respondents choosing to rank it moderately effective. The few who rated the

library's effectiveness to be abve average offered the same reasons as for individual

effectiveness. Those who believed that their library was moderately effective said

that they did not receive sufficient feedback. The programme's lack of connection to

goals and its lack of relevance were given as the reasons for library's lack of

effectiveness. One respondent who had rated the library as ineffective poinæd out that

no studies had been done to show ttrat the library was effective.

With regard to the university's effectiveness, as shown in Table 10, a linle

less than half the respondents stated that the existing "fit" b€tween the human
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resources development and the administrative strategy helped the university to be

reasonably effective. Equal numkrs of respondens favoured the categories of above

average and below average effectiveness. Those who raæd the university as very

effective believed that individual enhancement had an impact on the library's

performance on campus. One respondent suggested that "the good librarians carry

the bad, and partially compensate for them." Those who had rated the university's

effectiveness as average stated that the programme "could use some improvement,"

it is "not future-oriented enough," and that budget restraint has cut into its

effectiveness. A respondent who had rated the university's effectiveness to be poor

also stated that recent cuts had been detrimental and asked, "how can the university

k effective?"

,{ddítíonal skÍJJs, knowledge, øttítudes needed. Table 11 gives a list of new

or additional skills, knowledge and/or attitudes desired by the respondents from the

Research Library in order to cope with the changes identif,red earlier as occurring in

their library. The choices are ranked in the order of frequency of request for that

particular skill, knowledge or attitude. Computer skills was by far the top ranking

choice, with twenty-t'wo responses. Leadership skills, communication skills and

flexibility, as the second most ftequent choices, received nine responses. The number

of responses for the rest of the choices range from six to zero, as shown in Table 11.

Often the respondents elaborated on their choices with comments, giving

additional insight into the rationale for their choices. Under automation or computer

skills, hardware skills also were included - in fact, "knowledge, appreciation, and

efficient use of information technology" was required, and "not just ability 8o use, but

to really understand." The librarians were anxious to have the "knowledge of how

the various components of the new integrated automated systems work and interact,"

as well as the "knowledge of the new system's limitations, and how it will affect our



ADDITIONAL SKILLS/KNOWLEDGryATTITT.]DES NEEDED TO HANDIÆ CI{ANGES
IN THE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Skills/Knowledge/Attitude Needed

Automation/Computer skills

ManagemenVAdministrationÂ-eadership skills

Adapting/Change of anitude/Flexibility

Communication skills

R eappraisalÆvaluation/Problem solving/Planning skills

CooperationÆeam buildin g

Human relationsÆnterpersonal skills

Budgeting

Fundraisin g/Grantsmanship

Becoming more professional

Personal traits

Knowledge of university/college politics, personnel

Word proces sin glKeyboardin g

Knowledge of library goalsþlanning

Research skills

Collection management

Public relationsMarketing skills

CD-ROM skills

Continuing education-oriented skills

Appreciation from adminisu'ation

New policy for changed system

User-centered

Teaching skills

TABT-E II

Choices Made

22

I
9

I
6

6

6

5

4

4

3

0

3

3

3

1

2

1

2

1

1

0

0
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current procedures and standards." When requiring "increased skills in

grantsmanship," budget flexibility was referred to as an "alternate route to finding

resources." Marketing skills called for "knowing our clientele and what they need"

and "promoting our services and our professional expertise." One respondent pointed

out that "librarians must become more research-oriented, and need to know statistical

analysis and research methodology."

In add.ition to specific knowledge and skills, respondents stressed the need

to acquire certain amitudes. A call for adaptability or flexibility during t'mes of budget

restraints referred to acceptance of change, and being open-minded. "Accepting that

tradiúonal tibrarianship is no longer applicable in the nineties," "adapting to being in a

job they have mastered for a long time," "willingness and ability to examine anerw

things that have always been done and are 'right,""'learning to offer a lower level of

service and being happy about this as a rway of dealing with reduced staff due to

budget cuts," were all emphasized as the necessary attitudes that would help in

adapting to change. Ability to work with the team and "to see others' viewpoints"

rtras stressed by several respondents. One respondent called for "a less negative

attitude despite budget cuts."

A change in administrative procedure also was emphasized by many

respondents. Respondents pointed out that a "mission and goal statement,"

"institutional short and long term goals" and a clear explanation of what is expected

were all needed from the Library Administration. As part of the accommodation for

the changes in the library, several respondents suggested a need for new policy

decisions, redistribution of priorities, and an "acknowledgement from Library

Administration that we are doing good and valued wo k."

Ðevelopwaewtal øctivítíes raeeded- Table 12 summarizes the developmental

activities that the respondents from the Research Library identified as needed.



DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVITIES NEEDED IN TFIE RESEARCI{ LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Computer training (OPAC, Micro)

Management skills

CD-ROM (networks, scanners)

Communication skills

Activities Needed

TABT,E 12

Training to upgrade systems and procedures

Information exchange

Higher degree courses

Release time for short-term projects

Time management

Job awareness

Career counselling

Improved travel facility

Word processing

System-wide knowledge

Performance standards

Job exchange

Licensing examination

Interpersonal skills

Financial reimbursement

R ecreational activities

No answer

Choices Made

l9

5

2

4

0

)
I

3

2

)

2

I

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

0

176a
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Computer training received first preference from nineteen out of the thirty-four

respondents. The next closest activity, management skills, received five responses;

communication skills received four responses; and release time for short-term

projects, three responses. All other activities had responses from two to zero, as

shown in Table 12. There was a total of eleven "no answer". One respondent called

for "HRD courses," while another asked for "understanding the role of academic

librarian."

Eørríers preventíng implementøtíon" The next consideration in needs

assessment is to identify the ba¡riers that are perceived as preventing implementation

of needed developmental activities. Table 13 lists all the barriers that the

respondents from the Research Library stated as preventing implementation of

developmental activities. Lack of time figured prominently with fourceen responses,

followed closely by lack of funding. One respondent commented that none of the

courses offered in the university were library-targeted. Another librarian commented

that there was an "unequal distribution of time allotment by supervisors."

Suggested solutíons to avercorne ttrae bøwíers. Table 14 lists the solutions

suggested by the respondents from the Research Library in order to implement needed

developmental activities. 'With seventeen persons not responding or stating "don't

know," there was only a fifty percent response to this question. Seven of the

seventeen responses recoûtmended offering Eaining or courses. Finding the requisite

fund.ing as well as the necessary time both came second, while lobbying or attempting

to change the prevailing attitude came third. The rest in the list, including a

suggestion to "force implementation," received one or two responses, as shown in

Table 14. Some of the respondents sfi'essed the importance of offering u'aining that is



BARRIERS PREVEb{TING IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVTTIES
IN TFIE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Lack of time
Lack of funding
Lack of adminisradve interest or planning
Not enough or appropriate courses
Resistance
Not enough equipment
Lack of staff
Lack of instructors/poor timing
Difficult to schedule
Union not pursuing
Unaware of need
Hiera¡chical and complex structure
Lack of space

Isolation in unit

No answer

T"AEX,E 1.3

Ba¡riers Choice Made

l4
il

3

4
3

4
J
,)

I
,)

1

1

1

1

12

l77a



SUGGESTED SOLUTTONS TO OVERCOME THE BAR.RIERS
IN TI{E RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Funding/EndowmenlGrant

Training/Courses

"Make time"

Lobbying/Attitude change

Workshops and Seminars

Flexible resea¡ch leave

Suggested Solutions

T,AEX,E 14

Make batter distribution of computers and other equipment

Read in that area

Job rotation

Staffing

Additional spaceÆ.{e w library

Travel to other locations

Committee work

Floating librarian to substirute

Better use of support staff

Ask staffwhat they want

"Force implernentation"

No answer

Choices Made

5

7

5

3

2

)
)

2

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

I

1

T7
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"more-structured in-house training," with courses specially for library staff and

adminisnators. One respondent suggested "better monitoring of allocation of

opportunities and time allotments."

Libraríans' recornmendatíons af ødmínistrøtive strøtegy" ,{s shown in

Table 15, while nine of the thirty-four respondents stated that they did not know what

kind of administrative strategy would be most productive in achieving significant

human resources development in the Research Library, seven stated that a

participative management was very important. A respondent supported this choice by

pointing out that "improved communication among administration, librarians and staff

would entail dialogue rather than decree, and decision-making based as much as

possible on the fruits of dialogue." Respondents asked for "relaxed, non-threatening,

non-critical attitude that encouraged staff to ask questions, request information," and

"some feedback that our work was appreciated." Other suggestions included

"sharing responsibility with employees so that they are responsible for success or

failure in service, etc. Real input from employees to management, Quality Circles."

One respondent said that "employees should be able to work creatively and take

initiative."

The respondents' second recommendation was the formation and cla¡ifrcation

of policy and procedures. In support of this, one respondent pointed out that

"forrnation of formal strategy [should be] at upper management levels - should not k
left to committee composed mainly of support staff; strategy should be well known by

all staff." Another wished for "cla¡ification of policy ttrat we are going to do less with

less [as] \ñ/e are tired of being super humans." A combination of innovation and

quality improvement strategies was suggested by an equal number of respondents.

They also asked for "the time allotments to achieve these goals," in order "to

encourage creativity and commiünent to the best possible degree." This su'ategy was

a "good starting point." One respondent had a series of suggestions: 'oThere rnust



LIBRARTANS' RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGY
IN TTTE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Participative management
Formation and clarification of policy and procedures
Innovation and quality strategies
Innovation, quality and cost strategies combined
Innovation strategy
Administrative fairness and leadership

Quality improvement strategy
Relating individual potential to needs
Recognition/Encowagement by admini stration
Funding

Don't know/l'{ot sure
No answer

Recommended Strategy

TABT,Ð ffi

Choices Made

7

6
6
1

I
3

1

)
0
1

2
7

178a
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be much more stewardship, accountability and a clearer sense of where we are going

and what we want to accomplish. The ensconced negativism must be replaced by a

more positive outlook, leading to confidence, pride of place and in accomplishment.

Better rewards for the above average performance must be structured in. The financial

incentives must improve."

Administrative fairness and leadership were suggested as the third choice.

Suggesting a "situational leadership approach," the respondents wanted the

administrator to have "an interest in helping us develop" and "a sense there was

some future in this library to develop towards." The administrator should "clarify the

library's long-term goals and develop a strategic plan." One respondent called for

"some tough method to deal with the librarian who can't or won't change. The result

of this would be greater encouragement of those who behave professionally."

Matching the potential of individuals to the library's needs was suggested by two

respondents, who also recommended that there should be "a program to identify

individuals needing HRD and the development of training packages" and a

"personnel officer actively relating individual potential to institutional needs." This

would allow "committed and involved workers to retain pride in their work and make

better use of their particular knowledge and skills."

Recornmended strøtegíes for mnotívøtion. Table 16 lists the specific

strategies recommended by the respondents from the Research Library for motivating

a non-motivated librarian. Many respondents emphasized the need to enquire first

what would motivate the non-motivated librarian, and to understand the individual's

motivating factors. Some respondents suggested showing the non-motivated

librarians the opportunities and benefits they would achieve if they were motivated,

and what they would lose if they were not motivated. Fointing out that "peer

pressure works best,o' one respondent recommended a yearly off,rcial talk discussing

what "they have done regarding (a) work (b) activities in committees inside and



RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATION IN THE RESEARCH LIBRARY

(34 responses)

Positive feedback through regular performance appraisal & goals & objectives

Find out the motivating factor for the individuals

Disribute tasks to match special abilities/inærestVpotential skills

Varies with individual

Describe benefits when motivated - counselling

Participative deci sion-making and proj ect planning

Challenge the employee

Responsibility with librarian

Professional autonomy

Flexible resea¡cl/study leave

Frovide development awareness and oppornrnities

Training sessions

Peer pressure

No answer

Recommended Strategy for Motivation

TABLE X6

Choices Made

7

10

7

4

5

4

)

4

2

3

3

2

1

6
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outside library (c) publication (d) research, etc. If they are still not motivated, start

documenting their activities. Use progressive discipline and, if need be, look at

terminating them." Another was of the opinion that tough measures may be needed:

"the carrot is fully available here; the stick is not. V/e need more ability with those

who can't or won't change: (1) to identify them "objectively" (2) to force action for

improvement." Many respondents had some specific suggestions as listed in Table

16, such as regular performance appraisal, stating goals and objectives, and punitive

measures if needed. Appendix B lists all the suggestions made by the respondents

for motivation.

Overview. The Director of the Resea¡ch Library expressed her strong

support for many aspects of the human resources development progralnme for all the

members of the Research Library. She held the view that "it is important to give

people the tools they need to do the job at work, whether they are at the professional

level, or support staff." This could mean "a whole package or . . . a range of things" -

from giving staff proper ergonomic work stations, to sending them on training

sessions, providing extra help, or having regular meetings and consultation so that the

staff are kept informed. The Director sfressed the importance of a regular programme

of evaluation, as she was convinced that "all the uaining programmes are not going to

help if they don't get regulil feedback . . . there has to be a positive reinforcement."

She held that it was important for managers to see the potential in employees and

enable them to have the necessary training. Following is the summary of her views

on human resources development for acadernic librarians in the Research Library.

The Director of the Research Library descr-ibed the professional development

of academic librarians as a partnership berween the responsibility of the professional

and the responsibility of the organization. trt is the professional's responsibility to

Administrative viewpoint
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attend conferences and undertake reading and studying outside of the job. Similarly, it

is the organization's responsibility to encourage employees, to the kst of its financial

capabilities, to attend conferences and workshops given by professional organizations.

As well, it is the responsibility of the individual to develop a plan of self-improvement

by assessing the emerging changes and envisioning where he or she will be in frve or

ten years. If the employee has such a plan, he or she can apply to receive support for

career development. Even in tight financial times, management can help by permiaing

individuals to take short-term leave of less than two months' duration, in addition to

what is allowed under the terms of the collective agreement, for professional

development or due to personal problems.

The Director particularly noted the differences between people in terms of

self-motivation: "Some people are self-motivators and some are not. . . it seems to

me that [management] spends ninety percent of [its] time trying to stir up and

motivate the non-motivated." There is no simple solution to motivate a non-

motivated person, except to talk to the individual about the lack of productivity and

interest. In the end, a parting of ways may be the only solution. Apart from the

motivational angle, the manager has to ensure that the professional is up-to-date in

technique and technology. In this, the management at the middle level also should

have some freedom of action. In turn, middle managers should receive the same kind

of understanding and encouragement from senior management. The library Director

stated that, in her view of the organization, it would be "the middle manager's

responsibility to develop the staff, provide staff development and career guidance as

necessary," and it would be her [the Director's] responsibility to ensure that middle

managers are able to provide that support.

The Director noted that people have a need to be recognized. This can be

done through merit increments. Sometimes even telling the employee that a task was

performed well, or noting in a memo the good work done, may achieve expected
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results. In view of the constrained nature of the salary structure, recognition by way

of increased emolument cannot be given. While this is unfortunate and can affect

morale, the Director believed that "with reduced funding it's even noore critical that

we turn attention to staff training and development . . . It's going to be increasingly

difficult for people to work; they are going to be asked to do more with less." The

Director believed that people who work ha¡d must be singled out for recognition in

such a way that others who want such recognition will emulate this individuat. Senior

management should therefore respond positively to the personal and professional

needs of the individual.

Management has a limited financial resource in this regard, as the university

allocates a ce¡tain amount per professional employee for staff development and the

libra¡ians also have their own professional development allowance. The Director

stated that she intended to encourage both professional and suppoft staff members to

attend the 1992 Canadian Library Association Annual Conference in Winnipeg.

Joining professional associations and participating in the functioning of these

associations \#as noted as a method for developing oneself and contributing to the

profession.

The library Director also stated that administration should seriously consider

staff perceptions and expectations of professional development, and attempt to fulfill

legitimate expectations with constructive action. The financial situation of the

university "has put a damper on some of the projects [the library] might like to

undertake. However, if you think something is important you can always find the

funds." The Director noted the possibility of diverting funds from one area to another:

"On the human resources development side, I would plan to divert funds. . . to put on

workshops and seminars," particularly for support staff. She found it "critical, in

these days of reduced funding, that we turn our attention to staff training and

development."
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The Director pointed out that "people have to be trained to change the view

that as a professional, you have to be all things to all people. . . We can only do [what

we can], given the resources we have." She emphasized the need for priorization in

the utilization of resources. The Director's view of development for professional staff

focused on encouraging them to take responsibiliry for their own career development.

One such action would be to visit other libraries. Such action "could only improve the

organization," as employees could come back with fresh ideas and develop a

reasonable and acceptable view of needing to perform efficiently under existing

constraints: "The overall goal is the improvement of the organization . . . to provide

service, to improve service and to use every tool and technique we can to enrich

service to the luser] community."

The Director believed that it would be very useful to develop a skills

inventory for the library. This could include professional skills as well as interests in

volunteering so that future developmental activities could be planned. She supported

the development of some kind of a model or guideline, so that the goal and the

philosophy of human resources development in this organization would be defined.

Some objectives could be set out and some areas of change identified. Possible

objectives for systematic staff development could be to encourage librarians to attend

library conferences; to identify people with management potential and help them to

develop this through specific courses; or to encourage interested professionals to do

research in a particular discipline. Once the people in an organization became familia¡

with the human resources development philosophy, it would be easier for them to

fæus their anention in the area that could benefit them and the organization; a model

would send the right message.



None of the three undergraduate libraries surveyed had archival materials

available on staff development. One undergraduate library had retrospective volumes

of the collective agreement of their Faculty Association. Other related files were

scattered and not codified for easy retrieval. Another library had available only the

latest volume of the collective agreement, in addition to an overview of the libnary's

strategic planning. The third library did not have any documents available.

One of the undergraduate libraries surveyed had reported in the Manitoba

Library Association Bulletin (February 1991,6) that the rate of tib'rary acquisitions

had fallen somewhat over the decade as a result of inflation and a diminishing

acquisitions budget. The increased cost of journal subscriptions also had affected

adversely the acquisition of monographs, leading to heavy pressure for the

cancellation of many subscriptions.

The second undergraduate library surveyed was reported in the Manitoba

Library Association Bulletin (February 1991,4) as being in the process of revising its

services in light of economic realities and technological change. The su^ategic plan

proposed by the Library Administration for the years 1990-95 suggested several

fundamental changes in the staffing structure that would enhance librarians'

employment value by recognizing their subject expertise. It was specially mentioned

that the library should occupy a more significant place in the cenff'al adminisu'ation of

the university, and that the chief librarian should be part of the university's

management team, with equivalent academic rank. The su'ategic plan noted that this

approach of providing administrative access to the governing bdies of the institution

enables the library to have a high profile, and enables librarians to be involved in all

major issues in the university.

{Jndengnadua&e Lib¡"aries

Historical Perspective
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Appendix A lists staff benefits extended according to the respective

institutions' contractual agreements with the academic lib¡a¡ians of the individual

libnaries surveyed. The first undergraduate libnary surveyed reported full coverage of

benef,rts available to the librarians. The second library had certain knefits, such as

paternity leave, listed as "under consideration," but some other benefits such as

short-term resea¡ch,/study leave, merit award, and merit pay, were not available. The

third library listed both short-tenn and medium-tenn research.lstudy leave as being

under consideration, and merit pay and merit award as unavailable. With a fairly

substantial professional development allowance, all three undergraduate libraries

reported having both the freedom and the facility to attend or undertake any of the

developmental activities available.

Two of the undergraduate libraries reported that the lib'rarians are members

of the Faculty Association, and enjoy the same benefits as the teaching faculty. In the

first undergraduate library, one librarian worked on a committee to establish faculty

rank for libra¡ians, using Assistant Professor as the bench mark. Librarians are

treated as equivalent to, but not the same as, the faculty members. Promotion in rank

without changing position is based on experience, knowledge and service. The

emphasis is placed on performance. Research is not spelled out ¿ls a special category

for promotion. The four different ranks for librarians are Libra¡ian I, II, III and IV. The

second undergraduate library also has specified classification by rank. The term

Frofessional Associate is used, with ranks I to fV. A doctoral degree is required for

h'ofessional Associate fV.

Librarians' Viewpoints

Prøfile af thae respowderets" All fourteen librarians who were surveyed in the

three undergraduate libraries in Manitoba responded to the questionnaire. Six of the

respondents were associated with the subject discipline of arts and humanities, four
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with social sciences, one with sciences and three from a combination of different

disciplines. Profrling managerial responsibility, four out of the fourteen respondents

had no supervisory responsibilities, six supervised support staff, and four supervised

both support staff and professional lib'rarians.

lnternøl ønd external ckønges raeedíng fuawøw Fesøurces developwent.

Table 17 summarizes the choices made by respondents from undergraduate libraries

to the question of internal and external changes requiring human resources

development. Slightly more than half the respondents stated that library automation

required the most human resources development, while others believed that it
required some development. The next choices were "changes brought by budget

increase or library expansion" and "significant budget cuts." With regard to stating

which changes would require some development, "changes in interaction with other

libraries" received a high rating of eleven out of fourteen, followed by "changes in

library services provided," "changes in library organization structure," and others, as

shown in Table 17. In fact, almost all the changes that were not chosen as requiring

the most development, such as utilizing the library work force, were chosen as

requiring some development. No one in the undergraduate libnaries added new entries

for societal changes or changes in subject fields. Changes in union's influence and in

college organizational structure each had six responses for "needing little
development." Some changes, such as change in reporting structure, and changing

faculty, had divided opinion among the respondents, with fairly equal weight given to

"needing some development" and "needing little development."

Signetficørat a&tønges dw ewadergrøduøte librøries. Table 18 covers the

responses from the librarians in the three undergraduate libraries when asked to

identify up to five of the most significant changes occurring in their libn'aries. Nine out



TABT.E 17

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CHANGES NEEDING HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

[1 =needmostHRD;2=need some HRD;3 =needlittleHRD;4 =needno HRD;5 =nosrrchchsrgdnotapplicable;6 =no urswer]

Change(s) in library buildings
Changing work force in library (e.g. chuge in age, gender, etc.)

Leadership change in library
Changes in library organization structure
Change in rcporting structure
Changes in library user profile
Changes in lib'rary services provided
Changes in interaction ktween library units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cuts

Significant budget increaseÄib'rary expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty (e.g. age, gender, progranunes, etc.)

Changing student populaúon (e.g. age, gendcr, programmes, etc.)

Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other lib'raries (e.g. resowce sharing, inter-librøry loan, etc.)

Societal changes
Changes in subject fields

Inten'ral and External Changes

073040
074021
r43240
180t40
055040
t3s050
2911r0
044141
135041
652100
353210
434120
046130
065111
064211
063230
066110
011 3000
0000014
0000014

Choices Made

345

186a
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S IGI.IIFICANT CHANGES IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARMS

(14 responses)

[Ranking of 5 most significant changes, surting with I as most significmt; ó = no answer]

Change(s) in libnary buildings
Changing work force in library (e.g. chønge in øge, gender, etc.)

Leadership change in libnary
Changes in library organization stn¡cture
Change in reporting structure
Changes in library user profile
Changes in library services provided
Changes in interaction between libnary units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cuts
Significant budget increase/library expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty (e.g. age, gender, programmcs, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age, gender, prograntmcs, etc.)

Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other libraries (e.g. resowces shøring, iner-library loan, etc.)

Societal changes
Changing role of librarians

Significant Changes

011101r
0030011
204206
0100211
0100013
0001013
10001t2
01100t2
0000014
920003
13127t2
0110012
0000014
0000014
0000113
0001013
0100112
0 0 0 1 2 11

0000014
0000014

Choices Made

186b
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of the fourteen respondents identified library automation as the most significant

change facing them. Three respondents made no choice, and the remaining two

respondents placed library automation as the second most significant change in their

libraries. Only two respondents chose leadership change in the library as the most

significant change. Budget cut was the most common second choice. Budget restraint

was one change that was placed by every one of the respondents within the top five

changes affecting their libra¡ies. Changes not chosen by any respondents as

significant for their libnaries include changes in interaction with other department in the

college, changes in union's influence and changing faculty.

Satísfactíon wítle øvailabílíty awd ødeqwøcy of kurnøn resowrces

developrnent íncentíveslactívítíeslopportunítíes. Table 19 illustrates the responses

from the three undergraduate libraries on the availability and satisfaction level for each

of the incentives, activities and opportunities for human resources development for

librarians. The table also includes summaries of the broad categories of incentives,

activities and opportunities, with the corresponding levels of satisfaction expressed by

librarians.

Considering Table 19 in the broad category of staff recognition, certain

aspects of human resources development were considered by some to be unnecessary

- in particular, merit pay, merit award and letter of commendation. However, an

almost equal number of respondents stated that these incentives were desirable,

atthough not offered in their libraries. In the other three components of this category,

including performance appraisal, attitudinal support from immediate supervisor and

from library senior management, more than half the respondents expressed

satisfaction with each.

The next category reviewed reimbursement for incentives, activities and

opportunities offered. Table 19 shows a high level of satisfaction with all the



SATISFACTION }VTTH AVAILABILITY AND ADEQUACY OF

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
INCENTTVES/ACTTVTTMS/OPPORTUNTTTES IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)
[l=offeredurdsatisfactory;2=offeredbu¡¡¡6atisfactort;3=notofferedbutdesired;4=notofferednot&sired;5=noanswer/not

lncentive VAc tivities/Opportunities

Staff recognitio¡r:
Performance appraisal
Merit pay
Merit award
Letter of commendation
Attitudinal support from immediate supervisor
Attitudinal support from library senior management

Reirnbr¡rsennent fon:
Travel to conferences, etc.

Tuition fees

Association memkrship(s)
Purchasing professional development materials

Computer searches

Photocopying for study/resea¡ch purposes

Audiovisual preparation

Research/Study [eave:
Short-term (3 months)
Medium-term (3-6 months)
Long-term (1 year)

Time allotment for research projects

Time allotment for conferences, etc.

.lob enhancer¡renÉ:

Job exchange
Job sharing
Internal job rotation
Rotation of supervisory/managerial position
Traditional coaching (supervisor to employee)
Peer coaching

Job Énainimg:
ûr'ientation
Initiat u'aining
Ongoing training
In-service activities

Ðeveßoprmen&an opponÊ¿¡r¡ütães:

Short-term workshops
Long-term course (e.g. &gree prograrnmes)

Career development

TAEI,E !.9

oplicablel

35 3 t6 19 nx.

90230
72362
30452
40451
91103
90203

Choices Made
34

735
104
t20
90
t2 1

r00
11 0
90

4610
000
011
221
001
103
102
032

46L
60
80

11 0
81

130

3416
125
114
003
113
001

25 X. t6 32 n0

30551
40460
30362
21,281
60143
70r33

352
91
91
80
90
25{}
11 0
40
100

l87a

847
112
1i2
312
3rr
566
201
253
112
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incentives in this category. \Vith regard to researcVstudy leave, this category offers

the highest level of satisfaction among the respondents; thirteen out of fourteen

respondents expressed satisfaction with time alloned for conferences. Also, short-

term leave and time allotment for projects each received satisfactory ratings from eight

respondents. Ho,wever, this is the category in which the largest number of

respondents did not anslver.

In the category of job enhancement, the expressed satisfaction rating is only

a total of twenty-five cumulatively for all the incentives in this category. Thirty-two

responses stated that librarians were not particularly interested in receiving any of

these incentives. The specific incentive that was rated most pærly \ilas rotation of

managerial position, with eight out of the fourteen respondents stating that this was

neither offered nor desired in their libraries. In general, a significant number of

respondents expressed little interest in other job enhancements, such as internal job

rotation, job sharing and job exchange.

The next category, job training, received a uniformly high satisfaction rating

from the respondents, with nine out of fourteen expressing satisfaction for almost all of

the incentives in this category.

Similarly, developmental opportunities, the last category, received high

ratings both for short-term workshops and career development. Long-term course

opportunity received satisfactory ratings from only four respondents; two respondents

stated that this opportunity was not offered although sought, while five respondents

agreed that the oppornrnity did not exist but did not desire it.

N.øting of híbrøríøns' øbílíties to serye ëlsers. Table 20 shows that a high

percentage of the respondents from the undergraduate libnaries considered themselves

to be effective in serving their users. Two klieved that they vvere most effective and



T'.âBr,E 20

RATING OF LIBRARIANS' ABILITIES TO SERVE USERS
IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARMS

[1 = most effective to 5 = least effective; 6 = no answer]

Numkr of R.espondents

t4

t234s6
Choices Made

255200

188a
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five slightly less so, and five chose the middle position. Only two respondents

believed themselves to be less than effective. All answered this question and no one

believed themselves least effective.

While finding certain strength in their abilities, the respondents had some

concerns in their assessment of their own perforrnance, particularly connected to lack

of funding for needed functions and facilities. One respondent added lack of time for

training as a concern, while another referred to "relatively low priority in the view of

the university administration." Except for budget restraints, the respondents ex-

pressed confidence of coping "rather well," and believed that "most changes in our

library have had a positive effect on my ability to serve my clientele." One respondent

commented: "'We exploit what we have to the fullest and rely on resource sharing."

Inítìator and determínators of developtnental øctivitíes. Table 21 lists the

initiators of developmental activities in undèrgraduate libraries in Manitoba. The

majority identify the individual librarian as the primary initiator of developmental

activities. There is no dominant choice for the second rank. Library administrator is

the most common choice for the third rank. No one chose section supervisor as a

si gni ficant iniúator of developmental activitie s.

Table 22 provides a ranking of answers to how developmental activities were

determined in the undergraduate libraries. Determination by individual librarians

received the highest number of responses. Librarians' council and supervisor were

both a distant second as the "most frequent determinator." Supervisor/manager and

senior management \ilere seen less frequently as the determinator.

Effectivewess af hwman resources developwaewt ín søtísfyíng weeds. Table

23 shows the response from the librarians in the undergraduate libnaries about the

effectiveness of the human resources development progrumme in their libn'aries. All

the librarians believed that their development needs were satisfied, with six of them

reasonably satisfied, two of them well satisfied, and six of them most satisfied.
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INITIATORS OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTNTNES IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

[1 = most frequent to 5 = least freguent]

Initiator

Libra¡ian
Section supervisor

Library administrator
Work group/committee

Combination of the above

Choices Made

12345

94001
23021
22523
01002
01121
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DETERMINATORS OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVITIES IN UNDERGRADUATE LIB RARMS

(14 responses)

[1 = most frequent to 6 = least frequenq 7 = no mswer]

Through regular performance appraisal
Staff development committee
Lib,rarians' council or group
Ferceived need by individual librrarians through day-to-day experiences
Ferceived need by supervisor/manager through observations of day-to-day work
Ferceived need by senior management through observations of day-to-day work

Activities Determined

00021
00102
20101
10 1200
24011
03212

Choices Made

345

189b

110
011
010
01
06
06



TABLE 23

EFFECTIVENESS OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN
SATTSFYING NEEDS IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARTES

(14 responses)

[1 = most satisfactory to 5 = least suisfactory; 6 = no aruwe¡]

Satisfying

Librarians'needs 6 2 6 0 0 0

Library'sneeds 4 4 6 0 0 0

University/College'sneeds 4 0 9 0 0 1

t23456
Choices Made

l89c
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The librarians also were all satisfied that the development progruütme met

their libraries' needs, but fewer expressed most satisfaction. For meeting the

universities' needs, the majority of the respondents were well satisfied, but the

satisfaction level was lower.

Some of the respondents further elaborated their rating for effectiveness.

Respondents with a high satisfaction rating of personal effectiveness often said they

have the freedom to learn when they need it, and that developmental activities are

personalized. One respondent stated further: "Libnary administration has been fairly

supportive with staff training (visits to other sites, etc.) and has provided terminals

we can practice with in advance; library administration provided oppornrnities to learn

word processing skills." V/ith regard to the effectiveness of the human resources

development progrÍrmme in satisfying the needs of the undergraduate libraries, one

respondent stated that the library does a good job, and another said that the

university had to find access to library materials. V/ith regard to the effectiveness of

the human resources development programme on satisfying the needs of the

university, one reason given for rating the satisfaction level to be only adequate \ilas

that the "library is not always considered important." One respondent pointed out a

practical difficulty due to the budget cut: "we have little experience in uying to teach a

very large body of staff and students how to use OPAC [Online Public Access

Cataloguel and related equipment; there is no indication that needed staff time,

physical resources (training rooms, etc.) or money (to hire additional staff briefly) will

be made available."

Elwrnøw yesovurces developwcent ønd ødrníwistrøtìve strøtegy" No one

strategy seems to be predominantly considered as the prevailing adminisu'ative

su'ategy in the undergraduate libraries. As shown in Table 24, the respondents were

divided between innovation su'ategy and quality improvement. Other strategies, such

as cost reduction strategy and a combination, each received one response, while four



HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATWE STRATEGY
IN UNDERGRADUAT]E LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

Cost reduction strategy

Innovation strategy

Quality improvement strategy

Cost and quality strategies

Cost and innovation strategies

Innovation and quality strategies

Administrative S trategy

TAEI,E 24

Cost, quality and innovation strategies combined

"Serendipity"

"Dictatorship"

"Don't know"

No answer

Choices Made

1

4

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

4

0

190a
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respondents did not kno'w what their library's prevailing strategy was. A respondent

who stated that the prevailing administrative strategy was innovation strategy

"within budgetary restraints" commented further that it was "a basic hands-off

approach to management which is probably appreciated by the librarians."

Table 25 shows the ranking given by the respondents from the undergraduate

lib¡aries about the matching of human resources development with the administrative

strategy in their library. No one stated that the matching was less than adequate.

The majority of the respondents believed that the matching was adequate, while a few

found it btter than adequate. Some of those who chose the ranking of adequate

matching mentioned a lack of planning. One person found it difficult to match the

programme with the strategy and said: "There is no formulated human resources

development programme. There is a continual, though occasionally inconsistent,

encouragement of staff to attend conferences, etc. and acquire skills." One

respondent pointed out that the fînancial constraint is unavoidable: "The financial

incentives, with the exception of merit increases, are beyond the Library

Administration. The strategy is actually reactive to external conditions. Individual

freedom allows the librarians to make the best of rather trying conditions."

Table 26 lists the responses f¡om the librarians in the undergraduate libraries

with regard to the "fit" betr#een the human resources development programme and

the administrative strategy on their effectiveness, and the impact of such a fit on their

individual library's effectiveness as well as on the individual university's

effectiveness in meeting each one of their objectives respectively. All fourteen

librarians answered this question. V/ith regard to their own effectiveness, the

majority were well satisfied and the remaining respondents found themselves to be

adequately effective. No one thought he or she was less than effective. Some of

those who st¿ted they were more than adequate in effectiveness credited "having an

outstanding and effective staff." One respondent commented that "the librarians are

given plenty of space to create their job."



T'ABLE 25

MATCHING OF HI.IMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT WTTH ADMIMSTRATTVE
STRATEGY IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

[ = matches most to 5 = matches least; 6 = no answer]

Number of Respondents

14

Choices Made
123456

138002

191a



EFFECTMENESS OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

[1 = most effective to 5 = least effective; 6 = no answer]

T'ABX,E 26

Librarians'Effectiveness 4 5 5 0 0 0

Library'sEffectiveness 2 8 4 0 0 0

University/College'sEffectiveness I 2 7 I 0 3

Choices Made
123456

191b
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V/ith regard to the fit of the human resources development programme with

the administrative strategy, and its impact on the library's effectiveness, the majority

of the respondents found it more than adequate in its effectiveness. As a reason for

holding this position, one respondent pointed out that ttre libnary is beginning to be

known for its creativity and innovation, as well as for its strength in human resoutEes.

\ilith regard to the university's effectiveness, half the respondents thought

that the existing "fit" between the human resources development programme and the

administrative strategy enabled the university to be reasonably effective. One

respondent, who rated the university's effectiveness as adequate, had the following

comment: "Effectiveness of a whole institution is a very difficult thing to assess;

individual career goals and desires to improve personal skills may not and need not

match those of the institution as a whole." Another respondent who had ¡ated the

effectiveness to be low stated that the "library [is] not usually considered" by the

University Administration.

Addítíorøl sÃz//s, knowledge, øttítwdes raee&d. Table 27 $ves a list of new

additional skills, knowledge and/or attitudes desired by the respondents from the

undergraduate libraries. Automation/computer skills, management/leadership skills

and knowledge of university politics and personnel were the top ranking choices, each

with three responses. Cooperation or team building received two responses;

flexibility, problem-solving, communication skills, interpersonal skills and

glantsmanship each received one response. Added to this were teaching skills and

"personal traits" such as positive outlook, dynamism, emotional maturity, modesty,

and humour. Comments included suggestions that the library administration should be

more assertive in dealing with university adminisü'ation, and more cognizant of issues

relating to fund-raising.



ADDMONAL SKILLS/KNOWLEDGryATTITLIDES NEEDED TO I{ANDT.E CHANGES
IN U}{DER.GRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

SkillslKnowledge/Attitude Needed

Automation/Computer skills

ManagemenVAdmini stration/-eadership skills

Adapting/Change of attitude/Flexibility

Communication skills

TAWÏ-W2T

ReappraisalÆvaluation/Problem solvinglPlanning skills

CooperatiorVTeam buildin g

Human relationsÄnterpersonal skills

Budgeting

Fund-rai sing/Gransmanship

Becoming more professional

Personal traits

Knowledge of university/college poli ti c s, personne I

Word proces sin gKeyboardin g

Knowledge of library goalsþlanning

Resea¡ch skills

Collection management

Public relationsMarketing skills

CD-ROM skills

Continuing education-oriented skills

Appreciation from administration

New policy for changed system

User-centered

Teaching skills

Choices Made

192a



Ðeveloprnewtal øctívíties needed" Table 28 lists the developmental

activities that the respondents from the undergraduate lib'raries stated they needed in

their libraries. Seven respondents made no reply. Four of the remaining seven

respondents chose computer training as a desired developmental activity, while other

activities, such as management skills and training in current præedure, received one

response each, as shown in Table 28. One respondent suggested that there could be

a better discussion emong colleagues about development activiúes in which they have

panicipated (e.g. a brief, informal colloquium).

Eørríers preventíng implewentatíom. Table 29 lists the barriers that the

respondents from the undergraduate libraries stated as preventing implementation of

developmental activities. There was again only a total of seven responses for this

question. Four cited lack of time as the main barrier, four others stated the barrier to

be lack of funding, and two respondents believed that lack e¡ ¿¡lministrative interest or

planning acted as a barrier as well. One respondent said that, often, an attitude of

resistance to change was the ba¡rier. Lack of encouragement from adminisrators and

lack of interest among library colleagues also were suggested as possible ba:riers.

Suggested solutíons to oyercoyne tke børríers" Table 30 records the

solutions suggested by the respondents from the undergraduate libraries to implement

needed developmental activities. There were only five respondents. Three out of five

respondents suggested finding needed funding or grants as a possible solution.

Fromoting training, lobbying for change, "making time," workshops and flexible

research leave or time off each rwere suggested once. One respondent suggested

holding informal colloquiums or presentations on developmental activities in which the

libnarians have par:ticipated.
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DEVELOPMENTAL ACTNTNES NEEDED IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

Computer training (OPAC, Micro)

Management skills

CD-ROM (networks, scanners)

Communication skills

Activities Needed

TAET,E 28

Training to upgrade systems and procedures

Information exchange

Higher degree courses

Release time for short-term projects

Time management

Job awareness

Ca¡eer counselling

Improved travel facitity

Word processing

System-wide knowledge

Performance standards

Job exchange

Licensing examination

Interpersonal skills

Financial reimbursement

Recreational ac tivitie s

ìdo answer

Choices Made

4

1

I

0

I

I

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

793a



BARRIERS PREVENTING IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVTNES
IN TINDERGRADUATE LIB RARIES

(14 responses)

T.,AET,E 29

Lack of time

Lack of funding

Lack of administrative interest or planning

Not enough or appropriate courses

Resistance

Not enough equipment

Lack of staff
Lack of instructors/poor timing
Difficult to schedule

Union not pursuing

Unawa¡e of need

Hierarchical and complex structure

Lack of space

Isolation in unit

No answer

Barriers Choice Made

4

4
2

0

1

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

r93b



SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO OVERCOME TT# BARRMRS
IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

Fundin glEndowmenVGrant

Training/Courses

"Make time"

T,{BT,E S}

Suggested Solutions

Lobbyin g/Attitude chan ge

'Workshops and Seminars

Flexible research leave

Make better distribution of computers and other equipment

Read in that area

Job rotation

Staffing

Additional spaceÆ.{ew library

Travel to other locations

Committee work

Floating librarian to substitute

Better use of support staff

Ask staff what they want

"Force implernentation"

No answer

Choices Made

3

1

I

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

793c
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tr íbrøríans' recornmenfutìons of admínístrative strøtegy. A majority of the

respondents from the undergraduate libraries believed that participative management

is important for achieving optimum productivity in their libraries, while three

respondents thought that a combination strategy would be most effective. Table 31

lists the other strategies that received one response each. The respondents'

comments stressed the need for "a relatively flat organizational structure," "a

balance between quality improvement and innovation," and "communication,

cooperation, honesty." One respondent pointed out that "the present case, informal

style with somewhat improved communication (pragmatically) obtains good mileage

now and probably offers the most productive approach." Another respondent

suggested specific details as to what constitutes participative management: "Overall

approach would stress things such as (1) small task forces or teams that are assigned

to specific projects - giving team members incentives to seek development, acquire

expertise, etc. (2) public acknowledgement or recognition of development activities

undertaken - to be done tastefully and tacfully (3) recognition and encouragement of

more abstract, scholarly resource development, as well as purely task or skills

oriented development (e.g. incentives to publish a book or an article, as well as to

take a course in Lotus 1-2-3) (4) reasonable amount of funds made available for

attending or participating in human resource development activities."

Respondents also recommended that "we would need more often to discuss

general library operation, even if we work each in our orwn corner," and there should

be "less 'Library Bashing' on the part of senior university administrator."

R.ecommended strøtegies for motívøtiore. Table 32 shows the choices made

by the respondents from undergraduate libraries about recoûlmended strategies for

motivating non-motivated librarians. Five of the fourteen respondents did not ansrwer

this question. Four respondents stressed positive feedback, while two suggested



LIBRARIANS' RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGY
IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

Participative management
Formation and cla¡ification of policy and procedures
Innovation and quality strategies
Innovation, quality and cost strategies combined
Innovation strategy
Administrative fairness and leadership

Quality improvement strategy
Relating individual potential to needs

Recognition/Encouragement by administration
Funding

Don't knowÆ.{ot sure
No answer

Recommended Strategy

TAEI,E 31

Choices Made

8

0
0
3

1

1

0
0
1

I

0
4

194a



RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATION IN UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARIES

(14 responses)

Positive feedback through regular performance appraisal & goals & objectives

Find out the motivating factor for the individuals

Distribute tasks to match special abilities/inærestVpotential skills

Varies with individual

Describe benefits when motivated - counselling

Participative decision-makin g and proj ect plannin g

Challenge the employee

Responsibility with libra¡ian

P¡ofessional autonomy

Flexible researcty'study leave

Provide development awareness and opportunities

Training sessions

Peer pressure

No answer

Recommended Strategy for Motivation

TÅELE 32

Choices Made

4

1

)

1

0

1

I

0

1

0

0

0

0

194b
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this question. Four respondents stressed positive feedback, while t\po suggested

distribution of tasks to match the special abilities of the libnarian. Table 32 shows

othe¡ choices, each with one response, including professional autonomy, challenging

the employee, etc. The respondents elaborated their suggestions with further

comments that stressed open communication and a planned approach. A full list of

respondents' comments is included in Appendix B.

Admini strative Viewpoint

The chief administrators of the three undergraduate libraries \ilere

interviewed regarding their views on human resources development in their libra¡ies.

Following are the summaries of the interviews.

The first wndergradaøte líbrary. ittr director of the first undergraduate

library rated highly the concept and practice of human resources development, as he

believed that the productivity of the library depended on it. In keeping up with the

needed development, a librarian has a sense of satisfaction in knowing that he o¡ she

can cope with incoming changes. The library has had many changes ("real change in

what they were doing then and what they are doing now") and many achievements.

Often the librarians had to learn through a "sink or swim" approach and were called

upon to fight "custodial" mentality. The librarians have been "coping with the change

very well," by learning on their own whatever skill was required by the change, and

identifying the commonality between the old and the new methds.

The Director believed that the u'aditional weak spot for librarians is in

managerial u'aining, and he held library schools responsible for having a weak

managerial training programme. Increasingly, librarians are getting managerial

experience on the job, particularly in small libraries where all librarians are given

some supervisory tasks.
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As in other university lib'ra¡ies, this library offered travel and professional

development allowances that are indexed to the cost of living. The librarians were

disappointed that the unused poftion of their professional development allowance

would revert to the university administration budget and not to the library. Other

benefits such as sabbatical leave are available to librarians as part of the faculty

union, although so far, no librarian has taken advantage of this oppornrnity. The

Director pointed out that in smaller libra¡ies, substituting another employee for the

person on sabbatical involves practical difficulties, as there are very few staff

librarians to begin with, and each is responsible for a particular area. The Director

also believed that membership in associations is "weak," as to his knowledge there

are no professional associations as regulatory bodies for librarians.

The Director described his style of management as a participatory one. The

structure is not rigrd, and allows creativity. Informal meetings are held once a week,

and most of the úme, credit for good performance is openly given. The Director stated

that the image of the library is often dependent on "how good a relationship the library

administration has with the university administration," noting that this has a "spin-off

effect" on library staff. The library staff know the teaching faculty by narne, and there

is god rapport between them.

While it would be difficult to calculate the exact percentage of the budget that

is allotted to activities related to human resources development in the library, the

Director reiterated that the lack of government funding for the university, when added

to the burden of GST and payroll tax, has taken its toll on universiry spending, and will

inevitably cripple developmental activities as well. The¡e is no plan for expansion of

human resources development, and all efforts are being made to maintain the status

quo.

The Director stated that it would be very useful to have a human resources

development model, as it would allow the library administration to take an active
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approach to human resources development. By following a systematic approach for

professional development, the image of the librarian as an equal partner in the

academic community can be strengthened.

The secored wndergrøduate líbrøry. The approach to management in this

library is influenced by the fact that in recent history all the professional librarians had

worked, in turn, as the Acting Director of the library for six months. Thus, when the

new Director took over, all the libra¡ians rvere very familiar with the problems and

potential of the tibrary. Decisions were made collectively, at first through formal

weekly meetings. Later, these meetings were felt to be unnecessary as the libnarians

were informally discussing library issues at other times.

One of the problems facing the library vvas that the faculty perceived the

library as static and unimaginative. The challenge was to put the library

adminisration at an appropriate level within the university. Reorganization of the

administrative structure is currently taking place in the university and it is envisaged

that the deans and directors will all report to the Vice P¡esident (Academic), thus

making the library director equivalent to the deans of academic units.

The interaction of librarians with the faculty is informal. In addition, the

Director, who holds a doctoral degree, teaches a course which helps to improve not

only the image of the library but also the faculty's attitude towards librarians in

general. In the Director's opinion, encouraging tibrarians to share in teaching would

blur the unnecessary distinction between faculty and librarians. The Director also

believed that all the lib¡arians appear to be well motivated. Some librarians are more

aware of certain technical aspects than the Director, which helps in decision-making

on issues such as the integration of government documents into the collection. As

long as the professional libnarians make a viable case, their suggestions are heeded.
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Much emphasis is placed on academic specialization in areas outside of the

library purview. Several librarians hold degrees in various subjects, and a few

(including the Director) pursue academic interests by publishing in these fields.

Within the terms of the collective agreement, the lib'rarians can earn recognition in the

form of promotion by pubtishing and presenting papers at conferences. The library

Director stated that this form of "academic moonlighting" would help dispel the image

of dispariry htween librarian and faculty. He also conceded that much of this gap may

be in the perception of library staff - "they're the ones who draw that line lbetween

librarians and faculty membersl . . . bcause librarians do feel condescended to." He

encouraged librarians to maintain involvement in subject specialization and teaching of

research skills as applied to the library context. He also noted that "anyone who

works with students offering reference assistance has got to have at minimum a

university degree [in order to] have the breadth of knowledge to relate to a student

workingonapaper...Itwillbecomingupasarequirement...Inthefuture,whenl

hire, I will require a university degree [for support staff as well]."

Both professional and non-professional staff are encouraged to pursue

educational upgrading, and "under contractual agre€ment with the university have the

right to take courses free of charge." Educational courses are therefore not

subsidized by the library's staff development budget. As the Director stated, library

staff a¡e expected to make up working hours used for this purpose, unless another

employee is able to absorb that responsibility: "Nobody punches a clock; I want to

see the work done."

A portion of the cost of human resources developmental activities comes

under library jurisdiction, but much of the disbursement is handled under contract as a

"PDA" (professional development allowance). Any expenditure exceeding this

allowance is requested by the individual staff member directly from the Vice Fresident

(Academic), rather than from the library director. Libnary funds are budgeted for
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attendance at professional meetings of interest to the institution or library and for

travel. Conference expenditures for individual librarians are covered by the

professional development allowance.

Much discussion appears to have taken place in recent months regarding

salary for both faculty and professional associates, which up to this point has been

"the lowest paid in Canada." The library director expressed interest in seeking

methods to reward staff initiative by "psychological rewards that to any extent

compensate for the lack of financial ones because that's the only alternative."

Under the terms of the new contractual settlement, an increase in faculty salaries is

taken out of the operating budget for the library and other services. This is felt to be

"a matter of priority [as otherwise] we can't get good people to come here and stay."

The thírd undergrøduate líbrøry. The most notable feature about this

library is its informality of structure, due to the small number of employees. Both

professional libra¡ians on staff are part of the institution's collective agreement of

professors, and the chief librarian reports to one of the deans or to the Financial

Director, depending on convenience. No specific written human resou¡ces

development policy exists. As the director stated, "the only thing that's really

written is some of the stuff about sports participation." All individual staff

development projects a¡e decided by personal agreement with the library director, so

that the deciding factor is the degree of personal rapport ktween individuals.

In a general sense, very good rapport exists between the Director and staff.

An open door policy has been established. All policy changes are discussed in an

informal forum, with staff comments and criticisms adopted in the implementation of

policy. "In a small institution sometimes all you need is to ask general questions and

do a small follow-up and, if there's something wrong, ury to answer the question or

give [staff] a new lead . . . the continuous feedback fosters a god fit."
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lrlo formal structures for regular meetings or for performance review have

been established. The only formal appraisal occurs at the time of tenure agreement,

as specified in the Collective Agleement. The Director thought that æcasionally this

was a handicap, as individualized feedback regarding job performance would be useful.

ftrowever, the Director recently kgan making a formal yearly report which also was

circulated to the staff as a collective production review. This had the same effect as

performance appraisal, in terms of motivation and standard setting.

The library budget is allotted as a whole sum to be disbursed at the

Director's discretion. Two line items in the budget are devoted to staff development:

membership in professional associations to which the library belongs or has a

representative; and monies for conferences or travelling expenses. The Director

apportions these into a rough per capita alloment for human resources developrnent,

with flexibility based on demand. Extra financing may be obtained from the college for

a justifiable expenditure because, with "a sense of financial responsibility with the

institution as a whole . . . [we] need some kind of accountability." When funding is

limited, professional librarians themselves are encouraged to contribute toward

membership in professional associations.

The library director initiates developmental activities in view of institutional

or library goals, and also provides encouragement for staff to participate in organized

activities, professional associations or committees, for personal improvernent. The

staff also may request developmental activities to achieve individual goals, which are

accommodated as far as possible within the human resources development budget.

Occasional overspending, such as on sabbatical pay, is allowed for; however, this is

accomplished by registering a budget deficit without touching the acquisitions budget,

even in situations of financial resn'aint. Any policy important to improve the librrary's

service capabilities or outward image with its clientele is thought to be of greatest
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priority: "We make sure that the number one thing is the clientele . . . when we make

a decision and it involves public service, my staff has been very good to put

themselves in the shoes of the clients we serve."

Provision has been made, informally or through precedent, for various

intramural or extramural developmental activities, including study leave and job

exchange. Not all of these have been requesæd by staff: "it's there if you really want

it, but nobody has tested it or gone through with it. There's an openness, but there's

so much that the possibitities haven't been tested." Most major environmental

changes are accompanied by discussion and training, as the Director noted that "it's

the way that you introduce the change that makes the difference." Individual

motivation and self-confidence are also thought to be the key in staffls response to

changes faced by the library, as well as "the attitude of the person accepting or not

accepting the change. Some people love changes, some other people have to be very

stable in their office set-up and are more reluctant to change." The Director believed

that, given the small size of the library, informal and non-threatening developmental

activities would be the best approach to gradually intrduce major changes. "If the

staff is open, the informal approach is going to be much sn'onger than formal

communication, because the needs are different."

The library director welcomed formal human resources development models

as points of comparison, noting that "a lot of calculations are sometimes hard to apply

with one or two people here." A model was felt to be useful to check against the

library's own structure and function, as well as to provide motivation for the manager.

He believed, however, that despite the informal or impromptu nature of staff

development policy in his library, "even if goals and objectives aren't set on paper,

your goals and objectives are in your head . . . There is no formal human resources

development to pursue, as a sû'ategy on paper. gu¡ þtrman resources development is
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there in the openness of the administrators and in the willingness to give your staff a

chance to promote and to learn. That openness is probably more important than

anything on paper."

Cornrnunity College [,i hnaries

Histo¡ical prspective

Three community college libraries are part of the academic library group in

Manitoba. At present, the community coileges are government institutions, with the

Presidents of the colleges reporting directly to the provincial Minister of Education,

rather than to a Board of Governors and a senate, as in the case of university-based

libraries. This reporting structure influences the decision-making process of staff

development. The staff development manual of the community colleges treats all staff

members as civil servants. Governance of community colleges in Manitoba will

change in i993, when the colleges ¿ìre expected to become autonomous, reporting to

Boards of Governors.

According to a contractual agleement, community college librarians are not

grouped with instructional staff, and hence sabbatical and study leaves do not apply

automatically to libra¡ians. Appendix A lists all of the staff benefits extended to

academic librarians in community colleges.

Many of the policies and præedures for staff development prepared for the

largest college are applicable to the two smaller colleges. The staff development

manual for the largest college is comprehensive and, unless otherwise noted, all the

benefits offered are applicable to librarians also. Flowever, there is no single benef,rt

or procedure that is applicable to librarians exclusively. The college has both a

Director and a Coordinator in charge of staff developrnent. Due to this degree of

organization, the plans and procedures for staff development are prepared well. Staff
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in-service days are held regularly, with full panicipation from the Staff Development

Committee that is set up to help the Director and Coordinator of the staff development

programme.

The manual for the first community college, unique among all staff

development manuals studied, states that "while a major focus is to provide a variety

of learning opportunities related to a staff member's crurent position, another

significant fæus is to enable staff to acquire new skills related to career change or

advancement." Various types of sabbatical and return-to-industry leaves are

available to instructional staff in community colleges, providing up to seventy percent

reimbursement of salary. As librarians ¿ìre not considered pa::t of faculty, they have

difficulty in obtaining financial support for study leave, and hence have to apply for the

more restricted civil service educational leave. Research is not considered directly

necessary for work in the community colleges, and as such, no provision is made for

the recognition of the advanced academic credit. Because of the college's hierarchical

reporting structure which extends as far as the provincial Minister of Education, any

travel plans to attend conferences out of town must be given in writing and signatures

for approval of such plans have to be obtained from as many as seven different

superiors.

Profil.e af tÍw respowdents" All five libra¡ians from the three community

college libraries in Manitoba responded to the questionnaire. Two of them were

associated with the subject discipline of social sciences, one with a¡:ts and humanities,

and two from a combination of disciplines. In profiling managerial responsibility, all

five of them reported having responsibility for supervising support staff, but not over

other professional librarians.

Librarians' Viewpoints
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Ínternal and external changes weedíng hwwan res@urces developrnent.

Table 33 shows the summary of responses from the community college librarians with

regard to internal and external changes in their individual library that would call for

human resources development. Library automation was chosen by all but one

respondent as the one change that called for the most development, with the

remaining respondent saying that it required some development. Equal numbers of

respondents stated that budget changes also required the most development, followed

by changes in library services. Changes in library organization structure and changing

work force in the library each received one response for needing the most

development. Table 33 also shows that the respondents considered some other

changes in the colleges as requiring some development.

Sígniftcønt chønges in cornmuníty eollege librøries. Table 34 covers the

response from the librarians in the community college libraries when asked to identify

up to five of the most significant changes occurring in their individual library. Four out

of the five respondents chose library automation as their first choice for the most

significant change confronting them, while the remaining respondent chose change in

library organization structure. With only four respondents making a second choice,

budget cut came second with two responses. Changes in library services were noted

both as second and third choices with one response each. Leadership change was not

chosen by any of the respondents as a significant change.

Søtâsfactíow witk øvøitrøbílíty ønd ødeqwacy øf &awwaøm res@Elrces

developrnewt drecewtivesløctivitieslopportwraities. Table 35 illustrates the responses

from the community college librrarians on the availability and satisfaction level for each

of the incentives, activities and opportunities for human resources development. It
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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CHANGES NEEDING HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARIES

(5 responses)

[l =need most HRD;2 =need some HRD;3 = need little HRD;4 = need no HRD;5 = No such changerhotapplicable;6 =no answer

Change(s) in lib'rary buildings
Changing work force in library þ.g. change in age, gendu, etc.)

Leadership change in library
Changes in library organizarion stn¡cture
Change in reporting structure
Changes in libnary user profile
Changes in library services provided
Changes in interaction bt\¡/een library units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cuts
S i gnifi cant budget increaseflib'rary expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty (e.g. age, gendcr, programnus, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age, gendcr, progrwnmcs, etc.)
Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other lib'ra¡i es (e.g. resowce slnring, inter-library loan, etc.)
Societal changes
Changes in subject fields

Internal and External Changes

022010
111020
030110
130100
03r010
031100
220100
021110
041000
410000
400010
310010
011210
013010
013010
032000
03tl00
02t200
00000s
000005

Choices Made
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN COMMUNTTY COLT-EGE LIBR.ARIES

(5 responses)

[Ranking of 5 most signi-ficert changes, starting with I as most significurr; 6 = no answer]

Change(s) in library buildings
Changing work force in library (e.g. change in age, gender, etc.)

Leadership change in libnary
Changes in library organization stn¡cture
Change in reporting structure
Changes in library user prcfile
Changes in library services provided
Changes in interaction between library units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cuts
Significant budget increaseÂibn"ary expansion
Changes in union's influence
Changing faculty (e.g. age, gendcr, programmcs, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age, gender, prograrnnus, etc.)
Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other lib'raries (e.g. resowce slwring, interJibrary loan, etc.)

Societal changes
Changing role of lib'rarians

Significant Changes

000005
000104
000005
100004
000005
00000s
011003
00001,4
000005
400001
020003
000005
00r004
000005
000014
001103
001004
010004
000005
000005

Choices Made

204b



SATISFACTION WTIT{ AVAILABILITY AND ADEQUACY OF
HUMAN RES OURCES DEVELOPMENT

INCENTTVES/ACTTVITIES/OPPORTT.]NTTIES IN COMMUNTTY COLIÆGE LIBRARIES
( 5 responses)

[1 =offeredardsatisfectory;2=dferdbutunsatisfacror¡3=notofferedb¿¡tdeEired;4=notofferednødesired;5=nomswe¡rhoeaprplicable]

Incentive VAc tivi ti e s/Opporf uni ti e s

S&aff recogaütiosl:
Performance appraisal
Merit pay
Merit as/¿¡rd

Lener of commendation
Anitudinal support from immediate supervisor
Attitudinal support from library senior management

Reimbursement for:
Travel to conferences, etc.
Tuition fees
Association memkrship(s)
Purchasin g profes sional development materials
Computer sea¡ches

Photæopying for study/research purposes
Audiovisual preparation

X{,esearch/Study leave:
Short-term (3 months)
Medium-term (3-6 months)
Long-terrn (1 year)
Time allonnent for research projects
Time allotrnent for conferences, etc.

.Iob enhancernent:
Job exchange
Job sharing
Intemal job rotation
Rotation of supervisory/managerial position
Traditional coaching (supervisor to employee)
Peer coaching

"loh &raireimg:

Orientation
Initial training
Ongoing training
In-service activities

Ðeveloprmemta! op ponturaiÉñes :

Short-term workshops
l,ong-term coursg @.g. degrec progrananes)

Ca¡eer development

TABT,E 35

Choices Made

23
Í.63830
32000
20300
00320
20210
50000
41000

[6513n0
12200
22100
20300
31100
30200
30110
20300
371500
02300
02300
11300
00s00
22100
92EX.t0
10220
22100
10220
10130
20120
20120
416{}{}0
1,4000
23000
05000
14000
384{}{}
22100
r2200
04100

2A4c
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also includes summaries of the broad categories of incentives, abilities and

opportunities, with the corresponding levels of satisfaction expressed by the

librarians.

Considering the broad category of staff recognition, merit award is the only

aspect which had divided opinion. In the other four components of this caægory, all

five respondents believed that they had attitudinal support from the immediate

supervisor, and all but one perceived attitudinal support from library senior

management. For performance appraisal, two respondents stated that it could be

improved. Opinion was d.ivided also about merit pay and leners of commendation.

The next category reviewed reimbursement for incentives, activities and

opportunities offered. No single aspect in this category held total satisfaction for

respondents from the community college libraries. Opinion was divided about the

availability of each one of them. In each.category, the responses \ilere divided

approximately equally benveen the "offered" and "not offered" selections.

V/ith regard to researclr/study leave, a general dissatisfaction was expressed

with every aspect. All five respondents stated "time allotment for research projects"

to be "not offered but desired." For all types of study leave, three of the respondents

chose the "not offered but desired" category. Only the aspect "time allotment for

conferences" had two respondents stating that they were satisfied.

Reviewing the next category of incentives, opinion again was divided evenly

among the respondents. V/hile one or two respondents expressed satisfaction with

each of the incentives in this category, two or three respondents stated that the

incentive was neither offered nor desired, and at least one respondent for each

incentive stated that it was desired but not offered. Three of the five respondents

stated that they did not desire rotation of managerial positions, while two respondents

did not want institutional coaching or peer coaching.
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In the next category, job training, only one respondent expressed satisfaction

with the incentives, while the rest stated that the incentives were offered but were not

satisfactory. In fact, for the category of ongoing training, all five librarians expressed a

need for improvement, with atl but one saying the same for in-service activities and

orientation.

'With regard to developmental opportunities, more dissatisfaction was

expressed than satisfaction. For career development, four of the respondents stated

that it needs improvement, while one said that it was desired but not offered.

Ratíng of líbraríans' øbílitíes to serve users. As shown in Table 36, out of

the five respondents from community college libraries, one person did not respond to

this question on rating one's ability to serve library users. Two respondents believed

that they ,were reasonably effective. One respondent chose being more effective,

while another acknowledged being less than effective. No one opted for being most or

least effective.

The person who rated his or her personal effectiveness as more than

adequate stated that it was because "the libnary has the resources that allows one to

operate at this level." One person who opted for the choice of being reasonably

effective said that "the lack of library staff kept us from meeting the needs of our

library clientele."

lnítíators and deterrnínators of develapmentøl øctívítíes" Table 37 ranks

the initiators of developmental activities in community college libraries. As their first

choice, all five respondents from the community college libnaries listed lib'rarian as the

prime initiator, and one respondent chose library administration as well. Library

administration was the second choice, while work group or staff development

committee was chosen as the third choice by one respondent. No one chose section

supervisor as it was not applicable.
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RATING OF LIBRARIANS' ABILITIES TO SERVE USERS
IN COMMUNTTY COLLEGE LIBRARIES

[1 = most effective to 5 = least effective; 6 = no answer]

Number of Respondents Choices Made

r23456

012101

ZMa
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TNITIAToRS oF. DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVTNES IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBR.{RIES

(5 responses)

[l = most frequent to 5 = Ieast frequent]

Initiator Choices Made

t2345

50000
00000
13000
00100
00001

Libra¡ian
Section supervisor

Library administration

V/ork group/committee

Combination of the above

2Mb
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Table 38 provides a ranking of answers to how developmental activities were

detennined in the community college libraries. Determination by individual lib'rarians

was chosen by all five respondents. Activities determined through regular

performance appraisal and kcause of a perceived need by a supervisor were second

and third choices with two responses each. Suff development commitæe was chosen

only as the fourth and fifth choice, with one response each. Similarly, senior

management was chosen as the second choice by one respondent, and again was

considered least frequent and the fifth and sixth choices by one respondent each.

Effectìvewess af humøn resoarees developmewt ira søtìsfyíng weeds" Table

39 shows the response from the librarians in the community college libraries regarding

the effectiveness of the human resources development programme in their individual

libraries. For each of the three needs - librarians' needs, library's needs and college's

needs - two respondents found them to be adequately satisfied, two respondents each

found them to be satisfied more than adequately, and one respondent each found them

to be satisfied less than adequately. Those who were dissatisfied mentioned their

inability to attend conferences and workshops outside Manitoba due to financial

restaint. One respondent stated that both "budget problem and lack of understanding

on the part of top management" were concerns.

Ílumøn resources developrnent ønd ødrnínístrøtíve strøtegy. As shown in

Table 40, two of the five respondents from the community college libraries considered

their libraries' prevailing administrative strategy to k one of quality improvement.

There was one response for cost reduction st'ategy and one for innovation strategy,

while one respondent did not know what the library's strategy was.

Table 41 deals with matching the human resources development programme

with the administrative strategy in the community college libraries. One respondent
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DETERMINATORS OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTryTTIES IN COMMUNTTY COLLEGE LIBR,ARIES

(5 responses)

[l = most frequent to 6 = lesst frequenq 7 = no mswer]

Through regular p€rformance appraisal
S taff development cornmittee
Librarians' council or group
Perceived need by individual librrarians through day-to-day experiences
Perceived need by supervisor/manager through observations of day-to-day work
Ferceived need by senior management through observations of day-to-day work

Activities Determined

02200
00011
00010
50000
r2200
01001

Choices Made

345

207a

01
03
04
00
00
T2
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EFFECTTVENESS OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN SATISFYING NEEDS

IN COMMUNTTY COLLEGE LIBRAR.IES

(5 responses)

[1 = most satisfactory ø 5 = least sarisfactory; 6 = no a¡rswer]

Satisfying Choices Made

r23456

Librarians'needs 0 I 2 2 0 0

Library'sneeds 0 | 2 2 0 0

University/College'sneeds 0 I 2 2 0 0

207b
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HUMAN RES OUR.CES DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATTVE STRATEGY
IN COMMI-INTTY COLLEGE LIBRARNES

(5 responses)

Administrative S trategy Choices Made

Cost reduction strategy

Innovation strategy

Quality improvement strategy

Cost and quality strategies

Cost and innovation strategies

Innovation and quality smtegies

Cost, quality and innovation strategies combined

"Serendipity"

"Dictatorship"

"Don't know"

No answer

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

207c
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MATCHING OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT }VT['H ADMINISTRATIVE
STRATEGY IN COMMI.INITY COLLEGE LIBRAR.IES

[1 = matches most to 5 = matches le¿st; 6 = no answer]

Number of Respondents Choices Made
123456

004001

207d
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did not answer, stating that the library "doesn't have a human resources development

programme." The remaining four respondents indicated that the human resources

development pro$amme matched adequately with the administrative sü'ategy in the

community college libraries. Those who chose adequate or less than adequate ranking

pointed out that lack of time, lack of money for outside travel, lack of study leave, lack

of staff and budget limitations have all prevented the colleges from accomplishing their

goals. One respondent commented that "within the library itself the strategy works

well, but upper management has a very different agenda."

With regard to the impact of the "fit" between the human resources

development programme and the administrative strategy on the library's

effectiveness, on the individual librarians' effectiveness and on the college's

effectiveness in meeting their objectives, as shown in Table 42, four of the five

respondents from the community college libra¡ies described effectiveness as adequate.

One librarian did not respond to this question. The other four respondents stressed

that in addition to lack of time, budget cuts, lack of money for outside travel or study

leave, the lack of communication and understanding between the library and top

management has affected the effectiveness of the colleges in meeting their overall

objectives.

Aildítionat skíttslknowledgeløttítudes needed. Table 43 gives a list of new

or additional skil1s, knowledge and attitudes desired by the respondents from the

community college librarians. Three out of the five respondents chose computer skills.

Collection management and continuing education-oriented skills each received two

responses. Table 43 shows four other desired items in the list, each receiving one

response. The added cornments reiterated the need for ktter knowledge of computer

and computer centre practices. Other coûrments expressed a need for better liaison

with faculty for collection development and to learn techniques of evaluating collection

so that specific needs of library users can be met.
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EFFECTT\TENES S OF HUMAN RES OURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN COMMTINITY COLLEGE LIBRARIES

(5 responses)

[1 = most effective to 5 = ]e¿st effective; 6 = no answer]

Choices Made
123456

Librarians'Effectiveness 0 0 4 0 0 I

Library'sEffectiveness 0 0 4 0 0 1

University/College'sEffectiveness 0 0 4 0 0 t

208a
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ADDMONAL SKTLLS/KNOWLEDGryATTruUDES NEEDED TO F{ANDLE CF{ANGES

IN COMMT]NTTY COLIÆGE LIBRARIES

(5 responses)

SkillsÆtuowledge/Anirude Needed Choices Made

Automation/Computer skill s

ManagemenVAdmini stration{-eadership skills

Adapting/Change of attitudeÆlexibility

Communication skills

ReappraisalÆvaluation/Problem- solvin g/Plannin g skills

Cooperation fl'eam building

Human relationsÄnterpersonal skills

Budgeting

Fund-raising/Grantsmanship

Becoming more professional

Personal traits

Knowledge of university/college politic s, personnel

Word proces sin gÆ(eyboarding

Knowledge of library goalsþlanning

Research skills

Collection management

Public relationsMarketin g skill s

CD-ROM skills

Continuing education-oriented skills

Appreciation from adminisu'ation

New policy for changed system

User-centered

Teaching skills

208b
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Ðevelopwevetal øctivilties vceeded" Table 44 lists the developmental

acriviries that the community college libraries identified as needed. Three out of the

five respondents chose computer training as their first choice. Training to upgrade.

systems and procedures received two responses, while management skills, CD-R'OM,

and higher degree courses each received one response. In support of the choice made,

one respondent stated that "computer training and professional development in

almost every other area" was needed.

Barríers prevewtíng implementøtíon. Table 45 shows the list of bariers

that the respondents from the community college libraries described as preventing

implementation of developmental activities. Three of the five respondents chose lack

of time, while two chose lack of funding. Four other barriers received one response

each as shown in Table 45. One respondenl summarized all that were considered

lacking: "Lack of strong commiunent by the civil service to professional development.

Restriction on travel funding; lack of incentives; lack of recognition at top (outside

library) of need for professional development by librarians - e.g. educators in a system

have been much more successful in this atea." Another respondent strongly

expressed his or her opinion by stating "stupid travel policy."

Suggested solutíons to overcome the barríers. Table 46 shows the

solutions suggested by the respondents from the community college libraries to

implement needed developmental activities. With one person not responding, two of

the respondents recortmended finding or applying for funding, endorsements or g'ants.

Training and "making time" each received one response. One respondent coûrmented

that libn'a¡ians should be involved in budget planning. Another suggesæd spending

money on travel.
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DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVN^TES NEEDED IN COMMI.]NTTY COT¿EGE I-TBRARIES

(5 responses)

Activities Needed Choices Made

Computer u'aining (OPAC, Micro)

Management skills

CD-ROM (networks, scanners)

Communication skills

Training to upgrade systems and procedures

Information exchange

Higher degree courses

Release time for short-term projects

Time management

Job awa¡eness

Career counselling

Improved travel facility

Word præessing

System-wide knowledge

Performance standards

Job exchange

Licensing examination

Interpersonal skills

Financial reimbursement

Recreational activities

No answer

3

1

I

0

)

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2@a
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BARRIERS PREVENTING IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL ACTTVTNES

IN COh4NTLTNTTY COLLEGE LIBRARIES

(5 responses)

Barriers Choice Made

Lack of time
Lack of funding
Lack of adminisn-ative interest or planning
Not enough or appropriate courses

Resistance
Not enough equipment
Lack of staff
Lack of instructors/poor timing
Difficult to schedule
Union not pursuing
Unawa¡e of need
Hiera¡chical and complex structure
Lack of space

Isolation in unit

No answer

3
)
1

1

1

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

2A9b
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO O\rERCOME TT{E BARRIERS
IN COMMUNTTY COLLEGE LIBR,ARIES

(5 responses)

Suggested Solutions Choices Made

Fundin g/EndowmenlGran t

Training/Courses

"Make time"

f,obbyin g/Attitude chan ge

Workshops and Seminars

Flexible research leave

Make better distribution of computers and other equipment

Read in that area

Job rotation

Staffing

Additional spaceÆ.{ew library

Travel to other locations

Cornmittee work

Floating librarian to substitute

Better use of support staff

Ask staff what they want

"Force implerentation"

No answer

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

2@c
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[-ibrøriayas' trecornwaesedatioras øf ødrniwístrøtíve strøtegy. As shown in

Table 47, both innovation strategy "that allows employees to experiment and work

creatively," and quality improvement sû'ategy that would "require employees to b€

more committed and interested in the quality of work they produce" were

recommended by two respondents as the adminisn'adve strategy that would be most

productive in achieving significant human resources development in the community

college libraries. Participative management, and recognition or encouragement by

adminisu'ation, each had one response. The respondent who recommended quality

improvement strategy as an appropriate strategy for human resources development

said that "external factors still greatly limit what the library can do in this area."

R.ecowrnended strøtegíes for wotívøtion Table 48 lists the specific

strategies recommended by the respondents from the community college libraries.

Positive feedback received two responses, as did recognition that the needed strategy

should vary to suit the individual. A few other strategies received one response each.

Respondents' comments that accompanied their choices stressed the need for "one-

to-one discussion," "positive modelling," and "more responsibility in setting goals

and objectives" in order to motivate a person. Appendix ts gives the full list of

suggestions from the respondents for motivation.

Administrative Viewpoint

The administrative viewpoint on human resources developmen¡ i¡ çsmmunity

college libraries in Manitoba was compiled mainly from interviewing the library

director of the largest of the three colleges. In her statement, the Director used her

community college as a point of reference. Following is the summary of this interview.
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LIBR,ARI.ANS' RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADMINISTRATTVE STR,ATEGY
IN COMMUNTTY COLIIEGE LIBRARMS

(5 responses)

Recommended Strategy Choices Made

Participative management
Formation and cla¡ification of policy and procedures
Innovation and quality strategies
Innovation, quality and cost strategies combined
Innovation strategy
Administrative fairness and leadership

Quality improvement strategy
Relating individual potential to needs

RecognitionlEncouragement by adminisration
Funding

Don't knodÌ.{ot sure
No answer

1

0
0
0
2
0
2
0
I
0

0
0

210a
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RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATION
IN COMMUNTTY COLI-EGE LIBRARIES

(5 responses)

Recommended Strategy for Motivation Choices Made

Positive feedback through regular performance appraisal & goals & objectives

Find out the motivating factor for the individuals

Di stribute tasks to match special abilities/intere stypotential skill s

Varies with individual

Describ€ benefits when motivated - counselling

Partic ip ative decision -makin g and proj ect plannin g

Challenge the employee

Responsibility with librarian

Frofessional autonomy

Flexible researcffstudy leave

Provide development awareness and opportunities

Training sessions

Peer pressure

No answer

2

1

0

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

210b
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In the Community College, librarians are considered civil servants and,

hence, d.irect employees of the h'ovinciai government. The outside influence on staff

developmenr srrategies in the Community College is thus considerable. Many

activities, particularity travel out of province, have to be approved at more than one

level, including the provincial education minister. There are also policies for staff

development directed generally at government civil servants, primarily involving

practical courses, which are directed at librarians and support staff alike.

Librarians at the community college do not have faculty status, and hence

several progïammes which apply to instructors (e.g. sabbatical leave with pay, full

surnmer vacation) are not offered to librarians. The rationale given is that "there are

librarians elsewhere in government . if the librarians here at the college had

something, then under the contract or agreement, it would have to apply to all

libra¡ians . . . There is a sort of study leave that is available for all civil servants, so

that a librarian is entitted to apply for that." The library Director pointed out that the

government-mandated study leave may not be "as generous or as readily given" as

the academic leave provided by the College for instructors, but she noted that as none

of the librarians had yet applied for study leave, the policy was untested.

Reimbursement for educational leave among both librarians and faculty is

predicated on the degree of relevance the desired training has for the performance of

the applicant's present position. Full reimbursement is granted only if the training is

an actual job requirement. Outside of the required degree in library science, further

education such as second master's degree is considered by the government to be

unnecessary for the librarian position, and sometimes thought to be unrelated to the

job; hence, funding for the continuing education of professional libra¡ians is not always

available. A broader view of the relevance of continuing education is applied to college

faculty.
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The college is approaching a perid of restructuring which may include board

governance. As this would alter the reporting strucfure, the library Director thought

this would create "a window of oppornrnity for librarians to. . . k given faculty status.

. . . I don't know how that's going to turn out. I am ysry interested in it; I would like

the librarians to be more interested in that topic because it should b their concern."

However, the Director noted that the lack of parity with faculty had not affected the

morale of library staff, and there did not appear to b a great degree of inærest in the

outcome of restructuring.

Staff development has ben a priority with the community college for some

time, and over the past two presidential terms, an office for staff and prograrnme

development has been created with full-time personnel. The office reports to the Vice-

President (Academic), although the College personnel office reports directly to the

President. The office divides its time between programme development and more

individually-based staff development. The staff development committee has an

advisory mandate only, and was thought by managerial staff to have "never had any

power anyway; it could always be ovemrled." Whether or not to involve the staff

development committee in considering a request is left to the individual departrnent's

discretion. Large departments find the comminee useful but smaller divisions, such as

the library, tend to discuss the decision among the members of their own internal

hierarchy.

The College has, however, begun to devise a plan of staff development which

is available to all staff members. "The emphasis on that policy is for instructional

staff . . . there is a special section for instructors, and to that extent it doesn't appty to

the library. We have the same right to apply and the same approval mechanism as the

instructors." Special funds are available for instructors' academic leave, "but when

it's funding to attend a conference or to take a course, it's available to us equally."

The budget for staff development is a whole sum at the discretion of the commiftee, so
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that any overspending on the part of one deparrnent may be taken out of the unused

budget for other divisions. The total budget for staff development is decided by the

provincial govemment, with little college control. Due to the prevailing nood of fiscal

restraint, these funds are thought to be of relatively low priority, and are often

curtaited. The library director believed that the policies of the provincial govemment

constituted a hind¡ance to the development of human resources, particularly with

regard to the restriction on travel to conferences. Use of funds for travel has to be

justified to an external arbiter, with the result that a very limited number of

professional librarians receive approval to attend any conferences.

The Director stated that "the library has not developed a human resources

development plan for itself specifically, [although] the college has made a god stfft in

that d.irection." Informal policies of human resources development for each individual

staff member should be put into place "in conjunction with where we see the library

going and how we see the library developing." The implementation of such policies is

currently under discussion. Training for staff upgrading or to meet changes in the

library environment is often initiated by staff to meet a perceived need. Where

individuals have expressed particular interest in providing training in the a¡ea under

their jurisdicrion, it has been incorporated into their job description. Managerial time

is devoted to rhe daily operation of the library, and to a focus on the needs of the

institution.

The library Director stressed the importance of personal enhancement and

personal growth as they relate to the employee's present position, but noted that

even if that employee moved from that job, "I don't for a minute consider that as an

investment that is lost, because you are benefitting from this [u'aining] while the

person is acquiring it." She held that staff motivation is often derived from managerial

expectations rather than institutional requirements: "what goes on here . . . far

exceeds the minimum level of expectations on the part of senior management of the
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College." However, she welcomed the development of systematic human resources

development strategies that include built-in rewards for participation, so that the

impetus for staff to embark on a project would not have to come from the manager

alone.

The Director believed it was important to consider institutional goals in staff

development, and to develop "realistic expectations, realistic objectives," so that it

is recognized that "if lstaffl want to acquire more training, there may not be a place

immediately for them to utilize it within the organization." In a government-funded

programme, this situation would impact on reimbursement. The Director saw the need

for "a statement which will have some practical reality to it a philosophical

statement, commitment to human resources development that you will provide staff

with the opportunity for training and growth and advancement." Ongoing evaluation of

a formal programme of human resources development would be monitored by the

library Director.

,4,nalysñs

The Importance of History

All the academic libraries in Manitoba have been affected by prolonged

budget restraint. At the same time, the libraries have þen influenced by technological

advances and their own assumptions, including accessibility to their collections and

enhanced service to their users.

The university libraries were also shaped by the academic starus sought by

librarians. This was secured in Manitoba after prolonged negotiations in the 1970's

through faculty unions. Provision of academic status \r/¿ts soon followed by librrarians'
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classification and promotion schemes, sabbatical and study leaves, professional

development allowances, access to research grants and other fringe benefits. Ey the

end of the 1970's, the librarians in the Research Library had paved the way for

librarians in the undergraduate libraries in the province to achieve academic status

with an appropriate rank and promotion scheme. This new status provided an

alternative to the traditional career advancement through change in position. The new

system reflected individual levels of professional achievement in personal ranking,

regardless of the individual's employment description or position.

In each of the academic libraries, programmes for human resources

development have evolved in different ways. In the Research Library, as the

librarians became more conscious of their academic status and professional

obligations, the early emphasis was on the developmental needs of the libra¡ians,

particularly in research. However, due to the role of automation in increasing the

complexity of work done by support staff, the attention of the library's Staff

Development Committee soon shifted to the developmental needs of the support staff,

with subsequent withdrawal of librarians from active participation. In the process of

prolonged negotiations for academic status, the librarians' need to emphasize the

distinction between librarians and support staff in the Research Library was

intensified. The libra¡ians in undergraduate libraries, though far fewer in number, have

achieved the same rights as the librarians in the Research Library.

In the community college libraries, however, the status of libnarians as civil

servants and a lack of emphasis on professional development have denied lib'rarians

access to sabbatical leave, promotion within a job, and other academic knefits.

Notwithstanding the differences among the libraries, and their past

achievements with regard to staff development, at present, all lib'raries show a critical

need for direction in these times of continuous change and budget resn'aint.
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Human Resources Deveþment in Manitoba's Academic tr-ibra¡ies: State of the An

The empirical data collected from the academic librarians in Manitoba are

analyzed within the conteNt of a review of related organizational literature as

presented in Chapter One, and the review of library literature presented in Chapter

Two. From a total of seventy-two librarians, fifty-three responded, resulting in a

sevenfy-four percent response rate. The respondents worked with a variety of subject

specialities and a majority had supervisory responsibilities. The data are analyzed

below for the research questions, in the same sequence in which these questions were

originally stated in Chapter One. Based on the conclusions drawn from the analysis,

individuat components of a human resources development mdel for academic libraries

will be considered in Chapter Five. The fi¡st research question concerned the internal

and external changes in academic libraries that would need human resources

development.

trntemal ønd external ckønges needing hurnan resources developrnenÊ"

Both organizational and library literature have shown that development is initiated by

change and, in turn, causes further changes. The initiating changes can be external or

internal to the organization concerned. As seen in Chapters One and Two, different

changes are emphasized at different organizational levels, depending on the

population that is most directly impacted. Organizational literature makes reference

to external changes in society and in the work force. Educaúonal literature refers to

changes in the compositions of faculty and student populations in the educational

institution. Library literature reports internal changes such as those due to library

automation and budget constraints, changes in library services, and in interaction

between library units. Library automation is itself propelled by changes in computer

technology. Research studies at all levels have shown that leadership change often

leads to changes in the organizational structure, and thereby in the reporting structure.
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nn considering the connection between change and the need for human

resources development in the academic libraries in Manitoba, almost all of the

librarians who responded to the survey indicated that many of these changes were

evident in their own libnaries. A majority of respondents also stated that many of the

changes listed called for some degree of human resources development. Library

automation was singled out as the change that would require the most human

resources development. This supports the various studies reported in Chapter Two

that described the effects of library automation.

Table 49 ranks the respondents' f,rrst choices for changes requiring human

resources development, and is listed by the type of library. In all the libraries studied,

the five most commonly mentioned changes were: library automation, significant

budget cuts, a substantial budgetlibrary expansion, changes in library services

provided and changes in library organization structure. Librarians from university and

college libra¡ies chose leadership change in their library as their sixth choice. There

have been no recent changes in leadership in the three community college libraries, so

that was not a significant choice for those libna¡ies.

Though leadership change is ranked only sixth by respondents in the

university libraries, the fourth and fifth ranked choices (changes in library services and

organization structure respectively) are changes initiated by the chief administrator.

This was noted in the library literature review in Chapter Two, and this observation

was confirmed in the review of the Research Library's administrative viewpoint.

Librarians in this survey seemed more concerned with specific changes in their lib'rary,

while remaining conscious of the import¿¡ce of the leadership change.

The respondents' choices of significant changes reflect the changing scenario

in academic libraries. Library automation necessit¿tes new skills, knowledge and

attitudes for professional librarians. An increase or decrease of the libnary budget

may call for the consideration of new ways to achieve the library's ob.iectives,

requiring leadership and management skills to plan and implement new directions.
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RANKING OF INTERNAL AND EXTER.NAL CHANGES REQUIRING HUMAN RESOUR,CES DEVELOPMENT
IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES IN MANTTOBA

(53 responses)

[a = Research Library; b = Undergraduate Libraies; c = Community College Libraries;]

Change(s) in library buildings
Changing \ryork force in library þ.g. change in age, gendcr, etc.)

Leadership change in library
Changes in library organization structure
Change in your reporting structrre
Changes in library user profile
Changes in library services provided
Changes in interaction between library units
Changes in interaction with other depts. in university/college
Library automation
Significant budget cut
Significant budget increase/libnary expansion
Changes in your union's influence
Changing faculty þ.g. øge, gender, progranncs, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age, gandø, progranmes, etc.)

Leadership change in university/college
Change(s) in university/college organizational structure
Change(s) in interaction with other librrari€s (e.g. resource shañng, inter-tibrary ban, etc.)

Societal changes
Changes in subject fields

Choices Made
abc

t4
10

6
5

I
11

4
9
13

I
2
3

T2

15

l8
l6
17

7
79

20

I
I

1

I

113
06
612
55
6 11

710
44
B14
B7
11
32
23
717
315
416
58
29
918
919
020

2L7a

1

1

1

1

1

I
)
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Changes in library services may be initiated by a significant external or internal

change in population, technology, social perspective, or in budget or leadership.

Library literature records that changes in services are occurring in every type of

library, affecting the way library materials, and information about materials, are made

available to users. Changes in organizational structure require corresponding

anitudinal changes that allow libra¡ians to recognize the potential of the new structure

and its resultant new relationships. Each one of these changes calls for

developmental activities to accommodate and support particular adaptations of skills,

knowledge and/or attitude.

Several changes were listed by survey respondents as requiring some

development. The respondents from the Research Library and the undergraduate

libraries both singled out changes in interaction with other libraries as requiring some

human resources development. This particular need is anticipated in these budget-

driven days, when academic libraries with similar collections, such as the Research

Library and the undergraduate libraries, are forced to consider ways to share their

resources and services. In addition, the respondents from the Research Library

specified changing student populations and library work force, and changes in the

reporting structure as requiring some human resources development. Similarly, the

respondents from the undergraduate libraries found that, in addition to changes in

interaction with other libraries, the changes in library services and in library

organizational structure, the changing library work force and changes in library

buildings all would require some development of human resources. The fact that one

of the undergraduate libraries is in the process of planning for library expansion

explains the last choice.

Respondents from the community college libraries also noted that library

automation needed the most human resources development. However, while

community college respondents found that leadership change in the college needed a

greater degtee of development, a significant number of respondents from the Research
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Library considered leadership change in university/college as needing little human

resource development. Nearly half the respondents from the undergraduate libraries

reported that changes in the university organizational structure called for only

marginal changes in development, but a majority of the community college respondents

stated that this change would need some development of human resources. In

particular, a significant number of respondents from both the Research Library and the

undergraduate libraries indicated little need for human resources development to

accommodate the changes in interaction with other departments in the parent

institution. However, nearly atl the respondents from the communiry college libraries

found that this change would require some development of human resources.

Community college librarians, more than other libra¡ians in the survey, appeared to be

aware of the impact of changes affecting the parent institution. The community

colleges, currently affiliated with the civil service, are centrally governed. CenEalized

decision-making may lead to a decrease in personal initiative and thus lower staff

efficiency. Hence, any change in the central administration has a much more direct

impact on the community college libra¡ies than on the more autonomous university

libraries.

When asked to select the five most significant changes in order of importance

to themselves, librarians from all the libraries surveyed almost universally identified

library automation as the most prominent change. With a considerable gap between

the first choice and the second choice, other changes identified as most significant in

the Research Lib,rary were, in decreasing order, leadership change, significant budget

cuts, changes in library organization structure, and changes in one's own reporting

structure. Respondents from the undergraduate libraries added changes in library

services to this list. Community college librarians in turn added changes in library

organization structure. Each one of these changes had been identified earlier by the

respondents as requiring human resources development. The responses from the
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librarians confirm that changes occurring now in academic libraries need to be met with

a considerable amount of human resources development. Library automation is

consistently singled out as requiring the most developrnent of human re$ources.

The fact that changes in union influence were not mentioned is noæworttry in

view of the significant influence of unions on academic libnarianship in the 1970's and

1980's. The data collected for other questions in this survey confirm that the influence

of the union is perceived by the librarians to be less significant now than it has ben in

the past. The issues that now confront the librarians mostly require individual

development and enhancement, not group action.

The data in this survey showed that while all the libraries studied a¡e

affected by changes internal to the library, external changes apparently have little

influence, even if these changes affect the parent institution strongly. Especially in

larger institutions, such as the Research Library, the librarians describe themselves

as unaffected, or relatively mildly affected, by certain larger changes in the university

structure, such as leadership changes in the university hierarchy or changes in

interaction with other university departments. For librrarians to be unaffected by any

major changes in the parent institution clearly indicates a lack of involvement in such

change. This does not reflect the strategic fit that the organizational literature

considers as necessary between the parts and with the whole of an organization for

maximum utilization of resources.

The next two research questions identified the specific human resources

development needs in academic libraries. A needs assessment explores aspects of

the available human resources development programmes and assesses the current

level of satisfaction with them, in order to determine what other activities are needed

to handle ongoing changes.

Søtísfactían wíth øvaíløbílíty ænd ødeqwøcy of hwwøw resowrces

development íncentivesløctivítíeslapportwnítíes. Figure I summarizes the reported
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levels of satisfaction expressed for each category of development incentives, activities

and opportunities in the Research Libnary. It shows that a majority of the librarians

from the R.esearch Library are reasonably satisfied with the developmental activities

and opportunities available to them. Considering the specific categories, a high level

of satisfaction was noted for both reimbursement and availability of resea¡cVstudy

leave. Conflicting opinions about availability show that the policy of time allotrnent

for research projects is not uniformly known or applied.

A high level of satisfaction with the present level of reimbursement suggests

that beyond a certain expected level of reimbursement, monetary compensation is not

a primary determinant of job satisfaction, particularly in these days of raised

consciousness about budget constraints. Conversely, it may be that some of the

satisfied librarians are simply not utilizing the full amount of reimbursement available

to them, indicating a lack of involvement in professional development. Also, from the

number of conflicting responses regarding the avaitability of reimbursement for

computer searches, photocopying and audio-visual preparation, it is obvious that

librarians need more information about what kinds of activities may be reimbursed,

and that policies must be applied more uniformly.

The librarians were moderately satisfied with the categories of staff

recognition and developmental opporrunities, except for merit pay and awards and

performance appraisal in the former category, and ca¡eer development in the latter, all

of which appear to need improvement. The historical data for the Research Library

showed that the merit paylaward had been an issue with their union, which is

concerned that all of its members be ueated equally. At the same time, professional

recognition at the individual level is seen by many as an incentive for motivation. The

Director of the Research Library expressed her support for giving merit paylaward. In

view of the conflicting sentiments expressed in this survey, merit paylautsÛ:d should b
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seen as being given in a fair manner in order to be Ueated as an incentive. To achieve

this, all the interested parties should be represented in setting and evaluating the

criteria. V/ide publicity should be given regularly to the criteria for these awards so

that they are accepted uniformly as incentives by the libra¡ians.

With regard to perforïnance appraisal, nearly one-third of the respondents

found the appraisal unsatisfactory. Literature on performance appraisal shows how,

proporly handled, an appraisal can be a valuable tool in ensuring that the objectives of

the individual and the organization are met. A properly managed performance

appraisal becomes even more desirable in the context of the librarians' expressed

need for career development rhat will satisfy both the individual and the organizational

needs. Without a properly handled performance appraisal, there is no systematic way

the progress of an individual can be monitored and advanced.

Job enhancement and job training are two categories in which librarians

expressed dissatisfaction, particularly with regard to ongoing training and in-service

activities. Also, for each incentive listed under the job enhancement category, there

are discrepancies in the librarians' understanding of its availability. Documentary

analysis for the Research Library shows that job exchange, job sharing, internal job

rotation and rotation of managerial positions a¡e all available if mutually agreed to by

the parties concerned. However, there appears to be an impression among some

librarians that job exchange, job sharing and job rotation are available only to the

support staff. The libra¡ians in the Research Library need to be bener infomed about

the availability of these oppornrnities.

Figure 2 graphically presents the levels of librarians' satisfaction with the

various categories of human resources development opportunities, as expressed by

the respondents from the undergraduate libraries. Unlike their Research Library

colleagues, librarians in undergraduate libraries were saúsfîed with the performance
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appraisal as well as job training. T'hey were highly satisfied with reimbursement,

research/study leave and developmental opportunities, including career development.

It is apparent that the librarians of these institutions were well satisfied with all the

incentives, activities and opportunities. The only exception was job enhancement,

about which they were divided in their opinions.

The high rate of satisfaction noted in this question among the libra¡ians of the

undergraduate libraries may be attributed to several factors. Because of the small

size of these institutions, the librarians are able to be more autonomous. The few

librarians available are often called upon to be subject specialists in one area,

organizers in another, and to be responsible for other tasks as well. The variety of the

tasks and the autonomous nature of the jobs offer enough challenges and incentives.

The reimbursement for developmental activities is nearly double what is available in

the Research Lib¡ary. As the libra¡ians in the undergraduate lib'raries are also part of

the faculty, they have the same facilities for research/study leave as are available in

the Resea¡ch Library. Job enhancement facilities, such as job sharing and job rotation,

are more readily available in a smaller institution as the administration would exp€ct

staff to be versatile in many areas.

An advantage of the smaller institution is that it encourages rapport and a

flatter organizational structure. As fewer people are available to perform different

tasks, individual librarians are challenged to perform new and va¡ied tasks. A

disadvantage is that this very informality can prevent equity of treatment and may

result in a ..hit or miss" methd of staff development, unless a policy is established to

facilitate a uniform application of human resources development. Such a policy has to

be planned sü'ategically. As well, an increased work load with fewer stafi[ can lead

some of the librarians to be reluctant to undertake any further tasks or

responsibilities, and therefore to express satisfaction with status quo more readily.
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As shown in Figure 3, the data from community college libraries indicaæ that,

of all academic librarians, community college librarians are the most fi:ust'ated as a

group. They are not considered part of the instructional gfoup in the colleges and

hence do not enjoy faculty benefits. In spite of having a Staff Development Office with

a Director and a Coordinator, the feeling is that the in-service days of the colleges are

not applicable to library needs. The community college librrarians had divided opinions

about staff recognition, reimbursement and job enhancement. In all categories of

human resources development incentives, activities and opportunities, they were

much more dissatisfied than their colleagues. Staff recognition fa¡ed ktter than other

categories, and the librarians were highly satisfîed with the attitudinal support from

their administrator. It is clear from both the libra¡ians' statements and the Director's

remarks that there is a good rapport between management and librarians.

It is evident that, however essential managerial support and participative

decision-making are for a motivated work force, the approach has to ba appropriate to

the needs of the whole organization. Lack of recognition as a faculty member and a

lack of facilities such as sabbatical leave, encouragement to attend conferences, and

other incentives, atl of which exist in the undergraduate libraries and the Research

Library, certainly have dampened the motivation level of the community college

librarians.

The next research question looked at the effectiveness of the developmental

activities. The effectiveness of a programme of human resources development can

only be measured in terms of how well the activities connected with the programme

met the needs of the individual libra¡ians concerned; those of the academic library; and

finally, those of the university or college. In essence, the effectiveness of the

employees determines the effectiveness of the development programme.
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Effeatívewess øf þewweørc res$&lrces fuveløpwewï prøgrørærnes" A majoriry of

librarians surveyed in the Research Library considered themselves to be adequately

or moderately effective in dealing with the changes experienced. Figure 4 graphically

shows the distribution of the responses over a curve. Respondents who expressed

conf,rdence in their own ability to serve their users primarily identified personal

reasons for their confidence. If they felt negatively abut their own effectiveness, they

expressed feelings of dissatisfaction with the automated system, or budget

constraints that have led to lack of adequate staff and equipment, or lack of

administrative direction. The librarians' self-perception of bing just adequate is not a

satisfactory outcome. A desirable outcome is a perception of being most effective. An

active policy of human tesource development could improve the self-perception of

librarians. The librarians' comments indicate that those who consider themselves to

be effective feel good about themselves. A positive self-image occurs when one is

able to cope with and effectively respond to ongoing changes. The respondents' main

concern \ilas that the development programme was not relevant for their needs. A

human resources development prograulme that is tied to strategic planning will ensure

that the activities remain relevant and useful to the librarians for managing the

ongoing changes. With regard to university effectiveness, lack of infonnation as well

as a lack of direct involvement made it difficult for the respondents to evaluate this

aspect of the programme of human resources development. Library administration

should communicate with librarians about the university's programmes and actively

encourage their involvement.

The librarians in the undergraduate libraries rated very highly their ability to

serye users. A majority of the librarians considered themselves !o b.e more than

adequate in effectiveness and viewed changes positively. This suggests that the

human resources development progr¿rnìme has achieved a measure of success in the

undergraduate libraries. The librarians' comments showed that this was due to their

freedom of action and decision-making.
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Community college librarians had divided opinions abut their effectiveness

in serving their users in the midst of various changes. Eoth their responses and their

comments show that the development programme in the community college libraries is

deficient in certain a¡eas and is not achieving the desired results.

TFse inítíøtors øwd detertniwøtørs øf ßcanaøre res@eevces develøpvnerct

progreneînes. Organizational literature points out that personally initiating a

programme increases an individual's sense of participation and effectiveness, as well

as his or her comminnent to that programme. In the Research Library, the libra¡ians

initiated developmental activities almost as often as did the Staff Development

Committee. Library Administration played a smaller role, and the section supervisor

was involved only minimally. As performance appraisal is not linked to developmental

activities, the supervisor is not credited for using the feedback mechanism built into

performance appraisals. Also, the Library Administration is not closely associated

with developmental activities. This underlines the fact that human resources

development is not part of any overall library plan. Any initiative or involvement on

the part of the administrator in planning and implementing developmental activities is

not known or perceived by the librarians. In this situation, the librarians do not have

the benefit of knowing whether the developmental activities that they may be engaged

in are directly related to the future di¡ections of the library. What is needed is a

clearly defined human resources development plan that links the developmental

activities to the strategic plan of the library. The need is further confirmed by

considering how developmental activities are determined. Until now, the respondents

believed that senior administration had taken very little initiative in shaping staff

development activities.

The librarians in the undergraduate libraries were able to initiate and

determine developmental activities, with the library adminisu'ator in the background to
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help. The librarians were also highly satisfied with the human resources development

programme in their libraries. Their comments showed that this was due to their

freedom of action and decision-making. Community college librarians, even though

they had divided opinion about their effectiveness in serving their users in the midst of

various changes, were confident about being able to initiate and determine staff

developmental activities. Training needs perceived through performance appraisal

were shown to be of importance to librarians. This shows that the performance

appraisal system is well-established in community college libraries, and the library

administrator is effectively using the feedback received through performance

appraisals for planning developmental activities.

Ênaynøn resources fuvelopwzewt øred ødwínístrøtíve strøtegt Liærature on

human resources development and management indicates that for the human

resources development programme to be effective, there should be a good "fit"

between the human resources development programme and the administrative

strategy of an organization. Organizational resea¡ch has shown that the impact of

such a "fit" between the programme and the strategy will be that employees will be

more effective in meeting the goals and objectives of the organization. This

presupposes employees' awareness of the prevailing administrative strategy.

About fifty percent of the librarians in the Research Library perceive the

prevailing administrative strategy in the library to be a cost-reduction straægy. Some

respondents recommended a combination of innovation and quality strategy as most

productive in achieving significant human resources development in the library.

Others \rere more conscious of the process of implementing such a strategy and

desired a participatory style and clarification of policies and præedures. Practicalty all

the responses emphasized the need for better communicaúon and for the involvement

of all librarians in implementing the strategy. The majority of the respondents
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beiieved that the human resources development programme had only an adequate or

less than adequate match with current adminisü'ative sh'ategy' Many respondents

pointed out that they were not aware of either a systematically applied human

resources development prograûrme or an administrative strategy. Nearly one-third of

the respondents d.id not comment about the impact of the "fit" b€tween the library's

human resources development programme and its adminisn'adve stfategy' The

majority of those who commented found the frt to be only adequate.

Thelibrarians'commentsshowthattheyarenotsureaboutthelibrary's

goals and objectives. Therefore, they are not able to ensure that they match their own

development with the directions that would benefit the tibrary and the university'

What is required is a srategic plan that clearly outlines the anticipated needs of their

human resources. Under the circumstances, the initiatives of the new Director in

formulating the Srraregic Plan that sets out the goals and objectives of the library for

the nexr five years should be very helpful. A strategic plan which outlines the goals of

the programme, and which strengthens the existing programme and identifies the

needs to be met, wiil be effective in maintaining a motivated work force in the lib'rary'

In the undergraduate libraries, there was a certain amount of confusion

among the librarians about the prevailing administrative strategy, as indicated by their

varied responses. A majority of them recommended participatory nunagement as the

best approach for productive results. In spite of the uncertainty about the

administrative s6ategy, the tibrarians were well satisfied with the matching of the

human resources development with the adminisu'ative strategy in their library. The

respondents believed that the impact of the "fit" between human resources

development and administrative strategy was such that it increased the individual

librarians' effectiveness, the library's effectiveness and the university's effectiveness.

In essence, the librarians from the undergraduate libraries found the environment

favourable for motivated and productive work. They found their human resources
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development programme effective with participative management. At the same time,

they were not sure about the prevailíng administrative strategy. A human resources

development prograÍrme based on a mdel, specifying goals, and with the flexibility to

build further upon the strength that already exists in undergraduate libnaries, would be

helpful.

The librarians in the community colleges had divided opinions about their own

effectiveness, about the prevailing administrative strategy, and about their

recommendations for improving that strategy. All except one respondent thought that

the human resources development programme matched only adequately with the

adminisu'ative strategy of community college lib'raries. The impact of the development

programme on the librarians' effectiveness, the library's effectiveness, and the

college's effectiveness, was found to be only adequate in meeting their objectives.

Adequate effectiveness is not a satisfactory, rating for an active human resources

development programme. The librarians in the three community colleges face

constraints that are unique to the community colleges, in addition to consu'aints faced

by all libraries, such as budget cuts. IVhile some of the constraints may have to b
faced and accepted at present, there are others that can be removed or controlled. ,A

flexible model will help to ensure that alternatives are considered at all times.

Ðeveloprnental actívítíes needed. The next resea¡ch question was about

human resources development needs that were not being met at present. In view of

the major changes demanded by library automation, computer skills were

overwhelmingly ranked in all libraries as the most needed knowledge or ability for

optimal performance, and computer training was chosen as the most needed activity.

The remaining choices included many of the skills and activities that have been

identified in library literature as vital for librarians, such as management

skill Vraining, communication and interpersonal skills/trainin g.
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Historical documentary analysis showed that every survey conducted in the

Research Library found computer skills, communication skills and interpersonal skills

to be the abitities most necessary for librarians. The developmental activities

predominantly desired by the librarians in undergraduate libraries were the same as in

the Research Library - computer skills, followed by management skills and

communication skills. Community college librarians also chose computer training as

the activity most needed.

The majority of the respondents from the Research Library rated their

abilities to serve their users as only moderately effective. This is not surprising,

considering the fact that the respondents believed that library automation requires the

most development of human resources in the library, that library automation is the

most significant change occurring in their library, that computer skills are found to be

the ability most needed by them now and that computer training is seen as the most

needed activity. The potential exists to make librarians more effective, if they are

better provided with both equipment and the needed knowledge or skills.

Eørriers preventíng implernentatíon, The next research question asked

about the barriers preventing implementation of human resources development

activities which would correspond to the needs of the academic libraries. The

respondents from the Research Lib'rary overwhelmingly chose lack of time and lack of

funding as the main barriers. Lack of appropriate courses, lack of equipment and

resistance to change were also cited. One respondent commented that "isolation in

the unit" was a barrier. Nearly one-third of the respondents did not answer this

question. Barriers stated for the undergraduate libraries and community college

libraries were identical: lack of time and lack of funding, followed by lack of planning.

The community college librarians were particularly affected in their inability to

have some control over staff development activities. The Director of the library
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sû'essed the frustration felt in the community colleges due to governmental conu'ol.

The initial concerns of the Staff Development Committee centred on possible

dissatisfaction resulting from a development program which did not necessarily lead to

different jobs or higher salaries. This is a valid issue, as cturent economic difficulties

require institutions to provide employees with job satisfaction without advancement in

rank or salary.

The solutions to help eradicate the barriers blocking the proper

implementation of human resources development may not be easy, particularly in

these times of austerity. The best solution would be to obtain sufficient funding for

staff to provide all required services, but this is not foreseeable. V/hile it is important

to pursue the matter of instructional ranking for community college libra¡ians, it is

equally important, given the time such a proposal may take, to seek e¡þs¡ immediate

solutions. Respondents to the questionnaire suggested that knowing organizational

goals and being part of the decision-making process help to motivate the non-

motivated librarian to pursue relevant deveiopment programmes. What is required is

a specific structure focused on goal-setting and response of the librarians to

expectations from the management.

Swggested solutíons to overcome the bøwíers. The next research question

requested possible solutions to remove the ba¡riers against the proper implemenøtion

of human resources development for academic librarians. When respondents' were

asked to suggest solutions to remove or prevent these barriers, and implement

needed activities, the response rate went down to fifty percent, indicating that the

librarians were unsure of what solutions would be effective. Some of the solutions

suggested included lobbying for funding and "making time," reflecting libra¡ians'

professional comminnent. On-the-job training and continuing education courses also

figured prominently in the suggested solutions.
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Librarians need to be made more aware of the oppornrnities that are currently

available to them. There are specific skills, such as computer and communication

skills, that were recognized as requiring more strengthening. A link between

performance appraisal and ca¡eer development, and a more formally sn-uctured on-the-

job naining would further enhance this program.

Pa¡t of an effective, well-run human resources development programme is to

modvaìe the employees. To encourage non-motivated employees, the most frequent

suggestion from the respondents was to talk to these individuals to find out the

moúvating factor for them. Other suggestions included positive feedback, distribution

of tasks, and counselling. None of the suggestions implied any increase in monetary

compensation, but called instead for dialogue and feedback.

Manageríøl support for kumøn resources developrment. The final research

question asked what role management should play in order to meet the human

resources needs of academic libraries, and of academic librarians. Both organizational

and library literature emphasize that the manager is the linchpin in any developmental

efforts. The validity of this view was illusrated by a report from the Research library.

In the early 1980's, the librarians were gaining a stronger voice in internal matters of

the Research Library. The forums held by the libra¡ians received enthusiastic

participation, with active encouragement from the Director. Documents show that

although most librarians were willing to participate in activities which were already

planned, they were reluctant to initiate activities. This emphasizes the importance of

a leader who directs the librarians towards set objectives, and it supports the

conclusions drawn from the literature review regarding the importance of managerial

involvement in furthering the human resources development of staff members.

The newly appointed Director of the Research Library has initiated some

fundamental changes that touch all aspects of work in the Research Librrary. In early
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1992, he Director recently completed a series of discussions with the cærdinators and

the unit heads of the library (the Library Management Advisory Committee) to

finalize the library's Strategic Plan for the next five years. The Strategic Plan

endorses a human resources development programme for all staff members as one of

the major objectives of the organization. However, no action plans have yet been

planned or proposed. For the purposes of the research, what is available for analysis

is the position the Director took in her interview.

With f,rfty-four librarians on staff, the Director of the Resea¡ch Library offered

professional tibrarians a structured environment for developmental activities. Her

administrative policy was committed to providing the best possible service to the

library's users, through any feasible means, including development of the library's

human resources. The Director placed importance on providing staff members with

resources and oppornrnities to work productively and grow professionally by providing

feedback and information. By calling the professional development of academic

librarians a partnership between the individual librarian and the library administration,

the Director held both parties responsible for the outcome. In her view, the

organization should encourage, facilitate, and expect development, while the individual

librarian evaluates, plans and undertakes developmental activities. By expecting

middte managers to identify and support needed developmental activities, the Director

planned to provide the tink and "fit" between the organizational need and the

individual requirement. The Director also wanted to extend this structure to support

staff.

In the inrerview, the Director did not emphasize a participatory style of

management or establishing rapport with individual staff members, but stressed

fairness, equity and opportunity. In a larger organization, faced with inevitable

hierarchies and union structure, a style of consultative leadership ensures equality of

opportunity as well as speed and decisiveness of action. However, it places the
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burden on the individual staff member to recognize available oppornrnities. Though it

may serve motivated employees well, this plan may not succeed with employees who

require more guidance. What is needed then is a process that star"ts at a sn'ategic

level where significant changes are first initiated and monitored, so that

developmental activities are invariably seen by senior administration, middle

managers and individual librarians as part of the process of change. In the past, staff

development has been a "hit or miss" process with individual lib'rarians initiating all

developmental activities, with only sporadic attention from the administration. There

is every possibility now that, with the thrust initiated by the new Director in preparing

a Strategic Plan for the library, a strong human resources development programme will

emerge.

The directors of the three undergraduate libraries rated highly the concept of

human resources development. They also reported having a good rapport with their

staff, including librarians. They advocated a participatory style and operated within an

informal structure. The degree of personal rapport among the individuals made

decision-making easy. By stressing personal enhancement and growth, the Di¡ector

in the Community College reiterated the importance of managerial support when she

stated that staff motivation was often derived from managerial expectations rather

than institutional requirements.

By their strong vocalization of support for human resources development, the

directors of all the libra¡ies in the study showed that they would b totally in favour of

a programme of a strong human resources development and human resources

management for the professional and support staff in their respective librarians.
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Conclusion

The data collected for this research study confirm that there is a vital need for

a sustained programme of human resources development for academic libnarians in

Manitoba. The data also show that, for the programme to be effective, it should

complement the administrative strategy in order to realize the objectives of the library

and its parent institution. The study also reiterates that the development programme

should occur in a climate of participatory management, where the academic librarians

are informed and involved in the decision-making process. Given supportive

administrative viewpoints, and given the needs of the academic librarians, a human

resources development model will provide the su'ategic "fit" that is required to brring

together the needs of both librarians and institutions, and ultimately to provide the

best possible service for the user community- As discussed in the next chapter, a

model for a human resources development programme should begin with

environmental scanning and take into account both the constraints and sn'engths of

the work force in order to provide a flexible programme.
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CONCE,{jSXTNS ^ANÐ R.ECOMMEND.4T'AOruS

This study has been guided by the belief that a library's employees are its

most important assets, and that their value is determined by productivity and growth

potential. This belief finds considerable support in the literature from the human

capital theory of 19@'s, the work force planning of 1970's, training in the 1980's and

the current emphasis on human resources development.

Human capital theory considers people as capital resources or assets, and

advocates investment in human capital for increased productivity. The early studies

on human capital theory proposed a simple relationship between education and

productive employment. Later research found this relationship analysis was not

always valid; various other factors and influences also determine human productivity.

Rather than a simple equation, a continuous interaction between productivity and

education is suggested.

In the 1970's, attention shifted from the education of individuals to work force

planning in order to tackle the mushrooming unemployment rate. The core idea that

human beings must be considered as capital resources or assets remained intact. The

work force was described as the human form of capital; unemployment was temred idle

capital and the training of workers through vocational education was termed improving

capital. But as vocational education became prohibitively expensive and showed

diminishing returns, attention soon shifted to the needs of individuals in the

worþlace, specifically salling for on-the-job uaining.

In the context of human resources development, training that is consistent

with the goals of the organization is found to be most effective. Training is srill

236
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considered an investment in human capital. The phrase "human resources

development," was first used as a synonym for "training," and later rwas expanded to

include "training and development." It has emerged now as an umbrella term,

encompassing education, work force planning, training, performance appraisal,

motivation and incentives, staff or faculty development, career development and career

pathing.

An effective human resources development prograûìme has several fearures.

It is tailored to an organization. It offers organized learning experiences and activities

in a specified period of time to improve employee performance. It is active rather than

reactive. It matches employee needs with organizational needs. It promotes the

values and goals of the institution through sound performance appraisal mechanisms,

active reinforcement of employee performance, and job enrichment to help increase

employee motivation.

Literature dealing with libraries shows almost unanimous agreement on

certain concepts. An academic library is a dynamic organization. The growth of the

organization and the realization of its objectives depend primarily on the development,

motivation, and job satisfaction of its human resources. Based on theoretical

principles and practical considerations, a formal model of human resources

development helps to ensure the systematic development of human resources in

academic libraries. A key component influencing the effective implementation of such

a model is the managerial support given to both the concepts and the process of

human resources development. Deliberate administrative action is required.

An analysis of library literature from the seventies to the nineties pointed to

the disturbing fact that, even though staff development has been consistently called

for, what is offered in the field is still sporadic. Acadernic librarianship is at a

crossroads, requiring a systematic application of human resources development for

academic lib'rarians and other staff members in order to handle the changes faced by

libra¡ies.
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The empirical data collected for this study show that there has been a long-

standing interest in staff development in academic libraries. The data also show that,

at the present time, the need for human resources development is particularly

pressing. The envi¡onment of academic libraries continues to change due to increased

demands from user communities and reduced financial support.

The empirical data of this study further show that librarians are frustrated.

They are unsure about the future directions of their libraries, and they have not

participated in planning for the future in terms of their own development and

contribution. In order to ensure that there is a "fit" between the needs of the

librarians and the needs of the libraries, a systematic human resources development

programme is essential.

Human resources development should be planned carefully, taking into

account the objectives and goals of the library. A needs assessment, involving an

appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of employees as well as a review of the

environment in which the employees operate, will enable the library administrator to

plan a human resources development progamme within the context of an overall

administative strategy. The recommendations which follow constitute a model for

human resources development in libraries. The model is presented verbally rather than

pictorially, and progresses through several stages.

Scanning Changing EnvíronrnenÉs

The development process should begin by recognizing that academic libraries

in Manitoba are undergoing far-reaching changes. These include external changes

such as changing faculty and student populations and changes in interaction with other

libraries, and internal changes such as library automation and changes in library
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organization structure. In order to be managed, almost all of these changes require

human resources development, tailored to meet present and ennerging needs.

Adapting to change is a fundamental requirement for organizational development.

Certain changes are global and affect all libraries, though not necessarily

equally. At present, library automation and budget changes appear to need the most

human resources development in all the libraries in this study. Other changes are

more specific to particular types or categories of libraries. These include changes in

interaction between library units, which affect the large Research Library with its

many branch libraries much more than the smaller, more self-contained undergraduate

libraries. In these specific instances, the library's response to change is often

governed by whether or not the library has experienced or is experiencing a given

change. For example, change in leadership was recognized to have a far-reaching

impact on needed development by the Research Library and the undergraduate

libraries. It was not a significant choice for community college libraries as there have

been no recent changes in leadership in any one of them. Change in library buildings

was considered to require some development of human resources by one of the

undergraduate libraries which was in the process of planning for library expansion.

Therefore, ín order to ímplement an effectíve human resources development

programme in a library, a tlþrough environmental scanning is necessary.

All of these changes, while having an immediate impact on library personnel

and operations, can be expected to continue to evolve. Change by its very nafure is a

process. As æchnology keeps changing, so will libraries' response to it. Budget

resü'iction may kcome even worse, calling for yet unheard of methods for libn'aries to

survive and to be effective. No administrator remains forever in one position. A

library can be expected to have changes in leadership quite regularly, and in some

cases, leaders may change their philosophies and their viewpoints, thereby calling for

a different response to change. The response will vary according to the type and

mandate of the lib'rary, its size and budgetary constr'aints, and most importantly, its
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leadership thrust which directs the type of experience the employees have in adapting

to change. What is required is a recognition that the environment has a built-in

capacity to keep changing, and therefore our response to change should be a

continuous process that responds to the present, with an eye to the future.

Påatrnirag fon ÐeveåopxmereÉ

Skills, Knowledge and Attitudes Needed

A needs assessment explores aspects of available human resources

development programmes and assesses the current level of satisfaction with them, in

order to determine what other aspects are needed to handle ongoing changes, what

barriers exist that prevent the implementation of new or enhanced aspects of the

programme, and what possible solutions could overcome these barriers. An active,

rather than reactive, approach is needed to build a programme of human resources

development on the knowledge gained from environmental scanning.

The impact of a change on a library can k assessed only by evaluating the

response that is possible under the present circumstances, and comparing it with the

response that is desired. If there is a gap between the two, and the gap is in

knowledge, skills and/or attitudes of librarians (and other staff members), then a

series of action-plans should k structured and implemented in order to promote the

necessary change.

Development in library technology is an external change, leading to library

automation, an internal change. The desired position is to have a work force that has

up-to-date computer skills and that views with confidence the changes in policies and

procedures required for effective implementation of library automation. rù/hile the

ability to adapt to library automation varies with the library as well as the librarian,

the respondents in this study have identified acquiring computer skills as a needed
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developmental activity. When the librarian has the necessary knowledge and skills to

handle a change, the anirude that readily accepts and adapts to the change is likely to

be present also.

Barriers Freventing Implementation

Human resources development needs to be adjusted to suit the particular

needs of a library, by taking into account the unique constraints or ba¡riers each lib'rary

faces. In this study, the barriers identified were lack of time, lack of funding for staff

and equipment, lack of desired courses at convenient times, and lack of direction from

the administration. As well, not knowing the administrative sn'ategy and not being

involved in the decision-making process were seen as major barriers preventing

formation of desired attitudes.

One major barrier for community college librarians is the lack of academic

status. The achievement of academic status has enabled libra¡ians in the Research

Library and the undergraduate libraries to approach their obligations, and thereby their

developmental needs, from an academic point of view. In the community college

libraries, the absence of academic status and position classification, which assures

promotion within a job, has created a sense of dissatisfaction and lowered morale.

Any plan for human resources development must be sensitive to the constraints faced

by the institution, such as lack of academic status for community college librarians,

and their civil service st¿tus.

Overcoming Barriers

Two criteria can be used to determine whether a particula¡ solution will

overcome ban-iers to human resources development. The existence of a recommended

activiry or incentive must help a librarian or a group of librarians to handle a change
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effectively. Altematively, the absence of such an activity or incentive must hinder a

librarian or a group of librarians in functioning effectively in managing a change.

Wherever relevant, the recommended activities or incentives are placed in the context

of constraints.

To maximize the librarians' level of satisfaction with the existing

developmental activities, several specific areas require consideration. These include

time for research projects, improved performance appraisal and career development,

separately identified on-the-job training, and opportunities and encouragement to

participate in various job enhancement areas that would allow the librarians increased

participation in decision-making. None of these steps needs to involve additional

financial expenditure; all could be accomplished by enhancing current programmes or

by promoting a more positive attitude to human resources development. Clearly

stated expectations from the library administration, and an evaluation process that is

systematically applied, will ensure that ail librarians have both the oppornrnity and the

mandate to develop to their full potential.

Administrative support now exists for the provision of time for research

projects quite apart from the longer terrn sabbatical/study leave available for

university librarians. Any recommendations regarding the enhancement of

performance appraisal and career development would need to tie performance reviews

to developmental plans and to the career management of individuals. An adequate

and appropriate feedback mechanism for performance appraisal, as well as

reevaluation of the fairness of distribution of merit pay and merit awards, would make

these aspects of staff development more effective and reduce the expressed level of

dissatisfaction, while potentially increasing employee satisfaction with the staff

development programme in the libraries.
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The need for a well-run on-the-job training prograrnme is clearly identifted

both by this study and the literature review. Librarians frequently do not receive

ü'aining at critical times, or do not recognize that training is king given. Often the

t'aining for a new task is given along with orientation, or simultaneously with other

responsibilities. The respondents suggested properly structured and relevant u'aining

programmes, offered in a positive afinosphere, with flexible scheduling. To ensure

that the participant recognizes that he or she is receiving training, naining sessions

should be clearly identified as such, where the only expectation is to learn and to

master the tasks at hand. With regard to job enhancement, regular awareness

sessions about available incentives will remove some of the misunderstanding which

now exists. The Director of the Research Library recently established various

committees and task forces to develop and implement many far-reaching decisions,

which will likely srengthen this category. A well-publicized ongoing process that

provides opportunities for job exchange and job rotation wili enhance the level of

satisfaction for librarians.

h'iorities for Implementåtion

GoøIs ønd objectíves. A fundamental problem identified in the empirical

study is lack of awa¡eness of the goals and objectives of the institution, as well as of

the administrative strategies calculated to achieve them. If goals, objectives and

strategies are already determined, then efforts should be made to ensure that all staff

are fully aware of them. Ideally, however, the staff would have participated in shaping

these goals, objectives and strategies.
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No planning for development will be effective unless it takes place in the

context of specific objectives and goals. L¿ck of awareness of future directions on the

part of those who are asked to adapt to change will hurt the process itself, as it leaves

them uncertain and thereby frusu'ated. This was seen, for example, in the Research

Library, where the size of the library, the number of personnel, the hierarchical nature

of the organization, the past leadership thrust and the lack of interest of some

lib¡arians have all contributed to a situation in which a majority of the lib'ra¡ians have

been operating without a clear understanding of the library's goals and direcúons.

Hence the process recently initiated by the new Director of the Research Library in

formulating goats and objectives for the library is a much needed improvement. She

has ensured that atl the middle managers were fully involved in the planning process

and that all the librarians were given opporrunities to know about the Strategic Plan

and to participate in its improvement. What is critically needed now, before the

momentum of planning is lost, is to have the middle managers, in consultation with

their professional and support staff, prepare action-plans with priorities and

timeframes. These action-plans will detail the specific ways and means including the

necessary human resources development through which the goals wi[ be realized in

their respective units.

Trøíning. On-the-job training is the most critical part of human resources

development. In these budget-driven days, providing training that is relevant to

expressed needs is critical. This calls for assessment of needs, planning appropriate

n'aining packages and providing the training at the appropriate t'mes. In this research,

ongoing training and in-service activities were areas in which librarians expressed

dissatisfaction. Particularly in community college libra¡ies, in spite of college-wide

organized staff development activities, training was considered def,rcient due to lack of

relevance to perceived needs. By involving the librarians in preparing training

packages and planning in-service programmes, the librarians in the community
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colleges will b€ involved in planning solutions. This could provide job enhancement as

it also provides opportunities for planning and decision-making at a coilege level. The

librarians are also able to show the instructional nature of their work, which may aid

them in their search for instructor status.

Perforrnøwce øpprøÍsøL. Properly executed performance appraisal is future-

oriented and evaluates individual perfonnance in terms of goals achieved and

objectives met. Where the goals and objectives are not known, or unclear, the

potential of the individual employees is not fully realized. A performance appraisal

that ties an individual performance to achieving agreed-upon goals, both for the

individual and for the organization, will ensure that the employee is not only informed

of the goals but also has an opportunity to evaluate them in light of the ban-iers that

may hinder their achievement.

All these priorities are initially needed in the Resea¡ch Library, and some are

needed in other libraries as well. They assume that the librarians are fully involved

and informed about the library's goals and objectives, receive appropriate training to

realize these goals and objectives, and finally are evaluated on the basis of goals

achieved and objectives realized. This also provides the much needed "fit" between

individual needs and organizational needs.

lmplementation Sequence: Action-Plans

The barriers identified in this study were lack of time, lack of desired courses

at convenient times and lack of direction from the administration. The solutions

suggested were properly structured training programs, offered in a positive

atmosphere, with flexible scheduling. This should be undertaken for all staff members,

not just the person immediately affected, to ensure an attitude of sharing, and to avoid
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fonnation of "elite" groups. An active approach will ensure that all staff members are

aware of the desired or inevitable change. trnformational "blurbs" about the change,

and routing related articles to all staff members, will set the scene. This can be

followed by a series of audio-visual presentations on the planned change, and visits to

other libraries. This will help to introduce the various issues concerned with the

change first broadly, then specifically, through workshops, seminars, and hands-on

experience. Finally, on-the-job training, scheduled specifically for that purpose, with

handouts and follow-up sessions, will ensure that the learning takes place in a

graduated manner. What is suggested is a process and not a product. A desired or

imminent change - for example, library automation - can be introduced by first

recognizing the barriers and planning a series of activities that will first inform and

involve the participants in planning for the change bfore ensuring that appropriate

learning occurs to effect the change.

Evaluation and Updating

Evaluation of any changed activity and learning experiences is of great

importance. Personal interviews including performance appraisals, focus group

interviews and surveys, and targeting appropriate groups of employees will assure

that feedback is provided in a non-threatening aünosphere.

An effective way to evaluate the development programme is through a goal-

oriented performance appraisal of individual librarians. A properly conducted appraisal

will involve evaluation of past performance within the context of goals to k achieved.

An important part of the appraisal would be an analysis of what goals have not been

reached, what ba¡riers exist, and what people believe is possible to overcome the

ba¡riers. In essence, a needs assessment at an individual level, conducæd at regular

intervals in an atmosphere of sha¡ed planning and evaluation, will go a long vvay to not
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only establish and evaluate short-terni and long-term goals aË the individual level, but

also may prduce a climate of personal godwill and support btween the manager and

the librarian.

Ad¡¡¡inåstnaÉi ve S u ppon$ fon Fl¡¡¡¡¡axr Rwu rces Ðeve[opmaem$

Fluman resources development is leadership-driven. The full support of the

adminisE'ator is important to ensure that a planned sequence of activities takes place

in an atmosphere of participation by all concerned. The directors of the academic

libraries in this survey expressed full support for human resources development in

their libraries. Given their support and involvement, as well as the expressed needs

of librarians, the climate is now ripe for establishing effective human resources

development programmes in academic libraries in Manitoba.

Literature on organizational development, human resources development and

human resources management unanimously states that top-level support is an

important ingredient for the successful implementation of a programme of human

resources development. The literature on management of change further emphasizes

that support and expectations of senior administration are critical for the

establishment of a well-run human resources development programme. Through

expectations and empowerrnent, managers are in a position to strongly influence how

individuals perceive their changing jobs. Morgan (1989) pointed out that:

In developing managerial competencies we must do more than "drive through
the rearview mirror." It is not enough to look at what excellent organizations
and managers are already doing. It is also necessary to k proactive in relation to
the future: to anticipate some of the changes that are likely to occur and to
position organizations and their members to address these new chailenges
effectively. @organ 1989, l)

One way of advancing this is through "management by expectations" that

encourages high expectations in others and emphasizes future opportunities.
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According to Field and Van Seters, the challenge "is to build a culture which is

dedicated and disciplined and where attitudes are focused on tomorrow's expectations

and opportunities, not on yesterday's mistakes and failures" (Field and Van Seters

1988, 33). Management by expectations, with its emphasis on positive attitudes,

forms an ideal vehicle for human resources development. This also incorporates goal-

oriented performance appraisals of individual employees, which are essential for a

continuous process of planning and implementing desired activities in a climate of

shared accomplishment rather than merely correcting deficiencies.

Cor¡clusioua

,A,nticipating changes both in the societal and technological fields and

preparing to serve the end users effectively and efficiently is a mark of success for

library operation. A human resources development programme helps librarians to

identify elements of tibrary operation that should respond to societal and technological

changes. Ultimately, the user community must judge whether a library meets the

users' particular demands.

A major goal of a human resources development programme in an academic

library is to ensure that the academic librarians' level of satisfaction is maximized and

productivity raised, so that bth individual and organizational needs are realized. The

professional and support staff in a library should respond particularly to changes in

technology. The importance of printed material as a source of information is being

eroded by technology. Different information delivery systems incorporating modern

technology are now in use. Technology also has bnought about a levelling of the tasks

performed by different staff by increasing the capabilities of support staff to gather

needed information through automated means. The "deskiling," and the consequent
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"reskilling," that occurred within the last decade in Technical Services due to

technology, is now happening in Reference Services, due to elech'onic libraries that

reach users directly. Librarians of all kinds are calied upon to learn new skills and to

discover new roles. As technology keeps changing, so does the need for the librarian

to change his or her role. Consequently, the need for human resources development

that will enable the librarian to develop individual capabilities while meeting the needs

of the libra¡y becomes critical.

Human resources development is a far more effective tool of management

than staff development, as can be seen in the following illustration. The pæ-ticipants of

a library are A. Organization (Library management) B. Librarians (who are part of

library staff¡ and C. End users.

StaffDevelopment Vs Human Resources Development

Ag@; B Aã% " **"

Søff development smoothes the interaction between the library organization

(library management) and library staff. In this scheme, there is, however, an unproven

assumption that any facilitation of the interaction ktween the library organization and

staff automatically improves services delivered to the user community. In contrast,

the human resource development mode focuses on bth the improvement of librarians

as well as their impact on the end users through the means of goal realization. The

purpose of a library is better served when a library's end users benefit and are

satisfied. In a dynamic society with a changing population and changing technology,

the feedback effects that result from human resources development help keep the

library's operation meaningful and contribute substantially to the success of the

library's mission.
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ÏIuman resources development is a process and not a product. In an

academic library, it should be viewed as a process that would not only allow motivated

employees to function effectively but, in addition, in a most effective way instill

motivation in non-motivated employees as well. Expenditure on human resources

development, especially on the adaptation of librarians (and other library staffl¡ to

changes in the library, is the correct response to changes in automation; budget cuts

and changes in library organization. It may even bo the most cost effective response

which can at the same time raise the level of efficiency of library operation. No amount

of monetary compensation will solve the problems of job dissatisfaction and

frustration, and thereby reduction in services to users, that would arise if these are left

unsolved. To that end, human resources development offers a planned approach to

meet the needs of academic librarians.
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Staff Benefits Extended to Academüc n-ibnarians in
Ma¡rÍtoba Fer Conkactual Agreemenf

Staff Benefis as pr collective Agreement and Library administration

A. Fersonal Benefits:
Pension plan¡letirement plan
Dependent life insurance plan
Accidental deatfldismemberment compnsation plan

Paid-up life insurance plan
Long-ærm disability income plan

Supplementary health plan
Denøl plan
Early retirement inc€ntives
Matemity leave
Paternity leave
Adoption leave

E. FinancialRei¡nbursement:
Tuition fees
Tuition fees fs family members
Travel funds for conferences, etc.
Professional association membership
Professional development maærial coss
Defened salary leave plan

C. Time ReXease:

Reduced appinrnent
Researcty'Study leave - Short -term

- Medium-term
- l,ong-ærm

Time allounent to affend conferences
Time allounent for research pojecs

D. Recognition:
Performance appa.isal
Merit award
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Appenedix B

Respomdemts' SurggesÉions f'on Mottvaúüore

The Research Library

"Show them how their work is important to library users; encourage them
to care about the quality of their work as well as the quantity; explain the
difference between librarians' work and library assistants' (if there is
any!)."
"Attention to personal needs of non-motivated librarian - counselling for
self-motivation."
".Attempt to get the person interested in some aspect of the jôb and ttren
get them to improve in that aspect. Last resort - lack of promotion and
salary raises."
"Peer pressure works best. Talk to them, find out why they aren't
motivated, explain to them that being called an "academic" librarian
carries the responsibility that they can't behave like clerks by working 9-5
and not doing anything else. Have a yearly official talk discussing what
they have done re. (a) work (b) activities in committees inside and
outside library (c) publication (d) research, erc. If they are srill nor
motivated, start documenting their activities. Use progressive discipline,
and if need be look at terminating them."
"The ca¡rot is fully available here; the stick is not. S/e need more ability
with those who can't or won't change: (1) to identify them "objectiveiy;'
(2) to force action for improvement."
"Motivation has to be internal. Doing well and achieving has to be one of
the individual's needs. Employer must give professional autonomy.
Employer must try to find tasks to challenge employee and should
distribute tasks to take advantage of special abilities and interests of
individual librarians. \ile do not have any non-motivated librarians in my
areallibrary. Some put more energy into thei¡ work but there are no
problem performers, presumably because aspects of the job have intrinsic
rewa¡ds. v/e do recognize that not all librarians are equally good at the
tasks performed in the a¡ea."
"Make him/her feel useful; involve him/her in decision-making; inform
hiny'her of decisions he was not involved in so he can feel integrated."
"Distribute HRDP information directly to all librarians, do not distribute
through library hierarchy. Provide more flexible researcVstudy leaves."
"Encouragement of their potentials, skills, strengths."
"If possible, give a special project with a clear termination date on which
the librarian works on his own. However, I believe at least half the
responsibility for motivation rests with the libra¡ian."
"Provide environment where initiative and creativity are encouraged,
recognized. h'ovide staff development opportunities. "
"Some positive feedback about our daily work."
"Co-operative approach to management of project planning."
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"This is a very difficult question since a person can lack motivation for
various reasons. FIe or she may be disu'essed, distracted, hurt, ill or
burned out. No one answer appiies to all. The best answers are
personal, spiritual and character changing/building. But as to what the
work place could offer, some suggestion are as follows: 1. Give authoriry
where lies the responsibility. Let unit heads make more decisions.
Delegation of authority; 2. Better recognition of outstanding perfonnance
through merit pay, honour system, etc. 3. Better training. 4. Better
conditions governing leaves. Better preparation for same. 5. Recognition
that an academic librarian ig an academic and often an independent
scholar."
"Try to match talents and jobs. Provide clear objectives and positive
feedback."
"More time/money could be made available."
"The supervisor/senior manager should create a healthier atmosphere by
treating the libra¡ians fairly and equally, professionally (i.e. not as slave
to master or as an inferior commodity), by showing respect and
confidence in his/her abilities (both actual and potential) and by offering
encouragement and opportunities for himlher to develop, create and
flower, professionally (rather than being negatively critical,
psychologically abusive, excessively authoritarian, threatening, etc).
Also, the atmosphere in the library should be one of professional
teamwork, and comraderie (not one of competitiveness and 'one-
upmanship') and the opportunities for professional development should
k open to all (not selected through favouritism)."
"Assist him/her to see where his/hers needs/responsibilities match those
of the library's and encourage and allow him/her to meet those needs and
carry out the responsibilities while bing and feeling part of the tenm."
"There should be a certain (small) percentage of the library budget set
aside for regular on-going training."
"There should be a human resources development officer or coordinator
who would also be available for individual career counselling for
librarians."
"There should be more recognition and use made of librarians'
specialized subject backgrounds. Subject expertise could be used more
efficiently."
"Many positions exclude managerial aspects, shifting career
possibilities, which could be changed by opting for term headships."
"There needs to be regular management reinforcement by means of
presentations, etc. to keep leaders motivated."
"Performance appraisal should be bi-lateral, i.e. librarians should have
input in the performance appraisal of the librarian who evaluates them."
"How to give performance appraisals essential."
"Equal treatment to that given to faculty, especially for 1@7o paid research
leaves and encouragement to do quality research even on the job.
possibilities of short tenn leaves are of most importance."
"I think staff need to know they are part of a library system - and they
need to know the role they play within that system."
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"The "good" professionals in some areas are so overworked that they
cannot initiate or carry-out important changes. Froper staffing levels
would certainly help."
"It is imporcant to have access to library journals and books. I think
there should be a directed approach to acquiring such materials. I also
think the cost of these materials should be an administration/personal
budget line and not paid of the library's regular acquisitions budget."
"Better in-house training for management. Fliring the right person is
essential and training is needed there."
"A clear statement of our goals and of our mission, for saamplê, are we
really a research library." Goals and objectives setting."
"A much better sense of harmony and unity and esprit de corps among the
professional library staff. Not so much internal bickering and suspicion."
"Less friction ktween management and union."

Undergraduate Librarie s

"No easy answer. People are motivated or not motivated for very
complicated reasons. Many staff seek some degree of prestige or esteem
vis-a-vis their colleagues (supervisory powers, powers to make important
decisions, recognition that they have important skills or abilities or that thei¡
area functions very well, recognition that what they do is important to the
functioning of the library as a whole). \Vhere there is a significant mis-march
between people's (not necessarily realistic) aspirations and their duties and
responsibilities, you may have a non-motivated person. Some people have
much greater personal drive, energy, etc. than others."
"Make them feel their contribution is important."
"Offer more autonomy, recognition, responsibility to librarians by having
them work with readily recognizable units of work."
"The existing collective agreement closely prescribes disciplinary actions
(negative motivation). Probably the best way would be to provide him/her
with new challenges and support."
"Communication, cooperation and honesty."
"Try to pretend we are a much longer institution with different levels of
people to do different jobs - clerical, professional, etc."
"So fa¡ we have none."
"To set precise goals and objectives with monthly performance services in
consultation with non-motivated librarian."
"Recognition of a job well done. Credit where credit is due."
"Subject expertise (stafÐ; bener understanding of library systems on part of
staff."
"Improved relations with senior administration (i.e. Dean of Science and
Dean of Arts and especially Vice President (Academic and Research) to
whom the Library Director reports)."
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o'There are only 3 professionals in our lib'rary; it seems unrealistic to kcome
too highly specialized when we basically just do what has to be done,
keeping abneast of whether new technologies, skills are available to improve
our services."

Communiry College Lib'raries

"More responsibility in setting goals and objectives."
"One to one discussion benx¡een person and supervisor to determine reason
for lack of interest. Provide person with more chances for impact, and if
possible, more responsibility."
"Positive modelling on the part of the head librrarian can b an effective way
to motivate a non-motivated librarian. Making them aware of the benefits
that are available in the profession might arouse interest in doing a good
job."
"It depends on the reason for lack of motivation: Is the person not
challenged enough, is the salary inadequate, is the problem non-work related,
etc."
"That depends on reason for lack of motivation - Is it due to burnout, stress,
laziness, incompetence?"
"Dirch the union, become self governing, introduce merit pay and spread $
for further development."
"I would like to see the inclusion of the library and library staff in the top
management strategic planning. Management planning should also focus on
library staff, productivity, staff morale and library service in addition to the
usual focus on reduction of budget and restriction of expenditures."

2W



Letter Requesting Permission for Fersonal Intervicws and Ouestionnairc Survey

To:

lChief Librarian
Academic Library
_, Manitoba]

From:
Ganga B. Dakshinamurti
934 Crestview Park Drive
Winnþg, Man., R2Y 0V7 IDate]

Dear

This is a follow-up of my telephone conversation I had with you on
. As I mentioned over the phone, apart from my work at the University of

Manitoba as the Coordinator of Technical Services, I am a candidate in the Ph.D
program in the Dept. of Educational Administration, Faculty of Education, University
of Manitoba. My research interest is in human resources development in educational
institutions, especially in Canadian academic lib'raries. For my thesis, I would like to
investigate the construction of a comprehensive model of human resources
development that aims to b responsive to the developmental needs of the academic
libraries as well as of the individual librarians concerned. Attached is a summary of
the objectives of my study and the research questions that I would like to investigate.

The research design calls for both qualitative and quantitative analyses of
needs assessments based on data to be gathered through interviews and surveys
involving academic libraries. For my case sfudies, I would like to use the academic
libraries in Manitoba. Hence I am requesting an interview with you, and also your
permission to approach the librarians in

My case study approach would involve the following, with a maximum of
about one to two hours for each interview:

1. Personal interview of the Chief Librarian of the academic library (Permission

is requested for taping the interview.
1a. An optional addition would be a personal interview with any other senior

administrator(s) designated by the Chief Librarian.
2. Survey of all academic librarians in the library through a questionnaire. (As

no personal data will k sought, complete confrdentiality will k maintained
and guaranteed).



lætter R.Euesting Permission for Fersonal Interviews and Ouestionnairc Survey

If you give me permission to proceed, I will then be requesting relevant
documents to give me some historical data on staff development in your library.

I would like to conduct the personal interview(s) of yourself and any other
senior administrators you designate in the month of 

-. 

As well, I would like to
send the questionnaire to librarians in the month of _.

Iwoulddeeplyappreciateitifyoucou1dpleaseletmeknowby-,if
I may consider your libnary for my case study. I can k reached at my office at the
University of Manitoba (ph.#: 474-8927) or at my home add¡ess (ph.#: 837-3757).

Thanking you for your consideration and prompt attention to this matter.

Ganga B. Dakshinamurti



Qwestíømwøâre før

Persopan{ Eeetewiew øf, Seniør &&ømøgenaewt

@w

W umøm ñ.e sowrce s Ðevelapvnevat øf ,üeødewaic f-ibrøriøws

f. T'o he obÉaireed f"arst Éhrough documemtany anaåysüs üf possübåe, &ffid fiaÉen connohonated
with the adrnirnistnaÉon:

A. [,íbrary Frafile:
1. Size of lib,rary:

a) Annual budget

b) Collection strength

monograph

serials
others

2. Personnel in library:
a) Number of librarians, full time equivalent

(includin g administrators)
b) Number of support staff, full time equivalent
c) Personnel in SDÆIRD area

3. Incentives and opportunities offered formally by the university/college concerned:
Pension Others:
Research/Study Leave
MedicallDental care
Educational support
Merit pay

Merit award

Professional development allowances

4. Does the library have a written staff development policy? Is the policy distributed to all
staff members? Does the policy apply to both professional and support staff?

E. Status of E{urnøn Resowrces Ðevelopment (WR.Ð):

1. Historical background of the organization, especially regarding human resources
development.

2. Objectives of the organization, particularly with regard to human resources development.
3. How are the HRD activities made known to staff memþrs?
4. Is there an on-going evaluation of FIRD in the library?

f{" T'tre adr¡rinistrator will be requested to cornpxete tl¡e quesúionnaine åm orden pnovide an
administrative penspective on the E{RÐ iss¡¡es raised.



fII. Ques$üoxas fon pensonaal år¡Éenvåew oÊ úåae ad¡sdrtËstraton:

l.What are your views about human resources development? What returns do you expect?

a) Frofessional needs

professional or technical training/reu'aining
managerial training
technological update

seminars conferences/workshops
membership in professional associations

other(s)

b) Fersonal needs

managerial relationship
personal enhancement

pension and other financial plans

other(s)

c) Psychological needs

recognition, formal and informal
job satisfaction/motivational level
merit increment

other(s)

2. Costs of human resources development.

Does the library have funds specifically set aside for HRD?
7o of HRD budget out of total operating budget.

3. In what ways have the federal and provincial governments/universify, college have
helped/hindered the progress of the library with regard to human resources development
activities?

4. Future plans for human resources development
Major expansion or change in HRD.

5. How useful would it be for amanagerlsupervisor in your library to have access to a
centralized human resources inventory and information system that would list individual
training assets and career needs?

essenrtd _useful _not rcefud _ dnn't krøw
Reasonfor your clnice

6. How useful would it k for a manager/supervisor in your library to have a human resources

development model, outlining a step-by-step approach to the process by giving a strucfure to
the human resources development program?



Needs Assesscmexlt:

Ë{usmaxa R esou¡rees ÐeveBopx¡lex¡t ofl Acadexsaåa ã.ühranüaats

Jane24, l99l
Dear Colleague:

I am currently completing the requirements for Ph. D in educational administration at the

University of Manitoba. My thesis topic is on human resources development for academic librarians in

Manitoba. With the consent of the directors of the libraries concerned, I am using the university and college

libraries in Manitoba as case-studies for my research. The design calls for a survey of academic librarians in

Manitoba on their opinions and concerns about human resource developmental activities in their libraries.

The questionnaire is enclosed, along with a stamped self-addressed envelope. Please complete the survey

and mail it to me by Monday, July 22, 1991. Confidentiality for individual respondents is totally assured, as

no identifying data is requested in the questionnaire, and the questionnaires themselves are not numbered.

An executive surnmary of the results of the survey will be sent to ali academic lib,rarians in your institution

in Falt 1991.

On the back of this page is a glossary of some of the terms used in the survey. If any part of the

questionnaire is not clear, please call me for clarification. I thank you very much for your participation and

support in returning the questionnaire promptly.

Ganga Dakshinamurti

934 Creswiew Park Dr.

Iü/innipeg, Manitoba

R2Y OV7

Ph 474 - 8927 (office)

837 - 3757 (home)



GEæsany

&{urnam E'esouÍ'ces developmaemt (IIRD) in an organization calls for various activities that are designed to

further the accountability and prductivity of the organization, and which are conducted within a specific time

in order to produce desired changes. These activities incorporate ûnaimireg to improve performance on the

present job; educatüoca to prepare individuals for future, identifiable jobs within the organization; and

developrne¡lú which helps individuals grow and meet as yet unspecified goals within the organization. In
this context, raeeds are any skillslknowledge/attitudes that would help to further the stated objective(s),

and needs assessment is a præess of determining the difference btween skills, knowledge and attitudes

that exist, and those yet needed or desired.

.,{cademic libnarian:

SKiII:

Knowledge:

A.ttitude:

Caneen development:

Barniers:

Caneer nnanagernenÉ:

T'earn huitding:

Professional librarian, with a degree in Library/Information Science,

and working in a post-secondary institution as a librarian.

Ability to perform competently.

Awareness, understanding of, or expertise in a particular subject

area.

A mental position with regard to a fact or a state.

Sub-element of a human resource management system. Focuses on

the development of individual employees and the match between

specific institutional career opportunities and individual career

interests and needs.

Negative attitude, lack of resources (money, expertise, equipment,

etc.) or lack of time, etc. that inhibit HRD implementation.

Includes those activities, processes, and systems which result in
the organization's ability to describe the career characteristics of its
employees, and to plan and predict the career capabilities required in
its future.

Setting up an atmosphere and process so that a collaborative group

problem-solving approach is used for diagnosis, problem-solving,

and action that contribute to achieving the tasks/objectives of the

$oup.
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W a¿waøva R. e s ø wy c e s M e v e {ø p wa e vat N e e ds A s s e s s vrae w8 Quø e stiø vl,re øi,r e

L. Ane tp¡e fotlowürag developmaesìtaå tncer¡tíves, acûivi&tes oÃ' @pporÊus¡í$Ëes off'ered üxe your

[ibrany? Please ctrcle appropriate rupnber below.

[1 -- offered and satisfactory; 2 = offered bw unsatisfactory; 3 = not offered bw desired;4 = not ofered not desired]

F{urnar¡ R.esounces ÐeveåopmaenÉaå

lncentives/ActiviÉtes/Oppontunities

A. Staff recognition:

a) Performance appraisal 1 ------- 2------- 3- - --- -- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3-- ----- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3-- -- --- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

l ------- 2------- 3- ---- -- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3- ---- -- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3---- - -- 4

r------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3---- - -- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3- - -- - -- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2-- -- --- 3-- -- - -- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2------- 3---- - -- 4

b) Merit pay

c) Merit award

immediate supervisor

library senior management 

-a) Travel to conferences, etc.

b) Tuition fees

c) Association membership(s)

d) Letter of commendation

e) Attitudinal support from

Ð Attitudinal support from

B. Reirnbursernent fon:

t2

13

C"

d) Purchasing professional development materials 

-

e ) Computer searches

Ð Photocopying for study/research purposes

g) Audio-visual preparation

R.esearch/Study leave:

a) Short term (3 months)

b) Medium terrn (3 -6 months)

c) Long terrn (1 year)

d) Time allonnent for research projects

e ) Time allonnent for conferences, etc.



X.. ¡1 =offeredandsatisfactory;2 =offeredbwwtsatisfactory:3 =rwtofferedbw&sired;4 =notofferednotdesiredl

F{¡¡rmam Resounces Ðeveåopmaerstaå

[ncenÉives/AcËüvütües /Opponturaities

Ð. Job entrar¡cem'åemÉ:

a) Job exchange24

1(

26

27

2t

29

30

3l

32

JJ

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

a)

b) Job sharing

c) Internal job rotation

d) Rotation of supervisory/managerial position

e) Traditional coaching (supervisor to employee)

Ð Peercoaching

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1 ------- 2---- --- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

1------- 2------- 3------- 4

E. "lob training:

a) Orientation

b) Initial training

c) On-going training

d) In-service activities

F. Ðeveloprnental opportunities

a) Short term workshops

b) Long tenn courses (e.g. degree programs)

c) Career development

G. Othens: Please specífy.

b)

c)

d)



2" lle your optreüora, whÍcå¡ of Éhe fol[owing cEeanges wouEd nequåne hu¡max¡ r€sor¡Fees

developmemÉ (E{RÐ) ira youn ltbnary? Please circle appropriate ru¿rnber below.

[1 = needmost HRD;2 = need some HRD;3 = need liule HRD;4 = needno HRD; nla = no su.ch clnngelrct applicable]

Entennal and exûerrna[ changes faced by your [ibrany wla

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Ð

e)

h)

i)
j)
k)

l)

m)

n)

o)

p)

q)

r)

41

42

4J

44

45

46

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

Change(s) in library buildings

Changing workforce in library (e.g. change in age, gerder etc.) 

-Læadership change in library

Changes in library organization structure

Change in your reporting structure

Changes in library user profile

Changes in library services provided

Changes in interaction botween library units

Changes in interaction with other depts. in univ./college 
-

Library automation

Significant budget cut

Significant budget increase4ibrary expansion

Changes in your union's influence

Changing faculty (e.g. age gender, program, etc.)

Changing student population (e.g. age gender, prograrrL eûc.) 

-Iæadership change in university/college

Change(s) in univ./college organizational structure

Change(s) in interaction with other libraries
(e.g. resowce sharing, inter- likry loarL eft.)

Other(s), Please specifi :

1------- 2------- 3------- 4-------n/a

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4-- - - - - -n/ u

I ------- 2------- 3------- 4-- ---- -nl a

1------- 2------- 3------- 4-------nla

1 ------- 2- ------ 3------- 4-- - - - --nl a

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4-- - - - - -nl u

I ------- 2------- 3------- 4-- --- --n/ a

1 ------- 2------- 3- - -- - -- 4-- - - -- -nl a

I ------- 2------- 3---- - -- 4-- - - - --n/ a

1------- 2------- 3------- 4-------nla

1 ------- 2-- -- - -- 3 - - -- - -- 4-- - - - - -n/ a

I ------- 2------- 3- - -- - -- 4-- - - - --n/ a

1 ------- 2- ------ 3- - ----- 4-- - - - --nl a

1 ------- 2------- 3- - -- - -- 4- - - - - - -nla

1 ------- 2------- 3------- 4-- - - - --n/ a

1 ------- 2-- -- - -- 3------- 4-- - - - - -n/ a

1 ------- 2---- - -- 3------- 4-- - - - - -n/ a

1 ------- 2- - -- --- 3---- - -- 4- - - - - - -n/a

1 ------- 2- - ----- 3------- 4-- - - - --nla

1 ------- 2- - --- -- 3------- 4-- - -- - -nl a

1 ------- 2-- --- -- 3------- 4-- - - - - -nl a

59

6l -65

s)

a)

b)

c)

[Please use addírtonal paper if necessary]



3. F no¡¡r the chaurges åisÉed üra quaes&åow ffi, p[ease specüfy up ú@ f"rve (5) maosÉ sügmtfficamÉ ahamges

æcunring åne youn [ihrany, üm order of üm'lponÉance to you.

66 1.

67 2.

68 3.

6s 4.

7o 5.

4" E{ow would you nate youn ahility to serve youn libnany clienÉele, g¡vex! Éhe changes currenÉtry

occux'ning tr¡ lühnanies?

most equípped least equípped

7t12345

Reason for your clnice:

5. What r¡ew/addÍÉional/diffene¡¡t skills, knowledge or aÉtit¡¡des are sti[! requined fon lihrarians

im your ttbrany to handte the above changes? Please specify below up to fíve (5) critically

nee de d s kíll s I know le dg e I anitude s .

S kills I K nowle dg e I Attitude s

72

73

75

76

[Please use adiítional paper if ræcessøry]



6" Who tniÉiates staf'f'devetopmaer¡É acÉivitåes åra youn åührany? Please rank in order of

freqtæncy, with I being 'mostfrequent'. Rank

i't a) Librarian

iB b) Section supervisor

7s c) Library administration

Bo d) Work group/committee

81 e) Combination of the above

Bz-t3 Ð Other(s). Please specify:

7. Edow is the need for deve[opmentatr actüviÉies deÉenrnined? Please rank in order of

frequency, with I being 'most frequent' .

84 a) Through regular performance appraisal

8s b) Staff development committee

86 c) Librarians' council or group

87 d) Perceived need by individual librarians through day to day experiences.

88 e) Perceived need by supervisor/manager through observations of day-to-day work.

8e Ð Perceived need by senior

eo-el g) Other(s). Please specífy:

management through observations of day-to-day work.

E. In youn opinüon, how effecúive are these deveåopmer¡tal activÍÉíes or opportunities i¡¡

satisfying your needs, the needs of your library, and Éhe cle€ds of your university/college?

ntost satisfactory least safisfactory

ez (a)Effective in satisfying your personal needs? I 2 3 4 5

Reason for satísfactíon level:

s3 (b) Effective in satisfying the needs of your library? | 2 3 4 5

Reason for satisfaction level:

s4 (c) Effective in satisfying the needs of your univ./college? I 2 3 4 5

Reason for satisfaction level:

Rank



9" Flease [üst helow Étae stgmåfficaxaÉ Éypes of:

(i) developmental aaÉtvãties/Ër¡cea!Éüves that you klieve your library needs;

(ii) banrÍen(s), if any, that exist now which may prevent implementation of the needed

activities; and

(iii) possible soluÉüo¡es for overcoming the ban'iers.

Specific developmental Bamíer preventing ímplementation

actívíties needed (e.g.løck of time,løck of fundíng) Possíble solutions

( e.g. cornputer trainíng ;

other specífîc courses )

95 -97

98- r 00

101-103

103-105

[Please use dl.itional paper if necessary]

n0. Ftease indicaÉe below what you considen to be your library's prevailing ad¡ni¡ristrative

strafegy.

106 _ Innovation strategy that allows employees to experiment and work creatively

r07 _ Cost-reduction strategy that attempts to increase employee productivity

r08 _ Quality improvement strategy requiring employees to be more committed and involved in the

quality of work produced

loe 
- 

Other(s). Please specify:

lro 
- 

Don't know

f.X.. [n youn opinion, what ovenall adrnÍnistnative appnoach woutd he n¡ost productive im

achieving signifficant huma¡r resources developrnent in your lihnany?



n5. FEease co¡¡a¡me¡aÉ on eny oÉher aspects of hn¡m¡ar¡ resour"ees deveåopraaemÉ üra youx" üibrany

Ét¡at ane of ËrmponÉance ûo you.

lZr -125

16. Fon stnictly sÉaÉisÉicat cornelation purposes, please choose the Éerrs! u¡rder each categony

that besÉ descníbes your current sÍÉuation in youn library. Please circle appropriate answer

below.

¡ (a) number of professional staff you work small medium large

with in your unit on a daily basis (I to 3) (3 to 6) (over 6)

o (b) the subject discipline you are mostly

associated with

s (c) supervisory responsibilities

scíences humanítíes socíal

& arts sciences

tn super- supervisíon supervísíon

visíon of support of support

staff & professío-

nal staff

T'hank you f'or completing the questio¡rnaire pronnptly,

Fåease ¡¡se the self-addnessed, stanaped envelope for mailireg.


